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HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN AMERICA, 1971
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF THE COMMITTEE
ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:40 a.m., in room 4232, New Senate
Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Kennedy, Eagleton, and Javits.
Committee staff members present: LeRoy G. Goldman, professional
staff member to the subcommittee; and Jay'B. Cutler, minority counsel
to the subcommittee.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today's hearings bring to a close the Washington phase of our
inquiry into the health-care crisis which confronts America.
For the past several weeks the subcommittee has received testimony
from a wide variety of health providers and consumers. The more
we learn the more we are concerned. With each day's hearing the
case against this Nation's health industry has grown stronger. The
health industry is America's fastest growing failing business. It is
a $70 billion cottage industry which has grown like Topsy. And the
bill is being paid by the American people. These hearings have
demonstrated that any reasonable hope for reform requires us to
change the rules of the game. A patch-up job won't work. And those
who do not have a vested interest in the status quo, know it won't

work. The hearing record in that regard is compelling.
What are the major elements of the crisis?
1. Cost.-Over the last 20 years health costs have increased by
a factor of 6, from $12 to $70 billion annually. Much of that increased cost is simply inflation, because of the wasteful and irrational way in which America "does its health thing." The American
people pay more and more, yet they receive less.
2. Manpower.-The health manpower crisis lies at the heart of
our difficulty. We say we are 50,000 doctors short. But that statistic

oversimplifies the problem. While it is true we don't have enough
of some kinds of physicians, we have too many of other kinds. We
desperately need more primary care physicians. But we have too
many surgeons. And we do too much surgery, some of which is unnecessary. The physician manpower we do have is maldistributed.
If you live in the inner city or in a rural area, your chances of having easy access to a doctor are poor. Finally, we need to break
open the rigid caste system which entraps all health professionals.
(1233)
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3. Financingmechanisms.-One of the seeming sacred cows of the
present system is the fiscal intermediary-the health insurance industry. For more than 30 years we have relied upon them to adequately insure the American people against the economic consequences of illness. By and large they have failed. With high administrative overhead, the need to make a profit, regressive experience
rating, bias in favor of hospital care rather than ambulatory care,
and little or no effort to reform the health care system, the health
insurance industry has become part of the problem.
4. Quality.-Incredibly, we have learned that the quality of care
which is rendered is uneven at best. By and large the consumer has
no way to know whether he has been properly treated. And this
fact affects every segment of our society. A nonsystem which permits, even encourages, the absence of quality control needs to be
changed.
Next week the Senate Health Subcommittee begins extensive field
hearings on the health crisis. The subcommittee will visit New York,
West Virginia, Tennessee, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Colorado, and California. Our basic objective will be to permit the consumers of health
care to have an opportunity to tell us what they think about health
care in America. It's time to open the industry up and let the people
in. For too long their voice has not been heard.
Today we have some of their most distinguished public servants
here with us. The Legislative Action Committee of the U.S. Conference of Mayors consists of 17 mayors. Alayor John Lindsay of
New York is chairman of that committee, andlie is here with several of his colleagues to present testimony on the health care crisis
from their perspective as elected city officials.
Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. I thank the Chair and I will be very brief.
Mr. Chairman, we take great pride in presenting the testimony
of Mayor Lindsay to the committee and to the Congress and the
country.
New York City shows a unique anomaly. We have, according to
Dr. English's testimony before the subcommittee, 278 physicians
per hundred thousand people in New York, more than double the
national average of 131, and we have 632 hospital beds per 100,000
people, more than one-third above the national average, and yet
from my personal experience--I am sure the mayor confirms thisNew York's inner city ghettos, slums, and barrios suffer more from
deprivation of medical care than perhaps any place in the country.
Certainly they are no better-they are among the worst in the
United States. It is a similar anomaly in all the other States. It is
the health crisis into which, under the fine direction of Senator
Kennedy, this committee is looking.
For example, I am sure that the mayor is very well acquainted
with this, but the director of the New York Health and Hospitals
Corporation testifies that the 346-bed Lincoln Hosiptal in the South
Bronx, originally built as an old age home for runaway slaves, is
the principal health facility for 350,000 of the city's neediest citizens, and its tiny emergency room is, and I quote, the busiest in the
entire Nation, a single X-ray machine is held together with adhe-
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sive tape." And this in New York with, as I say, a wealth of medical resources and talent.
Is it the sense of outrage that the poor feel over this situation,
any wonder?
Now, Mr. Chairman, as I shall be unable to remain throughout the
entire hearing I would like to submit a list of questions to the
Chair to be put to Mayor Lindsay when the mayors' testimony
is over.
I thank the Chair, and I would like to join the Chair in assuring
all the mayors that we mean business this time, and that if human
power, influence, and persuasion triumph, with your help we will
achieve a national health scheme for this country and resolve these
tremendous injustices which almost cause the society by its operation to exercise the right of life and death over human beings. Who
shall live and who shall die is determined not by nature or Providence, but by the medical system of the country.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator

KENNEDY.

Thank you very much.

We are glad to welcome the distinguished mayors here. Mayor
Lindsay of New York comes to testify before the subcommittee with
a most impressive record of public service. He began his career by
joining the staff of the U.S. Department of Justice as an executive
assistant to Attorney General Brownell. In 1958, he was elected to
the U.S. Congress and served four terms. In 1965 he was first
elected mayor of New York. He is a memebr of the Citizens Committee for Children for New York City; member of the Council
of Foreign Relations; member of the Board of Directors of New
York Mission Society.
Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro, in addition to serving the people of
Baltimore since January 1967 as mayor, has been President of
the City Council of Baltimore during the years 1962-67, and was a
member and President of the Board of Supervisors during the
years 1958-62. At the age of 37 he also has the distinction of being
the youngest mayor in Baltimore's history.
Mayor Tate of Philadelphia served in the Pennsylvania State
Legislature from 1940-46; was President of the National League
of Cities in 1967, and President of the U.S. Conference of Mayors
in 1970. Mayor Tate began serving the city of Philadelphia in 1951
when he became a member of the city council. He became the mayor
in 1962, and was reelected in 1963 and 1967.
We have three mayors whose service to their cities and to their
community has been well recognized by the people they have represented and whose understanding of the problems of their communities is well indicated from their records. And we express the great
appreciation of the members of the subcommittee for their appearance here before us to talk about the health crisis in the cities and
the country.
Mayor Lindsay.
Mayor LiNDSAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senator
Javits.
Let me first invite the president of the United States Conference
of Mayors, Mayor Tate, to make a comment.
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Mayor TATE. Mr. Chairman, Senator Kennedy, and Senator
Javits, we have a routine that we would like to follow, with your
permission. It is not a voidable act, it is a serious act.
But I do want to say that following a meeting of much concern
in the city of Atlanta at the time we had a conference in December
of last year some of the mayors got together and suggested to me,
as the presiding officer of the United States Conference of Mayors,
that we begin to take action to implement some of the vely fine
policies that have been enunciated down through the years by both
the National League of Cities and the United States Conference of
Mayors. At that time we selected a group of 16 mayors stretching
from the west coast to the east and from the north to the south,
mayors who have been very active in the national scene as well as
in their own communities, and mayors who mean business with
respect to getting legislation not only in the Congress, but in their
respective State legislatures.
We were pleased to have twisted John Lindsay's arm to ask him
to act as chairman of this legislative committee, especially in view
of his former association with the Federal Congress.
We have on this committee, as I say, 16 members, and three of
us are here today-I in my position as the president of the United
States Conference of Mayors and past president of the National
League of Cities-and we appointed John as the chairman. And
we have been moving around the country for the last couple of
months visiting various cities to concern ourselves with these respective problems. Joining us on this committee is the very active
young mayor of Baltimore, Tom D'Alesandro. In fact, we visited his
city only 3 weeks ago.
And so today with Mayor Lindsay leading off, we would like to
present our testimony in this very important legislation. And I
would like to recognize Mayor Lindsay at this time.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN V. LINDSAY,
MAYOR OF NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.
Mayor LINDSAY. Thank you very much, Mayor Tate. Mr. Chairman, Senator Javits, we of the legislative action committee would
like to express our thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership and initiative in bringing about these hearings here in Washington and in the country. We regard it as significantly important
to all of our communities, to our cities, and the legislative action
committee on behalf of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and all of
the mayors of the country speak as one voice in expressing thanks
and also the hope that the hearings will be productive and will
result in a national program.
My thanks to my own Senator, the senior Senator from New
Yor Senator Javits, for his constant concern, his constant leadership, and his never-failing presence at all important occasions.
We are in Washington to report on the state of medical services
in the cities. And our report is not particularly encouraging. As
mayors, all of us live constantly with the very simple but very
tragic reality that the wealthiest Nation in the world is not the
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healthiest Nation in the world. We see millions of our citizens
going without medical care under a medical care system that is
neither fair nor adequate. In our cities we struggle to do more at
a time when national inflation and national recession are eroding our
local fiscal ability to do even as much as we have in the past.
Today, every mayor here will tell you about a health crisis in his
own city. I can tell you that in New York, the human price of a
failing health system is far too high.
The reported cases of gonorrhea in our city have increased 100
percent in the last 10 years.
Virtually no treatment is received by 300,000 alcoholics.
Infant mortality, though it has been reduced, is still almost 22
per 100,000.
In that figure, as in some of the other figures I have given you,
New York City, according to satistics, may have been in better
shape than a great many other parts of the country.
And incredibly, last year, there were 2,600 new cases of tuberculosis in our city and 1,400 prior cases were still alive.
Failure on this scale is intolerable-and New York City has
refused to accept it. Last year our budget allocated over a billion
dollars for health. We set up a new, independent Health and Hospitals Corp. to improve efficiency in the expenditure of over $600
million in our 18 municipal hospitals-18 municipal hospitals which
last year served New Yorkers to the extent of 4.6 million in patient
days and 4.75 million ambulatory visits.
Incidentally, one of the municipal hospitals out of the 18 is the
Lincoln Hospital that Senator Javits referred to. All is not in
despair because the city is in the process of constructing at this
moment a brand new very large, we hope very intensive, and new

Lincoln Hospital.
We funded a tenfold increase in the number of children tested
for lead poisoning just this past year. This is not only the largest
lead poisoning program in the country-it is the only one that has
managed to reach three-quarters of the children living in dilapidated housing in any city. We are now asking for State aid in
mounting a comprehensive attack on alcoholism.
Another statistic that may be of interest to you is, in our municipal city hospitals alone we are now performing abortions at the
rate of 35,000 a year.
But the effective resolution of the medical care crisis is impossible at the local level. Even what New York City is able to do now
depends heavily on help from other levels of government which
have too often let the people of my city down.
The Federal decision to slash the regional medical programs grant
is a case in point. Most of the Nation has suffered a 10-percent reduction. The New York metropolitan area was cut back twice as
sharply. The damage can be counted in dollars-but it must also be
measured in less attention to vital health problems like heart disease,
cancer, and stroke. And the city has borne the brunt of other,
equally insensitive economies.
The control of syphillis in New York was finally becoming effective when support for federally financed casefinders was cut off.
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This was a major reason for the loss in the first 6 months of 1970
of all the gains against syphillis during the previous 3 years. That
is our own city budget money. The city has refinanced the casefinders with local tax levy funds. But as our fiscal crisis deepens,
our ability to sustain such critical health care programs is increasingly threatened.
Parenthetically, I should note few things are more damaging to
morale and to citizen well-being than the cut-off of Federal programs of this nature once established.
The threat looms larger after the meatax cuts made by our State
legislature in State aid to the cities last week. Unless it reverses itself, there will have to be stunning, across-the-board reductions in
essential city services and city employment. No area, including
health, will escape the devastation. In fact, health services have already been hit hard.
13y lowering the medicaid eligibility ceiling from a $5,000 family
income to a $4,500 family income, the State legislature saved the
State $75 million. The price of that "saving" to the city is almost
incredible. We will lose, not only $75 million in State money, but
$150 million in Federal funds that would have been allocated to
match the State grant. To maintain the level of medicaid service previously available in New York City would now cost us an additional
$225 million in city resources-out of our city budget, which we don't
have.
With a deficit of $300 million in the current fiscal year, with a
$1 billion deficit projected for the next fiscal year, and with a legal
obligation to balance the budget, the city's only present alternative
is to not make up the State medicaid cutbacks. It is very difficult
to be in that position, almost impossible not to absorb those cuts
because what are 18 municipal hospitals and another network of
voluntary hospitals that are supported by the city out of its budget,
and all of the ambulatory family clinics located in the neighborhood
as satellites to those hospitals-what are they to do with families of
incomes under $5,000 when they come in for medical treatment?
Are they going to throw them back out on the street? Are they
going to demand cash as a prepayment? Hardly possible.
Therefore, what the State has done iii this particular case hereperhaps reflecting national indifference in the process-what the
state has done is just increase the burdens on city people, taking care
of their own situation on the backs of the cities.
Medicaid was a response to a crying need for medical care. Now
we are told that we must get along without it. But what are the
mayors of New York State to tell the sick who come to the steps
of city hall with their problems?
Far too frequently, the real cost of saving money is wasting lives.
But the real solution is not simply to restore the" cuts. Much more
far-reaching reform is essential. Even if we fully fund the present
medical care system--even if the system functions at its best potential-millions of Americans would never receive adequate health
care. We must redesign and reshape the system itself, if we are
ever to reach the goal of a healthy Nation.
Only the Federal Government can financially guarantee access to
decent medical care. for all citizens. The time is past for prolonged
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debate about Federal responsibilities and States' rights and local
control. In my city-and in every other city-catastrophic illness
is daily destroying the savings and hopes of countless families. In
my city-and in every other city-the quality of medical care for
the pool is uneven, uncertain, and frequently inhuman. In my
city-and in every other city-hard-working middle-income Americans are reluctant to seek care because they worry about the costs
their private or group insurance will not cover.
Senator JAVlTS. Mr. Mayor, would you mind if I asked, with the
Chairman's permission, a question at that point?
Senator KEN NEIDY. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. I notice you said something about the Federal
Government having to take this ulp. But isn't it a fact, Mr. Mayor,
that the plan which we are hearing is a mutual plan for all the
people of the United States which will, because it covers all the
people actuarily, enable us to do more, to contribute effectively even
financially, for' those who can't pay their way rather than the present ,ystemn wlhen it is all in relatively smaller units disbursed in
the way of private insurance, Blue Cross, Blue Shield, State, cities,
et cetera, and we don't have the weight of the total actuarial exeprience of tie United States and therefore the benefit for those who
need it most?
Mayor LNI)SAY. True. What you are saying, Senator Javits, is
that any comprehensive health care program that underwrites the
health of tle Nation, the burden has to fall on the private sector
as well as the public sector. We agree with that. The public sector
cannot escape the portion of underwriting that it must contribute
in order to make it possible, because the fact of the matter is that
a comprehensive program must be universal. It cannot have such
kinds of income cutoffs that you block out a whole section of the
economy, which in effect some of the proposals would do with their
$5,000 or $6,000 cutoffs; and at the same time it has got to set up
standards and controls that will federalize the program to get rid
of the local inequities that you speak of, and at the same time has
got to make sure that there is some control over the skyrocketing
costs of health care when it is handled by the private sector.
Right now it is scandalous, with a cost-plus formula built in
throughout the whole thing. No wonder the costs are galloping in
this area way ahead of just common garden variety inflationary
costs which are bad enough.
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Mayor, if the Chair will allow me-it is
critical to him and critical to me. The chairman and I each have
bills in, and I am also a cosponsor of Senator Kennedy's bill. The
point I was trying to make is that the astronomical estimates with
which people seek to damn these bills, like Senator Kennedy's and
my own, are based upon the theory that this is all money just going
out without any consciousness of where it comes from or the economy of scale which you have just described, and all I was trying
to emphasize is the mayors are not asking the United States to
shoulder a 30 billion dollar burden or something like that, which
people say we just can't do it, but we are trying to mutualize and
rationalize a system which is today spending 70 billions, except as you
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have just said, and as the evidence here has shown, that that money
is going out in many cases very wastefully, very inequitably, and
at very, very high costs.
Mayor LINDSAY. I would agree with that completely.

Well, just a word about the consequences of the present irrational
system under which we are required to perform. The consequences
are not good and they don't speak well of what we are doing in
this Nation in this area. In 10 other countries, women have a higher
life expectancy at birth than in the United States; in 17 other countries men do, too. The death rate among our middle-aged men is
higher than anywhere in Western Europe. And we lag behind in
other measures of health as well.
So I think that our position, in short, would be that the time is
now, and overdue, to take action to insure the health needs of all
of our people. The insurance must be national in financing as well
as national in scope. No city can afford it. The States are progressively less able to act. The Federal Government, which has the
strongest tax base, must guarantee adequate access to medical care
in a system based on sound, efficient financing.
But guaranteeing the availability of medical care for ever American will not solve the whole problem. We must also rleorm the
structures for delivery and the cost control of health services. Just
as structural reform would be meaningless without a Federal decision to finance universal health insurance, so universal health insurance would accomplish very little without structural reform. We
must work for both-iii the context of a total overhaul of the medical care system.
Reform is essential in the delivery of health services. Across the
country, there are not enough doctors. In New York and virtually
everywhere else, the doctors we do have are seriously maldistributed.
As Senator Javits pointed out, in my city of New York we perhaps have the highest ratio per thousand of any other city in the
country of doctors, and yet we are still in short supply and this
maldistribution is very real.
As a result, Americans who live in the inner city have no family
physician to call when illness strikes. And the effect of the shortage
and maldistribution of doctors is further compounded by our failure to take full advantage of the potential for the employment of
paramedical personnel. New York City has introduced a bill in the
State legislature that would provide for an expansion in paramedi,
cal employment. Its fate, at this time, can best be described as uncertain.
What we need is a system of national incentives to open more
medical schools and train more doctors, incentives for doctors to
locate in areas of the greatest need, and financial incentives and
changes in practice that will permit the maximum use of paramedical workers.
All of this will obviously cost money-but what we are doing
today costs human lives and human health. And even the dollar cost
of a rational health system can be partially offset by effective price
controls on medical services. Such controls are almost nonexistent
today.
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For example, the rate of inflation in New York City for hospital
care is twice as high as the rate of the general price rise in the city.
The reimbursement mechanisms for private health insurance have
been a major contributor to this problem. They do not-and perhaps
realistically cannot-include cost, controls that would hold down
hospital bills.
The tendency of both private and public programs to pay for
hospital care rather than ambulatory or long-term services has also
inflated costs. While this does not push the unit price of medical
treatment up, it raises the total health bill enormously. Many patients are cared for in the expensive setting of a hospital, when they
could be effectively treated in a more economical context-outpatient
clinics, ambulatory care centers, and even at home. Other patients
often remain in the hospital even after hospitalization is no longer
necessary. In New York City, for example, one study indicates that
15 percent of the patients in our short-term hospitals do not belong
there. Another study reports that 40 percent of the patients staying
more than 21 days In municipal hospitals do not require acute 'hospital care.
We are moving on a broad scale in New York to attempt to counter cost inflation in New York City's hospitals. Specific measures
range from the construction of neighborhood failIly care centers,
which we are doing, to establishing prepaid group practicee operating in conjunction with several of our )ublic hospitals, which
we are also doing. But once again, the only real remedy is a Federal system that includes nationwide, across the board cost controls.
The cities are already close to being priced out of health services.
The Federal Government must respond.
In the testimony of my colleagues this morning you will hear
stories of a health crisis similar to New York's. The places are different, but the problems are the same. Though we may disagree
on specific solutions, I think we can all agree on the basic fact
that the medical care system in our cities is in deep trouble. We need
help, not just for the sake of our budgets, but for the sake of our
people. For America's cities and America's citizens the. Federal
Government must take the disabling dollar sign out of medical care.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS D'ALESANDRO, MAYOR OF
BALTIMORE, MD.
Mayor D'ALESANRO. Senator Kennedy, Senator ,avits, Senator
Eagleton. The problems that face the cities are the same in the
area of providing proper health services, but I would like to draw
a comparison between New York and Baltimore.
I listened very attentively as Mayor Lindsay drew reference to
the many municipal hospitals that service your people. Well, the
exact opposite is true in Baltimore, because with the exception of
one municipal hospital all of the medical institutions in Baltimore
are privately endowed, privately financed, privately controlled, and
privately operated. What is happening in our city is that the gen-
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eral practitioners leave the inner city and leave the ghetto areas of
our community, and then the people that remain, in order to seek
medical help, have to go to the various private hospitals.
Now this is working a tremendous financial hardship on these
private hospitals, so much so that three of our biggest hospitals
have left the city.
Senator KFNNIE,)Y. What do you mean left the city?
Mayor D'AESANDRO. They have gone into the county, have actually packed up and gone into suburbia.
Senator JAvITs. Mr. Mayor, would you add, though, that-it is
pertinent, if the Chair will allow me-why can't a ghetto resident
take a bus or a taxi or get in his car and go to the county or to,
let's say, the medical center, wherever lie could get care? I know
it is so, but tell us why.
Mayor I)'A ESANDO. Well, you know, Senator Javits, that a tremendous number of ghetto residents-I am talking now of people
40 and over-statistics and studies will show this-don't travel beyond eight blockls of their immediate vicinity. We don't have an adequate transportation system in the big cities to get people to and

from hospitals, to and from work, to and from 3ob opportunity.

And all that has a pancake effect to the problems that affect people

needing health care in the inner city.
Senator JAVITS. And if they did go wouldn't they inundate the

existing facilities and they would become slum facilities, too?
Mayor D'AIEsANDno. 'that is exactly what is happening. When I
drew reference to the fact that three hospitals have left, let me add
that two hospitals that have remained are in very serious financial
trouble and face bankruptcy, and this is beginning to spread to

some of our more wordly reknown medical institutions that are
housed in Baltimore.
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to have th, opportunity to appear before you to testify on the health care crisis of Baltimore
city.
Much of what I will have to say will be in terms of statistics.
But we must not overlook the fact that health has a deep impact
on the lives of every person living in the city. It affects their abrlit
to work. It affects their ability to learn, ana play. And most of a
it affects their ability to raise a family.
There is probably. no more destructive force in our cities than
poor health. In Baltimore we are seriously afflicted by poor health.
Our infant mortality in Baltimore City is 25 percent higher than
the national average. Twenty percent of the newborn babies under
medicaid in Baltimore City require special care because they are
either premature or have congenital d' fects. This is about four times
the national average. And these children are often chronically ill
the rest of their lives. Although Baltimore City has less than a
quarter of the population of the State of Maryland, we have well
over 50 percent of the number of people in the State who fire eligible for medicaid. One out of every four or five persons in the city
of Baltimore is eligible for medicaid and probably one out of
every three people in our city should be considered medically indigent. They simply can't afford adequate medical care for temselves and for their families.
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I would like to review briefly some of the major problems our city
experiences with the delivery of health care services, particularly
in the areas of distribution of physicians, the role of teaching hospitals, and the skyrocketing costs of health care. Then I would
like to recommend to your committee some measures that might be
taken to meet some of our immediate needs.
First let me discuss the distribution, or maldistribution, of physicians in Baltimore City. Although Maryland, and the Baltimore
area, has a very high number of active physicians per hundred
thousand people compared with most other areas in the country,
we have in our city serious shortages of primary care physicians.
Fifteen census tracts in the inner city of Baltimore have absolutely no neighborhood primary care physicians and one-half of
the people in our city live in areas where there is a serious deficiency in neighborhood physicians.
The geographic maldistribution of physicians is largely accounted
for by the dominant role that the large teaching hospitals play
in the health care system of our city. Forty percent of all patient
care visits in Baltimore occur in four hospitals. Fifty percent or
more of the active physicians in our area are in training or
teaching. So it is clear that medical care in Baltimore City is
closely related to the large medical institutions at the University
of Maryland and Johns Hopkins University and the teaching hosp itals connected with our medical schools. As you could expect,
less than 10 percent of our physicians in Baltimore City are in
general practice compared with a national average of about 20 percent. So that when we speak of the medical care of the medically
indigent and the health needs of Baltimore City we must deal
primarily with the major teaching hospitals in the inner city.
I have with me an article from Public Health Reports written
by members of the Baltimore City Health Department about physicians manpower in the Baltimore area which is a much more detailed breakdown of our situation. Senator Kennedy, if the committee would like this article for the record I would be very happy
to make it available to you.
Senator KENNEDY. It will be printed at the conclusion of your
remarks.
Mayor D'ALESANDRO. The next major problem which we share
with every other city in the country is tha of rising costs. Just
in the last year alone hospital in-patients costs in Baltimore City
have risen 30 percent. The available figures for fiscal year 1971
suggest that these costs are presently rising at an even greater
rate than 30 percent yearly. Our own city health expenditures
based on our 1972 budget will be up 26.7 percent between 1970
and 1972, whereas we experienced less than a 20-percent rise in
costs in the 5-year period 1965-70. The city of Baltimore makes up
a $7 million annual deficit at Baltimore City hospitals. We must
also provide 20 percent of the cost of hospital care for medicaid
patients as well as clinical services throughout the city which cost
over $8 million yearly.
Let me make some suggestions to you, based on my Baltimore
experience, of measures you might take to improve the critical
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health situation in our inner cities. I believe, and I fervently hope,
that Congress will enact this year major reforms in health care
financing and health care delivery. But let me suggest that it will
take several years before these reforms bring significant aid to
inner city health institutions. We need help now if our city health
systems are to survive the next 12 to 24 months.
First, we need immediate fiscal relief for the hospitals which are
now serving inner city health needs. Our hospitals in Baltimore
City are slowly consuming their capital assets to cover their operating expenses. I am not crying wolf when I tell you in all seriousness that many of our hospitals are going bankrupt. Two of
our hospitals will be bankrupt within 24 months unless some unforeseen rescue operation occurs. These hospitals are caught between
the rising costs of labor and house staff and changing populations
that bring a higher bad debt experience. Johns Hopkins Hospital,
for example, provides each year over $1.5 million worth of free
medical care to inner city residents who do not qualify under the
medicare or medicaid programs.
Our Baltimore City hospitals are not suffering as severe financial
problems as many other large public charity hospitals around the
country. One reason for this is that Baltimore City Hospital is
not located in the inner city.
Our Baltimore experience indicates that the need for Federal
emergency aid for primary health care services in our cities should
not be confined to city hospitals, but should be available to the
city for distribution to private hospitals or health maintenance
organizations that are clearly serving inner city health needs.
A second recommendation I would make to the committee stems
from the heavy reliance we have in Baltimore on health services
provided by teaching hospitals. Present trends in medicaid cost
control, and the issues that the insurance commissioner of Pennsylvania is raising regarding regulation of Blue Cross-Blue Shield and
other health insurers, are leading to a much harder look at the way
we are subsidizing medical research and medical teaching through
hospital fees. This is a healthy trend that I expect will be reinforced in new legislation.
But we must be careful not to destroy the economic foundation
of our teaching hospitals. In a city such as Baltimore where one
half of the active physicians are full time in our teaching hospitals, a- weakening of the hospitals could have disastrous effects
on inner city health services. I would urge you to consider providing special subsidies to those teaching hospitals that are actually
serving inner city health needs.
I cannot overemphasize the urgency and the immediacy of our
health service problems in the city. The cities can no longer afford
to redistribute its scarce resources to the medically indigent, or to
bear the brunt of the gap between what the medicaid program defines as medical indigency and the reality of medical indigency.
We need your help.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The article referred to from the Public Health Reports follows:)
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IlE "A'rERNS
by largely
persons
seeking
medical careestablished
are determined
by their socioeconomic level, whether they have
private health insurance, are eligible for M1edicare or Medicaid, and the availability of medical services. Andesen and Anderson (1) correlate the socioeconomic status of persons with
the type of physicians' care purchased, that is,
whether that of a specialist, general practitioner, or clinic. Among income groups, the lowest
mitakes the greatest use of clinics and the upper,
the greatest use of specialists. Moreover, families in the upper income group report more recent physician examinations and respond more
actively to symptoms of illness by seeking a
physician's care.
The authors are with the medical care services
section, Baltimore (Md.) City Health Department.
Mrs. McMillan is a statistician, Mrs. Gornick a public
health analyst, andMr. Rogers a systems analyst; Dr.
Gorten is director of the section.
Other members of the Baltimore City Health De.
partment who contributed to the study were Dr. John
B. DeHoff, Dr. Henry W. D. Hollies, and Dr. Mat.
thew Tayback (who is now with Maryland State De.
partment of Health), who helped plan and design the
study; John B. Russell, who helped design and ex.
ecute a system for processing the data; Mrs. Edith
0. Mullahey, who edited the incoming questionnaires
and set up procedures for maintaining the files; and
Mrs. Agnes Mitchell, who coded the questionnaires.
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In the decade 1960-70, changing economic
factors have emerged to increase the demand for
medical care services-greater national prosperit y, broader participation in private health
insurance plans, and inception of the MedicareMedicaid programs. Data from the National
Ifealth Survey (2) illustrate some of the effects
of programs for the aged and needy. For the
period July 1966-June 19067, persons with family incomes under $3,000 per year averaged more
physician visits than persons with annual incomies in the range $3,000-$10,000. The high rate
of physician visits among persons with family
incomes of less than $3,000 reflects both the need
for medical care among the elderly, who comprise a high proportion of this income group,
and the availability of publicly funded care for
the needy, care which is not available to persons
with incomes above the poverty level.
These factors, combined with an expanding
population, have placed considerable strain
upon medical care resources, especially manpower. Current experience has shown that funding (toes not necessarily make services available.
What it has demonstrated recently is that organizing and delivering health care services
may be more difficult than financing the cost of
such services.
An important aspect of the delivery of health
services is the manner in which medical care
facilities are spatially distributed vis-a-vis the
distribution of the population. Hence, much of
1001
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)lainiig consists of attempts to optimize hes

re'lationls (J).

()Ill' stildy irl'sts it an analysis, iit the ,ensiN
lii
tract level, of physician manpower in wlhit
to the i)oillation, with special emphasis oi I1l,
analysis of sources of primary care services. We
hope that tile methods o.s'd in our sldy and
its results will Ile of iitrest to 'oililn iily- - i-

eited Iealth professionals and lIla fliers in
metrpolitan areas across to nation.
li the summer of 1167, the Bltimore City
IleaItlt
)epartment initiated -I st idy of fitysiian manpower. )ata wvere needed from physiialns in order to determine (u) whteth r tile
plivtsi'ia was in training or Iyond ihe traint
ing stage, (h) his ylx- of practice (general or
spevialtlv) and-for the physician beyond training--whether lie was eligible for :n Amtericaan
slp'iality Ibmard or certtified Iby oe. (c) wh lier

the physician was engtgel

iin caring for fit-

tietts or in teachittg, research, administration,
public health, and other professional activities,
and (1) whether, if ite was engaged in caring
it Irivate or loslitat-libised
for patients, lie 111141
otive.

Our objectives included plams for keeping tle
rPtilts cturrentt.
Study Area and Population Characteristics
Tlie greograplhicIm idaries set for lhe study

area included Baltinmore CitY and the live adjacent counties of Balt more, Anne Armidel,
Slarford. Howard, and Carroll. These suhdivisirrns form tile Baltimore Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). Baltimore
County nearly surrounds tle city, except in the
southern area, where Anne Arudel County is
tljiivent to the city. ITarford. HToward. and
Carroll Counties are contiguous to Baltimore
County.
lit preparation for outr analysis of physician
empower, we divided the laltimore SMSA

into 24 study districts, using census traet houndaries. The residents of each area had similar
demographic characteristics. Baltimore City
t avwas apportioned into 15 districts, wini al
erage of 11 census tracts per district : Baltimore
County, into four districts: and Anne Arundel,
into two districts. larford, Howard, and Catroll Counties, with relatively small populations,
were each considered as a district.
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In '9t6;, thi
was est itiatd

tiital

iitilitloll of tIlie SMASA

at, I1'96 ,!60 perastl

I

)

T I is

percnt
figure refllected iploxillitelyv lilt
a*
growth over the l96t0 'ensl-Svlilils. 'liTe Il966
SNS.AI 1i4)llithill was (lis 'ilited as follows: lhaltitaor City-41 percent, Ba(limore
percent, Hlr-fo,'d '
(Omilty-3 liri'ent,

nliitily-5
rceld 'arroll
11111 lhfw~v,'d ('amilty-

:1 pler(enit.

Althollill the, Btaltililjon SA\[SA experieniced
lil S pe''ient il'irell4, il l44llltittim liiiiig, the
period e960s-66l, lBaltimore ('Sy had a1:3percent
decrease. Miu-4hi of tle decrease was (111vto lin
e.44ds of white niddhle-ite'olie faiiilies 14) the
nearhv sul4irls. l)iring tile years.
lt
lhre was
alsii a geleinil shift of pcrsols within the vitflmill the ililtr I l'reas t (lie 4llt,'l' ho4iildarilies.
The n)rt leistrn area of the lyitY experience
the greatest iilt'ilelse it lPlI)lat lit whilh tie
SOiltl-'eilii'al ti-el1 showed the largest decrease.
)nriig the same period all counties in the
SMSA limlda large growth i linlhlllliltioli. The
of the Ialtitmore SIMS .\ in I9tii6
:age l il.siitIl)
wIs similar i) that of tile nation : llholit s per
C'lit. ( l56,t41t)
If the population was 6.) Yt'i's
mil overlliin :17 lltn'ld't itl (722,1110)
was I7 .yealrs
Or tender. 'rluwratio of wltites io iiwhiies in
te SM\SA was 7- to 22, colailiedll4 with ,8 to 12
firl Ile liiili,
lit liltiliiIu-e ('ity, the ratio was
-40 whites lto41. nloliwhites.
Methods of Study
To coliii
it 'olilhte list of liceiscd lilelical
(4.to1,Sin tile arelli doctorss of osteopiathy were
lint. included in our stuly), we rese'ar(hed alld
(Ts-referenced every known directory ('oiltahiing information on physicians of (lie Baltiiore ietrloolitan lea. Each
tliysicinli whose
name aiipeared on the list. was initially inched
in the study. The directories included tle live'nsore book of the Marland Stilte Board of Mcdiitii Exiillinel (trienniial), the neli'sh ip
book and monthly reports of tile [ai-yland
State Medical and Chirirgical Faculty
monthly reports from the circuit court of Baltiiore City, the direciories of faculty, inedical
staff, and administrative personnel of Joilts
Hopkins HTospital and University I hospital, the
stident-fiilllty centrex telephone director of
tle I'niversity of Maryland in Baliinore, tle
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State's list of vendors for the Medical Assistance
Program (Medicaid), and telephone directories.
Physicians and others knowledgeable in survey techniques prepared a questionnaire designed to gather information to fulfill the
objectives of the study. It was to be self-administered and the questions were arranged so that
Lhey could be answered with minimal effort and
time by the respondent physician. To facilitate
coding and tabulating, data processing personnel were consulted in the design of the form
(samples of which are available upon request
to the senior author). Information about physicians who were beyond training was to be
processed in detail. Coding sheets were designed
for storing the data from the questionnaire;
three Hollerith cards were allotted for each
physician.
In September 1967, questionnaires were
mailed to approximately 3,400 physicians. A
checklist was kept on those that were returned
and, in December 1967, followup was begun
with telephone calls to the physicians who had
not yet responded. A new form was sent if the
original questionnaire had been lost or misplaced. Additional followup telephone calls
were also made, although a precise record of
the number was not kept.
To obtain complete counts of interns, residents, and fellows, we made direct inquiries to
all hospitals in the Baltimore SMSA.
Each physician responding to the questionnaire was "mapped" into the appropriate
census tract and district according to his professional address. His responses were edited,
coded, and keypunched. Stored data included
name, year of birth, year physician received
his M.D. degree, year of licensure, years in practice, field of practice (generalist or kind of specialty), his eligibility for-or certification
by-an American specialty board, the percentage of his effort expended in patient care, research, teaching, administration, and so forth,
professional address or addresses, hospital affiliations and privileges, and membership in
national professional organizations. In addition, and of particular value to the medical care
services section, the physician's vendor number
was included if he participated in Medicaid.
Procedures were instituted to keep the files
Vol. 85, No.* 11, November 1970

current. Changes in professional address, as well
as additions and deletions to the files, are made
by checking new telephone directories and scanning reports of the medical societies, the Maryland Board of Examiners, the Circuit Court of
Baltimore City, and the bureau of biostatistics
of the Baltimore City Health Department, and
obituaries in newspapers.'
For our study, an active physician was defined as a physician in training or beyond the
training stage who was practicing-that is, engaged in patient care-or who was nonpracticing-that is, engaged in administration, public
health, research, teaching, and so forth. The
first tabulations for the Baltimore SMSA were
made in May 1968. Of the physicians originally
surveyed who were in training and beyond the
training stage, the number lost to survey and
the number remaining were as follows:
Phyaicianas originally surveyed

Number

Lost to survey -----------------------------659
No response to questionnaire -------------175
Moved, retired, deceased, or former house officers who left area -------------------425
In Armed Forces -------------------------59
Remaining In survey ----------------------- 4,297
Results
Of the 4,297 known active physicians in the
Baltimore SMSA in May 1968, a total of 2,571
were beyond the training stage and 1,726 were
in hospital training. Physicians in training
comprised 40 percent of all the active physicians
in the Baltimore SMSA. Physicians beyond the
training stage comprised 60 percent. The ratio
of practicing physicians to nonpracticing physicians and physicians in government service
was more than 4 to 1. A practicing physician
was defined as one beyond the training stage
who was expending some or all of his efforts in
caring for patients. Table I shows the distribution of physicians in the SMSA according to
whether they were in training or beyond. Nine
of 10 who were in training and seven of 10 who
were practicing had offices in Baltimore City.
Physicians giving

primary omr.

Almost

two-thirds (62 percent) of the practicing physicians in the SMSA were primary care physicians. This group includes general practitioners, general surgeons, specialists in internal
medicine, pediatricians, and obstetrician1008|
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gynecologists. Specialists in internal medicine
comprised the largest proportion of the group,
accounting for 18 percent of all practicing physicians in the SMSA. General practitioners and
general surgeons each comprised 13 percent of
the practicing physicians, obstetrician-gynecologists 11 percent, and pediatricians 7 percent
(table 2). Baltimore City had 46 percent of the
SMSA population and 67 percent of the primary care physicians.

Physicians in other specialties. The remaining 38 percent of practicing physicians reported
27 other specialities, distributed over 11 broad
categories. Among these 11 categories, psychiatry (including child psychiatry) accounted for
the greatest proportion of practicing physicians-10 percent (table 2). Baltimore City and
Baltimore County combined had 92 percent of
the specialists not in the primary care category.
Location of physicians'offices. Eighty-eight

Table 1. Distribution of active physicians, in training and beyond, Baltimore SMSA, May 1968

Area

Active
physicians
(100
percent)

In training (40 percent)
Interns,
residents
(31 percent)

Baltimore SMSA ......

4,297

1,320

Baltimore City.............
Baltimore County ----------Anne Arundel County ----Harford County -----------Carroll County .............
Howard County ..........

3, 450
584
132
57
55
19

1, 178
135
4
3
0
0

Fellows
(9
percent)

Beyond training (60 percent)

Total

406

Practicing
(49
percent)

NonpractleTotal
Ing (11
percent)

1,720

2,085

'480

2, 571

1, 559
160
4
3
0
0

1, 457
390
120
53
4)
10

' 434
34
S

1, 891
424
128
54
55
19

63

Includes 50 physicians in government installations.

Table 2. Distribution of practicing physicians, by type of practice, Baltimore SMSA, May 1968
Baltimore SMSA
Type of practice

Number
in
Percent Number Baltimore
City

Number in counties
Baltimore

Anne
Arundel

liarford

Carroll

Howard

100

2, 085

1,457

390

120

53

49

16

Primary care ---------------------General practice ---------------General surger ------------------Internal medicine --------------Pediatrics ---------------------Obstetrics-gynecology ------------

02
13
13
18
7
11

1,320
281
278
380
148
233

880
143
218
275
74
170

267
74
32
66
59
36

81
21
15
19
11
15

14
19
7
10
2
7

35
18
6
6
2
3

13
7
0
4
0
2

Other specialties I----------------Psychiatry --------------------Internal medicine subspecialties.._
Radiology ---------------------Anesthesiology -----------------Pathology ---------------------Ophthalmology ----------------Otolaryngology ----------------Orthopedic surgery -------------Neurosurgery ------------------Urology -----------------------Other --------------------------

38
10
4
3
4
2
3
3
3
1
2
3

765
198
81
68
82
42
65
53
53
22
33
68

577
134
68
59
38
30
52
42
47
21
30
56

123
41
7
3
36
7
11
8
2
0
1
7

39
11
3
4
4
3
2
3
4
1
2
2

9
2
1
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

14
8
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Total ----------------------

I Psychiatry includes child psychiatry; the subspecialtie, of internal medicine are dermatology, allergy,
cardiovascular disease, gastroenterology, neurology,
and pulmonary diseases; radiology includes diagnostic
and therapeutic; pathology includes forensic; "other"
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includes colon and rectal surgery, plastic surgery,
thoracic surgery, administrative medicine, aviation
medicine, occupational medicine, general preventive
medicine, physical medicine and rehabilitation, public
health, and other nonrecognized specialties.
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Table 3. Distribution of physicians, by type
of practice, with percentage having private
offices, Baltimore SMSA, May 1968

'Ty-pe
of practicee

Nuinler

Ilorv'iit ago

wil.h
pri-

vate ollice.
Totl nuixtb.rP ri n a ry va r .
( ;ensrat lsrsctic .

--------

2, 0,45

98

.

(
G,-ieral
stirg-ry...........
It Is-rnl it5ed|iciltls
i
.
Peudihatrics -.------ -

...
-

Obctrics-gyniscelogy.
Other .pccizaltics I ............
sevhi.t-rv. ...............
internal sntedichsse
s il sl)Lci llie .4------------lH dislogv -- _-----------Aii,thesiology ------------Pathology ................

Ophthalmology .............
Otolaryngology ------------Orthopedio surgery ..........
Neurosurgery ..............
Urology ...................
Other .....................

281
278
380
148
233
765
198
81
138
83l
42
15
22
33
67

I See footnote, table 2.

percent of the '2,085 practicing physicians in
the Baltimore SMSA had private offices. In the
primary care group, 98 percent of the general
practitioners had private offices. Among the
other specialty groups, the range was from 94
percent of the otolaryngologists, orthopedic
surgeons, and urologists to 36 percent of the
pathologists (table 3). Other specialty groups
had high proportions of physicians with hospital-based offices; aside from the pathologists,
46 percent of the radiologists and 24 percent
of the psychiatrists had hospital-based offices.
The distribution of physicians in Baltimore
City by kind of office site was similar to that for
the SMSA.
Physician'8 age and type of practice. The
2,085 practicing physicians in the SMSA were
distributed by age and type of practice to
three major categoris-(a) general practice,
(b) specialties in internal medicine, general
surgery, pediatrics, and obstetrics-gynecology,
and (c) all other specialties (table 4). Two hundred eighty-one (13 percent) of the 2,085 practicing physicians were general practitioners;
the remaining 87 percent had a specialty pracVol. 85, No. 11, November 1970

tice. Six hundred eighty-nine (33 percent) of
the 2,085 practicing physicians were in the age
group 36-45 years; only 164 (8 percent) were
35 years or younger, and 238 (11 percent) were
over 65.
Figure 1 illustrates how small the proportion
of general practitioners is among the younger
age groups. In the age group 25-35 years, only
9 percent of the physicians are general practitioners whereas, in the age group over 65 years,
25 percent are general practitioners. The other
primary care physicians account for nearly the
same l)roportion (50-52 percent) in all age
groups except the one over 65 years, in which
42 percent are primary care specialists.
Table 4 also shows the proportions of physicians who were certified by an American
specialty board or eligible for such certification. Of those in a specialty type practice, 42
percent were certified and 39 percent were either
board eligible or had memberships in recognized
national specialty organizations. Figure 2 ilFigure 1. Percentage distribution of practicing physicians, by type of practice, Balt.
more SMSA, May 1968
General practice
General surgery, internal medicine,

pediatrics, obstetrics- gynecology
Other specialties

7008

600
500

I
C

-

.51

2-400
0

C

2

200 9

25-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

Over 65

Age groups
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Table 4. Distribution of practicing physicians, by age group, with
and board certified, Baltimore
All ages
Type of practice

Total

----------------

Number

2,085

36-45 years

25-35 years

Percent
C

E

39

34

Ntim-

ber -

164

Percent
C

E

16

46

Number

689

40-55 years

Percent
-

C

H

44

35

Number

Percent
C

582

35

E
31

General -------------------------

281
All other types ------------------- 1,804
Primary care specialties ----------1,039
278
General surgery ------------380
Internal medicine ............
148
Pediatrics .---------------Obstetrics-gynecology --------- 233
Other specialties I ---------------- 765
198
Psychiatry ------------------81
Internal medicine subspecialties.
68
Radiology -----------------83
Anesthesiology -------------42
Pathology ---------------65
Ophthalmology -------------.53
Otolaryngology -------------53
Orthopedic surgery ----------22
Neurosurgery --------------33
Urology ------------------67
Other ----------------------C-Percentage of physicians in a specialty who were certified by an American specialty board or general
practitioners with membership in American Academy of General Practice.
E-Percentage of physicians eligible for board certification or with membership in a recognized national
specialty organization.

lustrates what percentage of physicians were
eligible or certified, by age group. The proportion that was board certified was highest among
physicians in the age group 46-55 years (49
percent), and the proportion that was eligible
was highest in the age group 25-35 years (51
percent).
Specialty practices with high proportions
of diplomates (more than 40 percent) included: orthopedic surgery-76 percent, neurosurgery-73 percent, pathology-69 percent,
otolaryngology-62 percent, radiology-60 percent, ophthalmology-57 percent, pediatrics49 percent, anesthesiology--43 percent, obstetrics-gynecology--42 percent, and urology--42
percent (table 4).
Physician-popuationratia. To gain insight
into the availability of physicians' services, the
practicing physicians were distributed by census
tracts and study districts. Rates for the number
of practicing physicians per 100,000 population
were computed by districts and by whether the
physician had a private or a hospital office.
Table 5 shows that the number of practicing
1006

physicians in the Baltimore SMSA was 2,085
and that the calculated rate per 100,000 population was 106.3. The rate for physicians in the
primary care group was 67.3, of whom pediatricians had the lowest rate-7.5-and specialists in internal medicine, the highest-19.4. All
other specialists as a group had a rate of 39.0,
neurosurgeons having the lowest rate-1.1-and
pyschiatrists, the highest-10.1.
There were 2,212 other active physicians in
the Baltimore SMSA. The number of interns
and residents was 1,320, or 67.3 per 100,000.
There were also 406 physicians in the SMSA
with fellowships, a rate of 20.7. Fifty additional
practicing physicians served in government installations not separately identified and in other
facilities, giving a rate of 2.5. Nonpracticing
licensed physicians numbered 436, or a rate of
22.2.
There were 93.8 practicing physicians with
private offices per 100,000 SMSA population
and 12.4 with offices in hospitals.
As expected, Baltimore City had the most
favorable rates of practicing physicians in the
Public Health Reports
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percentages Iboard eligible
SMSA, May 1968

ranged from 25.8 in district 6-all of the practiming physicians were in primary care--to 265.0
in district 9. Tihe practicing physicians in dis-

5G-05v

Number

,ar
Percent
E
(I

Over 05 years
Percent
Number
C
E

trict 9 were nearly evenly distributed between
primary care (296) and other specialties (267).
There were also 92 other active physicians in
district 9-65 interns and residents and 27 non-

412

34

36

238

34

27

68
344
200

38

42

178

41

31

33
31
32
22
41
44
44
22

48
57
49
48
35
33
56
52
23
40
0

101
28
43
14
16
77
12
10
2

38
4:3

4

36
44
45
43
20
100
0
100
39
60
100
0
25

33
29
33
21
50
36
33
50
0
100
0
46
10
0
0
75

practicing physicians (table 6).
Fifteen census tracts, distributed over six districts, each had a population of 5,000 or more
and no primary care physician (table 7). Eleven
of these 15 census tracts were in four districts3, 8, 10, and 13-in which the rates for primary
care physicians fell below the mean rate of
96.7 for Baltimore City.
Baltimore County had a rate of practicing
physicians of only 68.1, although two of its districts had relatively high rates; the western
district had a rate of 101.6 and the central,
a rate of 102.2. The county's eastern district
had a low rate of 30.9; the northern district,

12

25

50

a rate of 53.4. Of all county districts, the north-

74
24
50
138
34
24
13
5
5
11
14
4
2
4
22

54

40
100
64
42
50
1co
100

9

36
50

26

0
0
9

3
2
13
10
9

0

43

I See footnote, table 2.
NOTE: The percentages are based on number of
physicians in the age group.

Baltimore SMSA. Tile number of practicing
physicians of all kinds per 100,000 population
was 160.0 (table 6). The primary care group
had a rate of 96.7. The rates for pediatrics (8.1)
and for internal medicine (30.2) were more favorable in the city than for the SMSA as a
whole, but these specialties held the same rank
position in both, that is, the rate for pediatrics
was the lowest and the rate for internal medicine, the highest. The rate in Baltimore City for
all other specialties as a group was 63.4, the
lowest rate beig for neurosurgery (2.3) and
the highest for psychiatry (14.7).
There were 1,993 other active physicians in
Baltimore City, or 219.1 per 100,000. The number of interns and residents was 1,178. There
were 381 physicians in the city with fellowships. Fifty additional practicing physicians
served in government installations. Nonpracticing physicians numbered 384.
Among the 15 study districts within Baltimore City, the rates of practicing physicians
ranged from 25.8 in district 6 to 504.1 in district 9. The rates for primary care physicians
Vol. 85, No. 11, November 1970

Figure 2. Distribution of practicing physiclans, except general practitioners, by age
group, with percentage board eligible and
board certified, Baltimore SMSA, May
1968
boord certified
Board eligible

700-

Neither certified nor eligible

Age groups

1007
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era district of Anne Arundel County had the
lowest rate--27.2.
Physicians rendering patient care. Because
interns and residents, as well as physicians in
primary care practice, render a substantial
amount of care to patients, physician-to-population ratios were computed for the combined
group. There were 1,320 interns and residents
and 1,320 primary care physicians in the
SMSA in May 1968, giving a total of 2,640 persons rendering care and a rate of 134.6 for the
combined group. The rate for the combined
group in Baltimore City was 226.2, or 133 percent, greater thman the rate for primary care
physicians alone. In the ity, however, four of
the 15 study districts had no interns anmd
residents to supjplcment the primary care physicians. Conversely, two ceuvmiis tracts in (listriet .
had a high concentration of "in town" specialists who served the entire metropolitan
pumlation. Therefore, in calcilating the rate
for the combined group in district 9, the physicians and popimlations in these two census tracts
were excluded so that the ratio between (a)
the physicians rendering care to patients and
(b) the population of the district would be more
realistic. Table 8 shows the number and rate

Per 100,000 population for the combined group
of primary care physicians and residents and
interns in the Baltimore SMSA, in Baltimore
City, in the study districts in the city with
the highest and lowest rates, and in district 9.
Discussion
Stat istics for 1966 show that Maryland had a
generous share of the nation's physicians based

on its share of the nation's population. The rate
of active physicians in Maryland in that year
was 167 per 100,000, compared with 138 per
100,000 for the nation. Maryland's rate exceeded the nation's by 21 percent, and only five
other States had higher rates--California, Vermont, Connecticut. Massichusetts, and New
York. The rate in 1966 for the Baltimore
SMSA-219--compared favorably with the
average rate for all SMSA's in the nation-166
(5). These are impressive statistics for Maryland and the Baltimore area and could conceival)ly suggest that, although the nation is
experiencing a severe shortage of physician
manpower, Maryland is comparatively exempt
from the intricate difficulties of providing its
population with adequate medical care.

Table 5. Distribution of physicians and rates per 100,000 population, by type of practice and
site of office, Baltimore SMSA, May 1968
Type of practice

Total ----------------------------------Primary care.---

Total

Private office

Number

Rate

2,085

1, 320
eneral practice ......-..
. .
. . . .. ...
281
G general surgery .......
... . .. ............
278
Internal m edicine ...............
.............
38O
Pediat rics . . . . . .- -----------------------. . . . . . . . . . . .
Obstetrics-gynecology
148
233
Other specialties --------------.....
.
.------765
P sych iatry ---------------------..... ....
198
Internal medicine subspecialties-.
81
Radiology ------------..
. . . . . . .
. . .
68
Anesthesiology -------------------------------83
Pathology -----------------------------------42
Ophthalmology ------------------.............
65
O tolaryngology ------------------------------53
Orthopedic surgery ---------------------------53
N eurosurgery --------------------------------22
Urology ------------------------------------33
O ther ---------------------------------------67

Hospital office

Numbner

Rate

Number

106.3

1,841

93.8

244

67. 3
14.3
14.2
19. 4
7.5
11.9
39. 0
10. 1
4. 1
3.5
4.2
2.2
3.3
2.7
2.7
1. 1
1.7
3.4

1,232
276
258
336
141
221
609
151
72
37
70
15
59
50
50
18
31
56

62. 8
14. 0
13.2
17. 2
7. 1
11. 3
31. 1
7.7
3.7
1.9
3.6
.8
3.0
2.5
2.5
.9
1.6
2.9

Rate
12.4

I See footnote, table 2.
NoTE: The estimated population of the Baltimore SMSA in 1965 was 1,961,960.
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Table 6. Distribution of physicians and rates per 100,000 population, by type of practice, in
Baltimore City and the 2 study districts of the city with the lowest and highest rates for
practicing physicians, May 1968
Type of practice

Baltimore City

Primary care and other specialties ------------Primary care................................
General practice..
G eneral surgery. ..............................
Internal medicine ........
P ediatrics ----------------------------------..
Obstetrics-gynecology ------------------------O ther specialties I ------------------------------Psychiatry.................................
Internal medicine subspecialtles .....
R adiology -----------------------------------Aneslhv.iology ...............................
Pathology . ...........................
Ophthalmology............................
O tolaryngolog3 .............................
Ortholedic surgery. .........................
--...........................
Neurosurgery ....
Urology.....................................
Other. ...................................
Other active physicians I -----------------------Additional practicing physicians a--------------Nonpracticang physicians ---------------------Interns and residents -------------------------Fellows--------------------------------------

District 6

District 9

Rate

Number

Rate

Number

Hate

1,457

160.0

0

25.8

563

504. 1

880
14,
21F
27:
74
170
.577
134
68
59
38
30
52
42
47
21
30
56
1, 993
50
384
1, 178
:t81

96. 7
15.7
24. 0
30. 2
8. 1
1& 7
63. 4
14. 7
7. 5
6. 5
4. 2
3.3
5. 7
4.6
5. 2
2.3
3.3
6.2
219. 1
5.5
42. 2
129. 5
41.9

Number

25. 8
12.9
0
4.3
4.3
4.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

265. 0
20. 6
91.3
86. 0
4.5
62. 7
239. 1
65. 4
31.3
17.9
4.5
8.1
29. 5
19. 7
19.7
15. 2
14. 3
13.4
82.4
0
24. 2
58. 2
0

a See footnote, table 2.
a Not included in total.
a In government Installations not separately Identified, and so forth.

. NOTE: E.timnated 1966 population: Baltimore City910,000, district 6--23,293, district 9-111,685.

The rates cited are crude measures of physi(intn manpower and are greatly influenced by
the proportion of physicians in time count who
tre itn taininitag. In the nation, 18 percent (5) of
the active physicians were in training, whereas
in the Baltimore SMSA the proportion was 40
percent. A sensitive index for measuring the
availability of private care is the rate of privately practicing physicians per 100,000 population. The overall rate in 1966 of privately
practicing physicians beyond training in the
Baltimore SMSA-97--compared unfavorably
with the rate for all SMSA's-107 (5). Although the Baltimore SMSA rate was just 9
percent below the mean SMSA rate, the imbalanced distribution of physicians in the Baltimore City area resulted in grossly deficient
physician manpower in some neighborhoods.
For many persons, the availability of physicians' services depends upon the accessibility of
the sites that deliver medical care. Our major
concern was physician manpower in Baltimore

City. In our study, we pinpointed several
areas, in some outlying neighborhoods as well
as in the inner city, which were totally lacking in physicians' services for many of their
citizens. One study district included five census
tracts, each with a population of 5,000 or more,
in which there were no primary care physicians; another district included two such census
tracts. These two districts were socially and
economically disadvantaged inner city areas
having a combined population of approximately 1'4,000 and with rates for primary care
physicians well below the overall rate for the
city. The plight of many residents in these areas
is not one of shortage, but of a total absence of
a personal physician's care. Might these residents receive adequate primary care from some
of the hospital outpatient clinics that are not
too distant? Two other Aistricts, both outlying
and growing, which are relatively affluent, each
included two census tracts with 5,000 or more
persons and no primary care physicians. Al-
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though physicians tend to set up practices in
more affluent areas, evidently there is a time lag.
The present national ratio of practitioners in

specialties to those in general practice is 80 to
20 (6) ; in the Baltimore SMSA, it is 87 to 13.
This trend must be reversed if we are to provide a system of total health care. It is hoped
that the newly approved Board of Family
Practice will serve to bring a better distribution of the physicians seeking specialty training
and those concentrating on general practice.
Baltimore City has only 143 generalists (9 percent of the practicing physicians in the city),
but the reports on physician utilization issued
by the Medical Assistance Program (title XIX
of the 1965 Social Security amendments) show
that at least 300 physicians in the city have a
practice similar to that of a general practitioner.
The results of the Baltimore SMSA manpower survey demonstrate how unplanned the
distribution of physicians is by location and
specialty. We hope that the results from studies
such as ours can be a guide in influencing the
number and the distribution of physicians as
well as their type of practice. But coordinated
planning by medical organizations, public
health officials, and governmental authorities
will be required.
Immediate and Prospective Uses of Study
The data collected for our study were used
to produce a list of physicians by census tract
which has proved to be a valuable reference
source. Prepared by computer printout, the
list contains a 1-line entry for all practicing
physicians in the Baltimore SMSA, showing
each physician's name, primary professional
address, whether the physician has a second address, his specialty, whether he is a Medical
Assistance Program participant (a later printout gave the Medicaid vendor number), and
his hospital affiliations. Biographical data included are the birth year, the year licensed,
years in practice, whether he is certified by an
American specialty board, and his professional
organizations. The list is ordered by specialty
within the census tract and within the district.
Thus, the printout for any one census tract gives
all the general practitioners (in alphabetical
order), followed by all the general surgeons, the
specialists in internal medicine, the obstetrician1010

Table 7. Study districts in Baltimore City
with census tracts having 5,000 or more
population and no primary care physicians, May 1968
Number
Primary Practicing of census
physicians
tracts
care
per
with no
physicians
per
100,000
primary
care
100,000
physicians

District No.

_

3 --------------9----------------1013---------------14.

Baltimore City..

79.
79.
265.
67.
38.
163.
96.

1
5
0
4
3
1
7

128. 4
160. 3
504. 1
102. 2
60. 0
261.3
160. 0

Table 8. Number of physicians rendering
substantial care to patients and rates per
100,000 population in the Baltimore SMSA,
Baltimore City, the 2 study districts of the
city with the highest and lowest rates, and
district 9, May 1968
Number in group
Area

Interns
Primary
Both Rate
and
care
groups
residents physicians

1,320
SMSA ---------Baltimore City1, 178
306
District 8 -----District 6 -----0
65
District 9 ------

1,320
880
61
6
68

2,640
2, 048
369
6
133

134. 6
226. 2
478. 4
25. 8
128. 6

gynecologists, pediatricians, allergists, and so
on.
To our knowledge, this resource is the only
listing of physicians in a greater metropolitan
area arranged by census tract. These data have
been of great value to the medical care services
section of the Baltimore City Health Department in its efforts to assist needy citizens in obtaining available medical care. The list of physicians and the Medical Assistance Program reports on physician utilization formed the basis
for a system of referring patients to physicians. Primary care physicians and physicians
combining a general practice with a specialty
were selected for the referral panel from the
Public Health Reports
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physician utilization reports. Since tile list of
physicians was arranged by census tract, plhysicians oii the lanel could be arranged in the same
way; those l)hysicians with several office locations were listed in all the apl)rolriate census
tracts. Information about a physician on the
panel included his name, address, and kind of
practice. if a patient eligible for medical assistance calls for the name of a physician participating in the Medical Assistance l'rogam, the
census tract of the patient's address is quickly
located, By using a city iial) showing census
tracts and consulting the referral panel, tit
stall' of the 'medical care services section .,n

offer the patient the names and addremses of
the three nearest physicians.
Tile list of physicians by census tract has
served also as a referral source for other persons aid agencies reqiuiling data on small areas.
Several community agencies have used it in
planning improved medical services for residents of tle metropolitan area.
Summary
A study, begun in 1967 in the Baltimore
Metropolitar.
Statistical Area
Standard
(SMSA) to assesq physician manpower at the
census tract level, sought to identify each plhysician in the area and then to determine whether
lie was in training or beyond the training stage.
Physicians beyond the training stage were sent
a self-administered questionnaire. For counts
of interns, residents, and fellows, inquiries were
made to all hospitals in the SMSA. Each physician was subsequently mapped into his census
tract and into a study district according to his
professional address.

There were 4,297 active physicians in the
SMSA, 40 percent of whom were in hospital
training. Of the 60 percent beyond the training
stage, the ratio of practicing to nonpracticing
physicians was about 4 to 1. Of the practicing
physicians in the SMSA, 13 percent were general practitioners and 87 percent were specialists. Almost two-thirds of the physicians were
engaged in primary care-general practice, general surgery, internal medicine, pediatrics, or
obstetrics-gynecology. Of those in a specialtytype practice, 42 percent were certified by an

American board. Eighty-eight percent had private office locations.
Vol. 85, No. 11, November 1970

The ratio of physicians in specialty practice
to those in general )ractice was 87 to 13 in the
SMSA, compared with 80 to 20 for the nat ion.
In Baltimore City, only 9 percent of the practicgeneral practice. Moreing physicians were ill
over, the prol)ortion of physicians in general
practice was smaller in the younger age groups
than in the older.
The rate of l)racticing physicians in the
SMSA per 100,00 was 100.3; in laltimore City,
160.0). The rate of primary care lihysiciais in
the SMS.\ was 67.3; in Baltimore City, 906.7.
The rato for tItoe combined group of it erns,
residents, and primary care physicians in the
SMSA was 1:1t.6;
in Baltimore City, 226.2.
Among the 15 study districts within Baltimore City, te(rates of practicing physicians
ranged from 25.8 to 504.1 ; the rates of primary
care pliysiciaiis, front 25.8 to 265.0. Fifteen
census tracts in (lie inner city as well as insome
outlying areas totally lacked primary care
physicians. Tile results of tle survey delnonistrate how iuiplaned the distribution of pyi-%
cians was by specialty and location.
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Senator KENNF)Y. Mayor Tate, please proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES H. J. TATE, MAYOR OF
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mayor TATE. Mr. Chairman, with the permission of the Chair
and Senator Javits, and now Senator Eagleton-I am delighted
that Senator Eagleton is able to join with the committee to hear

our testimony-I would like to join with my fellow mayors in relating some of the experiences that we have in Philadelphia, but at the

same time address myself to the
throughout the country. And I am
shed some light on several needs
your review of this very important

overall problem as we see it
hopeful that my testimony will
which might be considered in
program.

I am sure you are aware of the fact, or you wouldn't be here,

you would not have proposed this, Mr. Chairman, that this particular proposal is of vital concern to all citizens and to public officials who labor now to insure that good health care is available for
all.
For a number of years Congress has moved toward a universal
system of health security. There are many landmarks-such as title
18 and title 19-the medicare and medicaid amendments to the
Social Security Act. However, Congress has not acted on such
sweeping legislation encompassing the entire population, which I
do believe is the purpose of your bill. Rather, remedial efforts have
been applied to some portion thereof, such as the aged, the poor, or
infants. Never before has the Congress addressed itself to legislation that not only would underwrite the right of all to good health
care, but which would also seek to correct the failings of our health
care system.
The National League of Cities, of which I am past president,

has adopted a. position statement on national health protection
which I would like to submit for the record in the interest of time
and have it printed.
(The position statemei.i follows:)
Measures to alleviate the critical health care situation today should include
the establishment of a program of comprehensive, national health protection
superceding all existing health programs to provide better health care for all
people by emphasizing the maintenance of health as well as the treatment of
illness. The goals of such a program should be to insure that all persons
residing In the nation have the opportunity to receive good health care without
barriers to the care they need, and without the crushing financial burdens
that too often accompany the delivery of health services today.
To meet the health needs of the nation, we must do the following-1. Insure that we have the needed health manpower and institutions;
2. Keep the cost of health care within reasonable bounds;
3. Develop a system which provides more efficient use of our existing
health resources and encourages the availability of increased resources for
the future.
To succed in alleviating the health crisis, each of these problems must be
attacked simultaneously. Divided and categorical approaches have been attempted in the past under governmental and private sponsorship, and have
often met with frustration and defeat. Such mistakes should not be repeated.

. Actually I do want to say that we have been moving in the direction of our national mayors policy in the city of Philadelphia,
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where our innovative Department of Public Health has been seeking to mesh the public and private health enter rises into an effective health care system equally available to al?
On the local level cities such as Philadelphia and New York,
and now Baltimore, as Mayor D'Alesandro has related, are spending millions of dollars a year to reimburse voluntary hospitals for
emergency and outpatient care provided for indigent citizens who
have no other place to go because of the failure of the doctors
to provide this kind of service at the local neighborhood level.
Thus the mayors, I do believe, know at first hand the problems
of patients, of providers, and of a system that is so disjointed as
to constantly cost more and more whie giving less and less.
In Philadelphia we have enough doctors, but really they are in
the wrong places, and I think this is demonstrated in many other
sections of the country. They are often occupied, frankly, with
the less important activities in health care. The city of Philadelphia, like so many other cities, contributes millions of dollars a
year of its own funds to educate doctors in our Philadelphia General Hospital, as well as nurses and other health workers. We have
too many hospital beds, however, because many institutions, such
as our voluntary hospitals, cling to the need to "go it alone"
whether their beds are fully utilized or not.
This year our city budget calls for an increase of $18 million in
public health expenditures to a total of $39 million for the Public
Health Department. In addition the operation of Philadelphia
General Hospital will cost $38 million, an increase of $6.4 million
over the previous level. Much of this is to implement the recommendations of a committee appointed by me to study the entire
future of local investment in personal health care, and which committee itself endorsed the entire proposal of national health insurance.
This group, known as the Mayor's Committee on Municipal Hospital Services, recommended that we invest heavily in family-style
ambulatory care programs, stressing the prevention of poor health
and the maintenance of good health. It also recommended that we
build a completely new public hospital to back up the neighborhood care programs, and this has just been included in our capital
program. This facility will cost more than $105 million, depending
on the cost factors in future years.
I cite these figures to demonstrate that. on the local level you simply cannot cut back on public health costs. Some years ago we conducted a management survey which recommended substantial reductions in the level of services at Philadelphia General Hospital,
but when we tried to implement this the public outcry was so
great that all the cutbacks had to be restored.
Thus, we in Philadelphia are moving in the direction the whole
Nation must move. That is-assured health care for all with cost
and quality controls. But no city can do it alone, because all are
caught in the stranglehold of an inadequate health care system.
Recognizing this, Philadelphia in its 1971 proposals to the Pennsylvania General Assembly called upon the legislature to support
a national health insurance plan which-
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1. Provides for universal coverage;
2. Provides for financing like the social security system;
3. Should be subject to a public review process; and
4. Should provide incentives for the improvement of the delivery
of medical care.
We do believe that some sort of health insurance bill is certain
to be enacted in the near future, and I am heartened by what Senator Javits has said about "we do mean business." But the form of
that bill is vitally important, too. Your committee has the grave
responsibility for considering all aspects of this overall problem
and arriving at a final recommendation.
From this background I believe that Senate bill 3, introduced by
you, Senator Kennedy, and others, and its twin bill H.R. 22 submitted by Representative Martha Griffiths, for the establishment of
a national system of health security, most nearly meet the urgent
needs of the Nation today.
It provides universal coverage of all persons on American soil
and of our own citizens abroad through reciprocal arrangements.
The health benefits to be provided are comprehensive and avoid the
complications of involved formulae for calculating deductibles which
show up in insurance policies.
On the other hand, thought has been given to economies and controls by avoiding coverage of the exotic or unnecessary. The establishment of cutoff points for the care of certain special and long
term problems is reasonable and proper in order to assure the wise
expenditure of our dollars. At the same time, due provision is made
for local health care planning efforts.
The method of financing bry social security type payments and
general revenues to spread the costs of covering persons who are
not gainfully employed seems the best and fairest mechanism.
There are striking efforts in this legislation to reform the health
care delivery system. This is the goal toward which we have been
working in Philadelphia, and it is comforting to note the intent of
Congress to make incentives for reform a part of our national policy.
I am pleased with the inclusion of careful definitions of new systems for delivering health services. I refer both to the concept of
the Comprehensive Health Service Organization, and the inclusion
of public health services organized in an equally comprehensive way.
In Philadelphia our 10 conveniently located district health centers
are being converted to comprehensive family care centers for all
residents of the surrounding neighborhoods. These services are often
more complete, convenient and accessible than those of fragmented
and overspecialized outpatient departments in private hospitals,
which seem to be troubling the hospitals in the cities of America, as
indicated by Mayor D'Alesandro. Yet we have encountered difficulty, under the present system of federally assisted third party
payments, in obtaining reimbursement.
In this legislation there also appear for the first time incentives
in the form of favorable payment formulae to providers of care
who keep people well and productive. I refer to the section on payment to comprehensive health service organizations and professional
foundations under this proposal.
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The creative uses of money can be a massive lever to improve a
system. You, Mr. Chairman, expressed this when you introduced a
similar measure in a previous Congress. At that time I believe you
quoted from a Philadelphian, an early American patriot, Thomas
Paine, when he said "Give us a lever, and we shall move the world."
Since our local government in Philadelphia invests in the purchase of care from the nonpublic sector, we have had to examine
even more closely the ways in which we determine the choice of providers. We believe that our citizens benefit the most if we use local
tax resources to help reward the efficient, high quality and humane
providers. But the leverage of our local dollars is minor compared to
that of the combined resources of all parts of the Nation. Only a
federally guided insurance and incentive system can achieve the
necessary uniformity, objectivity and leverage.
Finally, there is a certain courage displayed in this legislation in
providing that State laws which deny receivers of health care a
voice in the management of their health insurance systems, or which
restrict the mobility of health manpower or the use of well-trained
new professions, be overridden.
State representatives in Pennsylvania, led by members of the
Philadelphia delegation, have already introduced our own House
bill 60. This would do away with the previous requirement that
nonprofit health service plan corporations must have physicians as
the majority of the board. My city administration strongly backs
this legislation, as well as the concurrent thrust of the Pennsylvania
State Insurance Commissioner to see that the people who pay for
health insurance have a greater voice in the management of their
money.
All of these concepts which I have mentioned are essential elements of any fair and productive national health insurance system.
Whatever form the final legislation may take, these concepts seem
the most essential, lest we are to be left once again with an inequitable, restrictive, or too expensive system.
There is only one improvement I would like to suggest which I
believe will give added dimension to the legislation before you. This
would provide public accountability for disbursement into the health
care system of the dollars from all of us through a Federal and
regional system. It does not, however, fully consider the role of
State and local government in health care delivery. Local government involvement would bring health care closer to the people.
We all know that expenditures on short-term voluntary hospital
care have risen sharply in one decade, from $5 billion to over $12
billion. In Philadelphia Blue Cross requested a 20-percent emergency rate increase after one of 29 percent granted just last summer, causing the State Insurance Commissioner to focus intensive
public hearings on this problem.
Each year the city of Philadelphia is confronted with requests for
more and more funds to support deficits covering emergency and
outpatient care services provided by voluntary hospitals under contract with the city. Yet we cannot check the relation of these stated
deficits to the total financial picture of each hosiptal because the
Social Security Administration will not share the uniform fiscal
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reports of the hospitals with our own cost people. Furthermore, contracts between the individual hospitals and the local fiscal intermediaries such as Blue Cross expressly forbid such sharing. Thus,
necessary data is hidden from the public.
It seems to me that in the interests of both public accountability
and cost control, some resopnsibilities should be delegated to local
governments with proven capabilities. It is important for some
authority to be delegated to local administrators who know local
needs and local problems. A portion of the National Health Security Trust Fund should be set aside to raise the capabilities of
State and local health departments for these tasks where the technical competence does not now exist, as I think it does in our city of
Philadelphia, and I am sure in New York and Baltimore as well.
I think it is equally important that we continue to support regional comprehensive health planning with strong input from local
governments and their public health agencies. We recognize that
neither public nor private expenditures for services or facilities
should proceed without a clear and well-researched knowledge of
needs, costs, and the comparative benefits of different approaches.
The Nation's health needs are too diverse for the Federal Government to make one universal plan that will be appropriate to all.
On the other hand, the public has every right to expect a clear
enunciation of national health policy from the Government that
represents us all. In seriously considering Senate bill 3 with the
suggested additions, the Congress would take the clearest step in
our history toward meeting this responsibility.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I do want to say
that we deeply appreciate and are most grateful for your thoughtfulness in giving us this time to get our stories on the record. Wre
could probably bring in 50 more mayors who could tell a similar
story, but we do believe what you are doing is a significant step
in the right direction, and we hope it will pass, and if there is anything we can do to talk to other Members of the Senate and the
House to support this legislation we would be very glad to do so.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, thank you very much. I think you have
all outlined very graphically the real health crisis that exists in
your respective cities.
I gather from what Mayors Lindsay, Tate, and D'Alesandro have
stated that you favor some legislation that incorporates a national
health insurance policy. Do I understand correctly?
Mayor TATE. I do, and we do.
Senator KENNEDY. I know you speak as individual mayors now,
but also because of your particular responsibilties and association
with the Conference of Mayors, this carries great weight. If you,
who are involved most critically with the problems of urban health,
take the strong position that you have this morning that, a national
health insurance program is best equipped to meet problems of
quality, cost, manpower, and innovation in the health care delivery
system, many people must listen.

Mayor

LINDSAY.

Correct; we agree with that.

Senator KENNEDY. You gentlemen speak for urban health. It is
probably unfortunate we didn't have a mayor from a small rural
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town as well because so many of the problems we face in urban
areas apply just as readily to rural life in this country. We are
hopeful in our travels around the country to be able to demonstrate
this as well.
I am wondering if you gentlemen could just describe the conditions which exist in emergency rooms in your hospitals. Can you
give us some kind of graphic description of the situation that exists
within these urban hosiptals; has it improved in all frankness, over
the time that you gentlemen have been in o1ce? And can you explore with the members of the committee how your hands are tied
in trying to alleviate the enormous pain, suffering, anguish, humiliation, and indignity which people who visit these emergency rooms
in these hosip tals in your cities experience?
Mayor D'ALESANDRO. As I tried to explain in my prepared remarks, as the general practitioners vacated the ghetto areas an
avalanche has fallen on the emergency rooms of the hospitals, and
these are primarily, if not in the main, all poor people who need
medical attention, and the hospitals are giving that attention. But
as a critique their funding, financing-they realize that to continue
this type of service they are faced with bankruptcy. And as I
quoted to you, Senator, three of the major hosiptals in Baltimore
City have left the inner city, right from the inner city, and have
moved to suburbia.
We are in the process of critiquing the type of emergency service that is being provided by those hospitals that have remained,
because there is some question if tley are following through with
full faith and credit to the 24 hour a day service beause of the
funding problem.
And I will be perfectly frank in stating that, in my opinion, the
numbers have increased to an avalanche form, the hospitals are
properly motivated, but because of the numbers they can't get to
the people. And a tremendous amount of people that are going there
are really the type that should not be seeking that type of medical
attention in the hospitals-a cough, some other type of illness that
could very easily be dispensed, say, in the clinic if a clinic were
available. But by process of elimination they have no other place
to turn but to the hospitals.
Another ingredient in describing the health crisis, while it doesn't
answer your question directly, and I don't have the correct percentage, but it is a high percentage-youngsters in Baltimore City
under the age of 16 that have never had a physical examination in
any sense of the word, absolutely no physical examination.
So here you have people receiving no medical attention by way
of a physical examination per se on the one hand, and those that
need it by process of elimination having all of the weight shouldered
by hospitals which in Baltimore are privately endowed, not under
the control of the municipal or State governments, and can leave at
the whim of the majority of the members of the board of directors.
Mayor LINDSAY. Well, Senator, and members of the committee,
I would invite you most cordially to come to New York at any
time and take a tour, whatever time you might have available, particularly at night, and visit the outpatient clinics, emergency rooms
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of the 18 municipal hospitals that we operate, or in fact take a look
at some of the 30 to 40 voluntary hospitals in our city that we partially fund.
The ones that everyone hears about, of course, would be Bellevue,
for example. We are building a new Bellevue, it is nearing completion. And we have just completed a new Harlem hospital which
is a fine institution, and gotten rid of the old one except portions of
it. Take a look, however, at the one that Dr. English, the head of
our new hospital corporation, described, which is Lincoln Hospital,
which is now being replaced, too; or take a look perhaps at Kings
County Hospital in Brooklyn which is undergoing massive renovation, but it is still one of the older institutions we have. And visit
those emergency clinics particularly at night. What you see are
hallways and corridors filled with poor people who are awaiting
emergency care. You go there at 3 o'clock in the morning and you
will see maybe two or three dozen mothers with little children, you
will see elderly persons hardly able to walk. Then you will see the
night's work of narcotics and heroin addicts, knife wounds, and all
of the other trauma of American urban life today.
Then you will see dedicated interns and doctors and nurses up all
night long in a vicinity like, Lincoln Hospital, or to some extent
even Kings County in Brooklyn. These are persons who have their
own problems, these nurses and doctors and interns, particularly
housing.
I think my thinking is right that our city at the moment and our
hospital corporation now is employing about 4,500 nurses, and we
need another 2,000 to be nearly in shape. And the critical problem, of
course, is housing more than anything else, particularly in a ghetto
area.
The work that is done-I don't think I am saying this just because I like to boast about my own city-is very high quality medical work nonetheless. We pride ourselves, and despite all of the pressures and all of the problems, in being able to deliver high-quality
medical services. So that the poor.person who comes for emergency
treatment at 2 o'clock in the morning, whatever the problem is, gets
a high-quality medical care. A lot of those people we get no reimbursement from, and we will get less after the State of New
York took the drastic action in the legislature last week. And we
have to treat them.
We are in the process of building, according to strategy that we
laid out a few years ago, a series of ambulatory family care units
around these massive hospital complexes, to use the hospital as a
backup, in order to keep people out of these emergency clinics,
particularly during
the nighttime hours. And that promises to take
some pressure off.
But the point is that the health needs of urban people, particularly poor people, are so massive that even the introduction of another few billion dollars in capital construction to build clinics of
this kind is not going to really ease the pressures that much in the
outpatient emergency portions of these massive hospital complexes.
I really think that the only way that you can assess it is to see
it. The only way you can feel it is see it and watch it, particularly
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those aspects of hospital work today that have to concern itself with
drug addiction.
Senator KENNEDY. How would you describe it--as crisis ridden?
Mayor LINDSAY. Yes, but we have lived with it so long it is hard
to call it any more of a crisis now than it was. The fact of the matter is that medicaid was a tremendous advance even with all of its
problems and all of the headaches connected with it and the massive
difficulty in mounting systems of collection, third party collection
that goes with that. We in fact in each of these hospitals have to
have a whole system of managers, comptrollers, budget people, examiners, and all kinds of things. It will still be a while before the
whole business is computerized in our hospital corporation.
But I would say that it is critical, I think it is in crisis proportions, but probably better than it was before medicaid came along.

Senator

KENNEDY.

What about middle-income people or even

upper-income people? Do they feel the pinch in the availability of
doctors or in their assurance of getting quality health care?
Mayor TATE. Mr. Chairman, I really think so. Listening to both
Mayor D'Alesandro and Mayor Lindsay, of course they related the
problems with respect to their own-Tom calls his municipal hospital-we used to call ours municipal hospital, we call it the Philadelphia General now. And John has other names for his hospitals
since lie has had this matter placed at the corporation level in
order to relieve some of his problems. But we find that the hospitals
have not really expanded as well as they should in the suburban
area. As a result we get a large influx of people in from the suburban areas who come to our general hospital, because first they
don't have enough money and in many cases they go to one of the
25 voluntary hospitals in our own Philadelphia area. So that gives
us another factor which we can't very well cope with.
It does become a problem for middle-income patients because they
have to go into these voluntary hospitals which are getting some
help from the city or State government, and stand in line with
the people who are in the crowded corridors waiting for outpatient
or clinical attention. Many times they have to wait weeks and
sometimes months for a bed, in order to have a necessary operation
performed.
So that the problem for. those who reside in the suburban areas,
is just as critical as it is in the cities themselves.
I like your reference to the fact you would like to hear from
some of the smaller cities, too, because I could take the entire
metropolitan area-there is one particular State which joins us, and
I am not going to mention it because I don't want to refer to it
disrespectfully-they have three hospitals in the entire State, so
they go to New York or they go to Pennsylvania for their hospital
attention. And this is a situation that, of course, has existed for
many years, with some efforts made. to correct it. But they go to
New York-you know that, John-and they come to Philadelphia
because they have no other place to go. And I think the idea of
the universal health insurance plan should be very helpful because
it will help them to beef up their own services, and that is why
I think it is a problem of the middle class.
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Mayor D'AIESANDRO. Senator Kennedy, if I can respond to that
question, the poor have their problems, but they have medicaid as
somewhat of a cushion to cover and seek medical attention, and the
senior citizen has medicare. But it is getting so that now the people of middle income and above that fall in that category can ill
afford to get sick because they have to pay the freight. in many
instances themselves with their own insurance protection, and in the
absence of insurance protection on their own resources, especially
those that fall into, say, catastrophic type of injury, and can
really break a family.
When you start looking at the day-by-day cost for hospital care
the middle-income people in particular can ill afford to be sick.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, two-thirds of the American people are
within the $5,000 to $15,000 range. Do you hear these people saying that the reason they are in the hospital is that their insurance
doesn't cover a particular problem; therefore, because their insurance does cover hospitalization, it is cheaper for them to go into
a hospital, take up a bed, and burden the city with staying a few
days in order to get treatment which might be handled in an outpatient clinic.
Mayor LINDSAY. Sure. That happens. We know that happens
because for the most part people don't have nonhospital related
insurance.
The national figures that I have would dovetail with yours, Mr.
Chairman. Two-thirds of the country falls within that bracket. Why,
then a big percentage of that middle group is affected also by the
following statistics. And that is that 13 million Americans have no
form of private or public health insurance at all, and almost half
of the population in the United States lacks health insurance for
outside of hospital services. That would follow, of course, that the
only way a person can afford to get sick would be hospital related,
which is going to drive population in the hospitals where they
shouldn't be.
And then when you match that statistic, which is a third of the
country's population has no major form of medical insurance at
all, that probably falls within, for the most part, the middle-income
group not covered by medicaid. And I would guess, without knowing, that-here I am departing from my data that I have in front
of me-but I would guess that that may be growing because of the
terrible cost of private insurance. We all know what has happened
in Blue Cross and Blue Shield. The escalating costs on that are
staggering to the average family. And the result of this is that you
do have a growing crisis in respect to these groups that are between
medicaid and medicare that may be of greater significance to the wellbeing of the country than these other areas.
And then on top of that when any level of government makes a
move that drives down the eligibility levels on medicaid it just
compounds that problem all the more.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, why do they drive it down?
Mayor LINDSAY. Because of cost factors. The State legislatures
have done this. As I testified in the main testimony, New York
State Legislature just got through doing it just to get rid of cost
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burdens. But what that does in human terms is indescribable, and
what it does to a local government like New York City is beyond
measure in the damage that it does. The motivation was primarily
cost.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Then you would agree with me that the insur-

ance companies who have been in this business for some 30 to 35
years only cover one-third of the total health cost of people in this
country at this time, only one-third of the cost; and most of the
other costs for people who live in the cities today have to be paid by
the taxes that you gentlemen are required to raise from the people who
live in the cities.
Mayor LINDSAY. Correct.

And that the insurance company as an insti-

tution in terms of really meeting the health crisis, in holding down
costs, in providing quality as well as availability, is completely
inadequate.

Mayor

LINDSAY.

Something is wrong with what the private sector

has been doing in respect of controls, and this figure really ought
to be part of the record because it speaks for itself. In the last 5
years health care prices have risen by 34 percent and hospital prices
have risen by 89 percent.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Now that is more than the construction in-

dustry. I have a lot of people up in my State who say "Well, we
have a policy in the construction industry to hold down costs; why
don't we have it in health?" Next year health expenditures will
exceed the sum this country spends on defense; and if you really
want to meet the problem of inflation in this country, we ought to
be moving into the health area as well.
Mayor Tate, you have had an extraordinary experience in your
city in the rise in Blue Cross rates.
Mayor TATE. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. And you refer to it at the top of page 6 in
your testimony. The increases in Blue Cross, of course, have been
extraordinary in all parts of the country. We had it recently up
in our neighborhood; in Providence, their plan 65A increased costs
during the last 6 months of close to 70 percent, which has disadvantaged thousands of senior citizens.
Could you tell us a little bit about the increases that have affected
the people in Philadelphia, going back to last year where you had
an increase of about 20 percent, this past fall an increase of 29
percent, and I think you anticipate another increase?
Mayor TATE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is correct. I am
pleased that you note your conditions in New England. I have a
daughter that teaches in your public school system and she can't
afford the Blue Cross and Blue Shield in Massachusetts. She has
to come back to Philadelphia if she needs any attention. And I am
aware of it. But I do want to point out that in my testimony the
Blue Cross has requested an additional increase after receiving one
of 29 percent last summer.
They have had hearings before the Insurance Commissioner of
Pennsylvania, and more recently in Philadelphia, where they expect to have an increase of from 20 to 25 percent, and they allege
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that the reason for this is the unusually high hospital costs, which
I think they have helped to create themselves.
Actually the Blue Cross and Blue Shield organizations are overpopulated by way of their management with physicians, and we
are now undertaking legislation in Pennsylvania to require them
to have more citizens, just patients of the hospitals, on their boards
in order to make it more acceptable to the community. I think the
physicians in many cases control these programs, and this is not
good. And even though we do have Blue Cross and Blue Shield
the average cost for the middle-age person who can afford Blue
Cross and Blue Shield is sometimes $100 a day for a private room
in the hospital.
I think that we all experience that when we have illness in our
own family, if it is the catastrophic or long-term illness problem;
why, it is pretty expensive even with the help of Blue Cross and
Blue Shield.
So I don't think that they are actually solving the problem, they
are just adding to the dimensions of the cost. And as has been indicated, by increasing the cost of Blue Shield and Blue Cross they
drive the poor people or those who can't afford it into the voluntary
hospitals, which in turn get appropriations from the city government, and into our general hospitals as well.
Now I want to indicate a very significant point. We have a city
employees union made up of the blue-collar workers, the fellows
who collect the trash and remove the garbage-something similar
to yours, John, only I have better luck than you do. But we have
about 14,000 employees in the city government who belong to this
union. They have their own hospital. It is the John F. Kennedy
Hospital, if you please. And the reason they have that hospital is
because our own employees cannot afford the difference in the Blue
Cross payment. We have an allowance for fringe benefits for
hospital and clinical services in our union contract. This is not
sufficient to support the allowances which are given by Blue Cross
and Blue Shield, and therefore the employees either have to pay
the difference to Blue Cross and Blue Shield or conduct, as they
have, their own hospital.
They established their own hospital and they handle most of
their employees through their clinical work and their actual clinical
cases at this hospital.
This is a very significant situation because they, too, cannot get
into the voluntary hospitals because of these overcrowded situations.
So that even where the city government in its union contracts pays
as high as $5 million and $6 million to Blue Cross and Blue Shield
the union itself has to provide some hospital.
And the same thing applies to the police and firemen who have
to conduct their own medical facilities and work out arrangements
on a contract basis with other hospitals.
So I think what the Insurance Commissioner is doing in Pennsylvania with respect to Blue Cross and Blue Shield, where he is
now reviewing all of the contracts between the hospitals of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, will be very helpful because in many cases
these hospitals do not actually meet the problem either costwise or
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from the standpoint of the need of the patients. And this has been
demonstrated by days and days of testimony before the Insurance
Commissioner, and I look forward to some change in the delivery of
this kind of service. Whether this can be done throughout the entire
country I don't know.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, would you not agree with me that a
strong case could be made that we shouldn't increase the rates; that
the Insurance Commissioner shouldn't permit rate increases by the
Blues unless they are going to do something about cost control?
Mayor TATE. I agree.
Senator KENNEDY. There has been very little indication that the
Blues have done anything about cost control, and I think the Blues
have really written what hospital administrators have desired in
terms of increased rates in hospitals and in terms of the medical
societies. The people who have been left out have been the people
who live in your cities.
Mayor TATE. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. And they are having to pay the increased
rates; at the same time, no pressure is being brought to bear on the
Blues to control costs.
Mayor TATE. I think you have put your finger exactly on the
problem. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield organizations say that
they negotiate these contracts with respect to the costs and the payments they make to the hospitals, but in many cases, in my opinion,
they represent what the labor organization calls sweetheart contracts, so that there is no real control. And this is where I think
Government has to step in-after all, hospitals and delivery of
health care are affected with the public interest like public utilities.
So that there should be some form of board which could control this
cost, and I think that is exactly what you are proposing.
Senator KENNEDY. I would be interested in any observation that
you might make on the fact that many hospitals want the most
sophisticated type of equipment; cobalt machines, open heart surgery units; who foots the bill, but Blue Cross? Then, when they
expand these extraordinary resources and very sophisticated equipment that obviously increases the rates, you find under-utilization
of this equipment in these hospitals, along with a very natural
deterioration of quality. Blue Cross does not provide cost control;
it does not say "Well, how many open heart surgery units do you
need in New York City or in Philadelphia?"
Nearly every hospital wants the latest kind of gadgetry; it is a
matter of prestige to have sophisticated equipment. But the consumers are paying for it. Do you feel that this is a situation which
has occurred in your cities very often? You need not point the finger
at any particular situations unless you would like to.
Mayor LINDSAY. Your point is well taken. It is a very solid point.
Of course, it goes right to the heart of this debate that is raging in
the health community, in the medical world at the present time, as
to what are the priorities and where do you cut off.
First of all, your central point is absolutely correct ,that the Blue
Cross, Blue Shield, and other insurance carriers have not controlled
the costs and taken no tough steps to do that. They have simply
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passed it along on a cost-plus basis so that it lands right on the
backs of everybody else, which is no way to do business. In those
circumstances you have no choice but to allocate resources among
first priorities. And so there is a very real question as to whether
or not you should continue this system as a means of financing
open heart surgery or blood renewal program, kidney renewals, for
example.
On the other hand, not doing those things in either the public
or the private sector is very difficult.
Not too long ago I witnessed in one of our municipal hospitals
the massive kidney machine program they have to keep alive some
of our people. And there was a policeman there, and there was
another municipal employee, and they were middle-class people,
and there was a husband and wife being kept alive by this vastly
expensive, enormously complex medical machinery. And right there
you had the argument-it was being argued that we should not be
doing this, the city ought to get out of this business. The fact is if
our city got out of that business it wouldn't be done, because the
voluntary hospital down the street which has come to us begging
for support because of their cost problems is probably not going
to do that.
And it is a difficult thing to say well, because the cost of this is
weakening our ability to serve all the people that come in at night
with their problems we shouldn't be in this area. It is okay to argue
that as a priority, but you try to close down that kidney clinic and
see what you are doing. You are in effect letting some people die
who would otherwise live.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you agree with me that the question of
the payment of that extraordinary kind of treatment ought to be
borne by healthy people as well as the sick?
Mayor LINDSAY. Sure.
Senator KENNEDY. If you are really going to have a health in-

surance system, it ought to be spread in a progressive way across
the length and breadth of our society, rather than just focus on the
person who happens to be sick. That is the thrust and the basis of
my health security legislation. If someone is sick and needs extraordinary treatment, the cost ought to be borne generally, in as progressive a way as we can possibly devise, rather than putting all
the burden either on the sick person alone and wiping him out
with catastrophic illness or putting all the burden on a particular
community or city.
Unfortunately, this is the basis of a great debate that will continue, and I think you have expressed yourself on that question.
Secretary Richardson has testified before the subcommittee as
well as representatives of the American Medical Association and
representatives of the insurance companies. Even though they all
have different approaches or pieces of legislation to meet the health
crisis, they have all endorsed the concept of deductibles and coinsurance; they have stated that this provides cost consciousness
for people who are going to use the system. In other words, deductibles and coinsurance are going to keep people from using facili-
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ties, whether it is a neighborhood health center, hospital or doctor's
office, because they know they are going to have to pay so much.
First of all, I think that this concept is quite contrary to the
general and accepted concept of medicine, and that is that preventive medicine is extremely important as an ideal that we ought
to be seeking: it has its pay-offs in health and in fiscal terms.
Secondly, it has been my experience that there is an underutilization of these facilities by disadvantaged people and even middleincome people. People don't like to go to the doctor. They don't
like to go to the dentist. And there isn't this great overutilization.
There certainly isn't overutilization in the Army of the United
States which provides what you might consider comprehensive
services. Do you find that people abuse health resources, such as
neighborhood health centers, clinics, various group practices, or even
hospitals?
i\[avor LINDSAY. No. Definitely not. We know what happened in
medicaid when we reached out in the area of dental care, for example. We found that for the most part of the population hadn't
been touched with proper dental care.
We found in our lead poisoning program in New York, which,
as I testified earlier, we mounted to such degree that it was probably hitting 85 percent of the lead poison or threatened lead poison
population in our city, a massive program-but what we found in
the lead poisoning program was just what you might expect, which
was that most of the children and their families that we are treating and testing in this program were in massive need of general
medical care. And if all of those persons had come flooding into
our municipal hospital system it would have compounded an already
pressurized problem.
People do not come to hospital or outpatient clinics unless they
are in trouble. And if all people came who needed medical attention
and weren't getting it we would be overwhelmed. That is true of
middle-income, middle-class groups as well as poor.
Mayor TATE. Senator, Mr. Chairman, you addressed yourself I
think to the problem of the deductibles which are usually manifested in the typical insurance policy, whether it be for health care
or for automobile insurance or just owner's liability for your household. And this I think if reflected in a national health insurance
program would certainly exclude the class which should have the
prime consideration with respect to our problem.
In other words, if you put that old $100 deductible which prevents
the person from going to a doctor because it would cost them for
that first visit or for the first $100, whatever figure is developed,
you exclude a class which would have to go some other place. So
they go to that voluntary hospital which is getting aid from the
city government or from the State government, or they go to-in
some cases they call them charity hospitals, to the general hospital,
municipal hospital, because they have no other place to go.
Senator KENNEDY. Or they don't go at all.
Mayor TATE. And in a great percentage of cases, as indicated by
Mayor Lindsay when he referred to the dental care program-we
found that to be the case in our program which we started some 15
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years ago, where the kids never got to the dentist because mother
and father didn't take them or they weren't motivated in the area
with respect to the neighbors or they really didn't care, and the only
time that they went was when they went to school in the first grade
and the doctor at the school said you have to go to the dentist, and
this, of course, began the problem of dental care.
Now I am against the idea of a deductible with respect to health
care. There may be a reason for automobile insurance or perhaps
household insurance, but from the standpoint of health care I don't
think you can exclude anybody because sickness itself moves on
everybody regardless of their station in life.
Senator KENNEDY. I agree.
Mayor LINDSAY. I think it can be fairly said in these cities like
the average city of the United States now, any size at all, middle
size city, big cities, and now the smaller cities-you are talking
about 30 percent of their populations that are poor people, they are
nontaxpayers for the most part. They are too poor, they are below
the poverty line. And you have other groups where they are known
as the working poor, and then you have a large blue collar group
that increasingly feel squeezed to death in every direction, particularly cost and inflation and the pressure of living and getting
along. Any time you mount national programs that have cutoff

levels, income cuts, deductibles, what you are doing is you are taking
care of once again for the most part to some degree that vast population outside of these inner cities. But in the inner cities you are
just loading more pressure and more trouble on the backs of those
areas. And if we continue to do that you are going to see the collapse
of the inner cities, then your suburbs will go next. That is the only
domino theory that I know that works.
Senator KENNEDY. I don't think the consumers need any more cost

consciousness. They are footing the bill. No one knows what the cost
is better than they do. And they have been the ones who have really
been discriminated against by the system.
Senator Eagleton.
Senator EAOLETON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
address two questions, the same two questions, to both Mayor Lindsay and Mayor Tate.
Mayor Lindsay, in your prepared statement you referred to the
medical manpower problem and to its maldistribution. Later in
answer to a question posed by Senator Kennedy yo-i gave this verve
interesting statistic-that New York City has on it - governmental
payroll, in terms of its municipal hospitals, some 4,500 nurses and
that you need 2,000 additional nurses to fill the requisite spots that
your system would require.

Based on that let me ask you this question. Assume that you had
an adequate budget in New York City to cover the whole multitude
of municipal endeavors with which your city is faced-so assume
for the moment the unrealistic-that your budget was sufficient.
Even if you had money in the kitty could you find and hire 2,000
additional nurses to staff your system?
Mayor LiNDSAY. Yes, that is a very complicated question, Senator
Eagleton. There are several parts to it.
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The big, expensive system we run, our Hospital Corporation, is

budgeted at $600 million, just for those 18 municipal hospitals and
some funding to the voluntaries is included in there.
I think the key problem on registered nurses is housing. I mark
that, down as the No. 1 problem which you have in my city, and I
would guess it is true of most cities. If you can lick that problem
then you have made a giant step forward in the business of recruiting nurses.
Second, we train a lot of nurses in our municipal system. We
have our own nursing schools in the city that we operate and run,
and we train a lot of nurses through our own system and elsewhere
we recruit them that then are spun off to the private sector. We
lose a lot after we have trained them for a number of years and
they go out. And I think our new Hospital Corporation because
of the vast difference that has made in the management of these vast
hospitals has improved our ability to attract interns, reigstered
nurses, and paraprofessionals at every level.
Our hospitals couldn't exist just with the 4,500 registered nurses.
We have vast numbers of technical aides and assistants and paraprofessionals and others who help the registered nurses.
The Hospital Corporation has been an exciting adventure for a
lot of medical people, including the professionals, which includes
the nurses. And my own guess is that if we had sufficient funds,
which we don't, that if we could make additional strides toward
improving housing and other benefits for the nursing profession that
we would attract more nurses than we can attract now.
Senator EAGLETON. The testimony that we have had before this
committee this year and also during the 2 days of hearings that I
held last year on medical manpower problems revealed that on a
nationwide basis we are short some 50,000 doctors, 150,000 nurses
and 20,000 dentists. And I have been laboring under the assumption,
and I still think I am reasonably correct, that even if we had all
the money in the world to pay salaries, and if you had it in New
York and we had it in my home city of St. Louis, that after all
the jockeying around trying to attract competent medical manpower,
there would still be these shortages unless we substantially and
quickly beef up the medical manpower system. And you are absolutely correct, it is not only these professionals heretofore mentioned, but the whole gamut of medical personnel, including the
paramedic, dental assistants, nurses' aides, and the like, of which
there is a desperate shortage.
Mayor Tate, what is your problem in Philadelphia inasofar as
staffing your municipal hospitals is concerned with a whole range
of medical manpower?
And I will cite one example from my municipal hospital in St.
Louis. We do not have an anesthesiologist on the payroll of the
St. Louis city hospital, either No. 1 or No. 2-we don't give them
fancy names, we just give them numbers-and haven't had for 4
years. Thus, on any operation in those city hospitals where the
presence of a board certified anesthesiologist is required, one is
imported on an ad hoc basis or the patient is shipped out to a
charitable or private hospital on a contract basis because we just
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can't find one who will work for a salary at the St. Louis city
hospitals.
So do you have problems manpowerwise?
Mayor TATE. I agree, sir. I am sorry that you do have that experience in St. Louis because anesthesiologists are perhaps the highest paid medical officer intany hospital. I know I had the shocking
experience when I was a member of the city council of finding in
checking the budget one day that back 15 years ago anesthesiologists
were getting $20,000 at that time. I think they are close to $30,000
now, and we have four or five of them. But they are difficult to
recruit.
Senator EAGLETON. If you give me the name of one of those I
will buy him away from you.
Mayor TATE. Well, what do you pay? That is what they will
say. I think they are attracted by what is the better price as they
go from place to place.
On the question of dotcors we have five medical schools in the
city of Philadelphia. And you probably would get the impression
that we were just overcrowded with doctors. We probably are overcrowded with doctors who are students and they become interns.
But I think that one of the difficulties is at the time that they go
to medical shcool they should sign a contract to the effect that they
would serve some time in a ghetto hospital or in a related voluntary
hospital.
We have an old age home for senior citizens at Riverview, which
is a very fine place. Someone got the idea about 5 years ago that
we ought to beef up our infirmary. You know, we can't get doctors
who will go far enough to that home for the aged because it is too
far to take care of those older people. Certainly they have all sorts
of problems. First of all, they say we can't afford the money, it
doesn't pay as much as it does some place else; and second, it is
too far to go, or we have to go all hours, day and night.
And I think unfortunately-and I say this respectfully-that
some members of the medical profession lack the commitment they
should have for the ghetto. Many of them don't want to go into
the old-fashioned practice on a neighborhood basis, and this is wy
this tremendous change has happened in the delivery of medical
care. Where the family doctor had his office in a neighborhood,
received everybody regardless of what price they paid, whether it be
50 cents or $3 or $5, they no longer exist, because as so many
people know-and I am sure your testimony has borne this outthey are now specialists and they have medical clinics. So they have
a cluster of doctors' offices in a very fine shopping center or an area
which is similar to a shopping center where you can go from one
specialist to another depending on what you have. This may be all
right so far as their own profession is concerned, but it doesn't
help the people back in that little old neighborhood which makes
up the city.
In my testimony I said we have doctors but they are in the wrong
places, and I think that happens.
Our doctors leave our five medical schools and they just fly over
this home for the aged and say "isn't it too bad, so many old people
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here," but yet they don't understand there are so many old people
in that home for the aged that need their medical attention, going
off to someplace where they get an attractive salary.
So as far as nurses are concerned I agree with Mayor Lindsay
that it is a question of whether or not you provide appropriate facilities for them, because in recruiting nurses you have got to say
that we have good facilities. We have a good training program.
We do conduct our own nurses training program at the Philadelphia
General Hospital, and as a result, we don't have as much difficulty
with the recruitment of nurses for that Philadelphia General Hospital as some other places do. But when you have to take them in
from other places you have a real problem.
Mayor LINDSAY. Some more data for you, Senator, in New York
on nurses our exact figure is 4,400 at the moment. We are up 10
percent from last year, which I again attribute to the new Hospital
Corporation. We should be around 6,500. We have between 20,000
and 21,000 licensed physicians in New York City.
Senator EAGLETON. What was that figure?
Mayor LINDSAY. Somewhere between 20,000 and 21,000 licensed
physicians-18,000 of those physicians are involved in patient care.
The ratio is 1 to each 444 persons.
On nursing an interesting Federal statistic is that of all Federal
programs directly related to nurse training in the country you have
had an increase of only $3 million in the last 4 years, from 1966
to 1970-$3 million, from $53 to $56 million.
Senator EAGLETON. That is, your figures show that the Federal
Government's investment in terms of training programs, grants, and
the like relating to nurses training, despite the figures that a quarter
of a million additional nurses are needed in this country, has increased only from $53 million nationwide to what?
Mayor LINDSAY. $56 million.
Senator EAGLETON. In 4 years.

Mayor LINDSAY. Yes. One other point that is worth noting because it does relate to the question of nursing care, that is that the
Congress has enacted legislation for alcoholism and lead poisoning
and appropriated money in those areas, but none has been released
or spent by the executive branch under the, existing authorization.
Senator EAGLETON. That is part of the 11 billion dollar freeze that

Senator Ervin and others have mentioned.
Mayor LINDSAY. Yes. Now that hurts us, particularly in view of
the fact that our studies indicate that the concentration of attention
in the area of narcotics and drug abuse, and to some extent on lead
poisoning, has tended to lead people to lose sight of the problem
of alcoholism, which is a very real problem and may be growing
in the country.
Senator KENNEDY. Not only hasn't there been any money made available, there was nothing in the administration's budget for lead poisonm for 1972 in spite of the fact that legislation passed overwhelmingly in both the House and the Senate; and there is not a cent in the
request for Senator Hughes' alcoholism legislation, in spite of the fact,
as Mayor Lindsay suggested in his opening testimony, it is one of the
principal problems.
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Mayor LINDSAY. I won't go into the details of some of the programs and lengthy efforts that we have suggested in the area of
alcoholism, but you may be interested in these statistics in New

York. We estimate that public and private agencies probably reach
less than 5 percent of the alcoholic population in the city. We estimate that number at about 300,000 persons who are in need.
Senator EAGLETON. The total estimate of the alcoholics which you
and private organizations reach is 5 percent of 300,000?
Mayor LINDSAY. Correct; we figure that there is an annual bill
approximately of $150 million for the 15 percent of our welfare
population who are alcoholics. Our data shows that an average of
one-third of our adult psychiatric patients in New York City are
alcoholics, and close to 40 percent of our emergency clinic outpatients
have an alcoholic problem. Fifty percent of our tuberculosis patients
have an alcoholic problem.
We have submitted a series of measures to New York State and
the legislature, a series of bills to provide for State financing for
treatment and various other measures having to do with alcoholism.
We have also experimented in our so-called Bowery program in
New York, which is an experiment street level oriented to end the
cycle of Bowery derelicts, very successfully. It has worked with
foundation money, with city money, and a mixture of modalities, as
they call it.
The Hughes bill was enacted last year which authorized grants
to provide for alcoholism treatment and rehabilitation services, and
there is no appropriation on that bill as yet, as you know.
Senator EAGLETON. One final question to either or both of you.
You mentioned the five medical schools affiliated with a hospital.
What is the interrelationship between those medical schools and their
related teaching hospitals and your municipal hospital system insofar as the utilization of your municipal system in the training
process? Are they getting the benefit of using your facilities for
training purposes and are you also getting the benefit of having
manpower supplied to you? Is there an ongoing relationship?
Mayor TATE. We advocated this some 10 years ago, Senator, when
I was a member of the city council, and the program commenced
rather well, and each of the five teaching institutions cooperated
and we did pay them a fee for their services as required. Each of
them had a contract. They operated for about 5 years, and two of
the training institutions withdrew because they said it was too
costly for them even though they had the advantage of the patient
service and they had the advantage of having interchange with their
interns and residents and students.
It is now down to three of the five, and I predict that within
the next couple of years it will be down to just one of them because
they are not satisfied with the amount of money they get for their
interns and residents and student salaries.
There was a time-I don't know whether you remember it or
not, but there was a time when an intern got nothing except his
bed and board. Now they want a salary. A resident wants a salary
which is better than an intern. And a student didn't get anything
at all, just the privilege of going to the hospital with a group,
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things like that. And the teaching institution now says that they

must have this money or they cannot provide the service to our
general hospital.
Now this is more than just ridiculous. It is prohibitive for us; if
we had to go out and hire all of these people this would be a very
difficult situation costwise. At the same time the teaching institution
is getting a direct advantage of those patients whom they study
and whom they treat with respect to their particular training program. I could name the institution, but it would serve no purpose
because we have five fine medical schools in Philadelphia, and we
are very proud of them, but they do say that this is a big cost.
We feel the crunch, too, because the cost is getting prohibitive. I am
sure that you probably have the same trouble out in St. Louis.
Mayor LINDSAY. InI New York City we have nine teaching hospitals, approximately a dozen medical schools. All of our 18 municipal hospitals, with one exception, has an affiliation with a teaching
hospital and/or medical school combined.
Senator EAGLETON. Would you describe those affiliations to be
generally satisfactory?
Mayor LINDSAY. Satisfactory, yes; we have found that we couldn't
function without them, and we would not be able to attract particularly the doctors and high-quality people, and in some cases
nurses, in the absence of those affiliation arrangements. We know,
and I guess everybody has found this out to be true in most cases,
that you cannot run and operate a successful high-quality public
public hospital without a medical school teaching hospital backup
arrangement. The two must go together.
Now the affiliation arrangement to bring that about is very coinplicated and it has a lot of problems in connection with it. One of
those problems again is cost control, and it is the same problem
that the chairman was talking about a moment ago with respect to
Blue Cross. When you are talking about medical schools, which are
private for the most part, and teaching hospitals which may be
private, again you are talking about areas where the pass-along
becomes very easy. And the chief problem we have had on this is
procedures and control systems that will correct imperfections.
Our Hospital Corporation under the leadership of Dr. English
and Gordon Chase, the chairman of the board of the Hospital Corporation, and their able staffs, are in the process now of taking
additional steps to bring this under tighter control in New York.
But the main point is that in the absence of this kind of a direct
connection between the doctors, the professionals, the medical schools,
the teaching hospitals, our municipal system could not exist and
deliver high-quality medical care.

Senator

EAGLETON.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Mayors.
Senator Javits had some questions he would like you to respond
to, and you could later file a written response.

Mayor

LINDSAY.

Yes, of course.

(The response to questions submitted by Senator Javits follows:)
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Huith Services Administration. 125 Worth Street, New York, New York 10013
Gordon Chase,Health ServicesAdministrator

July 20, 1971

MEMORANDUM

TO

:

FROM :

HONORABLE JOHN V. LINDSAY
GORDON CHASE Cc.

The five questions asked at the Senate hearings on "Health Care Crisis"
are:
1)

What are our priorities for health care in New York City?

2)

What is the estimated shortage of physicians needed to
provide medical care to the City's "inner city residents"?

3)

Would we support the concept of a term of public service
in urban health care shortage areas by graduates of medical
schools, as consideration for credits toward the repayment
of student loans?

4)

What would we recommend at the Federal level to assure greater
recruitment and training of minority groups in our medical
schools?

5)

What is the estimated cost of modernizing health care
facilities in the City to provide quality health care to
all our children?

Priorities for Health Services
There are three basic dimensions to our priorities for health services
in New York City.
The first relates to improving ambulatory health care, and we are acting
on this in a number of ways. In order to increase volume and more evenly
distribute these services, we are initiating programs that include construction of Neighborhood Family Care Centers, expansion of services in
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existing Health Department clinics and the establishment of Health
Maintenance Organizations at some of our municipal hospitals. We
plan to explore and implement innovative approaches to ambulatory
care, such as the use of physician-assistants and nurse practitioners
to extend the scope of a physician's care, and we intend to refine
procedures for monitoring ambulatory care in such areas as the "Ghetto
Medicine" program (by which outpatient departments at voluntary hospitals
are publicly funded) and the Health Department's audit of care given to
Medicaid enrollees by private physicians, dentists and others. Importantly,
we also initiated a State legislative proposal (the Ambulatory Care Bill,
a copy of which is enclosed) that would provide adequate funding to hospitals and clinics that are willing to reform their method of delivering
ambulatory care to provide comprehensive quality medical care efficiently,
economically and with dignity. This proposal, however, failed in the
most recent session of the legislature.
The second dimension focuses upon several kinds of health problems that
are special afflictions of major urban areas. These include drug
addiction, alcoholism, lead poisoning and rat infestation in deteriorated
housing. These health problems affect large numbers of people. For
example, in New York City there are over 100,000 heroin addicts and roughly
300,000 alcoholics. Further, these problems, particularly addictive
diseases, reach far beyond patients to victimize many who do not suffer
from the disease itself. The City's efforts in this area include our
rapidly expanding methadone maintenance treatment program, an expanded
VD control program, continued expansion of the lead poisoning and ratcontrol programs and increased treatment facilities for alcoholics.
The third basic dimension relates to broad health care issues such as
scarce and maldistributed manpower, cost inflation and the inadequate
catastrophic health insurance for most New Yorkers and non-existent
coverage for others. These are of course national problems as well.
Space does not permit recounting all our efforts, but I am enclosing
copies of four State legislative proposals we recently initiated to help
solve some of these problems.
(These proposals are a Medical Scholarships Bill; a Physician Assistants Bill that is not dissimilar to
Governor Rockefeller's subsequent Physician Associates Bill which was
passed by both houses; a Unified Mental Health Services Bill and the
above-mentioned Ambulatory Care Bill.)
In addition I am enclosing a copy
of my statement on hospital cost controls that was delivered to
Senator Hart's Sub-committee on Anti-trust and Monopoly on January 28,
1971.
Estimated Shortage of Physicians in "Inner City Areas"
As you know, in the aggregate New York City is fortunate to have a
relatively large number of doctors serving its population, even though the
City, as a national medical center, provides medical services for many nonresidents and though many of our doctors participate in research and
teaching. Thus the physician to population ratio for New York City far
exceeds the national average.

59-661 0--71-pt. 6---
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Despite these facts, the distribution of physicians providing direct
care to City residents is quite uneven. For example, in 1966 the
national ratio of physicians in private practice to population was
about 92 physicians for each 100,000 persons. Figures for 1967 indicate that in 12 of the City's 30 Health Districts the ratio of physicians in private practice to 100,000 persons was less than 92, and
that in seven of these districts the ratios were from less than onehalf (37) to about two-thirds (64) of the national average. To provide
these 12 Health Districts merely with the national average of physicians
in private practice to population would have required roughly 800
additional physicians practicing in these areas. This is by no means
an insubstantial number, for in 1967 it represented about 6% of all
physicians in private practice in the City.
The foregoing example may overstate my case a bit, to the extent that
any shortage of physicians in private practice is compensated for by
an adequate supply of salaried physicians working in health care institutions that serve the community. Unfortunately, however, the Health
Districts in question are generally the areas of the City in which there
is also insufficient hospital and clinic care.
Public Service in Health Care Shortage Areas
I definitely support the concept of giving credits on the repayment of
loans to medical students who serve a term in an urban (or rural) health
care shortage area. One could expect at least an incremental improvement in health care in these areas. Further, the exposure of involvement
of numbers of young physicians to health problems in such areas could
lead participants to develop career goals for the amelioration of health
care conditions in "physician-poor" areas. Our Medical Scholarships Bill
mentioned above was designed to initiate just such a program in New York
State.
Possible Federal Action to Increase the Recruitment and Training of
MinorityGroups in Medical Schools
The most important thing that can be done on the Federal level to increase
the percentage of minority group physicians would be to make it financially possible for any student, who is interested and capable, to pursue
a medical career. The pressure on students from low income backgrounds
-- in which category fall the bulk of minority group students -- to pursue
a vocation that will improve their economic condition more rapidly than
allowed by a career in medicine is almost overwhelming, especially when
many of these students cannot see any way of financing the lengthy course
of medical study.
The Federal Government can assist further by helping the nation's medical
schools to expand their enrollments, to allow them to accept increased
numbers of minority group applicants.
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Grants based on expanded entering classes and on greater numbers of
graduates would inevitably change the makeup of the doctor population.
Finally, all Federal action, whether financial or programmatic, that
demostrates the Government's commitment to improving the health care
of all will necessarily help enlist members of minority groups in the
medical profession.
The Estimated Cost of Modernizing the City's Health Care Facilities
in 5 to 10 Years
Current projections of the planning staff indicate that over the next
five to 10 years the City will require roughly $2.5 billion for capital
expenditures in municipal and private non-profit agencies, in order to
provide quality medical care to the City's population. This total
represents estimated expenditures required for (i) hospital construction,
replacement and renovation, (ii) neighborhood family care center construction and (iii) research and supportive facility construction, including
staff housing and parking.
Of the $2.5 billion, projects representing about $547 million in replacement and new construction are in the City'E capital budget and have been
started. The remaining $2.0 billion is distributed as follows:
Voluntary Sector
Replacement and New
Construction

$

Municipal Sector
Replacement
Renovation
New Construction

500 million(l)

$

Subtotal

523 million
332
684
$1,539 billion(2)

Total

TT-9

(1)According to an estimate of immediate need made by the Health Services
Administration.
(2)Of this total, $300 million is currently in the City's capital budget.
The resulting gap of $1.2 million must be net by funds from additional
sources.
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Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank both of you gentlemen very

much for your appearance. It has been enormously valuable and
helpful.
Mayor TATE. Mr. Chairman, if you will permit me, I would like
to send to you as the Chairman of this committee a very fine report
we have with respect to delivery of medical care which was just
published in Philadelphia just last year.
Senator KENNEDY. We would like to have it and include it as part
of the record. And we want to thank you very much.
Mayor TATE. We appreciate your receiving us.

(The information referred to follows:)
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February 16,

1970

Dear Mayor Tate:
I have the honor of transmitting to you the report
of the Mayor's Committee on Municipal Hospital
Services which was charged by you with determining the City's future role in the delivery of
personal health care to the citizens of Philadelphia.
The main thrust of our report is a recommendation
that the City place its primary emphasis on ambulatory care as opposed to inpatient hospital care,
Such a change will result in an improvement in
health maintenance through prevention, early
detection and health education which will be accomplished by a program of comprehensive health care,
in contradistinction to one of "crisis" medicine.

We furthermore recommend that the City increase its organizational and financial support
of education and training of health manpower.
And finally we suggest that both at the planning
and at the operational level there be important
participation by th.- community.
The Committee is deeply grateful to its principal
consultant, James P. Dixon, M. D. , and his staff
for their very important contribution to our
deliberations.

Respectfully submitted,
Furthermore, we recommend that the City's Health
Department be assigned the responsibility of planning, evaluating and coordinating the personal
health services for all Philadelphians.
This necessarily includes supervision of administration of
the Philadelphia General Hospital.

Earl Perloff
Chairman
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Managing Director
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Trustees, Philadelphia General Hospital
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PART I

-

INTRODUCTION AND FINDINGS

INTRODUCTION

Th- Mayor's Charge

In the Spring of 1968, Mayor James H. J. Tate
asked a number of representative citizens ol
Philadelphia to form a Mavr's Committee on
Municipal Hospital Services. In his invitation
to participate in this ir.portant task, he made
the following charge:
"... There has been much discussion
concerning the Philadelphia General
Hospital and what its role as a municipal medical institution should be in
a modern urban society.
"These metropolitan problems demand
thoughtful planning to determine both
immediate and long-range objectives
and goals so that the medical mission
is always current with the times. This
of course involves an analysis of the
stated program of the Philadelphia
General Hospital and determination

of its relatiC.zhip with other facilities
of City government delivering personal
health services to its citizens. It
also involves the immediate relationships with the private voluntary
facilities and the changing patterns
of social legislation affecting such
services at the local, state and federal levels. "
This report attempts to provide the answers
to the charge made to the committee by the
Mayor.

Study Design
In 1969 the committee named Dr. James P.
as its principal consultant.

Dixon

Dr. Dixon had been the Gomonissioner of the
Philadelphia Department of Public Health in its
first years under the new governmental structure
defined by the Ieform Charter of 1951.
He had
been niost active in helping organize and implement the role of a modern urban Health Department, and of public hospital services within it.
Although he had left Philadelphia to become the
president of Antioch Colleges his reputation in
public health and medical care is still well known.
Dr. James Dixon and his staff director,
Dr. Joanne E. Finley, also director of health
planning in the Philadelphia Department of Public
Health began the preparation of a study containing:
Historical review of the development in Philadelphia of public participation in the provision
of personal health care services.
Review of all physical facilities in which the city
houses programs of personal health services.
Therefore not only PGH, but Riverview Home for
the Aged, and all the District Health Centers were
carefully assessed by architectural consultants
versed in health care facilities and their functions.

Statistical analysis of patients' characteristics The committee needed to know as much as
possible about the use of health care resources
by Philadelphia's citizens, and particularly
the use of services supported by tle local tax
dollar. The characteristics of users of PGH,
the District Iealth Centers, and hospitals
from which the city purchases ambulatory care
were studied.
The objective was to understand the impact
local input might have on improving the whole
health care system.
While statistics are revealing, they do not
search into the attitudes ansd feelings of health
facility users.
Therefore, several hundred
personal interviews of patients using PGH were
conducted.
The goal was to determine why patients came
to PGII; their subjective feelings about the
hospital, its services and personnel; and their
knowledge of and feelings about other sources
of care.
TIe financial patterns related to the provision or
purchase of medical care in Philadelphia were
studied carefully.

The major question to be answered was what is
being done with the City's own budget to provide
personal health services and what leverage does
this afford to change the system for the better?
Education for the health professions--The Philadelphia Department of Public Health, and Philadelphia General Hospital, train people for the
health professions, either by direct conduct of
training programs, or by the subsidization of
training.
The committee examined these health education
programs in terms of the need to use public
dollars more effectively in meeting community
requirements to expand the supply of manpower
necessary to provide health care merited by all
citizens of Philadelphia.
The increased productivity of Philadelphia's own citizens was also
at issue.
Management - Public hospitals and other publicly
sponsored or administered health care programs
are exercises in public responsibility for the
health of citizens, under particular sets of
administrative and management practices.
In
Philadelphia the policy for these practices is
embodied in the Charter.
The goal of this important portion of the study was
to examine the efficiency of the current
management system, and particularly
of the hospital as it relates to other
publicly supported health care services;

to examine strategies, within the limits of
public law, for alternative systems for the
production of good medical care at public
expense.
The key issue at all times, was to design feasible
administrative policy that kept accountability to
the citizens of Philadelphia as the primary focus.

FINDINGS
Introduction to the Findings
Philadelphia has many assets that should produce
a rational, effective health care system for all
its citizens. Among these are a history of commitment to the well-being of its members, a
modern and effective structure for the public
administration of human services produced by
the Reform Charter of 1951, and a tradition of
productive public-private planning. This climate
has also resulted in a commitment of local revenues to the production of personal health care
services that is greater than the resources allocated to this worthy cost in many American
urban centers.
Philadelphia City-County (they are synonymous)
is the fourth largest city in the nation. It now has
It will probably
more than 2,000,000 citizens.
hold its rank among cities in the next decade.
Two demographic projections stand out:
The number of older persons over 65 in
Philadelphia will substantially increase
ir, the next decade--by as much as 40,000
more elderly persons.
The black population will continue to increase somewhat. These residents will
be predominantly children and young adults.

The Charter charges the Philadelphia Department
of Public Health with a responsibility to ensure
the good health of all citizens. More and more
government money has been poured into the
existing health care system of Philadelphia in
an attempt to produce good levels of health for
all.
In fact, of the approximate $487 million
spent on personal health care in Philadelphia in
1968, government at all levels bore 35. 114 . ; the
bill. But 63% of these public funds went to hospitals in the city, and the greatest portion of these
large sums of money were used to cover the costs
of hospital bed care.
The city's own general funds contributed $26
million to personal health services, and 60%,
or $17.6 million of this went to the Philadelphia General Hospital where inpatient care
again consumed the greatest portion of these
dollars. Only a small portion of this sum purchased outpatient and emergency care in other
hospitals.
Shortcomings in the system have
generally been attributed to a serious lack of
funds, and in these times of reported financial
strain, some hospitals have even suggested the
need to close their emergency rooms.
The committee feels, in view of its findings,
that in the past there has been no real examination of the relationship between expenditures of
funds and the operation of the whole health care
system. Past movement has been only toward
increasing public funds--federal, state and

local to shore up the existing system, with few
guarantees exactedthat facilities and programs
would be used effectively, or that incentive
would be supplied to the parts of the system
best organized to prevent costly illness, or to
maintain health and productivity.
While costs have gone up, and public contributions to these costs have risen, there is
no evidence that the health status of Philadelphians has improved.
Relative to many big cities with less in the way
of good prenatal and obstLtrical care, Philadelpliia's overall infant death rate of 28. 3 per
1000 live births, fortunately hovers close to the
national average.
But the U. S. infant death
rate is far worse than that of at least 15 other
countries.
Still there is a health district in
which the infant death rate is 47. 4, and three
other health districts in which it tops 30. There
are three health districts in which diseases of
early infancy are the fourth leading cause of
death. This is out of keeping with national ranks.
In another health district, accidents--many of
them occurring to children at home--vied with
pneumonia and influenza as a third leading cause
of death. Again this is far ahead of national
ianks.
In contrast to the national picture, in several
health districts, debilitating emphysema has
become the tenth leading cause of death.

Accidental deaths are preventable often by
massive health education or better housing
Most pneumonia and influcode enforcement.
enza deaths are preventable by good and regular
medical care, not by last minute recourse to
an emergency room, or no recourse at all.
the rapid increase in emphysema in urban
centers is felt by many to be related to an
increasingly hazardous and polluted environment.
The most massive prevention programs of the 1970's must be in restoring
man's liveable environment. It is a mark of
civilization to plan and spend to provide personal health care of high quality for all, but
if the conditions which bring chronic disease
and disability are permitted to increase, all
of us will be disabled patients rather than
contributing citizens and the cost of care will
be beyond the means of any government.
Finding One
Of the nearly $500 million spent in Philadelphia
in 1968 for personal health services, the city
contributed only 5-6% or $26 million. Thi.
was divided between direct operation of services,
especially PGH, and some purchase of care. In
distributing some local funds for health care, the
city has neither made this a major priority, nor
has it slighted health altogether.
In 1960 personal health functions received 10. 7% of the total
operating resources of the city; in 1968 9.2%

was allocated to health.
rose during that period,

Federal contributions
however.

The amount of local budget given to health care
does not provide sufficient leverage to give the
City an effective economic voice in changing the
Because
Marginal leverage is present.
system.
the City has much greater flexibility in its
decisions of how to allocate its funds than does
the federal government, it could push the system
in other directions.
This does not mean that Philadelphia can alter
its own unwieldy health care system alone. But
in terms of mnney, talent, and administrative
organization the City can organize itself and its
allocations of resources for the proper delivery
of health service, with the proper input of resources.
Certain programs will only work to ensure the
health of Philadelphians if they are regionallybased. This is especially true of the prevention
and control of ill-health related to our noxious
environment.
Personal health services will only become relevant when they are organized comprehensively
.nd supported by national policy that provides
This implies a social health
purchasing power.
It predicts
insurance system, that covers all.
that the federal government has learned the
same economic lessons as has Philadelphia from
the mistakes of Medicare and Medicaid which
have covered mainly the costliest hospital-based

care for the citizens with the costliest health
needs.
The City of Philadelphia is in a position of
early advantage with regard to federal and
regional arrangements that are bound to come.
Finding Two
What is this system that needs to be changed?
It includes 44 private hospitals, one large public
hospital--all told about 13, 000 beds; 7900 of
these beds are for short-term acute inpatient
use; 4500 more beds are associated with medical schools or the College of Osteopathic
There are nine public health centers
Medicine.
and a tenth to come, three comprehensive neighborhood health centers funded by OEO, at least
four more self-help neighborhood health centers
and four union-funded comprehensive programs-The city purchases
one includes a hospital.
ambulatory clinic care from 34 hospitals and
emergency room care from 30 hospitals.
Nine of twelve catchment areas in the city are
developing the spectrum of mental health care
required by Community Mental Health Centers
legislation; there are also at least 7500 psychiatric beds in the city, most in state institutions.
There are over 600 rehabilitation beds in a
variety of institutions, including PGH and
specialized rehabilitation hospitals. There are
109 facilities, including the city's own Riverview Home for the Aged, providing 9, 357 beds

for the long-term care of the aged and handicapped. About 65 of these institutions are
classified as nursing homes, and only iZ are
in conformance with state standards.

Yet most hospitals are still fighting
for their own existence--whether serviceable to the city's needs or not.
As to Physicians -

There are about 5500 physicians in Philadelphia
of whom approximately 3500 are involved in direct
patient care actitities.
As to Hospitals There are 6. 5 beds per 1000 persons in
Philadelphia. Comprehensive health care
plans (such as Kaiser- Permaaente) estimate
and use only 2 beds per 1000 enrollees.
These beds are kept more than 90% occupied.
In Philadelphia the average occupancy rate
is 78.5%.
However, where there are beds,
uses are found, These may not be the
appropriate uses of costly acute care beds.
In Philadelphia, the average length of stay
in these beds is 11. 4 days compared with
a national average of 8.4 days.
An over-abundance of beds does not mean
suitably organized facilities.
Hospitals are
mainly centered, sometimes in sizeable
clusters in center city and fringe areas of
dense population. This is serviceable for
today but will not be responsive to known
population migration patterns within the
city of tomorrow. In addition 14 of the City's
44 hospitals have tess than 150 beds, another
16 hospitals have less than 300 beds.

There is also an overabundance of physicians.
In Philadelphia there are 2. 32 medically
trained physicians to 1000 persons.
The
national average, regarded as adequate, is
1. Z5.
(The figures do not include osteopathic
physicians.
In Philadelphia these comprise
11% of the doctors in practice.
Thus the
ratio of doctors in practice to population
base is even greater.)
Again, overabundance does not spell adequacy
of service or suitable organizational patterns.
In Philadelphia, because of the number of
medical schools, there is a high degree of
teaching hospital based practice. There are
also an above average number of physicians
in specialties,
Office locations concentrate
in the center city commercial area; therefore, physicians are maldistributed throughout the city. One health district with 9% of
the city's population has only 4% of the
physicians and a surprising proportion of
these---29%--- have no hospital affiliation.
As to Ambulatory Cae There are virtually no group practices nor
any Kaiser-type plans.
The comprehensive
ambulatory programs which have been in-

spired with federal assistance and do have
back-up hospital arrangements, are already
showing a lesser need to hospitalize their
patients, even though they are low income
people with poor health histories from
previous lack of coordinated care.
Three-quarters of the hospitals do have
some form of organized outpatient department.
These are the only other ambulatory
facilities that show some consistent pattern
of neighborhood use.
The city's funds to
purchase care, used in greatest proportion
to meet sonic of the deficits of outpatient
departments, may have assisted this process,
and have certainly decreased the geographically illogical use of the clinics of PGH.
The city's district health centers could not,
heretofore, be considered part of an ambulatory care system because their programs
were largely limited to the categorical
care and prevention of certain diseases.
Because there are so few comprehensive,
well-arranged ambulatory care programs,
use of hospital emergency rooms in lieu of
family physicians continues to increase in
Philadelphia.
Over the whole city, an
average of only 38% or less of the cases
treated in emergency rooms appear to be
of a true emergency nature.
Most of this walk in care in emergency
rooms is now rendered for the common

illness such as upper respiratory infections.
gastro-intestinal disturbances and the like.
As to Long-Term Care When a community has no central focus for
total health planning there will be a maldistribution of services and a lack of relevance of existing services to actual rePhiladelphia's most marked
quireyments.
example of this truism is In its critical
lack of facilities and programs for the
medical and social problems of older persons.
There is an absolute shortage of long-term
care facilities in the city, and many of the
existing institutions are of substandard
quality.
Most of these institutions- -good
or poor--find it impossible to provide
services to public assistance clients at the
present state rates. This has resulted in
the over use of acute care hospit.1 beds to
provide extended e-s
for iarge numbers
of individuals unable to find help in less
costly facilities.
This is especially true
at PG11. The waiting lists at Riverview
also increase each year.
With tle great likelihood of a substantial
increat e in the older population of Philadelphia in the next decade, it is projected
that about 1500 to 3500 new nursing home
beds will be needed by 1980.
In addition,
3000 existing non-conforming beds must
be replaced. But the incentive is not now

available to the private sector either in
capital costs assistance, or in allocations
for the purchase of care, to create the
very necessary solution to this important
problem.
As to Education for the Health Professions There is an abundance of training for the
health professions taking place in PhiladeLphia. This is occurring in a multitude
of duplicated programs, without any central
knowledge of projected manpower needs,
or plans for meeting defined need.
Future emphasis of local effort and subsidy
need not be on training physicians and
dentists.
There is clearly a sufficient
supply in terms of numbers, though there
are the problems of maldistribution and
over specialization already mentioned.
However, the number of practicing registered
nurses per population is critically under the
national average.
Local nursing school
enrollment continues to decrease.
One important fact is that black and other minority
citizens of Philadelphia are presently acutely underrepresented both in training programs, and in the
higher echelons of professional health practice.
Black physicians make up only 3% of the practicing doctors in Philadelphia.
Black dentists make
up 7% of dental manpower.
Black RN's employed

in local hospitals make up 6% of the nurses employed by these same hospitals.
In 1969, medical interns and residents in training at PGHl
Candidates
were respectively .O% and 1% black.
for these positions are wholly under the control
of the affiliated medical schools, though the city
subsidizes this post-graduate education in return
for receiving these physician's services.
However, only the medical lab technician training and the licensed practical nurse programs
at PGl, more directly under the Hospital's
control, had substantial numbers of nonwhite
enrollees in 1969.
Finding Three
This health system is supposed to provide
excellent personal health care for all Philadelphians. Within the system the city operates
the largest hospital, Philadelphia General,
Riverview Home for the Aged, and nine district
health centers plus their satellite programs.
It also purchases outpatient and emergency care
from over 30 voluntary hospitals. In actual
fact, much of the patient care offered at PGH
is purchased via the affiliation contracts with
three medical schools.
The Department of Health administers and distributes city-federal funds to the Maternity and
Infant Care Projects. A component of the Department of Health holds the role of county administrator and fiscal agent for the community mental
health and mental retardation programs.

The Board of Health, presided over by the
Commissioner of Public Hcalth, has the clear
authority to regulate in behalf of the public's
health, and its regulations are ordinarily
enacted by the City Council to give them the
force of law. I relation to the Philadelphia
General Hospital, the Board of Health does
create general policy, but is only given the
clear specific of setting the admissions policy
of PGH.
A separate Hospital Board of Trustees
is given a cloudy mandate to be responsible for
daily operation, not a function characteristic of
the board of trustees of voluntary hospitals.

is evolving into a planning relationship with the
entire community system.
It-eenuse of these gaps in the definitions inherent
in the Charter, the public hospital has been one
of the most hitmi olt operating progranis to bring
within the context of public policy,
The commitee
therefore, has emphasized the whole system at
all times and the importance of viewing PGH
within this system, not unilaterally beside it.
As to the Public Hospital
Administ ration

These mechanisms of public management- -often
unwieldly and insensitive--have produced both
progress and obstacles
In accepting a progressive role of purchaser
of care (and therefore subsidizer of the private
system) the City has not, until recently, concerned itself sufficiently with the quality or
effectiveness of the services for which it pays.
This is implied in the lack of conditions in most
of its contracts, and the lack of funds and personnel to evaluate contract performance against
public policy and good health care standards.
Until recently the Department of Health, though
it has the clear authority to plan, and to set
standards, has not had the funds or personnel to
do the necessary planning its authorities imply.
Health planning, initially conceived as required
for the internal perfection of the public health role.

The physician manpower shortages during
World War II dictated the necessity for
public hospitals, including Philadelphia's,
to enter into agreements with medical
schools to preserve high quality medical
staif to .are, for patients wh- wert then
quite clearly public responsibilities. But,
today new evaluation is required to ascertain
how the substantial differences in mission
between medical schools and public hospitals
can be resolved.
At PGH, disjointed administrative relationships to the rest of the Health Department,
and the presence of three medical schools,
all with differing interests, have created an
unmanageable institution deprived of the
means of fulfilling its mission of good patient
care within a total delivery system.

Buildings

long-term care patients for whom other
farlities dn not exist n are not within

Care is being conducted at P~t' in buildings
that were obsolete when planned and are

therefore extremely inefficient and expenThe city could build a new
sive to operate.
hospital to back the imperative ambulatory
care programs that, by its design, size,
type of beds and programs, would be considerably less expensive to operate than
the present PGH.
Patients
PGtt itself has become a major illustration
of the adage that where there are hospital
beds, they will be used and mis-used and
their use may complicate and impede the
best solutions to certain health problems.
As some freedom of choice
has become available to previously
indigent or elderly patients through
federally assisted payments, the
number of beds at PGII, and their
rate of occupancy, has been declining.
PGH reported 1858 beds in 1960, and
1577 beds in 1969.
•

Today, though it is still classified as an
acute care hospital, perhaps :,alf of the
patients occupying beds at PGH are
patients chronically ill
addictive diseases;

from

their means;
psychiatric cases;
and other special problem patients for

whom the city assumes responsibility.
iere are only two health districts from
which patients who become users of hospital beds are found in PGI in greater
proportions than they are found in other
hospitals. One is Health District 5, far
to the east across the Schuylkill River.
tHere a high percentage of the city's poor
and black citizens reside, In the same
health district vocal citizens have firmly
requested a different allocation of public
resources--more to ambulatory and preIn
ventive neighborhood care than to beds.
Health District 4o patients are already using the beds of three other hospitals almost
as much as they use PGH.
Other statistics taken from a 1969 census
conducted by committee staff, confirm that
PGlI's inpatients differ in that ?3 6 were
black, while all other hospitals together
averaged about 1/3 nonwhite inpatients. In
total numbers, however, more black patients from all areas of the city were in
other hospitals than at PGH on census day.
Significantly more of the PGH inpatients were
also over 50. In other hospitals 68% of
patients at the time of the census had been
there less than two weeks;

at PIGH 557o had been there longer,
many much longer.

PGHl emergency unit more than those of any
other hospital.

The most significant finding to explain
PGH inpatients may be that other hospitals
reported no source of payment for the inpatient care of only 2% of all those in the
hospital. Blue Cross paid for most, Medicare and Pennsycare for many others.
PGII is increasingly a last resort for patients who have no means to pay, or who
have disorders with which others will not
cope.

In stark contrast, from other hospitals, 65%
of all inpatients at PGH came originally
from the emergency unit--not from their
own physicians, or regular care clinics, or
by plan. In other hospitals, the average
number of total admissions emanating from
emergency units between 20 and 30%.

The emergency room users of PGH are
even more characteristic of the deficiencies of the whole system. Patients do
come from every health district, and are
over 80% black.
But there are indications
that they have either been refused by other
hospitals, or brought sometimes great
distances by the police, or they simply
have no other recourse.
They come out of
habit rooted in the lack of ability to purchase health service.
They know they will
not be turned away at PGH.
And yet, only 10% of the users of the
emergency unit at PGIH had any form of traumatic injury by its broadest definitions.
There is also a pattern discovered of use
of multiple sources of care by all these patients in any one year. Still, residents of
Health District 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 used the

An analysis of the use of outpatients clinics
at PGH shows that these are in no way the
primary source of ambulatory care for
residents of any health district. The clinics
most often used by residents of each health
district are those most conveniently located.
176, 944 visits occurred in the outpatient
clinics of PGH in 1968. not including required use by city employees of the compensation clinic. Since the average number
of visits per patient was high--8. 5 visits
per year--this represents about 20,800
actual patients.
At least one other large
teaching hospital, not in affiliation with
PGH, recorded more clinic users.
90%6 of the clinic patients at PGH were
black, and 2/3rds were female:'56%
were over 50.
The trust in the ambulatory resources of
PGH is great among users. Only 31% of
a large number of patients interviewed

felt care was better at PH,
but most felt
it was the same as that in any other hospital. In the end, 65% said they would
still prefer to choose PGIH for their care,
inpatient or ambulatory, even if all avenues of choice were open to them.
As to the Public llealth Centers
Seven of the city's nine operating district
health centers are excellent buildings that
led
t'. zmselvcs, with very little alteration,
to much inore comprehensive programs
for ambulato,v care and screening and
referral of pat ents into the most useful
parts of the health care system.
For many years, study commissions and
City Council, have recommended this more
comprehensive and relevant utilization of
the centers.
They are now grossly underutilized by the citizens of Philadelphia,
perhat- because their categorical and
fragmented services are not relevant to
the individual's total health requirements.
Funds were not provided, however, to
support this important transition of the
health center programs, until 1970.
Even now, there is virtually no linkage
between the health centers and PGH, or
for that matter, any other hospitals. Nor
can the niedical director of Riverview
achieve a staff appointment at PGH.

As to Public Provision for Long-Term Cars Riverview affords the largest single cornponent in the city for the care of the aged
and chronically ill. Dedicated effort is
producing a more modern program for
good medical care and rehabilitation
services to its residents.
Riverview's older group of buildings are
totally o. 3olete. A second group of buildings, erc 'ed after 1955 are generally well
conceived, but will require renovation.
New facilities under a Riverview Master
Plan are well programmed, but not provided for in current city capital plans
However, serious considerauntil 1973.
tion must be given in the city's extended
care facilities planning, to the fact
that Riverview is geographically isolated
and difficult for workers and visitors to
reach.
In the meantime, the city has no system for
evaluation and referral to appropriate levels
of care for chronically ill, aged and disabled patients.
As to Public Support of Manpower Training
The cost of health professions education at
PGH waa $4, 550, 301 in 1968. Some indirect revenue returns were received by
the city so that its actual input into train-

ing was probably about $2. 5 million.
The budget of the Board of Education contributed to fine programs for motivation
and preparing young people for certain
health careers. The City also contributes
to the operating costs of the Community
College.
At PGH, $3,231,097 of the $4.5 million
went to underwrite post-graduate training of physicians and dentists, as interns
and residents.

The city's direct subsidy of training primarily through PGH has not contributed
substantially to the preparation of allied
health manpower for which there is a great
need. The Community College and its
students are bearing much of the cost unassisted, and training the greatest proportion of black citizens for useful and
dignified health occupations.
There was no city expenditure for health
manpower planning.

The City's contribution to nursing education
was its most significant in terms of manpower needs. Of 53 1969 graduates of the
PGH School of Nursing, 43 stayed with the
hospital to work, 8 more stayed to work in
the hospitals of Philadelphia.
The lack of need for greater numbers of
doctors to be trained has been previously
documented. Equally, the need to train
and retain more black physicians for
Philadelphia has been underscored.
The
city's substantial sub. idization of doctor
training has not, to date, brought this
result. Nor has it been managed in such
a way, as is the case with public health
residents in post-graduate preparation in
the rest of the Health Department, so as
to insure that the doctors remain to
serve the citizens of Philadelphia.

These are the major findings of the Mayor 's
Committee on Municipal Hospital Services.
These are the facts which, on most careful
deliberation, have led to our recommendations.

PART II - RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION # 1
That the City participate actively in shaping
national and state policies affecting the provision and delivery of personal health services.
The City has a major stake in these policies.
These policies are the major constraints upon
the City's own decisions. Gradually, national
policy is coming into accord with Philadelphia's
historical position. It is now held that access
to personal health services is a right of citizenship, not a privilege of social class, economic
group or accident of birth. This change in
national policy is being implemented by
economic means.
Both the Federal and State
Governments have instituted systematic payments of public funds to provide health services
to persons. Such funding has made substantial
impact upon the revenues produced by Philadelphia General Hospital and, to a lesser extent
on the income of the Community Health Services.
To date, the principal local emphasis of this
policy has been on the provision of institutional
services. This is a natural first step in accord

both with the urgent priorities of people and the
acute financial need of hospitals.
But this
first step calls promptly for some subsequent
steps. In a very short time it has become
clear that the support of institutional care without a concurrent vigorous support of ambulatory
care, and attention also to the education and
training of health personnel, is counter-productive.
Institutional services are productive, only when
correctly used. If they are the only services
available, they will be over used at great economic,
social and psychological expense, or misused to
the detriment of the patient and the reputation of
the institution.
As access to health services becomes a right,
then decisions as to what health services are
appropriate and how they will be organized, financed
and staffed, increases in importance.
Philadelphia is in the process of working now on these
decisions. The City has both a slake in national
and state policies and a contribution to make to
their formulation.

RECOMMENDATION 02

centers;medical care could be provided by
Philadelphia General Hospital.

That the City accept as a public resons4blit
the planning, evaluation, coordination and
facilitation of personal health services for all
Philadelphians and that it assign the conduct
of this responsibility to the Department of
Public Health.
It is in the genius of American politics to act
to assume public responsibility when failure
to do so would result in destructive conflict
between chaotic free enterprise and repressive
authoritarianism. Such conflict usually arises
when change goes unrecognized and people see
the present as if it were no different from the
past.
The pattern of the provision of personal health
services in Philadelphia is changing. What
exists now is not free enterprise, but a system
of highly interdependent activities. Activities
generated by several thousand physicians, nurses,
and other health workers, two or three score
hospitals, more than a dozen health centers,
a half-dozen medical schools, a Department of
Public Health and Z, 000,000 people. In the past,
by defining its obligations in terms of indigency
and special services, the City could deal expediently with the other elements in the system,
because it could meet its objectives as a member of the system by the direct provision of
services by its own agency.
Traditional public
health services could be provided by public health

With the removal of indigency as a criterion
for public responsibility at the locate level,
and with huge new expenditures of public
funds for the purchase of personal health
services, the City's role has shifted from
one of accountability to the needy and those
needing special health services, to
accountability to all Philadelphians for access
to adequate personal health services.
In order to carry out this new responsibility, the
City will need to establish and maintain an activity
for health care planning, equivalent in its
sophistication to city planning as a whole. Such
an activity would apply economic, social, and
professional analysis to the community to define
where beds should be, where health centers
should be located, how health services should
be financed. It would develop minimum standards
for health care. It would ceiine the strategy for
the City's own operations.
The City's intent shall be to work cooperatively
with, and assist the existing regional planning
agencies, rather than to operate in conflict with
them.
The Philadelphia Depart:nent of Public Health is
widely acknowledged as one of the best in the nation.
Historically, the Department has had an interest
in the community system for personal health

services, but does lack a clear public mandate
to oversee this system, With such a mandate
it could move with competence and dispatch into
the coordination of personal health services for
all Philadelphians.

This is so for economic reasons,
A visit at a
comprehensive primary care clinic costs about
$15, 00; a hospital day about $75.00. Wellmanaged ambulatory care extending into evening
and weekend hours is less disruptive of family
and employment patterns than when similar
services are provided by the hospital.

RECOMMENDATION 03

This is so for professional reasons.
One of the
most useful recent inventions in the provision
of health services is group practice.
Its combination of accessibility to services with availability of specialists' services results in better
health and in a markedly lower use of hospital
beds. Group practice can operate only if it can
concentrate on ambulatory care.

That the City now place its primary emphasis
on the provision of ambulatory health services,
changing the role of health centers and the
Philadelphia General Htospital accordingly.
Our study shows that the provision of ambulatory
care services is the most pressing need to
Philadelphians.
This is so for humane reasons. Many Philadelphians do not have family physicians.
This
is most strikingly true but is not limited to
those who live in inner city areas. This also
happens because of the increasing specialization
of medical practice, the uneven provision for
reimbursements for ambulatory care and most
importantly the absence of any social institution
other than the hospital which can provide
appropriate services.

Further, our economic studies support that
there is a clear possibility that the City can
gradually switch the emphasis in its own health
care expenditures to ambulatory care and away
from hospital care. By providing good
ambulatory care, the City can reduce the
need for and the cost of hospital ca.e.
The cost of managing an illness on an
ambulatory basis is substantially less
than on an inpatient basis.
This has been
demonstrated for closed systems such as
Kaiser-Permanente, where the highest
degree of efficiency can be expected when
such management is applied.

The main outlines of such a change over strategy
are as follows:
The City would begin now to extend the
services of the District Health Centers
to furnish primary health care at hours
most convenient to the clients.
The
conversion of all existing and new health
centers to this new service should be
undertaken over a three-year period.
These services would be an addition to
hospital outpatient clinics and existing
neighborhood health centers.
Any person in the community might go
to a health center. If he could pay for it
the city could be reimbursed for the
services, payments would be expected.
Access to this method of care would be
denied to no one.
The Centers would be staffed on the group
practice principle. They would include the
widest possible range of services including,
even those for addictive diseases. Each
center would have back-up hospital services.
As the centers become activated, much of
the outpatient demand and part of the inpatient demand on Philadelphia General
Hospital would be reduced.
Since the present Philadelphia General Hospital
is obsolete and beyond economic renovation, the
City could decide not to build new hospital beds,
merely to phase out the present beds.
This is a

theoretically possible solution, but we think it
is not practical. It is possible because Philadelphia as a whole has more hospital beds per
person than said to be needed for an efficient
system. But close analysis suggests that the
excess beds are not equally available, or more
particularly beds are not now provided in proper
relationship to the proposed methods for delivering a total spectrum of health care.
We believe that there are three reasons why the
city needs t construct a new hospital. First
of all, it needs to offer some back tp for its
new ambulatory system with some beds that it
controls in order to avoid being completely at
the behest of contract arrangements. Second,
it needs to provide services which cannot or
will not be provided elsewhere and to provide
them in the most progressive and efficient way.
Third, it needs a model of excellence to demonstrate the role of a hospital in a progressive
delivery system. Caution is needed, however,

not to overemphasize the number of necessary
beds.
It seems ciear, for instance, that alternative
satisfactory arrangements can be made for
the Police and Firemen's Ward and Compensation Clinic. New strategies in psychiatric
care might reduce the need for city beds.
If the city had available more extended ca.-e
facilities, a variety of patients with special
problems of chronic illness would be cared
for elsewhere and in different and more
appropriate ways.

We recommend then-that concurrent with the development of ambulatory services, the City should
plan and construct as soon as possible a hospital
of an appropriate number of beds to be determined by detailed master planning. We Guggest
that the construction be prompt because of the
vast diseconomy of conducting medical care in
the present Philadelphia General Hospital
facility, and that there be adequate support for
services at the present Hospital in the interim'
period.
A new hospital could be, but need not be, built
on the present site of Philadelphia General
Hospital. Building on another site would simplify the construction, free the Philadelphia
General Hospital space and land for other purposes and correct some maldistribution of beds
in i community.
Nor would such a hospital
necessarily be staffed by contract with medical
schools, but might be staffed by agreements
with medical group practices. Such a hospital
should be part of a teaching program and this
program does require a medical school affiliation on a mutually agreeable basis.

RECOMMENDATION #4
That the City of Philadelphia adopt the major
recommendations of the Pennsylvania Economy
League report - "Caring for Philadelphia's
Needy Aged", as a basis for its own action
rogram in meeting the growing crisis in the
povision of facilities and services for the
,chronically ill, and infirm needy.
Our findings substantiate the fact that in the
midst of an otherwise sophisticated and relatively well conceived system, there is a dearth
in Philadelphia of both planning and facilities
and services for the chronically ill, and for
infirm older persons.
This is particularly
true If the needs of these citizens include some
aspects of medical care, as will most often
be true in parts and periods of their life
span.
Therefore,

the City should join with others in

Encouraging the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania to assume the complete
responsibility for the governmental
financing of needy Pennsylvanians who
a-e chronically ill or impaired.

In the meantime, the City should not withdraw its interest in the care of the aged and
chronically ill. It should
Include in Its plans the facilities and
services required
Stimulate and persuade private organizations to furnish essential services as
needed.
Provide "seed money" by contracting
with private agencies for innovative
and experimental programs.
In the event that the Commonwealth, assisted
by redirected national policy, does not assume
the responsibility for the financing of care for
the needy aged and/or chronically ill in the very
near future, the City will have to meet the
responsibility to its citizens through construction
This
and operation of facilities and programs.
should be don, within a most flexible posture so
that these programs can be turned over to private
operation, but under public surveillance, when
the financing system permits.

Therefore, we recomieend
That the master planning process for the
new Philadelphia General Hospital take
appropriate recognition of the need for
convalescent care arrangements after
acute illness episodes.
That an extended and chronic care
facility of at least 2OO beds be constructed as a part of the new public hospital
complex, and in a location more accessible
to the friends and families of the patients
than is the site of Riverview.
That public capital budgets for health
care, or redevelopment and other funds
over which the City has planning and
disbursement control, be studied for
their application to assisting tce. construction of extended care and/or skilled
nursing home facilities related to
*
.
*

housing resources for the aged;
the ambulatory care centers;
the back-up hospitals for the
ambulatory care centers.

RECOMMENDATION #5
That the City take certain steps to bring the
administration of the Philadelphia General
Hospital under the supervision and control of
the Department of Public Health.
As long as the City was meeting its health
services obligations by the direct provision
of services alone, there was sonic justification
to maintain the distinction between the adminis tration of public health services and the
Hospital's patient care services. It seems to
us that this effort to maintain a distinction is
now counter-productive.
Far from bringing
clarity to public accountability, it seems to
produce ambiguity and confusion, and this,
despite a high level of competency and commitment of the individuals serving on the Departmental Boards.
As things presently stand, responsibility and
accountability is divided between the Board of
Health, the Hospital Board of Trustees, the
Health Commissioner, and the Executive
Director of the Hospital. On some matters,
the hospital works vith central city agencies as
an autonomous unit. In other instances, the
Deparityent of Public Health is responsible for
elements of the aoarirstration of the Philadelphia
General Hospital. In still other instances, the
Board of Health and the Board of Trustees act
jointly. It would be nearly impossible to implement the central recommendations of this report

which direct the Health Department to provide
health systems coordination for the entire
community if the City itself was unable to
clarify, in a corresponding fashion, its own
internal arrangements.
We have considered the possibility that the
creation of a health care authority might serve
as a means of establishing new cooperative
relationships. We reject this solution because
there is not evidence of the possibility of
merging into it other non-public community
agencies, nor is the access of an authority to
public funds direct or clear. Under this circumstance, the creation of an authority would mask
rather than solve the present administrative
We propose, instead, that the City
problems.
take the following course:
Since the mission of the Department of
Public Health, according to the Charter,
is to set policy for all aspects of the
public health system, mechanisms must
be found whereby the actions and functions of the Board of Trustees of the
Philadelphia General Hospital are brought
into conformity with the policies of the
Board of Health and of the Department
of Public Health concerning all elements
of personal health services and patient care.
-

It is essential that the direction of the
Hospital shall be by a person who in all
ways is a ranking member of the senior

executive staff of the Department of
Public Health with the same relationship to the Health Commissioner as the
heads of the other operating units of
the Department.
With such a relationship established, it will be possible for
the Health Cormmissionvr, for the first
time to truly make the Executive Director
of the Hospital and his staff responsible
for all elements of the administration of
the institution.
rlie City should merge its two budget
accosts (the Health Department's and the
lospital's), into a single account to be
admini ite red by the Department of Health.
The power of the Board of Trustees of
the Philadelphia General Hospital should
be strengthened by the addition to it of
citizens most involved in the hospital,
and by a clarification of its responsibilities
*

In addition, the responsibility for the
medical care aspects of the extended
care functions of the Department of
Public Welfare should be transferred
to the Health Department.

We believe that unless these changes are
accomplished there is little chance for needed
improvement in the affairs of every day management of the Hospital and little chance that the
strategy of interrelationships here proposed between health centers and hospitals could be made
to work.

RECOMMENDATION #6
That the City, for the years immediately ahead,
increase its organizational and financial support
of education and training of health manpower.
That it do this in accordance with the plan to be
prepared by the Department of Public Health in
collaboration with all appropriate community
agencies and interests.
In our study of the condition of health manpower
ir Philadelphia, we discovered a disappointing
fragmentation of available information, and unfortunate gaps in relevant data pertaining to Pmployment, vacancies and projected needs, We
were dismayed by the extraordinary division,
discontinuity and duplication of training programs.
We were struck by a lack of coordination and an
absence of planning for a rational health manpowerr
system.
Following are some of the conflicting forces of
change and reacticn mainly responsible for the
chaotic state of health manpower in this period of
transition: a rapid growth in need and demand for
health services as a concomitant of rising incomes;
the development of technological tools which continues to create new health care specialities;
continued general acceptance of the fee-forservice, solo-practitioner model that no longer
reflects the complex reality of modern health
care; the influence of federal funding that is
rooted in a philosophy which defines health care
as a right rather than a privilege.

There exists in Philadelphia a great potential
for creatine n rntional rn-inpowcr mndpl that
could significantly influence the health manpower structure throughout the nation. It
must be understood, however, that the
development of a viable local model will
necessitate changes in attitude and policy
on the part of professional associations and
schools, health care institutions, licensing
and accrediting bodies, public and private
funding agencies and certain sectors of public
opinion.
Unfortunately, there also exists in Philadelphia
a condition that could permanently inhibit the
growth of a rational manpower system within
the health care field. An important sector of
the population is virtually disbarred from
participation in the upper echelon of the
manpower hierarchy and, therefore, from the
opportunity to influence policy. A health model
must make provision for the utilization of the
talents and capabilities of blacks and others in
dispossessed groups in significant numbers at
all levels within the manpower system.
Furthermore, health care consumers, especially
blacks, have little opportunity to affect the manpower complex. No manpower system can be
rational or acceptable which does not incorporate
expressions of consumers' needs within its
policy and decision-making apparatus. A health
manpower model, therefore, must make provisions for obtaining and utilizing appropriate
consumer feedback.

The data in subsequent sections of this report
contain the outline of a necessary health
manpower planning process, and the building
of training programs upon this. We recognize
that the counsel of certain components of the
minority community was not included in the
formulation of these recommendations in the
same way as it was for the details of health
services delivery. Professionals involved
in minority group education, and equal opportunity, were consulted, but those to whom the
educational programs might apply were not
specifically involved. As already suggested,
this will be an imperative part of the planning
process.

RECOMMENDATION

#7

That the City create in the Department of Public
Health a Health Services Council representing
the widest possible range of community interest
and that the Commissioner of Public Health be
required to seek the advice of this body on
major policy matters.
Everything that has happened in the course of
this study has confirmed the opinion that not
only is the system for provision and delivery
of health services complex, but so also are the
related community interest. Some matters are
of particular importance to the providers of
health services, some are of particular import.
ance to clients and some are of wide general public
interest. We believe that it is not possible to
know In advance what kinds of interest will need
to be composed to solve a particular problem
but we do believe that such a complex system
can never be administered in an authoritarian
fashion and that both the efficiency and design
of the use of the health services requires
continuous consultation both as to what alternative solutions are possible and as to what
alternative solutions are acceptable.

accountability securely in the Department of
Public Health and we believe it to be consistent
with the existing community planning to establish
for the Health Commissioner an adequate advisory
mechanism,
The City has and may continue to
create citizens advisory bodies for its operating
The
units including District Health Centers.
purposes of this recommendation will not stand
in the way of this process and in fact the body
of highest advice to the Commissioner should
include representatives of the local Councils.
It would be understood that the Health Commis sioner is not bound by the advice of the Health
Services Council but in each instance of the
making of public policy he wold include the
specific recommendations of this Council
as an essential part of his findings.
-A

PART II - PHItLADELPHIA'S
EVOLUTION IN HlEALTH CARE_
As evolution in health care systems go,
it is no surprise that the present Mayor's
Committee on Municipal Hospital Services,
in Philadelphia, was born of controversy.
The events leading to the appointment of
this committee were raised out of serious
challenges to the existence of the present
Philadelphia General Hospital as a proper
place to care for the sick and injured.
The infernal controversy was sparked by
a set of circumstances surrounding the death
of a popular police captain in 1966, a day
after an examination at the Philadelphia
General Hospital for severe pain and a discharge with an innocuous diagnosis. Actually,
the death probably only furnished the hone for
already sharp feelings the Policemen and
Firemen purported to hold against the hospital
for the role this institution played in handling
the compensation clinic functions for the
employer - city.
But the aftermath was a period of damaging
and revealing investigation- -from the outside-by City Council; from within by a Staff
Committee. All related the hospital's
shortcomings to a serious lack of funds, but
none really looked at the Hospital and use of
public health care funds in relation to the whole

health care system, which itself was al o

shaky--and costly--across the land.
The investigations of that stormy time were
fed by glaring and troubling headlines. But
no one looked at the lot of the rest of the
patients who continued to depend on the
Philadelphia General Hospital.
City Council moved to shore up the institution
by doubling the funds paid under affiliation
contracts, to three of the City's six medical
schools, to render patient care at the Philadelphia General Hospital. Mayor James H. J. Tate
moved to develop the leadership necessary
to approach the problems of the hospital analytically by altering its Board of Trustees. He also
ordered the study which has resulted in this report.
He placed both activities under the Chairmanship
of a well known businessman long active
in hospital and health affairs-- Earl Perloff.

What is happening today in public health and
is happening In every area of
hospital carol
essential human concern: Government, at all
levels, is increasingly being asked to furnish
the funds to meet and eliminate society's
problems. In health the private sector
has generally occupied itself with the more
popular, more glamourous and more lucrative activities, leaving the public sector as
the area of last resort. Although the role of
public health is supposed to enure the
health of the whole community, traditionally
public health services have been more the
province of the poor, the elderly, and needy
mothers and infants. In other words, those
who must make do with whatever is doled out,
to them. Because of the neglect this implies,
or the end results of disarray and fragmentation in the system, this often also means This is the most costly
too little - too late.
brand of care.
This prescription is not what the doctor
ordered. It provides neither the quality nor
the quantity of medical care to the people who
It does not sufficiently conneed it most.
sider the health of the whole public. It does
not consider the special problems of the poor
and marginal, who in Philadelphia number
15 - 20% of the 2 million population. Nor has
it successfully taken into account many of the
problems of black people, who comprise about
one-third of the population.

ttwever, the City of Philadelphia demonstratoej a history - and conscience - in the
provision of health care that is not without
hope. It has provided certain things longer -or first -- before any other city. It has used
the incisive process of public - private study
Where there
for planning and policy making.
has been the decisive leadership to back the
findings of these processes, results that have
improved health care for all have clearly
emerged.
For tI' last twenty years community need
in Philadelphia has been met through a Public
Health Department regarded as one of the best
in the nation. It is formally organized under
the City Charter to administer policy and program in behalf of preventive care for all, and
some "emergency care" for the indigent.
With strong leadership from the Mayor's and
the Health Commissioner's offices, the City
has tried to increase its services, either
through expanding its own system, or through
purchases from private hospitals' ambulatory
While not all of the decisions made
resources.
during the progressive period that began in the
1950's were fruitful, public health in Philadelphia developed a general and apt sense of
planning, organization and policy leadership.
With the advent of federal funds, through
Medicare and Medicaid, as well as through
other grants to states, or directly to the City,

the public health program has begun to have
an impact upon both puiblit and private in"titutions. But the additional funds poured into
the existing system have not satisfied the
current demand for service. The system has
not been reorganized so that the delivery of
care is economical, equitable, and of a
uniform quality. In fact, new programs have
only whetted the Institutionalized appetites
for more.
Moreover, because demand has Increased,
public responsibility has also increased, but
something Is still not working. In Philadelphia those programs operating under the
central administration of the Public Health
Department, have generally improved. But
the performance is uneven. Conditions at the
239-year old, municipally owned Philadelphia
General Hospital have triggered investigations
and considerable debate. The rest of the
hospital system is viewed by some as defaulting on certain responsibilities.
Neither the good--the unevenness--or the
bad-- have occurred overnight. Over the past
200 years there are a number of trends that
are worth describing- -both to illustrate the
bases of the City's present quandry--and the
strengths upon which it can build.
The Past - 18th and 19th Centuries
Philadelphia has a medical ambience grown
out of its fine hospitals, schools and research

centers.

Its tradition is rich in concern for

medic-n
are for atl
!
ethi(
coupled with the infusions of people and ideas
from other sources- -sparked innovation and
produced liberal government that considered
humane ideals an important cornerstone of
public policy. The result was the early establishment of institutions like the Philadelphia
Almshouse founded in 1729, which as it began
to dispense medical care, became the seedbed
for the Philadelphia General Hospital.
As
this institution grew It was a marvel for its
willingness to feel a responsibility to all
people. .. black, white, Catholics, Jews, Protestants. . paying and non paying. A French
hospital expert visiting in 1788 said that PG
was surpassed by none in the world, except
perhaps, for the one in Besancon, France.
Quite early the City began to cover the medical
expenses of the poor. By ordinance of City
Council, Pennsylvania Hospital was to receive
reimbursement for the treatment of indigents
who might otherwise have been ejected for
failure to pay. And, creative as a community,
Philadelphia moved progressively in its attempt
to control disease. In 1794 it established a
Board of Health.
Through most of the latter half of the nineteenth
century, however, and the first half of the
twentieth century, innovation died and the
government of the City became moribund,

unable to provide minimal service, scandalously corrupt and unmanageable. In these
years, what little movement there was, was a
blowing with the winds of national trends. In
effect, the City usually followed New York's
lead.
In 1904 Philadelphia formally established a
municipal Department of Public Health and
Charities. This was the same year Riverview,
the Home for the Aged was founded. By 1920
health and charity parted company in municipal
government as the Department of Public Health
and the Department of Welfare, each assumed
its own identity.
Public health services continued to be spotty and most of the activity was
confined to the private sector with a number of
clinics and specialty hospitals opened throughout the City. If public care suffered from the
inaction and fiscal conservatism of local
government, there were a few saving graces
too. Philadelphia was saved from committing
itself to New York's fate--a huge city with an
expensive stockpile of municipal hospitals.
The gnawing recognition that neighborhood
services might be a worthy goal is almost of
antiquity in Philadelphia.
By 1948 funds were
made available for the purchase of seven
health center sites, as well as for an increase
in preventive medical care. Like everything
else planned by the city at this time, the health
centers were makeshift renovations of old
structures and not necessarily suited to the

medical needs of the people they were supposed
to serve. And despite tee growing willingness
ol the City to assume some of its health responsibilitie, , efforts were largely futile because
the day-to-day operation of the Public Health
Department and its centers was not only misdirected, but chaotic.
The Late Forties - Time For a

By t.e end of the 1940's the ferment for
change in government had reached its boiling
point, Studies of all facets of operations in
Philadelphia's City Hall were producing demands for improvement and for the codifying
of governmental structure.
Part of the concern
In
generated was in the area of public health.
this period, with a new dedicated city administration, bolstered by the reform Home Rule
Charter, public health in Philadelphia entered
a now era.
For the City, the 1950's marked the begining of planned orderly government administered by professionals with proven competence.
In this atmosphere there was an attempt to define goals and to reach themt.
The last
twenty years have been marked by constant
redefinition of those goals, by the emergence
of an increasingly more humane, well-balanced
philosophy. In short, the City has committed
itself to providing quality public health services
to all people, with special emphasis on those

at higher rillk uf ill L',uftl.. wl
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includes the poor.
Landmarks of the 1950's and 1960's
Part of the progress of the last two decades
is attributable to the number of studies and
commissions which built a consensus and direction for taking specific actions. What has
emerged is a Philadelphia pattern . An idea
is proposed. It is circulated for a while. Then
it is suggested in another report, more emphatically. It is finally adopted. This is the
scenario for action in Philadelphia. It began
with the first significant study, the Philadelphia Public Health Survey taken by the private
non-profit Health and Welfare Council. In this
case, one key.recommendation called for the
formal development of ten district health
centers. The idea had been proposed six years
earlier, and it had been partially acted upon by
the City Administration. The net effect of the
1949 survey was to refine and to detail the
City's obligations and operations. It also pinpointed criteria for medical care, emphasizing
preventive services. But these services were
to be limited to the indigent. All such health
policy was to be carried out in accordance
with a comprehensive plan to be adopted by
the City Planning Commission. In effect, the
survey was the first rational determination of
what the City had to do to meet the needs of its
citizens.
The survey, which required six months and
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leaders and outside experts, was a verdict on
the condition of the system. And the verdict
called for action. In bold terms the survey
charged the Public Health Department with
harboring "insufficient or incompetent personnel at various levels". .. It saw "Overlapping
services and chaotic conditions". In the most
effective understatement, the survey argued,
"Minimal administration on an expedient basis,
cannot result In well rounded programs based
on the total needs of the people".
This report
paved the way for the health center construction which is presently nearing completion
with a new center, the City's tenth, in the
Northeast. This will leave the City with eight
fine new buildings, and only two renovated
hold-overt from the past (Districts 7 and 8) to
replace.
The adoption, by the voters in 1951, of the
Home Rule Charter obligated the City, not only
to developing the health centers, but to concerning itself with the health needs of all its
people,
The Charter enumerated the powers
of the Depai'tment of Public Ilealth with the
following language:
Section 5-300 - Functions
a/

"Protection of Public Health.
It shall administer and enforce
ordinances and regulations relating to public health... "

b/

c/

"liealth programs.
The
Department shall institute
and conduct programs of
public health and medical
research and programs to
promote public education
in all matters concerning
public health,"
"Health facilities. The
Department shall establish, maintain and operate
health centers, stations
and clinics, laboratories
and other health facilities.

Foundations of Able Public
Administration
When Democrat Joseph Clark took over City
Hall after 67 years of Republican rule, he made
it a clear point of departure with the past that
he would run his administration in "a goldfish
bowl", In each area of government the idea
was to operate a highly professional department, to recruit the finest talent to fill top
positions, lie also wanted to make good on his
campaign promise to change the picture of
public health in Philadelphia.
Clark's new Health Commissioner,

When put to the test of legal interpretation,
the Charter also made the Hospital (PGH), a
part of the Public Health Department. It
placed it under a vague, policy-making supervision of the Board of Health over which the
Health Commissioner presides. The Board of
Health also was to determine the Hospital's
admission policy. The Charter also specifies
that there would be a Board of Trustees of the
Hospital responsible for the "daily operation".
In other words, PGH was as free as any voluntary hospital to run itself. However, it had to
work within the confines of a municipal budget
determined by the City Public Health Department, and it was supposed to work within the
policies for health care administered by the
Health Commissioner.

Dr. James P. Dixon worked with the Health
and Welfare Council to appoint a Technical
Advisory Committee to study and compile data
on the cost and service rendered at health
centers and to determine the extent to which the
1949 health survey was being implemented.
The object was to aid the Board of Health in
steering a course for the City's health centers
program. The Mayor himself was critical of
the actual operation of existing centers. At the
dedication of one planned ard executed before
he took office in 1952, he said he was ashamed
of the effort. He promised better centers in
the future.

Hubbard Report
This new policy recommending committee of
195Z was chaired by Dr. John Hubbard, of the
Board of Health. Its recommendations formed
the foundations for medical care policy in the
City, and for the implementation of a philosophy
of fine health care for all citizens.
Key recommendations of the Hubbard Committee
called for expanding health center services in
the following way:
1.

Comprehensive service for all
"... The term 'health center' then becomes
not so much a structure of bricks and mortar
as a vital community activity rendering
direct health services to people in accordance with local need."

2.

Health maintenance for the family unit
"... extension of health maintenance to all
members of the family, looking upon the
family as the focal point of community
services. "

3.

"No sharp distinction can be drawn between
public health and medically indigent... (and
this) involves problems of public responsibility (which) cannot be ignored and will have
many implications for health center programs..

This remarkable report then proceeded to
spell out, almost two decades ago, what today
is favored and promoted as policy and program,
It recommended that District Health Centers
carry out a broad spectrum of direct comprehensive services for all. The cornerstone of
programming should be health maintenance
for the whole family, It suggested that every
effort be m ade nationally and locally to
rationalize financing of care so that there
would be no double standard, "no bargain basement care for the indigent... while a better
quality of care is reserved for the well-to-do",

Public Policy's First Rebuke
Despite the progress resulting from tighter
organization of the Public Health Department,
one institution defied the science of public
administration employed by the Clark administration.
That was the Philadelphia General
Hospital. And to this day it continues to confound policy makers in their attempts to control
or reorganize it, or even to make it a rational
part of a health care system.
During his campaign Clark expressed interest in improving the quality of medical care at
the Hospital. In 1952 his advisors were urging

him to bolster services to patients and to improve teaching for medical students by relating the hospital's medical staff more closely
with the City's five medical schools.
Their
idea was to purchase services from the schools.
Little did the new Mayor's advisors realize the
extent of the storm that would be centered over
the concept of contracts with the medical
schools.
After more than a year of wrangling, Clark
found that his hand picked board of hospital
trustees were following his advice to be independent.
A split board succeossfull' gunned
down his proposal.
And the City ni .dical staff
which waged tie successful battle against the
contracts remained as suspicious as ever of
interference from City Hall. In Clark's eyes "a
small group of disgruntled physicians on the
staff"... stood in the way of his "building from
the ground up, for the first time, a really high
class medical and administrative service at
PGH". "They," he noted, "wanted to turn
back the clock and maintain the medical empire
they had built up under the previous administration".
Thus the proposal for affiliation lay dormant
for another five years. Then, under the new
Mayor, Richardson Dilworth, the idea was ,evived, and so was the controversy.
There were
terroristic claims by the doctors that patients
would become "human guinea pigs".
But most
of the old champions of total independence for

PGH were dead and the contracts were signed.
Despite its difficulty in piercing the armor
of PGH, the Clark administration was able
to make a few dents. In late 1954, Health
Commissioner Dixon contracted with architect
Vincent Kling to determine the City's need for
the facilities of PGIS5 stepchild, the Northern
Division, an institution spread over considerable acreage in North Philadelphia. It was,
by the 1950's, clearly under-utilized and largely unusable.
For ycars, however, plans covered the drawing'boards to expand the facility
at a cost of $16 million to the taxpayers.
The Kling Report
When it was published in late 1955, the
Kling Report recommended the conversion of
tire Northern Division to a tuberculosis hos pital, one preferably run by the State.
Space
freed at Blockley, the historic name for the
main hospital, by the transfer of tubercular
patients, could be used to pioneer an attack
on the problems of other chronically ill people.
Not only was this suggestion for the Northern
Division a threat to amputate a limb from one
of Philadelphia's sacred cows. but the whole
study was a disquieting report card on the
City's medical failures.
This report used previous studies to remind the
public that it was failing to inert the needs of the
City's young.
It firmly suggested that munic-

ipal care was more and more becoming the
province of poor blacks who had to accept what
they received. It dispelled the popular theory
of "overcrowding of hospital beds". By documenting the existence of 2 1, 000 public and
private beds, the Kling Report left the City
free to place its money for health care elsewhere. It even warned that the possibility of
"overbuilding is greatly increased because
seventeen voluntary hospitals are planning to
spend $40. 5 million sometime in the future to
build 2, 000 new beds".
Although Kling argued
that no new additions were needed at either
Blockley or the Northern Division, he stressed
that treatment of the chronically ill was a staggering problem in Philadelphia because 65, 000
persons are disabled each month by disease.
What was unmistakable was the growing
disuse of the Northern Division. Spread over
a 58-acre tract, this half century old branch
of POH was a victim of modern medicine.
Though it was capable of housing 483 patients.
by 1954 it served only 268.
Fully one fifth of
its beds were dilapidated. And the diseases it
treated were themselves dying out--these were
tuberculosis, polio, smallpox and diphtheria.
More and more it was the City's resting pfade
for the aged, chronically ill. And their average stay was 57 days.
The fact that inpatient care at both branches
of PGH was declining, having dropped 12% from
1931 to 1954, helped to weaken the political

resistance to shuttering the Northern Division,
In effect the Kling Report paved the way for the
next study, the Duane Report, which had a profound effect on public responsibility for medical
care in Philadelphia.
Duane Report
Whcn in 1957, Mayor Richardson Dilworth
appointed the blue ribbon Policy Committee on
Medical Care for the Needy, to be chaired by
attorney Morris Duane, he was in effect consolidating all the gains of the past few years
and pointing the way to the future.
The Duane
Report was the major watershed in the development of the City's public policy, It not only
broadened the responsibility for the health of
all citizens, but it was the first report to
result in early and direct action. It benefited
from the ground breaking efforts of past studies.
Its two specific recommendations were heeded
within a year: 1) the prickly question of affiliation with five medicals shools was resolved
when contracts with all five (though two dropped
out within the year) were signed authorizing
them to handle a portion of the PGH caseload;
and 2) closing the Northern Division was
stressed again, and consummated.
The Duane Report also opened the City's
door to free or low cost medical care for a
sizeable portion of the population. It saw the
move as a logical extension to more than 100
years of expending municipal funds and supply-

ing care to the needy in all categories of medicine. "Promotion of public health and the
prevention of disease is a prime duty of every
civilized community", it stated.
It extended coverage by the City beyond
hospitals and public health centers into the
home and recommended the consolidation of
visiting nurse agent ies so that this could be
done.
And it stated that the Department of
Public Health was f iven the freedom to take
into account the tyFe and the extent of care
needed, the size of the family and its financial
resources.
In spei ific areas it urged that the
State assume the cost of long term mental care,
the City to assume short term responsibilities
that tuberculosis care be shifted to the State (allowing for the closi ig of the Northern Division);
that care of the aculely ill among the needy be
apportioned to private hospitals as well as to
PGH (which led to the concept and program of
contracts with hospitals for the purchase of
emergency care).
This program of medical
care for the needy was given to the Commis sioner of Public Health, with day-to-day responsibility at PGH given to the Hospital's Board of
Trustees and its director, "all of which are
part of the Department of Public Health".
With this gentle nudge, the Duane Committee
was attempting to resolve the problem never
surmounted since the reorganization of health
services in the language of the Reform Charter;
namely the absorption of PGH into the system

and operation of the Public Health Department.
"Slowly and after careful thought", the nature
of inpatient care should be altered by segregating the chronically ill from the acutely ill.
The hope was to send the chronically ill to a
new rehabilitation institute where their state
of health could be raised to the point where
they could return home, and be followed by
home care programs.
The health center program, growing since
the early 1950's also came in for scrutiny by
the Di)ane Committee. By 1957, four of the ten
planned centers were completed.
They were
located in both North and West Philadelphia.
Capital budgets were approved for the construction of the remaining six centers. But according
ing to the study the operating budgets of the
existing centers required a substantial boost
from $2.3 million in 1955 to $3.8 million by
1957, if comprehensive programs of care were
to be feasible.
The Duane Committee detailed the City's
need for prenatal, postnatal and follow up care.
as well as specific areas of child health requiring attention, and the care and treatment of
contagious diseases,
Adults were not only to
benefit from eo,,rage in the recomrnriended programs, but "community participation", the
watchword of the sixties, was described as a
vital part of the answer to improving the health
of the poor.

Whilu the Duant; RepurtI had
Ihi

difficulty

in determining the exact local expenditure on
the medical care of the needy, it was suggested
that $24. 6 million was a good approximation.
Almost half that figure however, was to be
consumed by the Philadelphia General Hospital.
In other areas of finance, the Committee pointed
to inadequate funding. Because hospitals in
Philadelphia-were impairing their capital position to meet the cost of care to the needy, $1. 6
million was recommended for five voluntary
hospitals for the handling of these cases. It
was recommended that the State place itself in
a position to realize federal matching grants
for indigent bed care by passing needed legislation. And thus the rising demands in various
levels of government were joined.
Red Car Cases, Dollar Shortages, and More
Reports
The Duane Report produced accomplishments
and acts. It also spawned a prolific rash of
further studies which clearly pointed to impending crisis, but did not produce action.
Emergency services need better defining, it
said, and so a study committee was created
under Charles Paxson. This proved Philadelphia like the rest of the nation was giving
great numbers of non-emergent services in its
hospitals--the substitute family doctor for the
poor. Nationally, urban emergency room

utiliv,.tloin h.d I cir, as'd by 4.10 front
1140 to
1955. In Philadelphia it was not as dramatic- but there was a 129% increase. The mnst
marked growth was in cases transported by the
Police Red Cars- -in just two years, 19'i5-1957-the jump was 61%, and many more of these
were sick people than traumatically injured.
By now, 29 hospitals were participating in the
City's purchase program, handling 85% o! the
Red Car cases, PCIt taking 15%. The report
said loud and clear that the hospitals, even with
the contract funds, were suffering deficits.
While such efficiency ies as the closing of the
Northern Division saved the City some money,
newer programs were creating greater dernands
on tax dollars. The modest budget for affiliation
contracts, $600, 000 grew to two million in tour
years, and this amo int was constantly upheld as
inadequate payment.
What also became apparent was the failure.cf
the grafting on of ne v medical school services
to alter the internal operation of PGH. Autonomous, uncontrolled, a battleground for rival
services from the medical schools, a place with
no guidelines, overal! policy or standard opt-ratIng procedure, PGH in the 1960's could no longer
meet the demands of the population it was
supposed to serve.
The misty legend that the
institution housed the finest equipment and
offered the expertise of the finest specialists
and the best educational atmosphere for interns,
could not vie with the firm reality of a

superannuated, unventilated, underfunded
institution fighting a demoralizing battle within
itself and under its mulitude of "bosses".
Thus, in November 1963, Fred Corleto,
Managing Director, and Dr. Norman Ingraham,
Health Commissioner, revived the concept of
providing ambulatory medical care in the District
Health Centers. In a report to City Council, a
half-million dollar appropriation was requested
to handle 100,000 visits a year for services
"similar to those furnished in a physician's
office". PGIH, they said, received about 243, 000
outpatient visits, but this was only 29%of the
City's needy receiving care. Voluntary hospitals
were estimating their cost for caring for the
other 71% at $6.9 million (in 1962). of which
$4. I million was deficit. Thus an annual contract appropriation of $2, 000, 000 was recommended. It was anticipated that the more
comprehensive use of the health centers would
close the gap.
In 1964 the Mayor's Advisory Committee to
Study and Recommend on Hospital Care of the
Needy, headed by the late Al Paul Lefton, was
appointed to try to make that year's contract
negotiations with the hospitals coherent. Again,
an increase in the allocations to the hospitals,
now 30 in number, was recommended. The
hospitals were not satisfied with the amount
suggested.

The basic theme of the Lefton Report was not
a new one. "The amount of medical care
rendered to needy individuals", it stated,
"must be related to the need for tuch care and
to the resources available to tie City to provide for it. ... of $14.2 million for all ambulatory services, the City paid $4.8 million,
including $1.6 million for emergency care. And
while the report complained about the shortage
of funds for care, it also pointed to a shortage
of information on which to baie decisions about
the contract arrangement,
Meeting the demands of an increased patient
load among the needy was just one problem
plaguing mdical institutions in Philadelphia.
According to the Hospital Survey Committee.
the hospitals in Philadelphia had to face down a
$500 million question--in order to finance expansion and new programs in the next decade. PGH,
with only 25% of its plant meeting U. S. Public
Health Service Standards, was included in this
appraisal. It alone could consume $50 million
in replacing obsolete equipment to bring the
hospital up to par, if indeed this were deemed a
necessary part of good planning.
But by 1966 something buried in the utilization
figures was beginning to make a difference even
among the needy. In 1960, PGH reported 1,858
beds of which 1, 310 were fully in use for shortterm care, the rest were allotted to long-term

care. By 1966, PGH was using fewer beds 1,676 as reported and 1,115 of these were for
short-term patient., while 'te number ( a
var 'ty of long-term patiernt occupying beds
had risen to 561.
Wh,w was making the difference must have been
hi I are and to a lesser extent Medicaid - TiLee 18 and 19 of the 1965 amendments to the
i , Security Act. Medicare was the first
din- beginning in the United States of a social
ins': 'ance system to ensure health care as a
ril!' . The hastily added Title 19, was merely
an , fort to consolidate the reimbursement
sy' ems for a number of welfare medical aid
p
, rams. Medicare also made bare beginnings
lying payments to some measure of the quality
"',',itutions. Medicaid, left to a diversity of
. plan, did not. Ngvertheles these financ.
I rorraims now appeared to give some margin
,i free
v i.oice,at last, to segments of the populatio,i. Clearly the last resort utilization of the
ch. t, hospital, was shrinking.
V t small, but growing evidence, led the
Hospital Survey Committee's report to a most
b,,i . question about the Philadelphia General
Ho ,ital and its future. The Committee asked:
"a 1ajor question facing this community in
d. 'mloping longer range hospital plans and needs
is %e future of P0ll, Should it be rebuilt to
miote modern standards or should it be phased
out and other institutions throughout Philadelphia increased in size to provide the services
now provided by P'Gil?"

Unfortuithtel for the 0-iender., of PGH, the
question v
raised nt the ve,y time that th.
'; d-.'.th and i- resulting
police capt,,nv,!sti,rAtin, s -cu rrcd.
Still j, another Crisis
The Hospital Survey Committee's report of
1967 was most optimistic in its predictions for
the impact of Medicare and Medicaid.
Ward patients will disappear. "These acts
entitle indigent and medically indigent patients
to semi-private hospital accommodations at the
hospital of their choice, out patient services,
full diagnostic and treatment services,, and
treatment by physicians of their choice. "
Medicare, by 1968, was covering Z5% of
hospital patients, but Medicaid was only
providing $4 for an out patient visit, when the
city's hospitals reasoned that $13 a visit was
nearer to their cost. PoH, despite itsown
collections from these third party payment
sources, was asking the City for still another
$8 million Just to cover its escalating operating
costs. Was the situation becoming uncontrollable?
Then, in the surnm r of 1969 the optimistic dream
came apart. The State, declaring a severe fiscal
crisis of its own, and a budgetary estimate for
welfare costs alone short $50 million dollars of
another look at realities, issued an Executive
Order to cut the eligibility standards (or Medicaid
("Pennsycare"}. The City had already reduced
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its hospital contract funds by a million in a
budgeting crisis of its own.
The Pennsycare
cut back alone, it was estimated, would eliminate from $3 to $5, 000, 000 from Philadelphia
Hospitals, including PGII.
Dramatically, ten of the hospitals under
contract to the City to render emergency
and ambulatory care, threatened to shut
their emergency rooms, which, they said,
were a prime source of unreimbursed
admissions.
The City's contracts, of
course, had never covered inpatient care.
The old story of deficits in meeting the
costs of caring for the needy was heard
again.
This prompted a City Council investigation
which spanked the hospitals for their callousness, but did focus, perhaps for the first time
in the history of the City's struggles to underwrite health care as a right, on the problem of
the high costs of hospitals and the nonsense of
counting on the hospital as the only basic
resource for ambulatory care.
The City Council Report pressed the Health
Department to assume a policy leadership and
planning role over the whole system, since it
did not find thib exercise of responsibility in
the public interest in the private sector. The
report clearly stated the assumption that the
City would continue to) purchase soro, care, but
stressed that this must, at long last, be predicated upon a systematic plan,

In the midst of the City's agony, the mounting
costs of care, the declared deficits by providers,
and the articulate expressions from dissatisfied
consumers, there were two bright spots.
One
did not hear very much about them, but they
were both small activities on the way to the
"better plan".
A committee of the Board of Health reporting
in June 1968, revived the concept of providing
ambulatory care in District Health Centers.
Anl finally action occurred!
In Health Center #5 at Z0th and Berks in North
Central Philadelphia, the leading home of
PGl's outpatients, the program began to conThe device
vert, in September, to family care.
was relatively simple-- categorical services
ceased, and the patients were enrolled in a
total care program instead. In the first four
months Z , 331 patients enrolled. In the first
year the Department of Iealth merely rearranged
its own resources to support these changes, but
for fiscal 1970--some new budget will be provided.
A arnall dent was also being made, at City expense,
in improving arrangements for the care of the needy
aged and chronically ill.
These deserving human
be legs, if othe rwise unplanned for, often fill
expensive acute hospital beds for long stays.
At
1101I such patients often occupy as many as 400 beds.
Riverview, the city's home for the aged since 1904,
was entering a brighter period, with vastly improved
programs for the medical care of its residents and
the promise of improved facilities,
A report in 1968.

by the Pennsylvania Economy League took note
of this start in new facilities at Riverview as a
hopeful sign for improved quality of care.

of where the municipal hospital fits in relation
to public health policy.
Tb.

Two years earlier Riverview was severely
criticized by the Commonwealth for its poor
facilities, inadequate staffing, and inattention
to the medical care problems which abounded
in most of its residents. Leadership again was
the key, and by 1968 the master building plan
for Riverview was underway, patient load had
been cut to a manageable 850 persons, and both
medical care and some patient transfers were
being handled through a variety of purchase
agreements that seemed to be working well.
Riverview also increased its own staff, including for medical direction.
Summary
The conscience of Philadelphia has always
included a concern for the health of all its
citizens. It was the first city in the country to
publicly support the care of the needy in the
voluntary Pennsylvania Hospital, and it was
historically a leader in converting its Quaker
Almshouse to a medical care institution.
It did not however, organize and support a
sophisticated Department of Public Health to
oversee the public portion of the health care
system until it reformed its entire governmental structure by Charter in 195.
Even
then it did not completely resolve the problem

spirit of the City whbih

prduccA th,. Ri ,rrm

Charter, also created a climate for public-private planning and studies that has been remarkable for productivity. When the leadership
provided by political decision makers was sufficient to cut through selfish interests, many p,'ogressive advances have been made in health care.
The City produced a system of aesthetic and
adequate Health Centers, tried to reorganize
its public hospital to provide better care, entered into support and purchase of care from other
resources, and continually increased its support
to the Department of Health.
But in its many studies, only two stand out as
having viewed the whole health care system, and
the impact that the public role could have on its
genuine service to Philadelphia's citizens. These
are the Reports of the Hubbard Committee and
the Duane Committee. Other hard-working committees have looked at only a piece of the problem:
the inadequacies of the public hospital; the deficit
financing of care by other hospitals for the ambulatory needy; the problem of emergencies- -whatever that meant; the role of the Health Centers.
Unless the public role is related to the whole
system, well intentioned recommendations may
only serve to dig the City deeper into an impossible
situation.

PART IV - PHILADELPHIA'S HEALTH CARE
S YS, iEM TODAYY
A.

Philadelphia Today And Tomorrow - A
Short Demographic Description

I.

Introduction

The success of any planning process is determined in part by the quality or accuracy of the
demographic information available to the
planners, In the United States most of the
basic information necessary is derived from
the U. S. census taken each decade.
Unfortunately, we were at the end of a census
period while conducting this study and a great
deal of the information contained in this report
is obviously in need of revision, However, the
committee feels that the information used is
the most accurate available and in general
provides a fair estimate of the present situation
in Philadelphia.
Z.

The City Plan

Another factor which Influences the planner's
ability to predict future trends is the presence
of a viable plan to serve as a guide for the future

growth and development of the City. Fortunatily a ,'.r)
goord plan for Philadelphia exists
and has already had an important influence on
all aspects cf urban developments. One can
say that a tradition of planning exists in
Philadelphia which in itself will help prevent
any real planning disasters from occurring.
Although the City Planning Commission points
out that the planned and actual use of some
city land has not been in strict accordance
with the plan, they feel that in general Philadelphia will continue to follow the basic
principles established and one is quite safe
in using the plan as a guide to the future city.

Map #1, prepared by the City Planning Commission, describes the present use of land in Philadelphia. One
can see that in many cases incompatible land use has led to the decline of
many areas of the city as desirable
places to live or work. This situation
is particularly evident where heavy industrial and residential uses conflict.
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Map #2 shows the proposed plan for
land use in the city. Here one sees the
potential results of a rational plan for
development. Conflicts are minimized
by the separation of incompatible uses
while access to necessary services is
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enhanced. It is this plan that must
serve as a basic guide to the future
plan for health services in Philadelphia.
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Map #3 shows the Philadelphia
Master Plan for Transportation. Again,
the success of any new health service
planned will depend in part upon ease
of access for the potential users of the
service, public or private. The existence of the transportation plan will
help assure that this will be the case.
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3.

Population Estimates

The City Planning Commission estimated the
1967 population of Philadelphia to be Z, 041, 700
persons. Of this total, the nonwhite population
was estimated to be 641,000 or 31.4%6.
The greatest concentrations of people are
presently found in Center City, lower North/
Philadelphia, southwestern Kensington, the
northern part of South Philadelphia and the
southeastern .)art of West Philadelphia. These
heavily populated areas are also, in general,
the neighborhoods where the nonwhite population of the city lives.

S

Map #4 shows the distribution of the total
estimated 1967 population of the city in
terms of perscs per net residential acre
by planning aralysis sub-section.
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Map #5 shows the distribution of the estimated
1967 nonwhite population of the city in the

same terms.
A comparison of the above maps will confirm
the statement previously made that the high
density areas of the city are also the nonwhite
areas.
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Maps #6, #7 and #8 describe the distribution
of income, unemployment, and owner occupied
dwellings in the city. A comparison of the
population density maps with the maps of these
characteristics will indicate that a very high
correlation exists between these factors. Others
have shown that the incidence of contageous
diseases, infant mortality, homicide, air
pollution, low educational achievement and
life expectancy also correspond very closely
to high population density, low income and
high unemployment rates. The implications
of the above for health planning are obvious.
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In part IV-B of this report it will be seen
that various agencies and institutions tend to
serve particular sections of the city. Reference
to the above maps will enable the reader to
classify, to an extent, some of the character-
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istics of the users of these services.
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4.

Future Trends

The Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission estimates that in 1985 the population of Philadelphia will be about
2,023,000, a slight decline from the present
The City Planning Commission
population.
estimates that the 1980 population of the
city will be about 2,250,000 with a slight
decline thereafter. However, both agencies
agree that there will be substantial increases
in the number of aged Philadelphians, particThis is
tilarly those over 75 years of age.
of special interest inasmuch as Philadelphia
is undersupplied with facilities to care for the
chronically ill and it is this age group which
makes the greatest use of this type of facility.
Table 0i summarizes the known and projected
population of aged Philadelphians.

Table I - Projections of Philadelphia Age 65
V'70 ind 10R
l'fltin
And 0.(-r

Total
Age 65+

65-69

70-74

75-79

1960 Actual

84,500

60,Z71

36,008

17, 930

10,094

208,803

1965 Estimated
(Dept. of Public He.alth)

81,400

65,800

41,300

Z 1,600

11 ,300

22 1,400

A 8,445

A 1, 503

36,806

31,037

14,133
20,756

6,915
11,816

3,347
6,734

10,086
I,036

6,3 57
7,978

3,577
4, 525

1,714
A, 417

1,087
3,191

87, 373

66, 875

44, 991

Z2, 862

1,, 359

45,6S9
, 785

18, 472
A 8, 089

1A, 4S8
19, 514

6, 6 3
12, 446

3,781
7,82 1

iI 6519
15,478

7, Z05
10,611

S, '18
7.,941

2,8 11
4,276

1,926

64, 379

45,68)

1970 Projected
White
Male
Female
Nonwhite
Male
Female
Total
1980 Prooctd
White
Male

Totmale
'Total

87,

81

80-84

85

17, 497

Z34,
3460

Z41, 120
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also accounts for lower than average occupancy
rates.
Longer average patient stays represent a comteaching hospitals attract more complicated
cases which lead to longer episodes of hospitalization; the presence of a large number of total
hospital beds reduces the pressures for early
discharge which might otherwise be present if
bed spaces were tight; large numbers of beds
may also increase the pressure on physicians
to over-use the hospital resources. Also
contributing to the longer hospitalization within
the city is a striking absence of facilities for
less intensive care of long-term patients.
Thus within the total universe of 1 , 000 hospital
beds, the medical school institutions alld the
specialty institutions account for inore than onethird. Within the terminology of the Hospital
Survey Committee, the following institutions are
identified as university- medical school operations:
Woman's Medical College Hlospital, University of
Pennsylvania Hospital, Jefferson, Tmplip,
Hahnemann, Presbyterian, Graduate, 1I orsylvania, and Osteopathic College (both the Barth and
Spruce Divisions).
Of the specialty institutions,
two are pediatric in nature--St. Christopher's
and Children's Hospital.
The other two specialty
institutions are Wills Eye Hospital and thc
Oncologic Hospital.
There are institutions which
specialize in medically directed rehabilitation and
chronic diseases care not included in these figures.

Of the general community hospital beds,
Philadelphia General Hospital currently
a-cutott fur a4pptlxiinately
1577.
This represents a declining total number of beds operated
t1'(711, ',
It
.f.il ai I),-~
at tl
ofgs
non-specialty and non-university operated
facilities.
Part of the decline in the operating
complement of PGII can be traced to attempts
to conduct its operations more efficiently
through concentration of patients. It is also,
in tIhe face of a declining total number of patient
days of care rendered, a representation of the
fact that other segments of the local hospital
system have picked up some of PGH's former
acute care needs.
But PGI has been assuming
the responsibility for the care of the more
convalescent or even custodial patient, Another
factor is the reorganization relative to medical
school affiliation--with only three institutions
now being responsible for PGII services in place
of the five which were formerly active there.

~

Mali #9 shows the location and bed complement
of the City's hospitals. A comparison of this
map with Map #4 will do.monstrate that, on the
whole, Philadelphia hospitals are now located
in the areas of greatest population concentration.
However,
the populations of the city has been
migrating to the north for several years and this
movement is expected to continue.
Therefore,
it appears that the far northeast si.nd northwest
areas of the city will be poorly served in the
future unless there is a redistribution of
services.

Table #2 lists Philadelphia hospitals according
to bed complement as reported in 1969.
The
existence of a large umber of small institutions--14 hospitals of less than 150 beds and
16 more with bed complements of 151-300-accounts for a good part of the inefficient
utilization of resources in the city. In statistical terms it can be shown that a small number
of large institutions can adequately serve a
population with fewer total beds than a large
number of small institutions.
This is due to
the fact that the necessary reserve capacity
to provide for variations in census as a percentage of normal requirements is reduced as
the providers of service become fewer and
larger. Obviously there is a point where other
considerations such as ease of access by users
and practical administrative concerns militate
against too great a concentration of resources.

Table 2 - Philadelphia Hospitals Ranked by Bed
Complement - 1969 1./
151-300 Pods

Une-r 150 Beds
St. Vincent's
Physicians & Surgeons
American Oncologic
Center City (Wolfe)
Kens ington
Stetson
Spruce (Phil. Col. of Osteopath. Med.)
Oxford
Broad St.
Olney
West Park
Doctor's
Parkview (Osteopathic)
St. Christopher's
14 Hospitals

30
41
50
60
60
68
69
102
104
107
123
136
145
150

cont'd.

Northeastern
Chestnut Hill
St. Mary's Franciscan
Barth (Phil. Col. of Osteopath Med.)
Metropolitan (Osteopathic)
Woman's Med. Col.
St. Agnes
Methodist
16 Hospitals

Z20
225
226
229
230
233
247
249
3, 387

Over 300 Beds
Graduate
Germantown
Presbyterian
St. Luke's
Nazareth
Episcopal
Misericordia
Pennsylvania
Hahnemann
Temple
Jefferson
Univ. of Penna.
Einstein (No. and So.
Phila. General

1,245

151-300 Beds
Children's
Jeanes
Mercy-Douglass
Wills Eye
St. Joseph's
Mem. of Roxborough
Frankford
J. F. K. Memorial

14 Hospitals

Divisions)

326
331
334
338
352
361
398
425
530
759
770
914
972
1,577
8,387

Total
44 Hospitals
1./

From JCHA - Guide Issue 1969, and Philadelphia Hospital Survey Committee
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13,019

In addition to the above, the need to amortize
expensive equipment, the difficulty in obtaining personnel and the tremendous expense of
replacing obsolete plant will no doubt make it
necessary for many small institutions to merge
their efforts in the future. Others may find
it necessary to close their doors. If the Philadelphia hospitals are to provide the best possible
XIV
patient care at the lowest possible cost, this
process will have to be accelerated.
0
In summary we find that in 1969 Philadelphia
had 44 hospitals with a total bed complement
of 13,019, a ratio of 6.5 beds per 1,000 population. The average length of stay in 1968 was
11. 4 days compared to a national average of
8. 4 days. The bed occupancy rate in Philadelphia was 78.5% compared to a national
rate of 78.2% in 1968.
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WhereDoes the Philadelphia General
Hospital lit?
Of the total universe of about 13,000 hospital
beds within the City, the Philadelphia General
Hospital today accounts for approximately 1577.
Maps 9, 10 and 1 showing location, size, and
number of visits for the City's acute beds, emergency rooms and outpatient care facilities, include
PGH and r-late it to this universe. It is evident
then that PGH still operates a major share of
hospital bed spaces, and also shares to a considerable degree in providing emergency and
outpatient services.
However, the PGH share of the City's hospital
beds has been declining. The number of total
beds available in the City has grown. PGH has
also reduced its bed complement as occupancy
has declined.
*
*
*

In 1960, PGH reported 1858 beds
In 1966, PGH reported 1676 beds
In 1969, it reported 1577 beds
(includes 527 beds in long-term unit)

This reduction in total bed complement has been
accompanied by an even more dramatic decline
in overall patient days of care rendered at PGH,
and an increase in the proportion of beds assigned
to long-term care and "special problems".

The characteristics of users of the Philadelphia
General Hospital, and the nature of toe "special
problem s" it houses, will be described below.
However, analysis of these patients' characteristics, interviews of medical and administrative
staff, and review of hospital records, has led
to the conclusion that on any one day of current
use, the hospital is probably caring for about
-

600 patients characteristic of acute,
short-term medical-sugrical services;
about 500 patients who have special
problems that may or may not need
care in an acute hospital bed, but to
whom the rest of society seems to
have denied any form of help.

Analysis of the Existinj] Physical Plant of
Philadelphia General Hospital
Several appraisals of the facilities of the Philadelphia General Hospital have been made in the
past. The last major survey was included in the
"Kling Report".of 1956.
Since that year no major
new construction has taken place at PGH. However,
adjacent land has been used for the development of
several facilities that could have an effect upon
the future of PGH.
Since 1956, profound changes in concepts of
hospital planning and design have occurred.
These have been brought about by rapidly
changing philosophies of medical care and new
developments in the management of hospital
patients including the employment of technologies that did not exist 10 years ago. The
scarcity and expense of all types of hospital
personnel and the rapid increase in the cost of
land and construction have also spurred new
design philosophies.
Several other factors have also influenced the
criteria used to evaluate the viability of medical
facilities including: a general upgrading of
state and federal hospital standards, new methods
of paying for the care of patients, rising expectations on the part of the consumers and a public
awareness of the fact that the hospital is only
one element in providing good health care.

PGH facilities have been evaluated in the light
of all these present day criteria. It is the
opinion of the facilities consultants that, if inpatient hospital services are to be provided by the
City of Philadelphia in the future, the present
facilities of PGH, with the possible exception of
the Mills Building, have no further usefulness
for housing such services and must be replaced.
The above conclusion was not reached until a
thorough examination of the possibilities of
bringing the hospital up to modern standards
through addition and renovation had been carried
far enough to convince the committee that such an
approach would be nearly as expensive as new construction. Moreover renovation still would not
provide a solution to the basic problem of hospital logistics.
Remodeled facilities would not
help solve the staffing problems which have
plagued the institution for years, but would
compound them because of a drastic reduction
in the bed capacity of the buildings made necessary by current code regulations.
(In general,
it is no longer in conformance with standards to
build an open ward facility such as PGH. At
this time a maximum of four patient beds to a
room served by adjacent toilet facilities is
permitted and the trend is toward even smaller
rooms with some hospitals now having only
single patient accomodations. Institutions which
have built such facilities are finding that increased
utilization has been sufficient to overcome the

modest increase in construction cost. Better
and more efficient patient care also results.)
Several other factors were considered by the
committee in reaching the general conclusion
that PGH0 must be built anew. One involved the
type of construction of the existing buildings,
particularly the inpatient pavilions.
These are
not brick masonry as they appear, but rather
consist of reinforced concrete bearing walls
clad with a brick veneer.
In addition, the floor
slabs are reinforced concrete spanning the space
between the exterior walls. This type of construction is exceedingly difficult to remodel due
to the great difficulty in alterating exterior wall
openings or piercing the floor slabs.
This would
be necessary in order to renovate.
Another major
consideration is the condition and adequacy of the
existing mechanical and electrical systems. In
general all such systems at PGH are totally
inadequate and obsolete and would have to be
completely replaced in any renovation scheme.
At the present time, over one-half of the cost
of new hospital construction is accounted for
by these systems. The increased difficulty
of installing them in renovated buildings makes
them even more expensive.
These are some of
the basic reasons why remodeling existing buildings would cost nearly as much as new construction.
The following drawings are included to illustrate
the points made above.
Drawing I is site plan
of the existing hospital.
The general layout of

of PiH is a pavilion plan which is patterned after
European models and was prevalent in the United
States as a scheme for new construction until
the 1930 's. It should be mentioned that the
architectural concepts of hospital function and
design had already gone beyond this general
scheia
at the time the preliminary plans for
PGH were being drawn, making the hospital one
of the last major expressions of a concept that
was considered obsolete over 40 years ago. In
1951, Gustav Birch-Lindgrin made the following
observation with respect to the pavilion type of
hospital in his book Modern Hospital Planning.
He actually had particular reference to PGH
when he said:
"With the development of medical science,
care has become much more complicated,
entailing a considerably increased transportation of the patient to surgery, x-ray,
laboratory tests, diathermy, baths, rehabilitation, etc. , as well as the transportation
of goods, laboratory specimens, records,
food and the like.
Furthermore, medicine
has become specialized. It is no longer
possible for a doctor to master more than
a small section of medical science. Consequently, cooperation between specialists
and different departments has become imperative, which makes it necessary that
they all be within easy reach of one another.
Lastly, care has expanded greatly in scope.
The increased demand for hospitalization

PHILADELPHIA GENERAL HOSPITAL
SITE PLAN
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necessitates greater and greater establishments which, in turn, make coordination of
the various elements and means of communications within a hospital highly important.
It is evident that a block building with
considerably reduced distances permits
a simplified communication system which
is more satisfactory than those found in
spread-out structures.
The difficulty of obtaining labor and its
increased costs make afficient utilization
a necessity. An effort is made, therefore,
to eliminate useless work, such as unnecessary or unnecessarily long transfer of patients and equipment.
The lively traffic
within the walls of a hospital makes it an
obvious advantage to concentrate the building system.
Other factors, such as saving of building and
operation costs through centralization, and
the difficulty of finding a sufficiently large
building site, especially for big hospitals in
the city, have also contributed toward
the realization of the concentrated system.
If anything, these observations of twenty years
ago are more than ever true today.
Table 3 at the end of this section identifies the
major functions contained in the various structures at PGH. An analysis of a few critical

functional relationships will serve to demonstrate the severe logistical problems inherent
in a plan of this nature.
The emergency room,
diagnostic radiology department and surgical suite
are located in three different buildings.
The
surgical suite, and a pathology laboratory, to be
located in the new Medical Examiner's Building,
are at opposite ends of the site. The kitchen
and inpatient beds are so dispersed that it is
virtually impossible to provide attractive or
warm m eals to patients.
The relationships
between inpatient beds and diagnostic radiology,
the clinical laboratory and the pharmacy are
such that patients, specimens and drugs all must
be transported great distances resulting in excessive expense, discomfort and delay. These
are problems that no scheite for renovation, no
matter how skillfully conceived, could solve.
As noted, above, several schemes for renovation were considered, those considered by the
committee to be best are included below.
Drawing 2 shows the plan of a typical inpatient
pavilion floor as presently organized. The
major deficiencies as defined by applicable
codes are noted in red.
Drawing 3 shows a scheme for remodelling a
typical floor for use as a short term acute care
nursing unit.
At present, a typical floor consists
of between 4Z and 46 beds served by inadequate
support facilities.
The scheme for remodelling
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which would comply with present regulations
and practices would have been between 2 3 and
30 beds depending upon the number of single
patient rooms included.
This is too small a
bed complement for efficient use of nursing
staff, particularly during evening and night
shifts.

Drawing 4 shows a typical floor of the Medical
Building as presently organized.
Major code
deficiencies are noted in red.
Drawing 5 shows a typical floor of the Medical
Building for use as an extended care facility.
In this instance, the bed capacity of a building
floor would be reduced from approximately 72
beds at present to from 36 - 38 beds if adequate
support facilities and patient amenities were
included.
Again an uneconomical unit results.
A situation similar to those above obtains with
respect to the Mills Building.
However, due
to the relative newness of the building and a
slightly better plan it may be possible to extend
the life of the building by remodelling it.
At
best, less than ideal patient care facilities will
result if the decision is made to use the building
for that purpose.
Other possible uses such as
the development of a school of allied health
professions would be more compatable with the
building. Any recommendation concerning the
disposition of the Mills Building must be postponed until the future of POH is determined and
the task of developing a detailed master plan and
program for the hospital is undertaken.
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TABLE 3 - Functions Performed at the Philadelphia
General Hospital by Building (Also See Drawing 1)
BUILDING 2 1 - MATERNITY
5th Floor:

10 Gynecology Beds
13 Jefferson, 13 Penn,
13 Hahnemann, 1 float

4th Floor:

31 Gynecology Beds
10 Jefferson, 10 Penn,
10 Hahnemann, I float

BUILDING 29
?ndl Floor:
Ist Floor:

lahor and delivery suite
Central Sterile Supply

BUILDING 22 - WOMEN'S SURGICAL

3rd Floor:

2nd Floor:

Iat Floor:

22 Obstetrical Beds
19 Hahnemann, 4 Jefferson
12 Bassinets
12 Prenatal Beds
4 Hahnemann, 4 Jefferson,
4 Penn
12 Postpartum Beds
4 Hahnemann, 4 Jefferson,
4 Penn
60 Bassinets
18 regular, 42 premature
32 Obstetrical Beds
12 Jefferson, 18 Penn,
2 float

6th Floojr
5th Floor:
4th Floor:

Hahnemann research laboratory
Operating suite and recovery room
44 Orthopedics Beds
15 Jefferson, 15 Penn, 14 Hahnemann

3rd Floor:

46 General Surgical Beds
14 Jefferson, 16 Penn, 16 Hahnemann

2nd Floor:

46 General Surgical Beds
23 Jefferson, 23 Penn

1st Floor:

23 Urology Beds; Penn
Blood Bank

BUILDING 17 - MEN's SURGICAL
5th Floor:
4th Floor:

Operating Suite
6 Otola -yngology Beds; Jefferson
5 Oral Surgery Beds
I Oncology
2 General Surgical Beds; Jefferson
28 Orthopedics Beds
10 Hahnemann, 9 Jefferson, 9 Penn

3rd Flour:

2nd Floor:

32'Intensive Care Beds
10 Hahnemann, 10 Penn,
10 Jefferson, 2 float
14 Eye Beds; Penn
11 Detention Beds
23 General Surgical Beds; Hahnemann
5 Oral Surgery Beds
6 Otolaryngology; Jefferson

BUILDING
'th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:

15 - OUT PATIENT DEPARTMENT
Pediatrics Clinics
Dental Clinic
General Medical and Surgical Clinics
32 Beds; Police and Firemen
Pharmacy

BUILDING 25 - LABORATORY

2 Oncology Beds
1st Floor:

31 Urology Beds; Penn

BUILDING 23 - ADMINISTRATION
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:

Administrative Offices
Administrative Offices
Administrative Offices
Emergency Room and Admitting Office

5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:

BUILDING 26 - PEDIATRICS
5th Floor:
4th Floor:

Pediatric Research
52 Medical Beds
Rotate among Penn, Jefferson
and Hahnemann

3rd Floor:

21 Medical Beds
Rotate among Penn, Jefferson and
Hahnemann

2nd Floor:

10 Beds; Pediatric intensive care
26 Surgical Beds
Rotate among Penn, Jefferson
and Hahnemann

1st Floor:

36 Communicable Disease Beds
Rotate among Penn, Jefferson
and Hahnemann

BUILDING 16 - X-RAY
2nd Floor:
Ist Floor:

Diagnostic Radiology
Diagnostic Radiology

BUILDING 24 - OUT PATIENT DEPARTMENT
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:

Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Nuclear

Records
and Surgical Clinics
and Surgical Clinics
and Surgical Clinics
Medicine, Radiotherapy

BUILDING 14 - STOREHOUSE
General stores, Linen Service,
Paint and Carpenter Shops

Inhalation therapy

Pediatric Research
Clinical laboratories
Clinical laboratories
8 Beds; Clinical research
Clinical laboratories

BUILDING

6th Floor:
5th
I1th
3rd
2nd

Floor:
Floor:
Floor:
Floor:

1st Floor:

1st Floor:

Psychopharmacology Research,
CMHC Clinic and offices

C.M.H.C. offices

Basement:

Respearch Lahratories
Research Laboratories, Collections
Research Laboratories, Nursing
Education
Day care for employees children,
Compensation Clinic, Nursing
Education Office

P.M. and R. Treatment Facilities
Gym, Auditorium

Sub-Basement:

Employee Facilities, Furniture
and Upholstery Shops, Janitorial
Se rvice

10 - PSYCHIATRIC
C. M. l1.C.

offices

BUILDING 8

-

MEDICINE

7th Floor:
6th Floor:
5th Floor:

Staff Offices
2 1 Beds; Student Health Service
6 Coronary Care Beds
15 Intensive Care Beds

72 Psychiatric Beds; Penn

4th Floor:

71 Medical Beds; Hahnemann

7th Floor:

81 Psychiatric Beds
54 Hahnemann, 27 State Reception Center

3rd Floor:

73 Medical Beds; Jefferson
5 Dermatology Beds: Penn

6th Floor:

32 Psychiatric Beds: Jefferson
73 Rehabilitation

2nd Floor:

73 Medical Beds; Jefferson
5 Dermatology Beds; Penn

5th Floor:

81 Neurology Beds; Temple
40 Neurosurgery Beds

lst Floor:

14 Dermatology Beds; Penn

Basement:
4th Floor:

122 Neurology Beds
60 Penn, 60 Jefferson, 2 float

Mechanical and Electrical
Maintenance Shops

BUILDING 27 - MILLS
9th Floor:

Community Mental Health Center
Day Hospital

8th Floor:

3rd Floor:

123 Pulmonary Beds

2nd Floor:

Stroke Research Center,
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

The Philadelphians Who Use The
Philadelphia General Hospital
Throughout this section, the focus will be upon
drawing a descriptive profile of Philadelphia
General Hospital: its patients, its programs
and the dynamics of its operation. The principal point of comparison will be aggregated
figures on users of major hospitals in Philadelphia, so that Philadelphia General Hospital can
be seen in contrast to those institutions. Its
role in the overall health delivery system, therefore, can be more clearly defined.
Inpatients
A midnight census of inpatients at PGH and at
22 other Philadelphia hospitals was taken in
mid-September, 1969. The sample hospitals
account for the majority of short-term general
hospital beds in the City. Information was
solicited that would describe social, demographic,
medical, and other characteristics of these paData from an inpatient census conducted
tients.
in 1960 was made available for comparative
purposes. On the day of the inpatient census,
incidentally, 1087 of the reported 1577 beds at
PGH were occupied.
What patient population is cared for on the inpatient services of Philadelphia General Hospital?
How does this population differ or agree with the
general patients served by other hospitals in the
City? Where do the inpatients being treated at

PGH cume from? Some institutions have become
neighborhood fixtures. Others care for patients
Others have become
from the city-at-large.
(See Table 4 and Map 12)
regional centers.
PGH is none of these. It is only in part a
neighborhood hospital in that in 1969, 20% of
its inpatients were from Health District #4,
But it is not a
a district to the north of it.
It needs to struggle
city-wide hospital either.
out of its questionable role as a charity
Its inpatients today come from a
hospital.
strip of the City that is synonymous with dense
population, blackness, pockets of low-income.
In fact, the greatest single percentage of its
inpatients (22% in 1969) come from east of the
(Table 5)
Schuylkill River - Health District #5.
This is the heart of North Central Philadelphia
where a network of citizens involved in health
services planning under the Model Cities
program clamored and pushed more ambulatory
service nearer home.

TABLE 4

/-

Distribution of patients by Health District of
residence for inpatients at time of Census,
Philadelphia General Hospital and other Hospitals
sampled in 1969.
Health
District

% of PGH
Patients Residence

Out of City
1
z
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not determined

% of Other Hospitals
Patients Residence

4
9

22
7

10
13
20
22
9
3
5
4
1
0
10O%

8
8
7
7
6
17
9
9
4

/
x

/

i O/

Notes: On the inpatient census day, Ghildren's
Hospital had the largest percentage of out-ofcity patients (69%); St. Christopher's, also a
pediatric hospital - 44%; the Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania reported 45% of its
inpatients from residences outside the City;
Jefferson - 41%. The smallest percent of
patients from outside Philadelphia were reported
by PGH at 4%, and Mercy-Douglass, Northeastern-and Misericordia at 3% each.
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TABLE 5
N

Distribution of place of residence by Health
District for Philadelphia General Hospital
inpatients at time of census in 1960 and 1969.
Health
District

1960

% Patients Residence

-.

1969

4
19

2
3
4

8
12
20

10
13
20

5

20

22

6
7
8
9

13
5
4
4
5

9
3
5

100%

100%

1

10
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An analysis of the residential origin of inpatients
on the census day by hospitals most used (Map 13
and Table 6) shows that only residents of Health
District #5 were using PGH more than other hosTwenty
pitals to a statistically significant degree.
percent of patients living in Health District #3, the
neighborhood of PGH were in PGH; another 20%
were in Misericordia in the same geographic area.
Facts such as these may be important in determining location of a new public hospital.
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TABLE 6 - Residence of Users of Hospital
Inpatient Departments
Residence of Patients
By Health District

% of Inpatients From
the Dist. in PGH

1

17%

2

17%

3

20%

4

30%

5

32%

6

20%

7

6%

8

9%

9

6%

10

4%

Other Hospitals Most Used
By Residents of District
Pennsylvania
Graduate
Jefferson
Methodist
Einstein ( So. Div.)
Misericordia
University of Pennsylvania
Mtrcy-Douglass
University of Pennsylvania
Presbyterian
Misericordia
Hahnemann
Temple
St. Joseph's
St. Luke's
Episcopal
Temple
Frankford
Northeastern
Episcopal
Einstein (No. Div.)
Temple
Woman's Medical
Germantown
Einstein (No. Div.)
Woman's Medical
Einstein (No. Div.)
Frankford

% of Inpatients
From District
16%
15%
15%
28%
17%
20io
187
117o
18%6
15%0
10%
11%
8%
8%
17%
13%
12%
26%
25%
12%
Z4%
119%
7%
30%
27%
8%
34%
1070

Age distribution of PGH inpatients differed little
from the hospital universe of which it is a part.
* About 10% of PGH inpatients were under 15;
* About 11% of other hospitals' inpatients were
in the pediatric group.
* 47% of P0H inpatients were over 50;
53% of the patients in other hospitals were
over 50.
TABLE 7 - Age distribution for inpatients at
Philadelphia General Hospital and other Hospitals.
Age Grou

% of Patients
1960

At PGH
1969

% of Patients At
Other Hospitals
1960
-1969

Under I
1 -4

5-9
10-14
15-19
20 -Z 9
30-39
40-49
50-64
65 and over
Not determined

IZ

5

Too

13
22
24
t

I F0%o

10

10

I2
14
25
23
4

9
13
24
29
0

10

1O--

In terms of other characteristic - sex and
race, Philadelphia General iliupital differs
considerably.

* 57% of PGH inpatients were male;
* 55% of other hospitals' inpatients were
female.
* Approximately 1/3 of inpatients in all
other hospitals sampled on the census
day were nonwhite;
Almost 3/4 of PGH's patients were
nonwhite on the same day.
Though the Philadelphia General Hospital had
by far the largest number of nonwhite inpatients
on the census day, it by no means accounted for
the entire number of black and other minority
patients hospitalized throughout the City. On
the census day, 4742 patients listed as white,
and 2171 patients listed as "other", were
either in P14, or one of the sample 22 shortterm hospitals.
The hospitals with the highest percentages of
patients who were not white (based upon number
as percentage of total beds) were:
Mercy-Douglass

PGJ1
Hospital of Woman's
Medical College
St.. Luke's
Presbyterian

When examined in terms of absolute numbers,

PGH accounted for 785 nonwhite patients; the
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, 236;
Temple, ,Z?8; Jefferson, 18U. Other nonwhite
patients were distributed in smaller numbers
in other hospitals.
Therefore, as a whole,
more nonwhite patients were hospitalized in
other hospitals in the City on the census day,
than at PGH.
On the other hand, a number of institutions had
inpatient populations in excess of 90% white.
This was true on the census day of Northeastern,
Frankford and Methodist Hospitals.

The long stay nature of inpatient hospitalization
at I-GH is made very clear by material displayed
in Table 8. The characteristic emphasized is
not 'length of stay", which can only be calculated

in relation to discharge statistics.

Rather, this

is a snapshot at a point in time of how long a
particular group of patients have been in the
hospital.
By this definition, Philadelphia General Hospital
differs significantly from other hospitals in the
area. On the day of the patient census, in other
hospitals, 68% of the patients had been there less
than two weeks. But at PGH, 55% of the patients
had been there longer than two weeks. In fact,
22% had been there longer than three months.
Throughout the 1960's, Philadelphia General has
consistently been the City's long stay hospital.
In 1960, 37% of the patients had been there more
than one month. In 1969, the figure was 39%.
Needless to say, one of the reasons for the long
stays of many patients at PGH, is the simple but
stark fact they may have no other place to go when
there is any vestige of medical care still necessary. Or they may merely have no place to go!
But short-term beds are expensive to run, and
require program and staff complements that are
not necessarily at all appropriate to the needs of
long-term patients and the hoineless.

TABLE 8
Distribution of time in hospital at census for
Philadelphia General Hospital patients and other
hospitals sampled in 1960 and 1969.

% of Patients by Days in Hospitals
Time in Days

Under 7
7 - 14
15- 20
21- 30
31- 55
56- 90
90 or more

PGH
1960

Others
1960

PGH
1969

25
17
10
11
11
8
18

47
26
10
8
5
2
2

29
16
7
9
17*'

I00%

100%

100%

Others
1969

22

6

100%

The time in hospital at census was calculated by
determining the day of admission and subtracting
the date of admission from the date of census.
These figures should not be confused with length
of stay which is determined at the time of
discharge.

*For age groups 31-55 and 56-90 combined.

t he care st inpatients in tilehiuspitals participating
in the 1969 census was financed in the following
ways.
Blue Cross
Medicare
"Pennsycare"
Commercial Ins.
"Free"
Workmen's Comp.
Other

41%
22%0
11%
11%
2Y0
1%
12%

Because this item allowed for only a single
response in the questionnaire schedule, it does
not reflect the normal dynamics of hospital
financing in that a patient may utilize a number
of sources once primary sources of financial
This general
responsibility have been exhausted.
assignment to one category of payment, therefore,
may differ somewhat from the description of
total expenditures for inpatient hospitalization
derived from actual rather than survey sources.
It is not possible to discuss source of payment
for the patients of the Philadelphia General
Hospital.
This information is not available.
This is to be deplored, for such knowledge can be
a key factor in planning and financing both ambulatory care programs and inpatient services.

It is always of interest to the City to consider
hut it is ip(.ndting its own funds for the purchase
It does not
of certain personal health services.
now apply local money to providing inpatient
care other than through the operation of beds
at the Philadelphia General Hospital,
It does provide o tpatient and emergency care
directly at P01-i, Lnd also purchases some of
these services, by contract, from a number of
In 1968, 596,612
the community's hospitals.
total emergency room visits were reported to
the City by 30 hospitals participating in the
The City
emergency room purchase program.
paid in full or in part for 257, 953 of these visits.
Under the 1968 contracts, $993,377.77 of local
funds went toward reimbursement of these
emergency visits.
Another $2,006, 481.23 covered some of the
costs of outpatient department visits in 34
hospitals. Averaged over the visits for which
the funds were presumed to pay, the emergency
room visit was reimbursed at $3. 85, the OPD
visit at $4. 0Z.

Emergency Room Users at
Philadelphia General Hospital
The profile of emergency room patients at PGH
was drawn from records of visits during the
period July 1, 1968 to June 30, 1969. The
sample of emergency room use in other hospitals was taken from records which these
hospitals participating in the Emergency Medical
Services Contract program submit to the City of
Philadelphia. The city purchases emergency and
ambulatory medical care through this mechanism.
The receiving ward at PGH has a dual function.
It is an admitting office and also operates as the
traditional emergency room. The data for this
study was collected in such a way as to separate
In all instances
the activities of this facility.
where the emergency room at PGH is the term
used, it is only this function of the rcceiving
ward that is being described.
Where do the patients come from who use the
emergency room at PGH? The information in
all samples of emergency room users was

analyzed by residence of the patients by Health
District. A greater percent of patients residing
in several Health Districts were recorded as
using the PGH emergency room more than others,
though it was hardly the exclusive "family care"
resource in any Health District. Residents of
Health Districts #1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 showed greater
use of PGH than any other single emergency
room.
It is also interesting to note that even those
patients who would appear to be high utilizers
of the emergency room at PGH did not always
go to PGH at all times in the year when they
sought this sort of "instant care". Patient
interviews were conducted amongst persons
arriving at the receiving ward. Nearly 54% of
these patients said they had used the PGH
emergency room or outpatient departments
before in the past year, but of this number, 23%
said they had also used a private physician at
least once in the same year, and 17. 616 had also
sought care in another emergency room or OPD.
Thus, there was a clear pattern of the multiple
use of resources, none of which, of course, share
information on the whole patient.
Map 14 and Table 9 will show the residence by
Health District of ensrgency room users in 1968,
and the percent of these appearing in the PGH
sample, as well as the pattern for the other hospitals most frequently visited.
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TABLE 9 - Residence of Users of Hospital
Emergency Rooms
Residence of Patients
By Health District

% of Patients From
the Dist. in PG4

3

43%

4

56%

5

39%

6

19%

7

11%

8

13%

9

18%

10

22%

Other Hospitals Most Used
By Residents of District
Graduate
Pennsylvania
Children's
Methodist
Einstein (So. Div.)
Misericordia
Mercy-Douglass
Presbyterian
Misericordia
St. Joaeph's
Temple
Hahnemann
Woman's Medical
St. Luke's
Episcopal
St. Christopher's
Frankford
Northeastern
Temple
Einstein (No. Div.)
St. Christopher's
Woman's Medical
Episcopal
Germantown
Einstein (No. Div.)
Woman's Medical
Frankford
Einstein (No. Dlv.)

% of Emergency Room
Users From District

Z3%
13%
25%
7%

21%
17%
17%
36%
28%
23%
14%
11%
11%
11%
36%
17%
8%
22%
16%

In general terms, the users of the emergency
room at PIGH are young, black and very
evenly balanced between mate and female,
l'hey present a great variety uf ciiditLiuia,
mainly medical, which bring them to the
emergency room. The general youthfulness
of the PGH emergency room users (wherein
almost fifty percent are less than thirty) is
close to the average age of emergency room
users in other hospitals.
Patients who are
under thirty constitute just less than 60% of
the emergency room users of the other hospitals in the study.
Similarly, the even male-female distribution
of PGH emergency room users is reflected
in other Philadelphia facilities. Unfortunately,
information about the comparative racial composition of emergency room populations
throughout the City is not available because
records from which this sample were derived
do not consistently record this information.

TABLE 10
Age distribution of patients seen in the P1H
, uiergui
l{aoni ,iid at ai other hospitals
A1y
sarrpled.
A

e in Years

% of Patients
At PGll

Under I
1 -4
5 -9
10t4
15 - 19
20 - 29
3o - 39
40 - 49
50 - 64
65 and over
Not determined

% of Patients
At Other flospitals
4
10

9
7
8
21

11

TWO07

RACE - - PGH was 18% white and 8%
available for the other hospitals.

100

other.

Not

SEX -- Male and female were evenly divided at PGH
and other hospitals.

We know that today the emergency rooms,
though still conceptually based on the traditional rationale of providing 24 hour care for
life threatening conditions, have become a
helter skelter mix. They attempt to meet
whatever crisis is brought to their doors, but
they are also serving as the primary source
of care for episodes of illness, malaise, and
uncertainty. The emergency room has taken
on the role of the general practitioner's office,

minor lacerations and sprains to fractures, to
the complex injuries resulting fron, motor vehicle
accidents are classified as trauma. Some of
these subclassificat.ons, such as injury resulting from a vehicular accident, were recorded
and can be retrieved at a later time. It would
be even more serviceable for future planning
for the city to redesign its reporting forms
with the help of specialists versed in trauma
management and medical emergencies.

This mix of effort in emergency rooms impedes
the best standards of either care. It is both
expensive and often impractical for every
hospital, large or small, to be equipped and
staffed 24 hours around the clock to care
for
the surgical aspects of trauma, the medical
aspect of life-threatening illness, and the
immediate intensive care required by both.
If the predominant problems presenting to
emergency rooms are family needs, the expensive stand-by services of surgeons, head injury
and burn specialists, trauma teams and such
are wasted, and inappropriate. Internists,
pediatricians and obstetricians might better meet
the needs in some areas.

With these deficiencies of definition in mind,
it is still possible to state that the data for
1968 shows that in all participating hospitals
combined, 38% of the cases seen in emergency
rooms fell into our very broad classification
Therefore, the predominant use
of trauma.
of emergency rooms can be said to be for nonemergent cases. This is most consistent with
nationwide trends.

We tried, therefore, in this Study to distinguish
between general family medical use of emergency
rooms, and more severe conditions, such as
trauma. Even this effort had its imperfections.
The entries on the records submitted by
the
participating hospitals made it necessary to
include a broad range of minor to major trauma
in our use of this term.
All accidental injuries from

This statistic is further backed by information.
obtained from interviews of 15' emergency room
users at PGH. These interviews were conducted
during each of the seven days of the week and
also during all hour,; of a 24 hour span. The
number of interviews for each day of the week,
or for the hours of the day were picked to give
an accurate sample of actual emergency
room use.
Only 8. 1% of these patients were in
the PGH emergency room because of accidents. Th

Even so, it is surprising that at PGH only 10%
of the users of the emergency room were there
for treatment of any kind of traumatic injury.

figure again indicates that this emergency roui
functions as another clinic rather than as a
The re
c Qit,
l LI
aru f tz'.c cu;gric.
is one interesting fact to add which appeared
frequently in the emergency room; young white
patients are using PGH emergency room for
detoxification or treatment of drug effects
"because it is free and anonymous".
If trauma was responsible for only about one
in ten of PGI's emergency room users, what
were the other reasons that brought people into
the emergency care facility? Thirty-two per
cent of the total PGH emergency room users
presented symptoms of "flu", colds, upper
respiratory ailments, gastro intestinal problems,
(See
skin rashes or superficial infections.
Table 11) These are emergent in the sense of
causing distress to the patient. But these are
also problems which are more generally considered to be the province of office practice. The
fact that patients often come a considerable distance to the PGH emergency room for the care
of such corditionr underlines the need for more
readily available resources for front line
medical care within the neighborhood areas.
A number of hospitals exceeded the citywide
averi gr ,) thirty-eight percent trauma cases in
their emergency rooms. However, further
examination of the data reveals that many of these
cases were trauma of a minor nature -lacerations and cuts, sprains and such. At the low
side, one is not surprised to find about a fifth of
emergency room users at Children's

Hospital and St. Christopher's related to
traumatic injury. tn no case did any other
hospital
have a figirp in Irw xi PGH's tn
percent.
One of the other significant points at which
PGH's emergency room population differs from
other hospitals is in the greater number of ObGyn. presenting episodes.
Thirteen percent of
PGH's emergency room patients vs. three
percent in the other hospitals fell in this category even after making adjustments for emergency room visits which resulted later in
normal deliveries.
Since the present number of
deliveries at PGH is quite small for the number
of beds assigned to Obstetrics, this data was
reexamined. A majority of the emergency room
users presenting as Ob-Gyn. cases, were found
to be gynecologic conditions -- bleeding not
related to childbirth and inflammation and pain.
Psychiatric cases also present to the PGH
emergency room more often than at other
hospitals.
Ten percent of the users of the PGH
emergency room are listed as psychiatric
patients, only 3 percent in other hospitals.
This information points to a need for certain
kinds of care in neighborhood based centers.
Further study might also help define the best
methods for the initial prevention of some of
these episodes.

TABLE I I
Medical complaints ot cases seen in the Emergency
Room at Philadelphia General Hospital and other
hospital taitipicd.
Complaint

% of Cases At
PGH

0/ of Cases At
Other Hospitals

Trauma

10

38

Flu, Colds, Ear, Nose
& Throat, Respiratory

22

17

Upper Gastrointestinal

4

5

Skin Rashes and Infections

6

5

Musculo -skeletal

3

4

Cardiac

5

4

13

3

3

3

10

3

Obstetrical-Gynecological
Genito-Urinary
Psychiatric
Allergic Reactions
All Others

5

2

19
100%

16
100%

How do the Patients come to the emergency
room at PGH? In all manner of ways,
The
largest number, 35% of the total, came by
private car.
Twenty pcrc clt arrived ,i baa
or subway. In the sample of over 1,000 patients
the Police Red Cars accounted for almost 25%
of the total transportation.
Of those persons
transported by police, 90% were admitted to
the hospital after being seen. Further, the
cases brought to PGH by Red Car, seem to be
most representative of the special or complicated problems in which the hospital has
come to inadvertently specialize.
Almost twothirds of the records of Red Car cases showed
such special notations as: alcoholic, drugs,
suspected psychosis.
Of particular significance in understanding the
part PGH plays in the hospital system is the
role of the emergency room in the dynamics of
admitting patients to hospitals.
The proportion
of emergency room users who were eventually
admitted does not significantly differ between
PGH and other hospitals (being twelve percent
at PGH vs. nine percent at all other hospitals).
However, at PGH sixty-five percent of total
admissions to inpatient care come originally
from the emergency room. In other hospitals.
the proportion of inpatients originating through
emergency rooms is between twenty and thirty
percent. This means that in other hospitals,
whether it is all it should be or not, inpatient
care is apparently part of a plan for 70%-80%
of the patients using these hospitals. Admission

occurs in a management spectrum wherein
someone who has been following the patient
determines the recourse to inpatient care. At
I'GII, if statibtics describe the systern, the
situation is reversed. Sixty-five percent of
all inpatients find their way into beds from their
unplanned presentation to the emergency room.

Outpatients at P. G. H.
This report has taken the position that a hospital
it, bvC t ilaiccd il tle bivvt tull l Of health Car ,
if it serves as a back-up resource for ambulatory and preventive services.
The latter, in
turn, to be most serviceable toward the goal
of keeping people well, should be in neighborhood based, highly accessible facilities.
If a
community's health services are well planned,
one would then expe _t to see the following:
Inpatient care distributed between "neighborhood hospitals", with neighborhood
inpatients in the majority, and hospitals
with patients from throughout the coinmunity - or region - because of dome
special characteristic of the hospital.
Emergency rooms serving the true
emergencies of designated r-,ions of
the city.
Outpatient departments or health centers
that are clearly the ambulatory care foci
for the neighborhood; other hospital-based
outpatient departments would demonstrate
their back-up relationship to the neighborhood centers for specialized ambulatory
work.

The analyses of the origin of patients in all services
at PGII, illustrates that presently the system, and
this hospital within it, does not show the logical
pttc,.rns trv ,kiahli good planning might Iad. P0ht's
inpatients are not from the total community. Where
financing permits a choice, there is the implication
that the hospital is avoided as an inpatient care
resource.
PGHl's emergency room users do
come from every Health District, but not o~r
true emergencies.
Police Red Cars figure
prominently in the transport of patients to the
ER of PGH, and their terse notes imply the
nature of these emergencies--the problems other
hospitals may wish to avoid: acute drug or
alcoholism episodes, psychiatric emergencies.
An analysis of the origin of users of the outpatient services at the Philadelphia General
Hospital illustrates that these services, as now
constituted, fit least of all into a logical system.
Table 12 demonstrates that the outpatient clinics
of the Philadelphia General Hospital are in no
way the primary source of ambulatory care for
residents of any Health District, including those
(3 and 4) immediately geographically related to
In almost every instance, the
the Hospital.
hospital outpatient departments most used are
in those facilities which are in a conveniently
located part of the area. Perhaps the only
exception is the use of Jefferson in 1968 by 21%
of the residents of Health District #10. (Also See
Maps 15 and 16. )

P.G.H.: OUTPATIENT DEPT, AND
EMERGENCY ROOM PATIENT ORIGIN
1968
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PHILADELPHIA: HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT DEPT. UTILIZATION
BY HEALTH DISTRICT - 1968
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TABIE 12 - Residence of Users of Hospital
Outpatient Departments
Residence of Patients
By Health District

% of Patients From
the Dist, in PGIl
7%

z

13%

3

13%

4

20%

5

9,Y0

b

3%

7

4%

8

4%

9

4%

10

0%

Other Hospitals Most Used
By Residents of District
Pennsylvania
Graduate
Children's
Pennsylvania
Einstein (So. Div.)
University of Pennsylvania
Misericordia
Presbyterian
University of Pennsylvania
Temple
Osteopathic (Dispensary)
Hahnemann
Temple
Jefferson
St. Luke's
Episcopal
Temple
Einstein (No. Div.)
St. Christopher's
Temple
St. Christopher's
Episcopal
Germantown
Einstein (No. Div.)
Temple
Temple
Jefferson
Einstein (No. Div.)

'1s of Outpatient Clinic
Users From District
24%
24%
25%
15%
16%
30%
18%
28%
2 3%
22%
13%
11%
16%
1"5%
14%
26%
25%
12%
12%
36%
12%
10%
35%
13%
13%
29%
21%
16%

Thmigh Frill clinics aro not the major ambiilatory care resource for residents of any Health
District, total clinic visits in 1968, taken at
face value, would cause PGH to appear to lead
in numbers served.
There were 2 18, 181 clinic
visits in 1968.
Two other hospitals provided the
next largest number of clinic visits:
Temple University
University of Penna.

176, 990 visits
157, 558 visits

Deeper examination qualifies even these statements about PGH clinic users.
The figure for
total clinic visits includes 31,237 visits by
6,082 City Compensation Clinic patients. When
these special outpatient visits are subtracted,
PGH clinics accounted for 176. 944 visits -- just
slightly less than total visits to the Hospital of
Temple University.
Further, the patients (excluding Compensation
Clinic) seen at PGH had an unusually high clinic
utilization rate--an average of 8.5 visits per
year. This means that the actual number of
clinic users was probably about 20, 800 persons.
The users of clinics at Temple, for example,
are believed to appear for care more nearly
at the average national rate of 5 visits per year.
This would mean that these clinics served nearly
35,400 individual patients in 1968.
The clinic population of PGH may be described
as mainly female (65%) and black (90%).
At
other hospitals the clinic users were also mainly

female (63%). No information is available on
the race of users of other clinics in the city.
Over half the clinic patients at PGH (56%) are
over 40. while 47% of the users of clinics in
other hospitals are 40 or above. (See Table 13)

TABLE 13
Age distribution for patients attending clinics at
Philadelphia General Hospital and all Other
Hospitals Sampled.
Age

% of Patients
At PGH

Under I
1 -4
5 -9
101520 3040 50 -

14
19
29
39
49
64

65 and over

% of Patients At
Other Hospitals

2
3
3
3
8
13
12
13
28
15

4
6
8
6
7
13
9
11
16
20*

100%

100%

Estimated figure based upon previous local
study and national figures available.
Only
one-third of visitors to clinics were eligible
for reimbursement of their care by the city's
funds.
*

A comment should be made about the source of
this information. The sample of users of outpatient clinicq other than at PO4 wa drawn from
data furnished under the emergency medical care
contracts with the City of Philadelphia. This
sample represents only about one-third of the
total visits to clinics in 1968. Persons included
in the sample are those who are fully or partially
paid for by 'the City, and who do not have payment
from another source such as Medicare or "Pennsycare".
Under the city contract fund, about
60% of the cases seen in emergency rooms were
eligible for city reimbursement, but only
one-third of the clinic users received care paid
for by local funds.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the data illustrates the following: where the city has chosen
to assume the responsibility for the personal
health care of some of its citizens by a mix of
direct provision of services (at PGH), and the
purchase of care, this system would appear to
foster more access to conveniert neighborhood
resources.
This statement appears to apply,
at least, to the use of outpatient clinics. 'It
does not apply to the special role the emergency
room at PGH appears to play in absorbing the
illness episodes of the "unwanted".
If clinics are well organized, with appointment
systems, and some continuity of physicians,
there is more opportunity to relate to the needs
of patients comprehensively, and to work with
them in such a way as to maintain health and
keep people out of expensive hospital beds. If

this trend away from the use of PGH clinics and
toward the choice of clinics in the neighborhood
is meaningful, it should also imply some readiness of patients to use the neighborhood-based
ambulatory care resources which this report
recommends the City stimulate vigorously.
The interviews with patients using the Philadelphia Gcn eral Hospital adds some further
insight into the reasons for the use of clinics
at PGH. The interview sample was planned to
cover a representative number of total users
entering the Hospital's resources, both through
the emergency room portion of the receiving
ward, and through the outpatient clinics. Therefore, a statistical sample number of users of the
following clinics were interviewed during clinic
sessions Medicine, Pediatrics, Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, Surgery
Gynecology, Dental, Eye, Pre-natal
and Dermatology

,

Even in clinics, about one-half of the patients
said they had come because they were "feeling
sick". A little over one-third actually had
appointments indicating the more desirable
aspects of some continuity of care.
A majority (86.4%) of clinic or emergency
room users knew of other hospitals in their
residential neighborhoods. This is in close
correspondence to the 80. 9% who, though
waiting to be seen at PGH, answered that it

was not the nearest hospital to their residence.
But knowledge about the existence .f .thu
sources
of health care does not really indicate extent
of this knowledge, or degree of use of these
facilities.
The interviewers attempted to discover why patients came to PG11 rather than
other hospitals that might be nearer to them.
After these other resources were named by
patients, they were asked their opinions on the
comparison between certain characteristics
of PG1l and these other hospitals. At this
point, it became evident that 65% of the patients
being questioned really had no experience with
the other resources, even though they knew
vaguely that they were there.
While most of the OPD patients did know of
other hospitals with clinics in their neighborhoods, only 55. 3% knew of any private doctors
in their neighborhoods, and only 54% knew of
health centers, including the comprehensive
family care centers.
This means that 15% of
the ambulatory users of PGH knew of no other
resource for their care, and a full 43% did not
know of the existence of physicians or health
centers.
These results can be interpreted in two ways:
Doctors are not well distributed in
certain areas. (This will be documented in a section to follow.)

The flow of information about available
health care programs is grossly
inadequate.
Patients were also asked where they might
choose to go for medical care if there were
no financial, time or transportation constraints
upon them.
Three-quarters of those interviewed (74. 8%) said they would still come to
PGH.
Their further explanations indicate the
deeply ingrained "habit" PGH has become for
some of the City's residents. 13.4% simply
said they came "out of habit".
Another 18.2%
of the patients referred to past experiences
with the Hospital and also regarded these as
good experiences.
Another 27. 3A felt familiar
with the doctors and considered them capable.
But 13% said they would choose a private
physician because they would "receive better
care".
In the series of questions wherein patients were
asked to compare PGH with other resources,
even deeper reasons for the "PGH habit" emerged.
Over and over again interviewers heard the
direct expression of the belief that PGH was the
only place poor people were "supposed" to go,
and therefore, perhaps the only place where
they were uniformly welcome for care.
Thus
b8% of the patients felt "poor people are treated
better at PGH". But only 36.6% of those interviewed (92% of whom were black), felt that
"black patients are treated better at PGH".

and the other more ordinary ailments of life
by going to a drug store or applying favorite
home remedies. Very few (15%) would go to
private physicians.

The attitudes of most ambulatory patients at
Poll, inchiline those. coninp from the E R the major source of inpatients, imply a trust
of the public hospital that must be carefully
nurtured to carry over to any alternative
This trust cannot be
programs for care.
easily maintained if these particular patients
are not both counselled and consulted in the
change.

Therefore, there is no great aspiration for
"middle class medicine". Two important
beliefs emerge as essential to any successful
alteration in the City's program:

Also implied is a deeply set and habit'sal
pattern of use. Even though more than half
of these patients had used other resources in
the prior year, there was a clear picture of
return to PGH when there was any lack of
money, or fear of reception in other centers of
There was no grim expression of discare.
There
satisfaction with PGH, even as it is.
was recognition by some (25%) that PGH is
dirtier than other hospitals. Only 31% of the
patients interviewed felt care was better at
PGII, while most of them felt it was the same as
at other hospitals
And6 in the end, most of the patients (an average
of 514) would still choose P0=G for a variety of
conditions. The more specific the condition, the
more likely they would be to continue to choose
"their hospital". For example 66.61/6 would
come to PGH if they needed an operation. 57.6%
would bring a sick child to PGH. Only 40% would
continue to use PGH if they "just didn't feel well",
but many of the rest might treat colds, the "flu"

104

.

It would be frightening to present
users of PGH to sweep it away
"overnight". A comfortable and
trusted pattern must be slowly
and carefully replaced.

*

Massive education of the current
users of PGH must occur. Their
health rights must be explained to
them, as well as the benefits of
more primary and preventive
care at more accessible location.

The Special Responsibilities of the Philadelphia
General Hospital
The data collected concerning PGH and other
facilities in Philadelphia, indicate that a major
function of PGH today is the treatment of special
problems rather than acute, short-term general
medical and surgical care. This section will
examine these special uses to which beds and
facilities at PGH are put. It will be evident
throughout that when beds are available ways are
found to fill them. It will be equally evident that
such uses of beds do not necessarily result in
solutions to the health and social problems placed
there.
An earnest effort has been made, from an examination of statistics of many kinds of health care
institutions, to determine the relative place of
PGH in the total universe of facilities available
for such care. It is possible, at PGH, to obtain
a relatively accurate idea of numbers of special
problems treated, but in other parts of the health
care system, there is often either denial that
such patients are treated, or no statistics are
available.
Therefore, any statement of the PGH
share of these special problems may still under
represent the rest of the system.
Six special services are located nowhere else in
Philadelphia at this time. Table 14 identifies
and summarizes the scope of these services.

All of these services are now exclusive to PGH,
and their use, in total, represents about 20.7%
of all admissions to the Hospitals beds.
However,
no one of these services must be housed at the
Philadelphia General Hospital.

TABLE 14 - Special Services Performed
Exclusively at PGII

8 Beds

Name of Service

Police and Fireman's Ward
(for injuries on duty)

#PGH Admissions or
Cases Treated (1968)

33

Ya Total PGHJ
Admissions

741

Average Days
of Stay

3. 4/o

10.3

3. 1%

7.9

City Employees' Compensation
Clinic

40

Prisoner's Ward

11

169

0.8%

11.1

Rape Cases

-

428

-

-

Communicable Diseases

48

408

1.9%0

NOTE:

31,327 patients
672 admissions 1/
2/

1/

Number of admissions shown are conservative since figures were
available only for admissions from the clinic itself, not from
the receiving ward.

2/

Number of beds, and admission figures, are only for male prisoner's
ward. Female prisoners are admitted without special chart notation
and distributed to wards throughout the hospital.

In addition, 32 beds are set aside in the Mills Building for the only State
are held only from
psychiatric receiving service in Philadelphia. tases
24 - 72 hours while disposition is being arranged. No drug cases are
received. Because of the arrangement for rapid turnover, 2,497 patients
were admitted to this service, in 1968 and therefore represent 11.5% of
PGH's total admission for that year.

8.0

The Police and Fireman's Ward, and the Compensation Clinic program, both could be relocated,
under contract, to any acute general hospital or
,i
i'patioinit a rhu t tnry ar, - rvicc that mot
standards the city would specify.
Providing selected hospital staffs were willing
to engage in the medico-legal aspects implied,
rape cases could be examined at other instituIt is currently thought that a juvenile
tions.
rape case, for example, is best handled where
both pediatric and child psychiatry services are
available.
Advances in isolation techniques have made it
unnecessary to totally segregate communicable
disease cases.
If such patients require hospitalization, normal criteria can determine which
institution should be used to provide the necessary
care.
The 48 beds now assigned to communicable
diseases cases at PGH would be insufficient to
cope with an epidemic so other hospitals need to
be prepared to deal with this problem in any
event. Day to day utilization of the available
capacity and expertise in the total system can
relieve P0H of this task.
Psychiatric receiving arrangements, in modern
practice, are also best handled in relation to
programs specializing in psychiatric emergencies
and their disposition.
The small prisoner service might present the most
unusual problems in relocation, since special

security measures are sometimes required.
Sonic of the six services now located only at
P(111 do roprcsent traditional public health
or governmental responsibilities, because, in
part, they may involve or endanger more than
one individual. However, it would appear that
Philadelphia has not progressed with contemporary
thought in selecting the most appropriate locations
and resources in which the necessary public health
protection methodologies might be applied.
Two of the services are simply employee health
programs over which the employer needs to
exercise some control. Many industrial employers
have found that better protection for the health of
their employees can be provided under contracts
with groups specializing in the control of the
occupational hazards and general compensation
review. In addition, the city may rind that decentralization and purchase, under contracts, of these
services will result in cost savings.
A large number of patients occuping beds at PGH
have problems in the following categories:
Alcohol and drug addictions
Mental Disorder
Rehabilitation
Tuberculosis
Chronic Diseases or disability
Care for these problems in Philadelphia is not
exclusive to PGH. Some services are available

in modest amounts at other general hospitals,
but the majority of care is provided in specialized facilities.
Even these institutions are
generally not adequate to meet the estimated
need. It is a fact that the services necessary
to deal with some of these problems exist in
larger proportions at PUH than at other general
hospitals in the City.
Further, many of these
patients do not belong in acute hospital beds.
Why do these services appear at PGFI in sufficient
proportions to make it, in truth, a complex of
specialized care programs? Is the public hospital in Philadelphia used today as a dumping
ground for diseases and conditions that are
hardest to treat, care or manage simply because
the private sector has been allowed to assume
responsibility only for the treatments they desire
or find most profitable?
The following is an attempt to analyze the role
that PGH plays in relation to other institutions
in caring for patients with special problems:
Psychiatric Beds
There are 162 psychiatric beds at PGH provided
for the services, including their community
mental health catchment areas, of three medical
school services.
These beds accounted for 1,308
admissions in 1968.
The average stay is about
one month.

There are many other psychiatric beds in Philadelphia:
350 in 12 general hospitals of which 88
are in medical school teaching hospitals.
7,/,t-6 beds in various itate and private
psychiatric institutions.
Therefore, about 2% of the psychiatric beds in
Philadelphia are at PGH.
Treatment of Alcohol Problems
There are no specific beds at PGH for detoxification,
or the handling of acute illness episodes in alcholics.
However, in 1968 there were at least 1,030
inpatients whose basic medical problems were
related to alcoholism. There are four alcohol
treatment programs in the city which provided
for 12,292 outpatient visits in 1968. Sixty inpatient beds are associated with these programs.
Ten voluntary general hospitals indicated they
may have had about 330 inpatient alcohol cases
in 1968.
Numbers are an insufficient measure of the
adequacy of treatment programs for this severe
health problem in our society. However, based
on numbers alone, PGH appears to be handling
about 751% of alcoholic patients who are actually
in some phase of treatment on an inpatient basis.

Drug Addiction
In 1968, the methadone treatment center program
paieats utL au. aiiuuldtury
ait i'CGili~nid I .
basis.
These were users of "hard drugs" only.
Treatment locations, using a variety of methods.
in eleven other hospitals served about 2, 100
patients. Thus the service housed at P1H handled
about 7% of those drug addiction cases under hosThe city also has eight
pital based treatment.
community-based treatment programs whose
statistics are indefinite.
Long-term Care
PGH keeps about 350 beds filled with a.variety
of long-term care patients. In 1968 these beds
sustained 692 admissions (3.2% of the Hospital's
total admissions) and the average length of stay
was 100.9 days.
The executive director of the hospital estimates
that more than half of these patients could be
more appropriately treated in other types of
institutions if beds were available in acceptable
facilitie s.
Rehabilitation
There are 80 beds assigned to the physical medicine and rehabilitation service at PGH. These
beds accounted for 180 admissions with an average stay of 81.5 days in 1968. Six specialized
rehabilitation hospitals in Philadelphia have an

additional 490 beds. Five medical school hospitals
provide another 52 beds. Thus 12.9% of the rehabilitation beds in the city are at PGH. Only 0. 8%
of the llu~pital's admissioiln, however, were
rehabilitation patients.
Tube rculos is
PGH and the Landis State Hospital share the
responsibility for tuberculosis care. PGH
assigns 110 beds to respiratory and t';berculosis
patients. In 1968 this service admitted 749 patients or 3.5% of the total annual admissions of
Landis Hospital has a bed complethe hospital.
ment of 486 which served 981 patients in 1968.
There is considerable difference between PGH
and Landis Hospital in the management of tuberThe average stay at PGH was 45. 9
culosis cases.
days. At Landis it was 182 days.
PGH, then presently cares for 43. 3% of the tuberculosis patients in the city during the inpatient
phase of their management.

Does the "soak-up" or 'Ulumping-ground" phenomenon of PGH meet the need or does this sometimes inappropriate use of a hospital cause
obstacles to coordinated and comprehensive
efforts at prevention and more successful care?
Psychiatric services at PGH are merely housing
for the state's disposition facility or back-up
beds for the less desirable or more intractable
Two of
patients from remote catchment areas.
the three medical schools involved do not appear
to-be including general hospital psychiatric beds
within their catchment areas in their current
planning.
Alcoholism and drug addiction are not accorded
hospital treatment to any significant degree anywhere in the city.
PGH does house and treat
these patients, though usually for some acute
The
medical aspect of their underlying problem.
PGH Utilization Review Committee estimates that
fully 33% of the beds are occupied by alcoholics.
Accurate statistics cannot be given because a
diagnosis of their "real" disease is not normally
The attempt of
entered in their medical record.
PGH to handle the medical aspects of alcohol related disease is probably a minute portion of the
care needed.
The police arrest about Z7,000
Less than 1%
persons a year for drunkenness.
of these are referred for treatment. In 1968,
ten "drunks" died in jail after hospitals refused
admission.
The application of national statistics
to Philadelphia indicates that there are probably
about 100, 000 alcoholics in the city.

Approaches to treatment exist with medical care
in a hospital as one part of a broad spectrum of
possibilities. Detoxification centers are needed,
Combined medical and psychological services
provided on an ambulatory basis, rehabilitation
programs, public education and community
eip to sulve this problem
reintvrgratLunl ail could
without resorting to hospitalization.
Drug addiction treatment is almost non-existent
in Philadelphia. The police make 3,000 drug
arrests per year and only take arrestees to a
One estimate
hospital if they suspect an overdose.
has placed the number of drug users in Philadelphia at 15, 000.
Treatment for drug addiction,
as with alcoholism, should exist in several forms
simultaneously and be geared toward the population most in need.
The average age of PGH drug addict patients is
27.6 years; 82.7% are male, 15.8% female, 63.9%
nonwhite, 36. 1% white.
Addictive diseases by their nature have always
been considered socially undesirable with no
known cures and therefore are almost completely
ignored by the private sector. For this reason,
these problems have become part of the public
responsibility. They do not really belong in
hospital beds, but should be treated on a neighborhood basis at a level that deals with the
social and environmental conditions leading to
addictive disease. Hospital beds are needed
only to treat acute episodes that result from the

constant use of addictive drugs or alcohol, but
should not be used as an excuse for treating the

hospital

tflu

Ti'ulis Uiiu ,
ihwVVi',th,h t ,cc
for all of tesc
problems must be a part of a carefully planned
array of services.
Bed care alone is never the
answer.

.itrti y nianifestatiun of diivabu w hilu igliur-

ing the underlying problems.
Rehabilitation is a long and expensive process.
PGH's service is, therefore, of most value to
the indigent population who cannot afford private
programs. Tuberculosis care is a traditional
public health function which is therefore divided
between the state hospital and the municipal
hospital. Shorter stays at PGH would indicate
the value of the modern practice of having tuberculosis treatment associated with a general hospital.
Conclusion
The data in this report would support the conclusion that it is a misuse of acute care beds
to hide in or dump on POH
chronic patients
addictive diseases patients
psychiatric patients
It is an appropriate use of properly planned beds
to relate the special care of
tuberculosis patients
rehabilitation patients
acute illness episodes in addictive and
chronic diseases patients
to general hospital care, including in the public

No one of these statements is intended to deny
public responsibility.
The fact that many such
patients are in PGH and seldom are treated in
other settings must be viewed as placing responsibility in public hands for some years to come.
The recommendations of the committee ask that
the responsibility be implemented in relation to
reality. More long-term care facilities are
needed. Beds for patients who are in need of
extended skilled care may need to be built under
public auspices.
More rehabilitation services
should be related to general hospitals.
Flareups of acute illness in chronic patients should
be carefully programmed into acute hospitals
with appropriate follow-up.
More care for addictive diseases must be
offered, but as often as possible on an ambulatory basis.
The hospital should be the back-up
resource only.
The same thinking applies to
tuberculosis.
Short stays in general hospitals
are often necessary, but ambulatory management
can be emphasized thereafter. Psychiatric beds
are a necessary back-up to comprehensive
mental health programs but the major emphasis
should be on preventing hospitalization. Beds in
a municipal hospital, isolated from the rest of the
system, are not appropriate.

Comparisons - Philadelphia General hospital
and Other Large Public Hospitals in the U. S.
We have compared PGH with other similar
hospitals to provide a picture of how well or poorly - it does when placed beside its
counterparts.
There are 35 hospitals in the
U. S. that bear a generic relationship to PGH.
That is they are all city or city-county owned.
They are large--500 or more beds.
They are
classified by the American Hospital Association
as short-term general hospitals.
Table 15 gives data on four other well known
municipal hospitals, as well as PGH. None is
exactly like PGH in bed capacity, patient load,
or personnel complement.
The table highlights
the under-use at PGH of beds and bassinets,
compared with some of the other hospitals.
Personnel ratios appear to be lower at PGH
than in the other four institutions. Expenses
per admission are second only to Bellevue in
New York. Expenses per bed are derived by
relating total operating expenses of the hospital
to the number of beds. It is a way of expressing
the costs, related to bed capacity, of all the
things to which the City budget applies: interns
and residents' salaries; costs of the medical
school affiliation contracts; city support of the
research laboratories, equipment and staff of
the physicians from both the medical schools
and the PGH complement; educational costs.

In some instances, where hospital stay is
shortened by an intense concentration of patient
care effort, this will also reflect as a high
expense per bed.
This is the case for Los
Angeles County General Hospital where the
expense per bed is the highest of any of the
hospitals reviewed. However, note that the
product of the intensive care is short stays - only 7. 3 days per admission. This enables
rapid turnover of patients-- 45 admissions per
bed per year. Therefore, costs per admission
are kept low and many more citizens receive
appropriate hospital care services.

Table 15 - Comparison of Five Large Municipal
Hospitals, 1968

Philadelphia
General Hospital
Beds

Wash. D.C.
Ceneral

1,577

Admissions
Average daily census

Los Angeles
General

Baltimore Cit

675

2.,105

1,932

1,091

13,665

17,250

95,398

33,564

14,093

1,015

589

1,905

1,618

Occupancy rate

64.3

87. 3

87. 5

Average stay - days

19.8

11.7

7.3

Bassinets

Bellevue
New York City

NA

71.3
-

10.7

114

129

251

50

45

2,817

4,781

12,108

I,Z44

2,976

Csm
Births
Personnel
Total Expense

2,875

1,780

6,314

4,690

2,259

$23,576,000

$18,661,000

$75,406,000

$49,024,000

$15,456,000

14,950

27,645

35,822

25,374

14, 166

1,263

1,082

790

1,461

1,096

Expenses per bed
Expenses per admission
Admissions per bed
Births per bassinet
Personnel per bed
Personnel per 100
daily census
Source:

11.8
24.8
1.82

283

All data from Guide Issue, Hospitals,

25.6

45. 3

17.3

12.9

37.1

48.2

24.8

66.1

2.64

2.99

2.43

302
August 1969

331

290

2.07

NA
113
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Health Care Centers

City of_ Philadelphia District Health Centers
For the past two decades, the City has been in
the process of building health centers in each
of the ten health districts in Philadelphia. At
this time, nine centers are in operation with
Districts 7 and 10 sharing an older renovated
building physically located in District 7. Funds
for building a new District 10 health center are included in the proposed 1972-73 Capital City Budget.
For the most part, past programs in the
District Health Centers have been categorical
in nature rather than comprehensive.
This has
resulted in a low level of both facility and
personnel utilization and as could be expected,
a rather high cost of operation when considered
on a per visit basis. Even so, when the services
being offered are considered in the light of the
potential demand for them, it is surprising that
the citizens of Philadelphia have not made
greater use of the services available. Why this
is so, is difficult to say. A combination of
factors may be responsible: lack of consumer
knowledge of the available services, unfavorable public opinion of the quality of service, and
a low personal priority for obtaining certain
kinds of medical care on the part of consumers.
The inappropriateness of categorical services

to today's health needs, and the fact that the
centers seldom operate evenings or weekends
must also be considered.
Late in 1969, the City began a comprehensive
family care program in Health District 5, and
expects to start a similar program in District
6 in 1970-71.
The experience to be gained
from these operations will provide invaluable
information for planning future programs.
The
committee hopes that these programs will be
viewed as real opportunities to experiment
with innovations in the delivery of personal
health care.
Table 16 summarizes the activities of the
District Health Centers for the year 1967-68
and is included more as a benchmark than a
statement of present activities. Important
changes in the operation of the district centers
have recently taken place, and many more changes
are contemplated in the near future.
The net
result of these changes should be a considerably
more active and vital health program
and more efficient use of personnel and facilities.

TAP' t" 1, - Vi

t t,
July 1,

f,,alth Center
1967 - June 30, 1968

lIeit

H4EALT1t
Clinic or Activity
Adult Screening
Cancer Detection
(Pap test)
Chest Clinic
Child Health Conference
Dental (Incl.PHR)
Social Health
X-Ray
Walk-In Immunization
and Tests
Project Human Renewal
Medical & Mental
Parasitosis
Pre-natal

CENTER R

I

2

3

4

5

6

763

492

477

169

362

170
489

1,191

5,649
5,813
6,117
3, 882
3,459

5,115
7,454
5,977
4,076

6,487
6,600
9,627
5, 307
2,527

5,622
3,779
13,277
4, 177

498

1,846

1,311

2,732

1,941

4,099
2, 173
26,275

2,086
39.827

2, 923
3, 322
1,762
37,462

382
120

3, 965
Z8
78

5, 107
3,625
3, 149
13, 915
867
205

3,546
5,698
10, 359

27,631

21, 784

27,843

83,255

972
103

1,665
1,005
380

7 & 10

8

9

629

88

539

170
4,008

4,087
2, 9,17
11,004
2,023

3,846
3,904
5,500
1,348

3,408
6,266
10, 169
1,694

42,867
46,086
75,179
23, 104
21,362

3,074

1,671

3,412

16,690

23,364

16,357

25,488

2,631
Z26

655
Z29

3,597
2z1
-

Total

7,0ZZ
3,322
6,021
245,831

Other Services
X-Ray Survey
Passport Validations
Biological Requests
X-Ray Mobile Unit

418

392
231
-

88,885
9,662
2,006
63,984
164,537

Physical Analysis of District Health Centers
The seven new buildings (District Health Centers
1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, and 9) are, in general, well,unuusivcd, designed and built.
rDie renovated
houses that comprise the buildings for District
no
further
#7 and 8 are obsolete and bear
discussion.
The newer :enters are easily
accessible, either by public transportation or
by automobile.
In Districts Z, 3, 4, and 6,
land is available for expansion of the facilities.
In the cases where land for expansion is not
available, it appears that it could be purchased
at a reasonable price if this were done quickly.
With the exception of District 10, which presently has no health center (the building is being
planned), the health centers are well-located
with respect to the total population of the City.
The health centers are physically large enough
to house the services now being provided.
If
the contemplated move toward comprehensive,
first-line medical care for large numbers of
Philadelphians is made, this will require that
the existing centers be expanded or somewhat
altered on the interior. Additional centers
larger in size than any in existence may need
to be built. If the demand for this service
approaches that experienced in other cities,
such expansion will be absolutely necessary.

At the present time, the health centers are
not being used to capacity. The utilization
analysis indicates that more intensive use of
the facilities can provide for a substantial
increase in the number oi patient visits per
year without expanding the existing buildings.
Further discussion of this point will be found
in Part V of this report.
Table 17 summarizes the general condition of each of the District Health Centers and
some basic operating data. That rather wide
variations in the utilization of space and staff
exist is clear. However, even the best utilized
centers still present substantial opportunities
for improvement in operation.
The publicly owned District Health Centers have
a potential which is just beginning to be properly
exploited. It is the extension of their programs
to cover the ambulatory care needs of families
in the adjacent areas that this committee
recommends as a priority public activity.

TAb!TF 17 - nn'erv
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and Operation - District Health Centers

District
Health
Center

Gross Useable Area

Date Opened

General
Condition

Land for
Expansion

Relative
Design
Quality

Clinic
Total
Operating
Visits/
Hours Per
Year
Year
(hrs. /week
.1.8)

18,200Sq. Ft.l /

1960

Good

No

Good

10,992

27,631

18,600Sq. Ft.

1963

Excellent

Yes

Excellent

12,048

21,784

38,10OSq. Ft.

1960

Excellent

Yes

Good

10,656

27,243

2i,800Sq.Ft.

1966

Excellent

Yes

Excellent

10,896

26,275

23,200Sq. Ft.

1963

Excellent

Possible

Good

14,784

39,827

19,600Sq. Ft.

1953

Excellent

Yes

Good

18,532

37,462

23,764

Visits/
Clinic
Hour

6.900Sq. Ft.

Conversion
1955

Poor

N/A

Renovated

12, 672

8

ll,300Sq.Ft.

Conversion
1953

Poor

N/A

Renovated

9,648

16,357

1.7

9

17,800Sq. Ft.

1958

Excellent

Possible

Good

9, 360

25,488

2.7

7 & 10

I

/

2

/ No accurate estimate possible due to large number of off-site visits included in records.

District I building has a total area of 66, 400 sq. ft. of which 18,200 sq. ft. is used for
clinic purposes.

1.9

Visits/
Sq. Ft.
Year

2

/

In addition, there are a number of health center
program resources operating under other auspice
.
th.At deserve in
iCon.
fheIr xisteilseL
1jd th
community support behind them points to the
need for the Health Department to include these
programs in any master planning for a network
of neighborhood health centers. Depending on
the adequacy of the centers, and the needs of
various areas, varied public-private combinations should be considered.
The goal is to
blanket the City of Philadelphia with wellorganized family care centers whose chief
aim is to keep citizens well, productive and
out of hospitals.
There are three OEO funded Neighborhood
Health Centers serving portions of north cental
Philadelphia, and southeast Philadelphia.
The
auspice for two of these (Nicetown-Tioga, and
Comprehensive Group Health Services) is Temple
University Hospital and its pediatric affiliate,
St. Christopher's.
The other center - Southeast
Philadelphia - is sponsored by Pennsylvania
Hospital whose physicians all hold appointm ents
at the University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine.
Each of these centers has buildings, or tem porary facilities pending renovation. Each must
serve patients who fall within the current
eligibility requirements set by OEO. Thus,
patient enrollees must not only live in the target
area, but must have incomes that are presently
no greater than those set by the State's criteria

for eligibility under Pennsycare (Title 19). As
federal guidelines shift, eligibility by income
may fall to an even lower standard.
hus by
current standards, the centers may only care
for a certain number of people within their
boundaries.
Within the concepts of this report,
planning would need to occur so that the needs
of the rest of the residents of the area, including
those who might pay something for their care,
could be met.
Nicetown-Tioga is in an area within
which about 27,000 low income
Philadelphians live. By current
standards permitted by OEO, this
center estimates it may serve about
18,000 of these citizens. It presently
reports budget sufficient to offer a
wide range of care and social and
vocational services to this many persons,
but has 4, 100 patients enrolled (after
18 months of operation). They are
giving 8. 9 services per patient per year.
This is a creative operation presently
functioning in construction trailers while
an adjacent eight story building is being
remodelled. The Health Department
shares in the salary of the medical
director of this center, and he in turn
functions also as a medical advisor and
coordinator in the operation of the
nearby public District Health Center 8.

Comprehensive Group Health Services
Children's Bureau, Children and Youth
Project funds for child care.
This
center insists that all 16,000 persons
within its target area are eligible for
care, but has taken budget in this fiscal
year to care for 10,700. There is a
reported enrollment of 9,200 patients,
5,000 of which are under the C and Y
Project.
Southeast Philadelphia Neighborhood
Health Center, in operation for only
six months, estimates there are 30,000
persons within its geographic boundaries.
About 10, 000 are probably eligible for
care at the Center. Eight hundred patients have enrolled in the first six
months.

cannot supply much data on enrollment or
i, dc pcii tnioi largtl
i Ai,
, r gci- ;L
They are noted,
on volunteered physician time.
however, because each represents strenuous
and dedicated effort on the part of consumers to
meet their own health services needs.
There are four programs, all with facilities,
operated by funds derived from union health
and welfare benefit plans.
Two of these are
closed services available only to union members
and spouses. the Sidney Hillman Center of the
Male Apparel Industry, and the ILGWU Center.
(At least one other union has a contract with this
center for care of its members.) Together they
serve several thousand Philadelphians.

It may be too soon to ascertain whether such
comprehensive ambulatory care programs have
had the desired result of reducing or preventing
hospitalization.
However, the centers which
have kept such statistical information presently
report very few hospital admissions, and these
predominantly for obstetrical care.

A variety of AFL-CIO local unions have arranged
for prepaid care of members -- through a center
at Broad and Vine Streets in Center City. Still
others prepay care in the John F. Kennedy Center
and Hospital program. There is a downtown
ambulatory center, and another in the northeast
physically associated with a new hospital.
The
hospital is also available to patients of physicians
in private practice in the area. This center,
then, has experimented with arrangements for
the care of other than union enrollees.

There are also at least four community-sponsored
self help health centers in Philadelphia. One,
in a multipurpose setting, has ties with
Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital.
These
centers currently suffer from lack of funds, and

In addition to the Children and Youth Project
housed with the Comprehensive Group Health
Servic .s project, the other four medical schools
in Philadelphia also sponsor C and Y Projects.
Fund allocations and management for all five

projects are vested in a joint corporation CompCare. Hahnemann and Woman's Medical
Colleges C and Y programs use the facilities
of their outpatient clinics.
The other medical
schools are in outpost neighborhood settings.
The program of the University of Pennsylvania
is operated by Children's Hospital.
rhese programs record the enrollment of about 14, 000
childrui and adules.ents.
There are also a variety of setting for Community Mental Health Center programs.
The Mental
Health and Mental Retardation component of the
Department of Public Health serves as the planning and administrative office, under the State
plan.
These programs are in many stages of
development toward the full spectrum of services
required by the legislation. One of the notable
absences in most of them, in view of the need in
Philadelphia, is the inclusion of services for
victims of addictive diseases.
The City is also
presently almost completely lacking in beds for
the acute hospitalization of emotionally disturbed
children. A few such beds are planned in the
construction program of the new Children's
Hospital, on PGH grounds.
Presently, 9 of 12
catchment areas into which the city-county is
divided have partially functioning or evolving
programs. Three other catchment areas have
not yet made staffing grant applications, and
community mental health services are minimal
in these neighborhoods.

It has already been mentioned that beds at POH
are still used to meet the bcd requirements for
three of these plans: Hahnemann, Jefferson and
the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
have designated some of their psychiatric service
beds in the Mills Building for the Community
Mental Health Centers with which they are
associated.
Map 17 gives the locations in Philadelphia of
these various present or potential ambulatory
care centers. Some of the Community Mental
Health Centers have subsidiary "trouble center"
locations and the like, so only administrative
headquarters, and perhaps some associated bed
locations are reflected.
It will be a true test of the art of cooperative
planning to guide the integration of these programs into the network of neighborhood based
comprehensive family care programs which
this report measures as imperative to the health
of all the city's citizens.

PHILADELPHIA DEPT. OF
PUBLIC HEALTH DISTRICT
HEALTH CENTERS
O.E.O. SPONSORED
NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH
CENTERS
COMMUNITY SPONSORED
NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH
CENTERS
UNION SPONSORED
HEALTH CENTERS
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
AND MENTAL RETARDATION
CENTERS

0

COMMUNITY AND YOUTH
PROJECTS

PHILADELPHIA: AMBULATORY
CARE FACILITIES - 1970
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3.

Physician Manpower

A question often asked, especially when
changes are being projected in the health care
delivery system - is - "But where do we get
the doctors?" The implication of the question
is that there are not enough physicians. In
some areas, this is so, and in others numbers
are not the problem, but rather the distribution
of physicians, or the manner in which they
practice.
Therefore, in planning for Philadelphia, itis
important to look at the characteristics of
available physicians, their specialties, their
institutional affiliations, how they are distributed in office locations.
The City of Philadelphia has a multiplicity of
health care institutions, and an unusually high
concentration of medical schools. This seems
to be reflected in the fact that, in general, the
City is well served by physicians. This is true
both in absolute numbers and in proportion to
the population base.
The presumed adequacy of physician supply,
however, dues not assure that all needed
personal health care programs can be staffed
by the existing reservoir of Philadelphia
physicians. There is a high degree of
hospital-based practice, Office locations
concentrate in the Center City commercial
area, There is heavy emphasis on clinical
specialization and subspecialization. These

are all constraints which limit the equitable
access by all Philadelphians to the physicians
residing in the City.
The Philadelphia Metropolitan Area - when
compared with the Boston, St. Louis and
Pittsburgh Metropolitan Areas, has a relatively high ratio of practicing physicians to
population base. Tle Categury 'physi.lans in
patient care" includes interned and residents and
may, therefore, overstate the supply of
physicians who are available to the general
public for direct personal health care. However,
ratios based on this figure are more accurate
measures of physician availability than those
derived from a total enumeration of all
physicians which would include those in categories
such as administration, research, full-time
teaching. Of the metropolitan areas compared,
Pittsburgh, with 1,28 patient care physicians per
1000 population, most closely approximates the
national 1967 figure of I. 25 patient care
physicians per 1000 population. St. Louis has
1. 31 medically trained doctors per 1000
population Boston's figure of 2.2 is higher than
the others, reflecting the even more intensive
concentration of training and research institutions
in Boston. Philadelphia alone (as separate from
the remainder of its metropolitan area) had approximately 5500 physicians of whom 86%' or approximately 4700 were classified as being in active practice. National statistics from which these figures
are taken, do not include osteopathic physicians. If
these were included, the ratio per population would
be even higher. But in Philadelphia, it is still Z. 32
M.D. 's per 1000 persons.

A series of subtractions must now occur. By
adjusting the figures for known numbers of
physicians in administration, basic research,
or physicians in tra
ag on house staffs, one
fiids, appi xi iatcly 3500 lhyiiaiwithioi
Philadelphia boundaries, who are the primary
providers of patient care in offices, clinics,
and hospital settings.

,

One out of eight has no hospital base
for direct referral of his patients, or
formal institutional appointment.
Thirtysix per cent are affiliated with only one
h
it'it ion,
The remaining half have two or more
hospital affiliations, and one in ten are

affiliated with four institutions.
This estimate of the universe of practicing
physicians is corroborated by a count in the
commercial directory, Dorlands, of
physicians and osteopaths in the Philadelphia
area.
What are some of the characteristics of
these physicians?
(See Table 18)
There is a high degree of specialization. Over half hold Board
Certification in some specialty
area of medical practice. Another
25% list their practices as devoted
full-time to a specialty. This leaves
25% of the practicing physicians as
self-proclaimed generalists.
They are, on the average, older than
one would expect for a major metropolitan area. (This is based on year
of graduation from Medical School
Over half graduated before 1944. )
One out of nine of the practicing
physiciai.s in Philadelphia is an
osteopath.

The lack of affiliation in the American system,
is regarded as synonymous with the physician's
lack of certain qualifications, or discrimination
against him, or both. Conversely, multihospital use by physicians, while not unusual in
a region with a great many hospitals, can
bespeak of excessively busy and fragmented
medical practices.
Almost 94% of the practicing physicians
rendered care out of a single office
location. Of those who operate secondary
offices, these were within the City of
Philadelphia two out of three times.
An inspection of the secondary office location
of physicians who practice primarily in the
surrounding suburbs, showed very few who
operate these offices within Philadelphia.
These
facts indicate that the pattern of outward migration to suburban office locations has not yet
developed to any great extent in the Philadelphia
region.

TABLE 18 - Characteristics of Practicing
Physicians, Philadelphia, 19 699
Characteristic

N umber

Though there i this evidence of a sufficient ratio
of practicing physicians to population, there is
also evidence of their maldistribution within the
City. Map 18 showing the location of the offices
listed in Dorlands, clearly highlights this fact.
The mid town Market Street axis, extending
across the Schuylkill River past the University
of Pennsylvania/PGH complex, is the corridor
which houses major concentrations of health care
institutions and where the practicing doctors are
most heavily located. Many nf the inequities in
the local health care delivery system derive
txom and reflect this pattern.

Percent

All Practicing Physicians I/

3,993

M.D. 's
D.O. 's

3,548
445

88.9
I1 I

482
3, 132
379

12.
78.4
9.5

3,735

93.5

100

Hospital Affiliations:
None
One, two, or three
Four or more

What can be said of these community-wide characteristics of physicians in practice, when smaller
areas of the City are studied and compared? The
characteristics of physicians practicing in Health
Districts 4, 5 and 6 have been analyzed in this
way. ( See Table 19).

Office Location:
Single Philadelphia Office
Two or more Philadelphia
offices
Two or more offices with
secondary in suburbs

Health District # 5 houses approximately
9% of Philadelphia's population, but contains the office locations of only 4% of
practicing M.D. 's and osteopaths. A
greater percent are osteopathic physicians
than in the rest of the community.

172
86

Year of Medical School
Graduation:
Before 1940
Between 1940 and 1950
Since 1950

I

1,380
1,072
1,541.

These physicians are older, more limited
in their practice patterns, less specialized,
more isolated from formal hospital affiliations. (Three out of 10 practicing in Health
District # 5 have no hospital affiliation as
compared to one in eight city-wide. )

34.5
26.8
38.7

/ Defined by inclusion in Dorland's Medical Directory.
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4,1
Health District #6 with abou,. 6. 517 of the City'sI1
population, contains more physicians than Health
District 5, and these physicians more closely
approximate the city-wide distribution of characteristics.

-1

But this area is still less well served than the City
as a whole, in terms of the number of specialists,
/
the ages of physicians and their access to institutions. t
A zip code approximation 2 / of Health District #4 /
necessitated taking in the geographic area that i icludes the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
- PGH complex. This results in a geographic area
of the City with an excess share of physicians in
relation to its population, relatively few osteopaths,
and a greater share of post-World War II medical
graduates. Almost 60% of these doctors are Board
Certified.

Z/

The profile data on physicians is based on thezip codes of their office locations. All mapping
by the Mayor's Committee research staff was
based on groups of census tracts collected in
"subanalysis units" as used by the City Planning
Committee. These in turn, in various aggregates,
are generally components of health districts.
Certain zip code areas thus closely approximated
the units which equal Health District #5 and #6.
But in trying to approximate H. D. #4, it was
necessary to take in a larger area (part of H. D.
#3).
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These facts, in summary, highlight the challenge
of medical care programming in Philadelphia.
It lies more in the area of overcoming the factors
which contribute to the maldistribution of physicians than it does in increasing the supply. For
those physicians who do perceive their mission
as patient care, the incentives and climate of
progressive new delivery systems must be provided to attract younger men to remain in the
service of Philadelphia, The hospital must be
placed in its proper relationship to the practice
of care. It need not and should not be the womb
from which the doctor cannot be delivered, but
it should be an institution backing the care he
renders to families where they are - and where
they need their doctors to be.
For older physicians who have, for a variety of
reasons, been denied a hospital to serve their
patients, someone may need to take further responsibilities. Programs of continuing education
may need to be devised to qualify them. But where
they are qualified, and the reasons for their lack of
access to hospitals are more obscure, public
pressure and support must be brought to bear to
provide them this access.
In Philacdelphia, the public sector may do this
in a variety of ways ranging from providing such
physicians the necessary back-up hospital in return
for their designated services to Philadelphians, to
making the access of qualified physicians a condition of contracts and the furnishing of funds to
institutions.

TABLE 19 - Selected Characteristics of Physicians
in Philadelphia and Indicated Health Districts

ALL
PHILADELPHIA

ITEM
Number of Physicians
Percent Distribution

a

/

3,993
100%

Percent of Physicians With:
No hospital affiliation
four or more hospital affiliation
Board Certification

12. 1%
9. 4%
52.2%

Percent of Physicians
Who are Osteopaths

11.1%

Percent of Physicians Who Graduated
from Medical School Prior to 1940:

48%

a /

HEALTH
#4

DISTRICT
#5

698
17. 5%

9. 8%
6.7%
63 %

#6
157
3. 9%

28.8%
4. 1%
25 %

12.7%
5. 7%
36 %

6%

25%

17%

42%

56%

52%

Includes M. D. 's and D.O. 's.
SOURCE:

146
3.7%

Dorland's Directory of Physicians - Tabulations by
Staff of Mayor's Committee on Municipal Hospital Services.

4.

Institutions Providing Long Term
Care And Related Services

Although there is a surplus of Acute short
term hospital facilities in Philadelphia, the
situation with respect to facilities providing
long term care ha- been approaching a crisis
for several years, Not only is there an
absolute shortage of long term care facilities
in the City but many of the existing institutions
are of sub-standard quality. Furthermore,
most of these institutions, good and poor, find
it impossible to provide services at the present
public assistance rates thus making It difficult
for many Philadelphians to obtain the care
they need. One result of this situation has been
the gen. al over use of the acute care hospitals to provide extended care for those people who are unable to find a bed in a less
costly and more appropriate facility. Another
result has been the increasing length of the
waiting list for admission to the City owned
and operated Riverview Home for the Aged.
In 1968, the Pennsylvania Economy League
(Eastern Division) published their report No.
350, Caring for Philadelphia's Needy Aged,
which concentrated on the needs of the older
(over 65) population of theCity. This very comprehensive study can and should serve as a
major resource document for the future planning of programs concerned with long term
care in Philadelphia. There is one area that
was not covered thoroughly by the report,

convalescent care for otherwise self. sufficient
persons recovering from an episode of acute
illness who may need more intensive nursing
andior rehabilitation services than can be
economically provided at home but do not require the services of an acute care hospital.
At the present time many people in this situation
ara being kept in the City's acute care hospitals
beyond the time that efficient use of these
resources would dictate. This results in an
over Ltilization of the City's hospitals as reflected 'n long lengths of stay and total patient
days of care for the entire City population. The
end result of this is excessive cost both to the
individual and the community. Several Philadelphia hospitals have taken this problem into
consideration as part of their master plans.
These institutions should be encouraged in their
attempts to provide high quality comprehensive
care at the lowest possible cost.
The following table summarizes the inventory
of beds for aged, handicapped and infirm persons in Philadelphia as of November, 1968.
The information is derived from a directory
published by the Office for the Aging (O.A.)
and an unpublished Hospital Survey Committee
(It.S.C.) survey made in May, 1967.

TABLE 20 - Number of Beds in Homes for Aged.
Handicapped and Infirin by Type of 11onle Philadelphia, Peftnsylvania November, 1968

Type of Home

Number of
Facilties

Number
of Beds

Proprietary Nursing Homes

53

3, 271

Non-profit Homes:
Classified by nursing homes by
O.A. and H.S,C.

11

1, 579

20

2,170

Classified as nursing homes by
O.A. and as homes for aged by H.S.C.
Classified as old age homes by both
O.A. and H.S.C. ( includes 226 infirmary beds in 11 homes)
Riverview - includes 130 infirmary beds
Total

24

1, 487

1

850

109

9, 357

The following table classifies the beds available in Philadelphia by type.

Survey Committee are shown below:
Type of Iome

for
, ,r of nodp in !,
TA !.F .l -N
Aged, tlandicapped and Infirm by Type of
Ued - Philadelphia November, 1968

Classification
Nursing care as classified
by O.A. and H.S,C.
Infirmary in homes for aged
as classified by IH.S.C. (includes 130 beds at Riverview)
Other nursing care beds at
Riverview
Subtotal - Nursing care beds

Number
of beds
4,850

1, 013
500
6, 363

Other beds in homes for aged
(includes 220 at Riverview)

2,994

TOTAL

9, 357

All nursing homes in Philadelphia are required
to meet minimum fire safety standards. If a
home is not of fire-resistive construction it is
judged as "non-conforming" by the State Department
of Public WeJ'are with respect to long term needs.
The ratings for nursing homes by the Hospital

Conformning
ltomes

ltornes

Beds

Non-Conforming
Homes

Homes

Beds

Proprietary

6

699

48

Non-Profit

6

1062

5

418

12

1761

53

3067

Total

2649

In September 1967, only one of the six conforming
proprietary homes had any public assistance
patients (10). The remaining 1040 public assistance patients in Philadelphia proprietary nursing homes were housed in non-conforming
structures, It is not certain how many of the
1300 public assistance patients being cared for
in non-profit homes at the same time were
housed in conforming structures.
It is obvious that present levels of public assistance are inadequate for the purchase of care in
Nor will
the better facilities in Philadelphia.
the construction of additional proprietary facof
public
ilities benefit the typical recipient
assistance except possibly through a limited
and slow *filteringdown effect as some middle
aged facilities find it necessary to accept
public assistance patients to maintain a reasonable level of occupancy.

In addition to the non-conforming nature of a
large proportion of the existing long-term
care beds in theo'City, the projected increase
in the aged population who are the principal
users of these facilities will further aggravate the shortage of acceptable accommodations
in the near future. (See Part IV- A.)

pointed out that the above exclusions were
not oversights on the part of the League but
were beyond the scope of the study.
TABLE 22 - Projection of Occupied and
Total Nursing Care Beds Needed in
Philadelphia in 1980 Under Three
Estimates of Utilization

The following is a summary of population projections made by the Pennsylvania Economy
League using Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission estimates as a base:

Average Daily Total
Beds
Occupied Beds

Estimates of Philadelphia Aged
Population
1967

1980

65 - 74

151, 400

151, 900

75 - 84

62, 300

71,900

15.4

13,100

17, 300

24. 3

Age Group

85+
Total

226,800

241,100

Increase
0. 3

1967

5,800

6, 350

1980 Projected:
Low Proj.
Med. Proj.
Hi. Proj.

7, 230
8,440
9,640

7,600
8,880
10,150

Increase over 167
s
#

1,250
2,530
3,800

20
40
60

The projected increase in the number of additional beds needed by 1980 is in the range of
1, 250 to 3,800. If these beds were built in equal
annual increments over the 10 year
period from 1970 to 1980 between 125 to 380
beds would have to be added each year. In
addition, about 3, 000 existing non-conforming
beds must eventually be replaced.

6.3

In Chapter VI of the Pennsylvania Economy
Report referred to above, a rigorous analysis
of the estimated need for long term care
These
facilities in Philadelphia was made.
do not include estimates of the demand for
domiciliary beds and take very little
cognizance of the rapidly expanding use
of nursing homes as convalescent facilities
for people under 65 years of age. It must be

Various estimates of the need for hospital
based extended care facilities have been made
including one by the Hospital Survey Committee
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in 1967 which projected a need for
500 such beds by 1970 and 600 beds bylte80
The H.S. C. based its planning on the assumption that about a0s oi niedical-surgical patient
days of care could be provided in extended care
units, More recent studies conducted in other
cities indicate that this is probably a very low
estimate of the potential demand for this type
of accomodation.

There are three basic categories of home care
services:
1. Homemaker and housekeeping services
nursing services
,4. iiie
3. Coordinated home care programs
The Philadelphia Department of Welfare Homemaker Service has found that one homemaker
can serve slightly less than two cases per week
at a daily cost including supervision and overhead of $29. Based on a 5 day week and two
cases per day, this experience results in a
monthly cost of about $314; about the same as
the average cost of care in public nursing homes.
A varying fee schedule has been established
that can result in the reimbursement of up to
Experabout 2/3 of the cost of this service.
ience has shown that because most recipients
are at the low end of the income scale and
the service is not reimburseable under
Medicare, only a small part of the cost of
this service is recovered by the City.

At one time, home care programs were looked
upon as an important means of relieving prosure on both acute and long term care institutions . However, experience in Philadelphia
as well as other cities has shown that a proper
type of institutional care is generally less expensive and results in the more appropriate
use of personnel, particularly nurses, At the
present time, it can be shown that, except for
short term family crisis situations, it is uneconomical to consider humn care as an alternative to institutionalization where the presence
of a homemaker or home health aide is required
for more than 20 hours per week. This is particularly true where the person or person requiring care are elderly and do not have responsibility for other than themselves. A major
study conducted in Cleveland, Ohio concluded
that for people in this category appropriate
alternate living arrangements were probably
more economical at the point where the care
required in the home exceeded about 10 hours
per week of other than domestic assistance.

In 1959 the Nursing Service of the Department
of Public Health and the Visiting Nurse Society
merged to form the Community Nursing Service
This service now works from the City
(CNS).
District Health Centers and provides in-home
nursing service. Services are reimbursable
under Medicare Part B. At this time about
60% of the cost of this service is recovered by
the CNS. As a general rule, the CNS has a
three-month limit on services to an individual.
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B'.yond this, the family is expected to make
jome other long.term arrangement.
The most comprehensive of the services brought
into the home is the "coordinated home care
program". Such a program has been defined as
"one that is centrally administered and that,
through coordinated planning, evaluation and
follow-up procedures provide for physician-directed medical, nursing, social and related services
to selected patients at home". This program
is almost always used as an alternative to
continued hospitalization following an cvisode
of acute hospitalization. A limited number of
these programs are based at Albert Einstein
Medical Center, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, Jefferson Medical Center Hospital
and PGH. The PGH program is limited
to patients over 65 years of age who live near
the hospital. All of these programs stress
rehabilitation and are not intended to give long
term service to patients with chronic illness.
The following table is an estimate of the number
of Philadelphians receiving care at home made
The lack
by the Pennsylvania Economy League.
of Philadelphia specific data made it necessary to
apply national data to the City's population.

TABLE 23 - Estimate of Philadelphians
Receiving Care at Home
75+

65-74

75,000

150, 000

15-64

Total

Number of

persons in
age group

1, 300, 000

1, 525, 000

Receiving
constant care
at home
% of age group 5. 3
Number
4000

1.0
1500

0.2
2600

.2

0.1

8100

Receiving
part-time care
at home
% of age group
Number

3. 5
2600

1800

2000

6400
14, 500

The largest single component for care for aged
and chronically-ill Philadelphians is the Cityowned institution located on the Delaware River
in Northeast Philadelphia. Although the site is
potentially very attractive, there are serious
problems connected with its location, The remoteness and lack of public transportation to the
nitr, m akp it virtially impns~ible for visitors and
staff to get to Riverview unless they have private
transportation. Unfortunately, the majority of
potential visitors and even workers are in an age
or income bracket which precludes automobile
ownership.
Riverview, at present, provides service to 850
Philadelphians. Fifty-three percent of the
residents are senile or retarded; 35% are mnore
or less incontinent; 76 % are receiving some form
of medical care, a percentage which is increasing.
Recent changes in admission requirements have
halted the former practice of using Riverview as
a dumping ground for chronically-ill patients for
which the institution is not prepared to care. This
has resulted in a drastic reduction in the mortality
rate and an increase in the average length of stay.
Also contributing to the above is an expanded rehabilitation program and constantly improving
arrangement with local hospitals for acute medical care. The success of these new programs at
Riverview has been due to the dedication of the
medical staff and the ability and commitment of
the administration of the Welfare Department to
bring the quality of care up to present day standards.

The present facilities at Riverview must be
considered in two groups. The first group of
buildings, built before 1931, is totally obsolete
in all respects and is scheduled for demolition
and replacement in accordance with the 1964
master plan. The second group of buildings,
built since 1955, is generally well-conceived,
but will require renovation in order to provide
the type of facilities that the current program
of Riverview demands and to bring the facilities
into conformity with recent federal, state and
local code requirements. The necessary modifications will result in a slight decrease in the
number of available beds.
At this time, the City's capital program does
not provide for the completion of the planned new
facilities until after 1973, which is not completely
unfortunate. We believe that now would be the
proper time to reevaluate the Riverview Master
Plan in the light of new programs at the institution and possibly revise them to reduce the
number of beds planned for the site. At the
same time, alternative sites for additional extended and custodial care facilities better related
to the population to be served, to back-up medical
services, and transportation should be investigated.
The establishment of a comprehensive evaluation
and referral service and investigations of other
options for serving the needs of aged Philadelphians
should be a part of any future planning for Riverview
and related programs for chronic care.

Maps #1, #2 and 03 in Part IV-A of this report
show the location of Riverview with respect to
land use and transportation in Philadelphia.
Drawing 6 is a site plan of the institution as it
presently exists. Four hundred twenty-eight
patients are housed in the older buildings and
431 in itue post i95 dormitories.
Drawing 7 is a site plan showing the intent of
the existing master plan if it is carried to completion. The plan, as shown, will result in an
increase in the number of beds at the institution
to over 1000. The plan itself projects 1110 beds
but new code requirements and the increased
emphasis on medical care and rehabilitation
programs will result in some reduction in this
number.
A detailed analysis of the existing physical plant
can be found in the Riverview Modernization Plan
prepared for the City by Bellante and Clauss,
Architects, Engineers and Planners in 1964.
The following tables more fully describe the
operation of Riverview and the characteristics
of its patients.

POST 1955 CO__STRUJCTION
PRE 1955 CONSTRUCTION

RI VERVIEW6
EXISTING SITE PLAN
136

EXISTING PRE 1955 CONSTRUCTION
EXISTING POST 1955 CONSTRUCTION
PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
RIVERVIEW MASTER PLAN
PROPOSED SITE DEVELOPMENT

7
137

TABLH 24 - Historical Review of the Number
of Days of Care Provided at Riverview Nursing Home

Type of Care

1968

1967

1965

1964

1963

Infirmary Care

40,295

41,014

47,549

50, 188

51,298

50,079

1966

Nursing Home Care

148,226

119, 820

139,397

14,9, 690

140,130

60,829

Custodial Care

106,721

160,874

184,233

194,295

215,386

283,497

Total Patient Days of Care
Provided at Riverview

295,242

321,708

371,179

394,173

406,814

394,405

Average Per Diem Cost for
All Types of Care

13.77

10.52

7.12

138

5.71

5.43

5.33

TABLE 25 - Riverview Nursing Home Patients - 1968
Deaths

Age Distribution

Census

Number

Percent

3.4%

Male

426

2 1 Years to 50 Years Old

28

Female

395

50 Years to 60 Years Old

109

13.3%

60 Years to 80 Years Old

463

56. 4%

80 Years to100Years Old

221

26.9%

Total

821

Total

Reason for Admission
Indigent
Medical & Nursing
Transients
Mentally Retarded
Other Reasons

100.%

Length of Stay

Percent

Percent
4%
91%
2%
1%
2%

Less than 3 months
3 months to a year
I year to 3 years
3 years to 10 years
10 years to 20 years
20 Years or more

100%

Source:

1968 - 144 deaths

Unpublished data from the Administration at Riverview Nursing Home.

3%
11%
27%
36%
20%
3%
100%

5.

800 persons. The National Institute of Health
indicates that I per 1,000 is adequate. In Philadelphia there are 1, 368 dentists, or approximately I per 1,450 persons. The national
NI"I nl-kmq an
avrarp is aboit I por 2,n0.
adequacy rate of I per 2, 000.

Education for the Health Professions

A critical look at the existing system for health

rare in any community must also review educarntu taf:
*gaui. .1. . p. ... idu nilpnv,
ti,.. pi.,g
these si:rvicos. In the City of Philadelphia
local tax dollars are helping to subsidize health
professions education, largely through the trainThe committee
ing programs conducted at PGH.
deemed tiis reason enough for an intensive
examination of health care manpower and training ir Philadelphia.

The problem, locally, does not center on total
numbers but rather on the fact that physicans
and dentists are disproportionately distributed
throughout the city. Physicians are concentrated
around medical centers or, like dentists, practice
mainly in middle to high income, predominantly
white neighborhoods. Another area of concern in
the medical field points up the paradox of increased
specialization that often results in superior health
care, but can just as often hinder the coordination
and continuity of health care.

Upper Echelon Professionals
Physicians and Dentists
It has been customary to explain'iniadequate
delivery of health care in terms of physician
and dentist shortages. However, there is not
necessarily a positive correlation between the
total number of these professionals and the
provision of quality health care for all who
Even if one could prove a positive
need it.
relationship, it would appear from the following
data that locally there is little necessity to
increase the total number of physicians and
dentists.

Registered Nurses
Unlike the i apply of physicians and dentists, the
rate of registered nurses per population in Philadelphia 41. considerably lower than the national
average. In the United States, the rate of
professional nurses per population is approximately I per 330 persons. In Philadelphia, with
4,465 registered nurses, the rate is approximately I nurse per 575 persons. Philadelphia is faced
with a registered nurse shortage. The Philadelphia chapter of the National League of Nursing,
in 1967, estimated that at least 1,442 additional
registered nurses were needed. Furthermore,

In Philadelphia, with a population of approximately
2,045,000, there are currently over 5,500
The
physicians, a rate of I per 342 persons.
national average in the United States is I per
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a continuing decrease in local nursing school
enrollment suggest a persisting shortage,
Allied Health Manpower

I/

The more clearly recognized and longer established health professions of medicine, dentistry
and nursing have received serious attention for
a number of years. Only recently, however,
has the broad range of other professional and
technical functions essential to all types of
health services been recognized for its significance.
This group of occupations, so necessary
for the expansion and quality of health services,

I / The term allied health manpower, when used
broadly, covers all those professional, technical
and supportive workers in the field of patient
care, community health, public health, environmental health and related health research who
engage in activities that support, complement
or supplement the professional functions of
administrators and practitioners.
Occupational
categories in which personnel require only
nominal orientation to become fully productive
in the health industry are not included.
The
level of education necessary for employment
is influencing the designations attached to job
titles.
Increasingly, those people trained in
formal education programs that include theoretical and practical courses usually leading to a
certificate or the associate degree are considered
technicians; and those who are required to have
at least a baccalaureate degree are referred to as
technologists.

has been designated as the allied health occupations. It includes an extensive range of endeavors
for which special training or education is required,
,?h
icupatiuznl atugorica and functiui6 if the
allied health professions are undergoing rapid
changes and are presently not well defined.
Unfortunately, nationally and in Philadelphia,
there is a considerable lack of information about
the numbers of people serving in these professions,
their distribution, their education and training,
the ways in which their skills are used, and the
directions that should be taken for better utilization of their skills in the variety of personal and
communtiy health service settings which exist or
are contemplated in the fut'ire.
Because appropriate allied ,ealth manpower planning
and means of data collection do not now exist in
Philadelphia, we could not accurately analyze
presexit and projected needs in this area. However,
if the needs based on national figures are an indication of essential requirements locally, there is an
acute shortage of allied health personnel in Philadelphia. NIH analysts estimate a current 30%
deficit at the baccalaureate or higher level of
preparation in the medical allied manpower field,
and a 40% shortage where less than a baccalaureate
degree is .-equired, The projected increase in
need for all aiied health manpower in 1980 is
63%. Manpower shortages in the allied health
field demand a re-evaluation of the motivational,
recruitment, educational and training programs
now available for meeting present and future manpower needs.

There are, in addition, various problems inherent
in the rapidly expanding field of allied health manpower. Planning at local, regional, and national
levels requires extensive data that are not presently at hand. Changing patterns of health service
delivery are creating changing requirements in
number and types of allied health personnel.
Many workers are being prepared in programs
that do not allow for vertical and horizontal
occupational mobility. They often cannot move
to another related health occupation by building
on their professional preparation and work
experience. Rather, they must start from the
beginning in another basic professional program.
Futhermore, the absence of vertical mobility
among the health disciplines and the restriction
of occupational decisions to only one or at the
most a couple of points of entry virtually closes
the majority of health careers to the socially
and culturally disadvantaged in our society.
Educational concepts and settings are just
beginning to change from the traditional classroom situation to perspective that recognizes
the value of knowledge and skill acquired from
a variety of sources. The extent to which the
knowledge and skills of those employed in the
health professions and occupations are utilized
is a primary factor in delivering quality health
care to all who need it. Many services currently
performed by highly trained professionals can be
performed equally welt by persons with considerably less training. An example of this in Philadelphia is the case of speciallyr trained dental

assistants, under supervisoin in District Health
Centers, successfully assuming tasks previously handled only by graduate dentists. Unfortunately, licensing requirements make expansion of programs of this nature difficult.
Licensure can be a mechanism for helping to
assure the quality of services that allied health
personnel should deliver. We must attempt to
ascertain, however, at what point licensure
moves beyond protection for health care recipients, and becomes, instead, a restrictive
means of excluding qualified and needed health
workers.
A major area that both reflects and reinforces
the problems already describd is that of training and education. In Philadelphia, traning and
educational programs have inadequate enrollments. Uncoordinated programs duplicate one
another; consequently, scarce teaching manpower
is wasted and higher expenses for equipment,
buildings and personnel are incurred. Lack of
a common curriculum for trainees and students
means that education and training are difficult
to transfer from one occupation to another.
Moreover, training and educational curricula
do not always meet the demands of occupational
requirements, nor are these requirements
sufficiently uniform from agency to agency.
Low Entry Health Occupations
A high proportion of persons employed in the health
field (especially in hospitals) occupy low status,
poorly paid, dead-end positions which require little

or no formal education. In Philadelphia, slightly
over 75 percent of these low-level Jobs are held
by blacks, (Table 26)
As a result of minimal training and educational
qualifications needed for easy access occupations, persons employed in them find that the
road upward, which requires Increasing levels
of both training and education, is largely blocked.
Poor incomes normally preclude the possibility
that these workers will obtain further education
on their own time. The unwillingness of emiloyers in most cases to invest in programs
,vhich have released time for training and
education also militates against advancement
beyond low level entry positions. The inability
,if persons already in health occupations to
inove upward eliminates a key reservoir of
potential manpower for levels where real short.ges exist.

Table 26 - Hospital Employees by OccupationFifty Hospitals by Ownership

42 Voluntary
TotAl

Total
Officials, managers
and administrators
Professional (Total)
Physician administrators
Nurses
Other Professional

NPr o iNro

24,077

753

(6,141)

9,235

1/

3 Government
Total

38.4%

66
8.8
1/
373)-(6. 1)

Negro

1,429

788

5 Proprietary
Negrn

55. 10
0

438

235

53.7%
42.8

Z80)

(2 3.6)

(10.6)
0
6.0
31.4

407
4,504
1,027

3
230
138

0.7
5.1
13.4

II
177
92

9.0
26.6
19.6

Technicians

1,893

368

19.4

38

39.5

0

Secretarial and
clerical

4,181

630

15.1

254

27.2

7.3

Craftsmen

819

170

ZO.8

179

39.1

66.6

Operatives

454

174

38. 3

30

73.3

15.0

271

183

67.5

25

84.0

9,565

7,271

76.0

616

85.2

Laborers
Service Workers

1/ Total employees includes 203 and Negro includes 2 not listed by specific
professional occupation.
One hospital provided only a total in this category.
Hospital Employment Study
Commission on Human Relations,

City of Philadelphia,

June,

1966.

76.8

Who Trains Health Workers in Philadelphia?

up six percent of the total number of
nur Ses ti

-- and who is in training? There are five medical schools and a college of osteopathic medicine in Philadelphia. Two university health
sciences training programs include dental
schools. There are thirteen nursing education
programs of which two are degree programs,
one is an associate degree program and the
remainder are hospital based diploma schools,
including that of the Philadelphia Oneeral
Hospital. There were 1, 597 students enrolled
in nurses' training in the fall of 1969.
Allied health manpower education in Philadelphia
is provided by 35 schools that offer programs in
75 disciplines. These include allied health
sciences training programs of universities,
hospital based or private technician training
programs, community college occupational
careers courses. The Philadelphia General
Hospital is included by virtue of its training
programs for x-ray and laboratory technicians.
In 1968 3, 166 students were enrolled in these
various courses.
It is in the upper echelon professional sectors,
requiring extensive educa.ion and training. that
black citizens are acutely under-represented.
Twenty-seven percent of the Philadelphia population is black. Yet, black physicians represent
only three percent of the total number of physicians
in Philadelphia. Black dentists represent seven
percent of the dentists in Philadelphia. Black
registered nurses employed in local hospitas make

l)loyed by these same hospitals.

The enrollment of blacks in medical, dental and
nut sing schools reflects the same pattern of
exclusion. Two percent of medical students are
black. Two percent of students enrolled in
collegiate nursing schools are black; five percent
enrolled in diploma programs aro black; and
approximately ten percent enrolledi in associate
degeee programs are black. It would also be
desirable to know the proportion of Llack interns
and residents in post-graduate training in Philadelphia institutions.
This is available anly for PGH.
(See Table 27.)
There are only three types of health manpower
educational programs in Philadelphia that seem
to be preparing minority citizens in any proportions that approach their numbers in the population. (See Table 28) They each represent different levels of potential career development. Those
being trained as institutional aides are 85% black,
but this is the very career for which there is
only an uncertain ladder up which to rise. Of
the students in training for licensure in practical
nursing, 23% were nonwhite. Particularly If
some of the recommendations of this committee
are followed, there is some opportunity for these
students to go on into higher echelon careers.
The figures for black enrollment in health careers
training at the Community College should be "
especially noted.
Twenty-three percent of these
students are nonwhite. They are in a variety of

training programs, all of them conferring some
degree of college credit, and definite certification or licensure where this is required. Such
advances deserve support.

Who pays? One of the problems evident in our
analysis of these health manpower training
programs lies in the fact that so much of the
cost of training in Philadelphia must be borne
by students themselves.

Table 27 - Black Enrollme nt in Health Education
and Training Programs at Philadelphia General
Hospital - 1969

In the 48 schools of nursing or allied health
training, enrolled students were responsible
for 83. 3% of the tuition costs.
The city government contribution toward these educational costs
accounted for 13.4%.
This was mostly (70% of
it) expended at PGH, but it certainly represents
a greater public contribution toward education
than the approximate 2% which came from state
or federal sources. Voluntary hospitals also
contributed 2% of the costs in aid stipends for
Despite these contributions,
some students.
then, the burden f payment is left on the student.

Type of Program
Internships*
Residencies*
Medical lab technician
Nursing
Diploma
Affiliate
Licensed Practical Nurse
X-ray Technician

rota I Enroll: ment

Black
Students

%Black
Students
2

76

a

15Z

2

1

20

10

50

174
19

18
0

10
0

20

18

90

26

5

19

*Does not include those in the dental post-graduate training programs at PGH.

Another of the most evident problems is that we
do not know in our city whether we are emphasizing the manpower we need to train. Without
definitive manpower planning, we will not know if
the twelve different hospital-based radiologic
technician programs, for example, make any
sense.
These range from free programs to
programs which pays students to train, to courses
which cost the student.
Four of the programs have
less than 10 students.
Only four have more than
30 students.
There are countless more examples
of students in health careers training in many
varieties of technicians and aide programs.
The
costs of these programs to trainer and trainee
cannot be counted as worthwhile, until we know
more of the actual need for various kinds of manpower, and also coordinate their placement
opportunities.

Table Z8 - Black Enrollment in Health Education and
Tri

iii

Piugvtni in

1

l'hildc1
1.
1

- 196?

Type of Program

Estimated
Total Enrollment

Estimated
Black Students

Estimated %
Black Students

Allied Health (Temple, Univ. of Penna.)

368

21

6,0

Allied Health (Com. College)

315

75

23.0

Medical (6 medical schools)

2,989

51

2.0

Dental (includes Dental Schools, and
allied dental training)

1,055

4

0.4

Nursing

1,597

86

5.4

Licensed Practical Nursing

693

158

23.0

Optometry

421

1

0.6

Pharmacy

1,054

33

3.0

Podiatry

160

1

0.6

Institutional Aides

170

145

85.0

C.

The Cost of the Personal Health Care System-Who Pays for What?

1.

Introduction

This analysis of the expenditures for personal
health care in the City of Philadelphia is a
crude estimate of the local medical care market.
It was prepared in order to give a general feel
for total expenditures and the place of public
money, particularly local tax dollars, therein.
A major problem of method has been an approThe
priate definition of the population base.
medical care system in Philadelphia is used by
County residents
county residents--and by others.
use care facilities elsewhere, Since the population has this mobility and some freedom of
choice, no really precise analysis can be done
short of tle nation.
Expenditures for personal health care in Philadelphia were analyzed by breaking them down
into four general categories:
hospital care
physician care
drugs, appliances, nursing home care
and miscellaneous expenditures
, personal health care activities of local
government such as the Department of
Public Health, and the Board of Education,
The guide issue of the American Hospital Asso-

ciation was used to estimate the expenditures on
personal health services for the hospital care
category. The city mercantile license tax base
was used for estimating expenditures for
physician care, nursing home care, and drugs
and appliance. The information from this source
available to this study was based on 1967 gross
business receipts. The City's activities were
estimated from an analysis of Department of
Public Health obligations for 1967, and Board of
Education obligations for 1967- 1968. Pertinent
data was also extracted from reports of the
Department of Public Welfare of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The nature of the data from which information
must be gathered is such that these categories
are not precisely independent. Some nursing
home expenditures, for example, are included
under hospital care. Furthermore, there are
definite biases in the various data sources.
However, useful generalizations may be made.
2,
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When all these sources of expenditure for personal
health care are added up to give a total picture,
the figure equals about $487 million dollars. Since
different years had to be mixed, and expenditures
for health care have been rising each year, these
may be an underestimation of the total local
medical care market. It is, however. a lot of
money and is characteristic of the increasingly
large portion of the gross national product which
is being poured into the "health industry".

National data show a per capita expenditure
throughout the nation of $233 per year per citizen for personal health care as defined by the
categories above.
The estimate for Philadelphia is $238 per capita per year. National data
indicate that such expenditures are usually substantially above the average in large urban centers.
The close similarity of Philadelphia's
figure to the nations, would lead to the belief
that it is underestimated.
But it is an average.
From other sources we do know that private
ayers in Philadelphia probably s pend $300 per
tapita, but Pennsyir ce has provide d ,nly $S t0
per eligible re( ipient.
3.

What Part ldous Government Money Bear?

Of the $187 million (or more spent for personal
health care in 1967-68
Fede ral government ex pendltures in
I'lliladilphia Aa tntd
to $70 m million
or IIt. ,1.. N lici ,, parts A and B,
accounts for the major portion of federal
(Part B co-payment by
contributions.
individials is included as .i federal contribution).
Also included as ad federal
expenditure, are the costs of operating
two federal hospital programs within the
city limits. These federal expenditures
for personal health care, benefitting only
certain tolmlition groups such is the
eldt rly, or vte raio, aniounted to $34.27
per capita.

State government expenditures within
Philadelphia in 1967-68 amounted to
$73 million or 15.4% of the total expended oii personal health care.
The
major portion of this--$59 million-represents reimbursement for care under
Medicaid ("Pennsycare").
The federal
contribution to Medicaid in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is about 54% of
its total value.
Most of the rest of state
expenditures are represented by the direct
provision of care through state hospitals
within Philadel phia County. [le state
expenditures on personal health care
services amounted to $36. 70 per capita.
City government spent approximately
$26 million toward total expenditures for
personal health care iii 1967-68.
This
represents 5. 3% of the total funds spent
for such services,
The major portion of
the city's expenditure, $17.6 nillon, took
place at the Philadelplila General hospital.
This figure includes the approximate
$3 million which was disbursed in that
year hy tht. hospital contract fund for
the
purchase of emnergency and outpatient care.
PGIl served as the fiscal agent for this
fund. The city's other major contributions
we re $5, 000,000 to the pe rsonal health
care activities of th l)eipartnent of Public
l1calth (e. g. - the direct rendering of
medical and dental cre services to
patients as distinguished from environ-

mental health activities and other programs); $2, 100,000 to operate the
medical care programs for residents of
Riverview; and $957, 000 as its contribution through the Health Department, to
the federally assisted Maternity and Infant Care projects.
The school health
program of the Board of Education
amounted to another . 56% of the total
sums spent within Philadelphia.

5.

The city government's expenditures for
personal health care thus amounted to
about $12.60 per capita. (See Chart I)'
4.

Where do These Dollars for Health Care Go?

Total governmental expenditures amounted to
$173 million or 35.6% of the whole.
Of this
large sum, $134 million or 77% of the total
public disbursement--federal, state, and local,
was spent on care rendered by hospitals. Hospital care is defined as both inpatient and outpatient care. However, the major proportion of
these public dollar allocations were for inpatient
care.
Another 12% paid private physicians, and 4% paid
drug stores, nursing homes and miscellaneous
services.

What Comes From the Private SectQr?
The private share totalled $314 million. Almost
53% of this (nearly $174 million) bought hospital
care.

After subtracting public sources of funds from
the total estimate, we find that private sources
accounted for $314 million or 64.4% of the total
sums spent on the health care of individuals in
Phila'lelphia in 1967-68.
(Chart 1)

When all these funds are placed end to end to give
us the grand total of $487.4 million spent within
the City of Philadelphia in 1967-68 on personal
health care, we find that 63% went to hospitals,
28% for physician services, and only 3% to the
direct medical and deal
care activities of the
City. (Chart 2)

These funds came either out of individual pocket
to pay doctor, hospital, dental and pharmacy
bills, or were from an insuring source such as
Blue Croes-Ble Shield.
United Fund disbursements toward the operation of direct health
services programs are also included.
Time sum of $313, 949, 000 represents timse
expend itures from private, rather than gove rnment sources. It Is important to not. that this
includes the $4, 198,000 which the City government contributed to time purchase of health
insurance for its employees.
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6.

Health Among the City's Priorities

What priority has the city government given to
health in economic terms? There are two ways
of approaching this question. The first is to
treat the general fund in two parts: 1) operating
funds, and 2) capital funds. The second way is
to treat the general fund as the total resources
available to the city to allocate to its different
functions, Both approaches were investigated in
detail and, either way, showed a similar picture.
Consequently, only the first approach is discussed.
That is, operating budget trends are analyzed.
This is more useful for decision-making since
operating resources might be regarded as indicative of current priority decisions. Capital
allocations relate to decisions made in the past.
In 1968, City gove rnment spent approximately
13. 7%sof its total operating resources for health
functions. In 1960, the allocation to health was
1U.84% of the City's total operating funds, Table
29 shows that there has boon a small but nearly
steady increase. These are not major increases
in local funds for human health presorvationp or
major marks of a sense of priority in the city
for affecting health or the health care system.

One must dig a little deeper still to answer the
initial question: What priority has health been
within the operating budget resources that are
actually local dollars? In the decade of the 19601s
federal and state governments have greatly increased their contributions to local financing,
especially in the area of health. So it is necessary to subtract out non-local sources of revenue to determine what portion of local dollars
were still used.
In 1960 health activities received 10. 66% of the
operating dollars that were purely local. Since
1961 this trend has been slightly downward, so
The indication from
that it was 9. 16% in 1968.
this analysis is that the City of Philadelphia has
been replacing local tax funds allocated to health
with non-local revenue, to a modest degree.

Table 29 - Trends in the City of Philadelphia General
Fund Activity with Emphasis on the Health Related
Activity (in thousands)

Health Related
Obligations
All City Functions
Obligations

1968

19 66

1964

1962

1960

45,778

34,291

28,706

26,387

23,612

334,210

259,819

223,932

202,943

183,908

'

Health Function as
a Percentage of
All City Functions

13.70%

13,20%

12.82%

13.00%

12.84%

Health Related
Net Revenues

17,801

11,719

9,307

7,523

4,569

Health Related
Obligations
Financed Locally

27,977

19,399

18,864

19,043

Health as a Percent
of All City Functions
Costs of All City Functions
Minus Non-Local Sources
of Revenues
Health as a Percent of
Net Cost to City

8.37%

305,490

9.16%

22,572

8.69%

243,718

9.26%

8.66%

211,922

9.15%

Source:
City of Philadelphia, Annual Financial Reports, and unpublished data

9.30%9

194,364

9.71%

10.35%

178,631

10.66%

It can be argued that this is precisely what
other sources of revenue were meant to do,
namely lighten the burden on the city in the
health area to free resources for other pressing
problems.
It is our belief, however, that the
good intent of Medicare and Medicaid was to
relieve the burden on governmental and citizen
purchasers of health services alike of some of
the costs of certain kinds of care. But the purpose of the relief should have been to free city
dollars to use in creative ways to meet other
health problems that are best handled on the
local level.
Meanwhile, both the federal and the local applications of funds have continued to be spent
in such a way as to push up the costs of care,
There may be more dollars in the system, but
their particular use has not resulted in effective
care; and care of equal quality still remains to
be distributed to all.
7.

Resources for the Individual Health Care
Institutions of the City

The Philadelphia General Hospital
PGFt fulfills several roles in the City of
Philadelphia. It provides inpatient care, outpatient care, emergency room care and home
care.
It serves both the low-income population and City employees. Some of its staff
serve as fiscal agents for the City's program
to purchase ambulatory care.
The Hospital

also provides facilities in which education
and research take place.
The financial
condition of the Hospital is a reflection of
all these functions.
The city contribution to the operation of
PGH has risen from $14. 9 million in
1960 to $18.8 million in 1968. This represents an increase of 26%. However, it
should be pointed out that this contribution
has not had a smooth path upward since 1960.
The city contribution was $16. 2 million in
1961 and only $12.1 million in 1963. After
1963 the city contribution to PGH has
shown a steady increase.
(Chart 3) In order to get a better understanding of the city's
contribution, it is necessary to look at both
revenues and obligations over this time span.
Revenues from other sources have increased,
and especially rapidly since 1966 when collections from Medicare began to be received. In
1960, total revenue at POH was $2, 350, 000.
This was in the main reimbursement by the
state for indigent inpatient care. In 1965,
revenues to the Hospital had increased to
$6, 381, 700, still mainly state funds for inpatient care. In 1968 total revenue at PGH
was up to nearly $13, 000, 000. The major
portion was still reimbursement for inpatient
care, except the money was now coming from
both the state and federal governments.
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Obligations - This requires definition since
there is a difference between cost figures and
city obligation figures.
Cost figures, which
are obtained from the accounting department
of PGH reflect the purchase prices of items
when they are used. Obligation figures equal
expenditures plus encumbrances.
They are
derived from the Budget and Capital Budget
Bureaus of the City's Department of Finance,
Obligation figures reflect the purchase price of
items when they are purchased.
This distinction includes small items like drugs, and large
items like equipment. The cost figure reflects
the depreciated value of equipment in the current year. The obligation figure reflects the
fact that all new equipment is expensed in one
year.
A major problem in following trends would occur if cost figures were used. Over time definitions have changed.
For example, it is only
since 1966 that cost figures have included interest, depreciation, and city apportioned expense.
Therefore, Chart 3 showing trends of
increasing city contributions to POH is based
on obligation figures as here defined.
Some items are unaffected by this change in accounting.
Two major items unaffected are the
medical school affiliation contracts and the emergency and outpatient care purchase program.
Since these two expenditures are the major

contributors to the overall increase in the
costs attributed to PGH, these trends are
important to illustrate.
1968
Medical School
Affiliation
Contracts

1966

$1, 762,100 $

1960

450,000 $400,000

Emergency Outpatient Care Contract Program

3, 069,133

2,990, 711

415, 395

The next question is what does It cost to run PGH
at present? In the terms of the PGH accounting
department, it cost $31,195,882 to run PGH in
1968. (The all inclusive obligation figure for 1968
was $31, 775. 247.
The difference has already been
explained).
A gross breakdown of cost by function for 1968 is
important. Of the total cost of $31.2 million
$19.6 million was spent on inpatient care
$ 5.8 million was spent on outpatient care
$ 5. 3 million was spent on other patient care
All these costs include educational and training
expenses.
Where these are a part of the medical

school affiliation contracts, the contribution
is most heavily to inpatient care.
This is said
because the confusing nature of the present arrangements with the three medical schools,
leaves the city responsible for the staffing of
the emergency room-receiving ward and some

outpatient clinics.
A crude measure of output--or that is, what is
purchased by these dollars, can be derived from
the total number oi patient days, or patient visits.
In 1968, 395, 36Z general care inpatient days were
provided by PGH, This averages at a cost of
$49, 53 per patient (lay.
In a new public hospital built with efficiency and
economy of operation in mind, there is every
reason to believe that cost per patient day could
remain in this favorable rang relative to tire
cost per patient nay In other hospitals.
This is
one of the many reasons for feeling that the city
is obligated to show the way in building . new
public hospital.
'rite cost to the city of purchasing care in other hospitals, at present rates,
would be about $20 per day more than its own
direct operations require.
Tire general outpatient departments at PGH provided 218,181 care visits in 1968,
This means an
average cost of about $Z0. 70 per visit. There
are some accounting problems wit
regard to how
certain cost centers are apportioned between

inpatient and outpatient care. Also the
total outpatient cost is here disbursed
among a great variety of functions from
compensation clinic services, to short
pediatric follow-up visits.
Therefore, the
average cost of outpatient visits is high.
Nevertheless, it is a fair estimate.
After the non-city revenue of $12.9 million
received in 1968 is subtracted, the net cost
to the city of operating PGFI in 1968 was
$181210, 818.
.

$7.9 million went for inpatient care

.

$5.2 million went for outpatient care

*

$4. 95 million was spent on other
patient care.

Tie rest of the disbursements even included
the $148,000 it cost to provide steam to heat
th convention center across the boulevard.

The Department of Public Health
The Department of Public Health carries
traditional public health control functions
and also performs personal health care functions.
The public health functions are carried
out through three divisions: a) Air Management,
b) Environmental Ilazards division, and c) Investigation of Deaths. The personal health care
functions of the Department of Public Health are
carried out directly through the Community
Health Services component, and by purchase
through the Mental Health and Mental Retardation component.
The function of the genortd
support division is to give executive direction
to the entire department.
This includes policy
development and planning as well as administrative direction covering fiscal, organization
and rioethod analysis, personnel and building
maintenance.
So, the general support division
contributes to both the public health function
and the personal health care function.
The city contribution to the Department of Public Ilealtli has shown a steady increase since
1960 (Chart 4). Revenue has also increased even
faster, It cost $6, 394,061 to operate the department in 1960 and this had increased to$12, 373, 703
by 1968. The city contribution to the department
has been steadily increasing even with increasing
revenues.

Using 1967 obligation figures, it can be
shown that it cost somewhat more than
$11 million to run the Department of Public Health. exclusive of the Philadelphia
General Hospital. About 77% of this total
calculates as having been spent on various
activities that can be classified as personal
health care services.
It is estimated that
it cnst about $6.6 million to operate the
Community Health Services component of the
department exclusive of the federally assisted Maternity and Infant Care projects.
(Table 30) This component is the other major
provider of personal health care services,
through the District Health Centers.

FUNDSCONTRIBUTED
Wt: -CITY

D
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1962

1964
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OPERATING COST: 1960 - 1968

1966

1968

CASH
REVENUE

TABLE 30 - Department of Public health
1967 Obligations and Other Estimated Expenses

Total Cost of the Department of Public
Llealth )_ General Functiun:

Department of Public
HIealth Components
Air Management
Control of Environmental
Hazards
Investigation of Deaths
Community Health Services
Mental health and Mental
Retardation
General Support

Public Ilealth
Control Function
Personal Health
Function
TOTAL

1967 Obligations
$ 410,891
9,93, 700
575, 494
$6,576,266
287,097
558, 334
I, 401, 782

$2, 1

De.'parten ,f 1_:_
iWT U

Personal Hlealth Function
a) ZOO level tbligatiots
b) 500 level obligatiois
c)
sldit'est ibligatio s
d) 700 and 800 level obligations
Total Personal

$

19,614
176, 599

37,800
2,171819
$

(23.4%)
(76. 6%)
In 1967
$8,202, 748
559, 619
",567
$8, 202, 748
1,620,000

,835

7,2Z70,947

,:___the
Adlitimal,
Overhead Cost, Oof
Public health Coitrol Ionctot
i) 2)9 level ,jlsi,*atk',us
(contract servi es)
b) 500 levr I 'l Iligationt
(contributions to other health
related agenui e)
c) Indirect obligations
d) 700 anid 800 level obligaittion(Capital items)
Total Public Ilhalth Overhead

Community Health Care
Mental lHealth and Mental
Retardation (city portion)
Total Personal Health
Csomm
ity IHealth Cart
les
Maternity ind htif snt
Care
(,st (Approx)

Fun timal Breakd,)wn of
ObliyIations
Public health Functi'm
Per tonal lerallth Function

2,612,037
8, 562, 36 1
$11,174,404

,181,202

$ 201,289
608,286
lO, 200
3-9, 645

lcalth Overhead $1,291,120

Gost to run Commnity IHealth
Services

$6,582, 748

Because of the current accounting methods,
it is not possible to derive a cost per patient
visit for the variety of personal health care
services rendered in the District Health Centers.
Such a figure would also be relatively
meaningless if given as an average for services
as diverse as a physical examination in a well
child conference, or the comprehensive child
dental care program, or the involved epidemiologic work related to VD control vs. the
few minutes necessary for a walk-in immunization or a PAP smear for cervical cancer
detection. However, as rapidly as the care
becomes more comprehensive, it is essential
that accounting methods permit the calculation
of cost per patient visit, as is possible in a
well-run hospital.
For the purposes of this study, the best derivation that could be made was an average cost
per medical-dental activity. The costs of
operating the health center s plus a portion of
their administrative and educational overhead
was related to the total number of visits (July
1967-June 1968) to all services that could be
considered in the range of personal health care
(for which the city paid) as above defined,
The average cost of medical-dental activity for
all the health centers can then be figured in two
ways. A low of $9. 63 is calculated if the costs
of mass chest x-ray surveys and laboratory
tests are included. Laboratory tests arei known
to cost an average of $1. 25, and the costs of
mass chest x-ray service , are calculated at $1.00

per film taken. If these two activities are netted
out,the more direct medical-dental activities
average $24.70.
One of the reasons the cost appears so high,
under traditional and categorical service
arrangements, is that the centers and their
space, personnel and supplies are underutilized.
More people could be seen at no additional cost.
Riverview
The City contribution to the operation of Riverview has risen from $1,264,411 in 1960 to
$2, 507, 859 in 1968. This represents an increase
df 98% from 1960 to 1968, however, similar
to PGl1, time City contribution to Riverview has
not had a smooth path upward since 1960. Tht
City contribution was $1, 509, 123 in 1962 and
only $807,226 in 1965. From there, the City
contribution has increased and in 1968 it was
up to an all-time high, As was stated for POll,
the financial resources of Riverview are an
interplay between revenues and obligations.
Revenue - In 1960,totalrevenue at Riverview
revenue
was $459, 701. The major part of this
s
technically came from the resident themselves.
Actually, the category titled "direct from
patients and residents" represents revenue
from federal and state income maintenance programs and private pensions and trusts. In 1960,
revenue from the state was 14.9% of total revenues. By 1963, as the Medical Aid to Aged
Prograin began, the percentage of total rove-

nue from the state increased to 31. 3% and by 1968
the percentage was up to 64.0% of total revenues.
It should be pointed out that State M.A.A. funds
declined by $370, 000 from 1966 to 1967.
This
is a reflection of problems Riverview had with
regard to the quality of care at the institution,
and mandated improvements which are being
made.

8.

City Economic Resources Devoted to
Health Professions Education

Analysis has shown that health professions
education in Philadelphia is subsidized by
local public budget in only three ways ...
through the training programs of the Philadelphia General Hospital, including the payment of salaries to physicians in training, and
through the use cf Board of Education budget
One-third of the costs of training programs at
the Community College also comes from.city
funds.
The production of training at the Philadelphia General Hospital, in economic terms
is a complicated process. It Is a process that
results in two products:

Obligations - The distinction between costs and
City obligations has already been discussed.
The same problem of definition is present with
regard to the figures for Riverview.
Riverview
does not have a cost accounting department, for
very practical reasons.
The general accounting
division of the Finance Department has prepared
the annual cost report since 1963. Consequently,
cost data are only available since that year.
Further, the cost statement only breaks cost down
into two functional categories, custodial care
and nursing home care.
In fact, there are
three functions or types of care provided at
Riverview: a) infirmary care, b) nursing home
care, and c) custodial care.

a)

training of students to become health
professionals;

b) health care services rendered by these
students as a part of their training.
Obviously, the City is interested in both of
these products, but its primary focus is on
the health care services which must be
provided.

In 1960 it cost $1, 724, 112 to operate Riverview.
This has increased every year since 1960 so
that by 1968 the cost was $4, 064, 565.
The total
number of patient care days provided at Riverview in 1968 was 292, 242.
This is equivalent
to a 93.2% overall occupancy level and results
in an average per diem cost of $13. 77 for all
types of care.

In 1968, the total monetary cost of all training programs at the Philadelphia General
Hospital was $4, 550, 301.
This consisted of
$3, 147,693 direct cost and $1,402,608 of
overhead cost. The major portion of overhead
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costs related to items quite easy to isolate, such
as the operation and maintenance of the Nurses'
residence.
An individual breakdown by program of the
allocation of City funds to training is as follows:
Employee's In-service Training*
Practical Nurse - Cooperative
Training Program
Registered Nurses Training
$558,642 - Administration
520,606 - General RN
Students
83,299 - Affiliated Rn
Students

-

$42, 56Z

$36,160
$1 ,162,547

X-Ray Technology Training

$52,959

Medical Laboratory Training

$24,975

Physician Education
Cost factor in Affiliation
contracts assignable to
educational time

$3,231,097

$651, 077
$1,743,594

M.D.
M. D.

& Dental Residents
& Dental Interns

Total (1968)

$508,087
$4,550, 301

This figure does not include the probable cost
of employee time away from service, to participate in In-service training.

In general, it can be assumed that about 55%
of the costs of these training programs comes
from City budget. This is said because the
City has received some direct revenue related
to these training programs, such as $44,004
from the State in 1968 for the registered nurse
training.
The City also recognized indirect revenue in
the name of the patient care which trainees render. Both Medicare (Title 18 of the Social
Security Act) and Pennsycare (Title 19) reimburse the City for patient care on the basis of
actual cost. In 1968, the City received approximately 45% of the actual costs of the Philadelphia
General Hospital from these sources which include training programs in the definition of actual cost.
Thus, it can be inferred that city taxpayers
contributed about $2. 55 million in 1968 to health
professions training conducted through the
Philadelphia General Hospital. The largest proportion of this local subsidization of health professions training was allocated, through the
medical school affiliation contracts, to medical
(physician and dentist) education, and the second
largest portion to the registered nurse training
program. The remaining sum of approximately
$2. 1 million was paid by the various reimbursement programs of the federal and state governments, and thus is still the taxpayer's money,
but not that left to the City to disburse.

Benefits From These Expenditures 'for Training
Some of the training programs at the Philadelphia
General Hospital paid for with City funds do result in some direct health care services of value.
The method for assigning such values is based on
the concept of "shadow prices". That is, on the
basis of numbers of hours of services rendered
while in training and as a part of training, what
would these same hours of service have cost if
paid for directly?
The cooperative Practical Nursing program
produced approximately $40,000 worth of service.
The Registered Nurse Education program produced approximately $538, 800 worth of service.
The Medical Education program produced approximately $2, 718, 000 worth of service.
The X-ray Technology training program produced $47, 400 worth of service.
* The Medical Laboratory Technician training
program produced $26,200 worth of service.
Thus, $3, 370,450 worth of health care services
accrued to the citizens of Philadelphia using the
Philadelphia General Hospital from those in training programs financed by combinations of federal,
state and local of taxpayer's money.

What additional benefits to Philadelphians
derive from the taxpayer's investment in
health professions training? The most obvious economic advantage is in the increase
in income and productivity of the trainees.
The in-service training program, if conducted so as to actually result in the professional advancement of employees, is a
good example of a potential use of local
dollars to increase both the capability for
service, and the productivity and taxable income of Philadelphia's residents.
Another advantage is to help reduce any
critical shortage of health manpower in a
This is an appropriate eccity or region.
onomic benefit to a community if the health
manpower trained remains generally available to that community. The premise behind
this statement is that the local dollar must
first apply to the benefit of the community which
disburses it.
Certain information from the current training
programs at PGH will give some useful insight
into the use of taxpayer's money to train health
manpower that remained in Philadelphia to benefit by both service and its own increased productivity.

*

Cooperative Practical Nursing Program 17 of 27 August 1969 graduates stayed to
work at PGH; 7 stayed to work in the City;
only 3 left the community.
Registered Nurse Training Program of 53 August 1969 graduates, 43 stayed to
work at PGH; 8 stayed to work in
Philadelphia; 2 went outside the City.
X-ray Technology Program of I graduates in 1969, 7 stayed to work at
PGH; 3 stayed in the City; only I left
Philadelphia.
Medical Laboratory Program of 10 graduates in 19b9, 6 stayed to work at
PGH;
4 stayed to work in Philadelphia.

These five programs then appear to be effective with regard to training and retaining health
manpower to serve in Philadelphia. Whether
numbers of enrollees are sufficient to meet
present and projected manpower needs, or conversely whether the same dollars would be
better applied to training other kinds of health
professionals, is a decision which must await
the development of rational health manpower
planning for Philadelphia.

No precise data are available on the graduates from the medical education programs
at PGH. However, an analysis from national data underscores the well-known fact
that physicians operate in a national market
and their locational decisions are seldom
dependent upon where they receive their
training. Since no administrative leverage
is used over these medical graduates in the
form of some requirement for future service to Philadelphia in return for the City's
subsidization of their post-graduate medical
education, few graduates presently stay in
the City, and even fewer in the service of the
Philadelphia General Hospital.
It is an interesting note that certain other
professional trainees whose salaries and
tuition (M. P. H. degrees) are subsidized by
the City, such as those doctors and dentists
in public health residencies, are required to
repay this community.
They must spend a
certain period of time after the completion
of this post-graduate education, in the service of the City of Philadelphia.
It may be in this area of subsidization of
health professions education that the City would
wish to rethink the use of its money.
The
same sum of $3, 231, 097 currently involved
in the medical and dental post-graduate education programs, could purchase the direct
services of as many as 100 full-time physicians

and dentists at the round figure bf $30, 000
per professional and still leave sufficient
money to salary nearly 20 medical and/or
dental residents.
The committee is recommending that the
city continue some investment in training
physicians, but the growing trend for natlonat
and State-wide medical education assistance
is more appropriate to workers in a national
market. Since it is believed that medical
schools in Philadelphia prepare about onehalf the physicians who supply the state, it
is important that the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania continue its support of these
medical schools.

Table 31 - Costs of Training Programs at
Philadelphia General Hospital in 1968
OVERHEAD
COST

DIRECT
COST

TOTAL MONETARY COST OF
PRODUCTION PROCESS

Programs
28, 363

14,199

42,562

Practical Nursing Students
(Cooperative Program)

1 9,576

16,584

36,160

Registered Nursing Education:
Admin.

494,386

64,256

558,642

69,889

450,717

520,606

564,275

83,299
598,272

17162, 547

101,246

127,384

228,630

1)

In-Service Training:

2)

3)

Admin.

Registered Nursing Students
R.N. Affiliate Students
TOTAL R. N, PROGRAM
4)

Medical Education:

Admin.

83,299

Medical School Contracts:
Medical Education Portion
Medical Residents
Medical Interns
Dental Interns
Dental Residents
TOTAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
5)

X-ray Technology Students

6)

Medical Laboratory Students

TOTALS

651,077

-

651,077

1,406,999

336,595

1,743,594

310,100

197,987

508,087

42,545

25,851

68,396

23,512
2,535,479

7,801
695,618

31,313
3,231,097

-

52,959

52,959

24,975

24, 975
4,5 50, 301

-

1,402,608

3,147,693
167

9.

existence of a crisis oriented delivery system is the present economic incentive. Some
support is supplied to resources into which
people can come, unknown as to their total
health picture, and receive isolated episodes
of care. Considerable support is supplied to
inpatient care resources as a last resort effort to unravel problems that might have been
prevented.

The Potential Leverage of The Public Dollar
Personal Health Services

The total public dollar is quite meaningful in
the local medical care market since it represents about 35% of all expenditures for
personal health care services. However, the
leverage afforded the city by local tax dollar
input does not now produce an effective economic voice.
Under its current allocations
for personal health care services, the city
contributes 5-6% of the total. In terms of
total economic leverage, this gives the city
little control. If more control or surveillance over the uses of federal and state public
dollars were expected of the city, its leverage
would be increased.

Reimbursement schemes used by the federal
government, the state government and the
health insurance irdustry supply strong inThe
centive for the use of acute hospital care.
individual and his prime consultant--the physician--have relatively little incentive to use
less expensive types of care, or to concentrate on the prevention of disease.
If the system for the delivery of personal health
services could be redirected from crisis medical care, definite benefits would accrue to the
One would be medical
citizens of Philadelphia.
in nature; namely, better health. A second
would be economic in nature. If the change
from episcIic care to comprehensive care took
place, after a short phasing period, the total
cost for personal health care in Philadelphia
would remain the same if inpatient hospital
care declined by only 32%. The question is
whether more than this decline can be expected.
The national per capita inpatient days utilized
The figure
per annum were 1. 168 days in 1968.
for the city of Philadelphia was approximately
1. 760 days in 1969. Well-run comprehensive

However, in terms of marginal economic
leverage, the city has a great deal of potential
voice.
Of all of the public agencies disbursing
tax dollars into the health care system, the
now
has the most flexibility.
The city
city
could exercise its potential economic ability
to make the medical care system more rational by giving inure budget priority to health
care, or changing the emphasis of its health
care programs, or both.
What can tue city do to rationalize Philadelphia's health care system? Health care in the
city, and in the nation as a whole, is one of
A major reason for the
crisis medicine.

168

care organizations do better. The Group Health
Association of Washington, D. C. has a figure of
.56 days of inpatient care per capita per annum,
Thus, there
and Kaiser has a figure of . 4 days.
is a potential saving to the citizens of the city if
their inpatient hospital utilization declines by
more than 32%. The prospects are good for such
savings.
The incentives, specifically the reimbursement
mechanisms, must be changed in order to let
the consumer and the physician make the system
The incentive must be supplied
more rational.
The city
to keep people well and out of hospitals.
cannot change this economic incentive alone. It
can use its political, moral and economic strength
to lead the way.
Health Professions Education
The City of Philadelphia now spends a considerable sum on health manpower training, primarily through its subsidies to the postgraduate education of interns and residents at
PGH.
It also contributes about 13% of the total
costs of allied health training and nursing education. Most of this also goes to its direct
operation of training at PGH.
For this contribution it is probably not now
getting a product that is of the greatest benefit. The present use of local money in education is not benefiting citizens who most need
to become better trained and more productive,
nor is it emphasizing the particular manpower
supply the City may most need for the future.

However, the City's money, as with the provision of personal health care services may
be redirected. In order to make policy decisions so that this redirection can bring the
most direct benefit to the City, health manpower planning is imperative.
The present system by which the City subsidizes health profession education also raises
some question as to whether these methods can
conform to democratic principles of self-help
The
and equal educational opportunity for all.
City does control the admission requirements
(RN program, x-ray and lab technician programs), and the Board of Education administers
admission to the practical nurse training program. Some of these programs are helping
raise the sights and increase the incomes of
Philadelphia's own residents.
Admission to the medical education programs
is controlled by the affiliated medical schools.
The City has no demonstrable influence over
the development of physicians to serve its own
people, or the kinds of physicians trained
(community and family doctors vs. specialists),
or the race or sex of those in training. This is
a current fact--though the City pays the bill.

10.

Summary (Is the City's Dollar Used Effectively?)

To answer this question an effort was made to
assess, in economic terms, the City's input
into personal health services divided into
functional categories.
These are:
emergency care
ambulatory care
long-term chronic diseases care
acute general inpatient care
special care
- related to City's role as an employer,
- related to the care of social problems.
On the theoretical level, these categories do
make sense. That is, each category relates to
a distinct type of care. Each type of care is
organized differently in order to deliver the
appropriate medical services which the population requires. In a well organized medical
care delivery system there should be linkages
between the different functions.
That is, each
form of care should attempt to phase patients
into the most appropriate type of care for the
specific problem involved. If the health care of
the population is considered both a fundamental
right plus a fundamental need, then the relative
costs of the different types of care can be
analyzed in two ways.
The first analysis of relative costs relates to
the internal efficiency of phasing within the

system.
This focuses on whether patients are
receiving the least costly type of care which is
appropriate to their needs. The second analysis
of relative costs relates to the internal efficient]
of the structure of the current system. This
focuses on whether one type of care can be a
substitution for another type of care, and does this
substitution result in a lower total cost for the.
system and/or a higher level of health to th
population. A well organized medical care ldelivery system will of necessity be internally
efficient both with regard to using the lowest
cost type of care appropriate to the problerr,
and with regard to substituting that type of care
which results in the lowest total cost.
But what is reality?
The current system is not
internally efficient. For example, the estimated
resources devoted to emergency care, are
definitely an overstatement of the actual resources
Under the current
devoted to emergency care,
system, the population is using expensive emergency care because ambulatory care (less expensive) is not readily available to them. Chronic
care patients are occupying expensive general
acute care facilities rather than less expensive
extended care facilities because these are in low
supply.
In 1968 the City spent about $2 ,600, 000 on
"emergency care" at PGH and nearly
$1,000,000 in purchasing emergency room care.
However, neither the receiving ward at PGH nor
the emergency rooms from which care was
bought should be considered as offering solely

emergency care.
There is a mixture of both
emergency and ambulatory care.
In 1968 the City spent approximately $15, 300,000
on ambulatory care. However, this is a gross
overstatement of the actual resources devoted
to ambulatory care.
In 1968 the personal health
activities of the Department of Public Health,
through its Community Health Services and
Mental Health and Mental Retardation components, were far from comprehensive ambulatory care. So, the actual resources devoted
to ambulatory care by the City w-s closer to
$7,000,000.
Resources devoted to chronic care by the City
in 1968 amounted to $11,306,624.
Money allocated to acute inpatient care in 1968 amounted to $14,254,786.
The data in these two
categories also present a severe problem.
The
facts are not independent on a functional basis
in the current system which keeps chronic care
patients in acute care beds.
Special care is a category which requires attention. The City spent about $1, 000, 000 in 1968
for personal health activities in its role as
employer. Only another $152,000 can be clearly separated out as expenditures for personal
health services related to social problems.
This figure is a major understatement of the
actual resources devoted to such special problems. Many social problems which exist in
Philadelphia go undiagnosed as such, and only

the secondary problem (sometimes medical) is
treated.
These are classified as chronic cases
or acute care cases. Since the current ways of
dealing with these problems do not solve them,
the expenditures go on and on in time--in police
costs, in educational system costs, in the intimely deaths of the victims of alcoholic drivers,
in welfare costs.
In 1968 the total resources devoted to personal
health services by the city was $45 million. A
true percentage distribution of this cost by
functional activity would be interesting. But
this is not possible to analyze accurately until
both the phasing and structure of the system is
made logical. The cost benefits, including in
better health and functioning for citizens, could
then also be understood.
A sample of these cost benefits can be summarized by trying an economic analysis of one of
the major recommendations of this report. That
is that the City itself put major emphasis on
changing the local system for delivering medical
care, that it stress comprehensive first-line
family preventive services, rather than putting
most emphasis on inpatient beds. Obviously,
the main goal of the medical care system will
remain the same: to have the population as
healthy as possible.
The change is proposed
because it is felt that current stress on expensive in-hospital care is not achieving the goal.

Operationally, what this change would require is that ambulatory care facilities be
made available to the population (the wider
the population definition, the better),
These
facilities should be adequately staffed to provide the full line of medical care services
which the population requires. This would
include general medical care services like preventive medicine, screening, diagnostic analysis, and treatment of problems.
It would
also include special medical care services
like treatment of alcoholism and drug addiction, and the care of psychiatric disorders.
There should be emphasis on ambulatory
care techniques in the management of these
disorders.
This will require a drastic
change in the current methods of care. Certainly, the medical profession would agree
that there are many such patients who could
be cared for in a manner other than occupying a bed for an extended period of time.
Innovation and experimentation in this area
must be done.
Estimated cost of providing medical care
services under the current delivery system
to an assumed population of 60,000 people.
Let's assume a population (or subscriber)
size of 60, 000 people with characteristics
similar to the general population (except
lower income, which means that they are not
now receiving the medical care services which
they require).

This population in Philadelphia is currently
using or receiving about 180,000 out-ofhospital visits per year (about 3 visits per
person per year), for example, in the health
centers.
These visits are not of a comprehensive nature. This population is currently using
about 76, 560 inpatient hospital days per year.
* at 3 visits per 60,000 per person per year
S(180, 000 visits) at $15 per visit
$2, 700,000
(estimated current cost of outof-hospital care).
* at 1.276 inpatient days per 60,000 persons,
76, 560 hospital days were used.
If the City were to purchase all this care, we
would have to assume a price of $100 per day.
(The hospital b-d cost plus the price of the physician).
The total cost to purchase inpatient
care would be $7,656,000.
If it were provided
directly in a public hospital it might cost 80%
to one-half of this price. Therefore, perpetuating the current system would cost for 60, 000
people from $6, 578, 000 to $10, 356, 000.
Estimating the costs under the new system
It is expected that under the new system, the
number of ambulatory visits per person per year
will increase significantly. !t is assumed here
that this figure will be about 7 visits per person

per year. Then the 60, 000 population would
require about 420, 000 ambulatory care visits
per year.
It is assumed that it wilt cost about $12 per
visit to supply this ambulatory care. Why is
this lower than the current system? The current system is very poorly organized institutionally, and the physician is very clearly
receiving an economic rent for his services.
Under the new system, the city might be able
to integrate the organizational structure, and
act as a purchaser of physician care from
groups of physicians.
These factors should lead to a lower average
cost. It is further thought that, as the program
progresses, as additional segments of the population use the new system, the average cost
per visit can well decline to a $10 figure because the marginal cost to provide the services
for the additional membership will be extremely
low. This is proven from efficient group practice experience.
However, for comparative
purposes, the $12 per visit figure will be used.
420, 000 ambulatory visit
at $12 per visit
gives $5,040,000 estimated cost of
ambulatory care visits.
If we were spending the $10, 356, 000 envisioned
before, by subtraction we would still have
$5, 316, 000, as a break even figure to purchase

inpatient care. This could 'uy at $100 per day,
53, 160 days of inpatient care at . 886 days per
person.
It has already been pointed out that
under successful comprehensive ambulatory
care programs emphasizing prevention and
health maitenance, much less hospital care
is used.
If we were providing care in a hospital directly operated by the public auspice, we would still
have, using the current estimate of lesser expenditure about $1, 538, 000 toward that form of
inpatient care. And even today more than 50%
of acute care days at PGH are reimbursed by
federal and state third party payment programs.
The percentage of reimbursement would rise if
unreimbursable patients now at PGH (such as
long-term custodial cases, certain psychiatric
problems) were cared for in othei ways.
With regard to reimbursement for ambulatory
care, the City would have to begin negotiations
with the state as soon as possible to arrive at
some innovative way to share the cost of services provided. Currently, the City does not
receive any money from the state for care provided through its district health centers, but it
does receive money from the state for outpatient
care provided at PGH. Since some of the target
population involved would be relatively low income, the state has a clear responsibility and the
federal government should also share in the cost
of the program. Further, the city might explore
the possibility of charging some clients for some

of the services.
with only modest
city could expend
and obtain better

It should be apparent that
collections for services, the
only what it is now spending,
care for more people.

C,'

D.

1.

The Organization and Role of the Public
Sector
Introduction

In previous sections of this report it has been
pointed out that the City of Philadelphia is more
heavily involved in providing personal health
care for its citizens than some urban governments.
It does this both by the direct provision
of services -through the Philadelphia General
Hospital,
the District Health Centers,
Riverview Home for the Aged,
and School Health Services
program of the Board of Education;
and by arrangements to purchase care. Both the
Health Department, and the Department of Welfare negotiate and supervise purchase of care.
The mandates to be deeply involved in providing for the personal health pare of PhiladelThe charge
phia's citizens are not at issue.
given to the Department of Health by the Home
Rule Charter is sufficiently broad to have supported the development of a firm nucleus of
health services ranging from preventive care
to comprehensive family health care, hospital
services and environmental health control.
The Charter is also regarded by most experts
in public administration as providing an exceptionally well conceived structure for modern

There are minor
and efficient government.
flaws, but in general, the document outlines
mechanisms of government that are rational
and can function well in behalf of the people
Chart 5 shows a table of organization of the
government of the City of Philadelphia and of
It is evithe Department of Health within it.
dent that from the Mayor, through the Managing Director, to the operating service departments there is a chain of command, and
delegation of the implementation of public
Budgeting,
policy into operating programs.
which Is a key part of planning, has the same
relatively smooth flow back up through the decision making chain.
There are minor inefficiencies in the translation of such centralized functions as personnel
hiring and purchasing into the operations of a
department as large as health and with specialized needs.
But there is little in city structure
Sugthat makes thee.e insurmountable problems.
gestions for improvement will be made in this
section.
The final area which poses difficulties for the
Department of Public Health is the present lack
of a clear strategy for affecting the commuSince the Charter
nity's health care system.
mandates the responsibility for the good health
of all, this problem may result only from lack
of support in previous times for an all encompassing interpretation of this responsibility.
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The assumption of many persons in the United
States has been that government should only
act to assume responsibility when the private
sphere has shown itself incapable of dealing
This type of reawith a particular problem.
soning has led to the proliferation of government by crisis. The effects of this thinking
have been felt especially in our urban areas.
The prophecy that government operations will
run with considerable internal and external
troubles is therefore self-fulfilling, given
the circumstances which generally precede
government intervention.
Through a combination of historical circumstances, insights developed in other reports,
and good fortune, the City of Philadelphia has
developed a nucleus of services covering a
broad spectrum of health. Decisions must be
reached in the near future which will enable
the City to effectively apply the impact provided-by this nucleus in the interest of all
residents of Philadelphia.
This is not to imply that larger operational
and organizational difficulties do not exist
within the Department of Public Health, or in
the coordinative role of the Office of the Managing Director which should be able to mandate
consistency between the health care operations of the Departments of Health and of Welfare for example. But we hope to show that
these difficulties lie in the administrative

mechanisms chosen at the operating levels,
rather than in fatal defects of overall governTherefore, they could be
mental structure.
Occasionally, the
remedied administratively.
Charter itself has left important areas of responsibility unclear, as in the case of the operation of the Philadelphia General Hospital within
the context of public health policy. Yet legal
interpretations of the past have never ruled out
the right to these clarifications in the public interest.
Positive efforts, backed by recent recommendations of City Council after a typical health care
crisis, are being made to enable the City to effect
a smoother transition from one emphasis to another within the total health care field. A position called the director of health planning, has
been created and filled within the Health Commissioner's Office. Staff, when developed, will
provide long-range, on-going planning efforts
for the department both internally, and in its
Hoperelevant role toward the whole system.
fully this will enable potential problems and dedealt
with
before
cisions to be anticipated and
they become crisis. T-is unit should be made
fully operational at the earliest date and its role
within the department made somewhat more explicit as a continuing step in the development of
City health strategy.
Therefore, the City of Philadelphia through its
Health Department now stands in an embryonic

but potentially commanding position insofar
as leverage to affect the health care delivery
system is concerned. Data contained in other
sections of this report supports the belief that
the economic leverage controlled by the City
may, if used properly, be sufficient to assist
change in the whole system. The organizational foundation of the Philadelphia Department of Public Health is potentially as valuable a resource as funds in the implementation of any strategy which might be formulated.
2.

A Public Mission to Fulfill, and
Administrative Problems Along the Way

The Philadelphia General Hospital
a) Its Mission
Philadelphia General Hospital is the oldest
hospital in continuous service in the United
States. Its mission is to provide good inpatient,
outpatient and emergency care. Admission to
PGH services is limited chiefly to Philadelphians who are unable to obtain such care elsewhere. For a time this was actually the stated
admissions policy of the hospital, but in 1969
the Board of Health, responsible under the City
Charter for determining such policy, broadened
the definition of eligibility for admission to cover all manner of patients- - resident and nonresident- -indigent and affluent. In fact and
custom the user of the hospital coincides with

the earlier policies for admission. This picture is repeated often in the data compiled for
this report.
Perhaps the most significant internal management problems within the public health care
sector are posed by the current methods for
administering and staffing the Philadelphia
General Hospital. They are designed to carry
out this important mission of patient care. A
description of these mechanisms should clarify
whether or not they permit the mission's accomplishment.
b)

Administration

The responsibility for "direction and control
of the day to day operations" of the Philadelphia
General Hospital is vested by the Charter in a
Board of Trustees. Satisfactory hospital conditions, adequate facilities, proper care of patients,
proper staffing of the hospital, and like matters
are made the direct responsibility of this board.
It is attached by further Charter enumeration, to
the Department of Public Health which is responsible for determination of how many patients
PGH may treat and the kinds and numbers of cases
it shall treat.
This area of responsibility is an
off-shoot of the Department's responsibility to
formulate overall City policy in the health field.
The Board of PGH has no autonomous budgeting
authority.
The Board of Trustees of PGH consists of six members, each appointed for four
years by the Mayor, plus the Commissioner of
Public Health, who serves as an ex officio member.

The executive director of PGH is appointed by
He has a dual
the Hospital Board of Trustees.
responsibility to the Board of Trustees and the
Health Commissioner, an unwieldy arrangement which is somewhat offset by the fact that
the Health Commissioner is himself a member
The executive diof the Board of Trustees.
rector is responsible for the administration
of the hospital "in all its departments".
c)

Staffing

for Medical Services

Medical care services by physicians at PGH
are provided in various ways. Emergency,
compensation clinic and some outpatient clinic
services are provided through contracts between the city and individual or groups of
physicians. All ancillary services are staffed
by civil service employees whether physicians
or technicians. Direct patient care services
are provided primarily by physicians contracted
Jefferson and the
for through the Hahneman,
University of Pennsylvania medical schools.

of the particular services for which it has
contracted.
The professional staff of each medical school
division consists of a nucleus of full-time
faculty members, whose salaries are disbursed by the affiliated schools. However,
the conditions of the city's contracts of
affiliation are such, that City funds provide a significant proportion of the money
for these salaries,
In addition, there are faculty of the medical
There is
school who serve at PGH part-time.
a staff of residents and interns for each of the
three teaching services. The salaries of house
officers are paid entirely by the City. "The
composition and the staffing pattern (of the
division) will be determined by the coordinator
(of the medical school division) in consultation
with the executive director of PGH and the dean
of the medical school."
d)

These contracts (re the agreement o, June 5,
1968) provide that as an "integral part of the
responsibility of providing high quality patient
care", the medical schools also engage in and
promote medical education and research at
PGH. "Substantial autonomy in appointing
and supervising the professional staff" is
specifically agreed to by the City. Each
medical school is permitted in specific language
in its contract, a separate hospital division,
independent of other divisions, for the delivery

Coordination

The mechanism set up to achieve coordination
between the three medical school divisions
(each with separate Departments of Medicine,
Surgery, Pediatrics, etc. ) is a group of medical school coordinators who are supposed to
function as the link between the hospital's
executive director and the medical school personnel in the hospital. They report to their
respective deans at appropriate times.

Still another body which functions as a coordinating agent is the Joint Conference Committee. It consists of two representatives of
the Board of Trustees designated by the chairman of the board, the Health Commissioner,
two representatives of the medical staff designated by the president of the medical staff, the
coordinator of each medical school, the executive director of PGH and the Hospital's own
medical director.
(Because of the provisions
of the affiliation contracts for three vertical care
services, this individual is in reality responsible only for the city staffed medical operations such as Radiology, Clinical Pathology).
The Joint Conference Committee
makes its recommendations jointly to the Board
of Trustees and the medical staff. It is concerned with inter-school and inter-divisional
relationships, with review of patient care
recommendations and proposed new and revised programs, and with all problems in
policy and administration of the medical staff
which are of mutual interest to the medical
staff, the administration of the Hospital and
the Board of Trustees.
In addition to these two bodies there exists
in fact if no longer officially, a body formerly
called the Ad Hoc Committee now called the
Dean's Committee, composed of the respective
deans, the Health Commissioner, the executive director, and the chairman of the Bcard
of Trustees. This group concerns itself with

budgetary matters. In effect, this means
that this has been the primary group which
negotiates the affiliation contracts.
It should be stressed that the above list of
formal and informal bodies is not the t.-tal
extent of the communication channels open
to the deans.
They correspond directly with
the Health Commissioner and have been known
to go directly to the Mayor's office.
They have
also appeared directly before the City Council to
plead their case for increased funding through
the medical school affiliation contracts.
e)

Effects of the Complex Structure for
Administering Medi:al Care Services
at PGH

A look at the table of organization of the Philadelphia General Hospital (Chart 6) discloses
graphically the problems of coordination that
the previous discussion has implied,
Philadelphia's governmental structure permits a
freedom to contract unheard of in many cities.
But this useful tool, the contract, was not meant
to deploy the mission of the government's institutions to other ends.
If coordination Is the process which develops an
orderly pattern of group effort among elements
and secures unity of action in the pursuit of common purposes, then little coordination is possible
at PGH under the present staffing pattern. Not
only is PGH performing under the handicap of
dealing with three completely independent
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subsections in its own operations, but the
primary goals of PGH may essentially differ
from those of the medical schools.
Basically, neither the Hospitals board nor
its administration can exercise direction over
PGH as an entity. The Commissioner of Health
can be only one of many conflicting inputs to the
exercise of policy for publicly funded patient care.
The triad of medical schools has autonomous
personnel, and wide individual license under
the affiliation contracts. There is no incentive to coordinate among themselves, much
less with the rest of the health care system.
The tripartite organization of responsibility for
clinical and educational programs is felt by all
consultants to the committee to be the basis for
much of the fragmented and episodic quality of
the patient care activities in that institution.
Educational goals and priorities often take precedence over program definition based on patient care needs. There is a manifest inability
of the three teaching services to respond flexibly to the service demands and needs of the
poorly defined and even more poorly represented community of users. This makes it impossible to describe, much less operate a uniform package of relevant patient care services.
Consultants feel that as a preferred solution to
the above problems, the City. of Philadelphia
should attempt to clarify all processes of policy
implementation with regard to the Hospital. It

should then make vigorous attempts to foster
the development of a single, homogeneous medical staff component at PGH. This component
might be made up of physicians directly hired
by th . City, a medical practice group, or a
single medical school. If Civil Service has been
an obstacle, a matter on which there is no complete agreement, then the freedom to contract
is still widely available to the City. But the contract should not be with a multiplicity of conflicting providers, and it should much more
clearly spell out the responsibilities of the contractee in relation to the production of excellent and full-time patient care.
Department of Public Health
a) Personal Health Care Mission
In the past, personal health services traditional
to the public sector have been carried out by the
Community Health Services component of the Department of Public Health. These services have
included communicable disease prevention and
control, health education, community nursing,
chronic disease progi ras, child dental health
care, and maternal and child care to meet high
risk populations' obstetrical and pediatric needs.
The long neglected area of mental health has been
brought up to its proper perspective, under state
law, by the creation of a Mental Health and Mental
Retardation component charged with the development, coordination and fiscal control of countywide pans for activities in this area.

In more recent years the department has
broadened the interpretation of its mission
to protect the health of all citizens to include
the provision, in its health centers, or by
purchase, of primary ambulatory care.
This concept of mission requires the adaptation of administrative mechanisms which previously concentrated on categorical programs.
These programs are under centralized direction, but were carried out in the decentralized
health centers.
b)

Current Administration

The final administrative control of district
health operations, whether categorical program, or primary care, is the Health Commissioner's. In order to shift the emphasis
of district health center programs to comprehensive care, certain administrative changes
have been made in Community Health Services.
However, because of the direct relationship
between component heads and the Health Commissioner, simple administrative rulings back
these changes. New components and deputy
commissioners may be created by the Health
Commissioner, and are formalized into city
structure by approval of the Mayor's Administrative Board.
When the emphasis was on categorical programs for specific ailments, a practice
abetted by state and federal grant mechanisms, personal health services operations

tended to centralize in program administrators within Community Health Services.
In
1969, the operating emphasis was changed to
the whole patient. A new director of district
health operations, directly under the Deputy
Commissioner for CHS, was appointed and
the shift began away from "administrative
verticalizatinn. I
Thus the Department of Public Health has
taken steps to redirect the flow of authority
within its Community Health Services component. In the proposed reorganization, operation of all programs, medical, environmental,
and community relations, will be the responsibility of district health operations.
Programs
will be planned to meet the needs of a particular community and then carried out on this local basis. Categorical program chiefs will
work as a consultant group. Under this reorganization, which is under way, all persons
working to implement a specific care plan
through a district health center, report to their
district health director, he to the director of
district health operations, and so on up to the
commissioner. This is in considerable contrast to the previous critique of the operation
of patient care service at PGH.
The Department is also moving away from medical district health directors. Highly qualified
lay administrators are replacing doctors who
previously served as district directors.
The
physicians are becoming medical advisors to
several districts in the development of the integrated patient care programs.
The next logical

step, as in the evolution of hospital administration, may for medical direction of the physicians giving care in tandem with lay adminstration of all other care program functions.
The administration of PGH finds its main
complaints in incoherent management and
decision making structures, and the effect
of these on staffing patient care services.
Health center administration find-, the main
obstacle within current public structure to
be that of rapid procurement of supplies.
But the department can work out more efficient procurement procedures, accurate
inventory methods and a system of followup of items requisitioned. The development
in the department of methods of centralized
requisitions, follow-up and distribution more
efficient than that which is now in use must
be worked out, Another useful step would
be the development of more extensive laison
between the Department of Public Health and
the City procurement division which has actual jurisdiction over the acquisition of supplies.
When the Health Department does actually
plan and coordinate its entire spectrum of
patient care services, it should know much
more about the size and the needs of each
target population. The development of a
departmental procurement procedure against
more specific projections of need should help
both the health centers and PGH. The final

mechanisms for perfecting procurement might
be in the provision of full time specialized procurement staff housed in the Health Department
to administer purchasing for the health centers
and the Hospital together.
c)

Staffing for Medical Services

At the present time, the nine health centers are
staffed by full and part-time civil service physicians and dentists.
The authority of the Health
Commissioner and his deputies is such that medical staffing can also be arranged by contract.
This committee recommends the effort to contract with practice groups, ra~heL than institutions.
d)

Coordination

If the administration of the dist ict health programs is accomplished along the pathways just
given, coordination within Community Health
Services, and between this operating component and the Health Commissioner's office, should
be smooth and matter of fact.
This is said with one exception, which an examination of the organization chart will illustrate.
Community Nursing Services is the development
of a famed merger between the City's division
of public health nursing and the voluntary Visiting Nurse society.
It has a separate board of
equal nun- bers of private and public appointees,

including the Health Commissioner.
Its budget melds both public and private funds.
Its
executive director is appointed by this board,
and paid from the private portion of funds.

more functional assistance.
For example,
though Riverview often depends on PGH for
some of the diagnoses and care of its patients,
the medical director of Riverview who plans
care of these patients, has never been able to
achieve a staff appointment at PGH.
The City
abrogated its access to such appointments when
it turned their control over to the medical schools.

Provision for program coordination is provided by a program committee, appointed by
the board, and chaired by the Deputy Commissioner for Community Health Services.
He also is expected to provide the medical
supervision for the implementation of medical policies and procedures for the public
health nursing program. He serves only in
an advisory role to the CNS Medical Advisory
Committee with regard to therapeutic nursing.
This situation has already resulted in fiscal
and program confusion. With the Health Department's expansion into comprehensive primary health care, both public health and
clinical nursing functions become even more
indispensible.
How are nursing roles to be
resolved in this complex policy making structure ?

Finally, if the City itself is to achieve an outstanding system for ambulatory care, there are
problems of coordination between components of
the Health Department to solve.
But these are
due to a lack of arrangements for linkages that
have been identifiable as relevant only as the department moved toward comprehensive care.
Previous to this commitment, there was no real
need for liaison mechanisms except through the
Commissioner.
For example, any comprehensive health plan
must include provisions for meeting the mental
health needs of its clients. The link which must
eventually develop between the Mental Health and
Mental Retardation component and the programs
in the District Health Centers has not been dealt
with as yet by the organizations concerned. For
the immediate future the input into comprehensive care programs by the mental health component may be indirect, but a mechanism for liaison and coordination must be found on a level below that of the Health Commissioner.

The rest of the problems of coordination which
remain lie outside of CHS.
One is between
separate agencies of City government. Riverview is providing medical care and doing much
of the public chronic diseases and geriatric
care programming.
The Health Department
has contributed in an advisory capacity, but
its own internal management problems in this
area of patient care services, have preveiited
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The problem of the gross lack of linkage between the health centers and PGH has been infinitely repeated in this report. As one step
toward meeting this, the Health Commissioner
recently appointed a physician who will serve
in.dual roles. He is both a Deputy Commissioner
for Medical Care (on the Commissioner's staff)
and an associate executive director of PGH
(on the executive director's staff). His duties
will include relating the outpatient services at
PGH to the city-wide program for ambulatory
services.
His actual authority is not now fully
It cannot be defined until some of the
defined.
important administrative solutions suggested
in this report are put into operation.
Many of the recommendations of this committee
address themselves to the grave issue of bringing the public hospital into a humane and efficient
health care system. If the City's increased emphasis on comprehensive ambulatory care is
supported, then the medical staffing of the health
centers becomes paramount, and the Hospital becomes a major back-up resources available to
these doctors for their patients. The next round
of contract negotiations will require a high degree
The preferred
of skill, compromise and foresight.
recipients of contract funds should be sources of
medical practitioners that are most in concert
with the City's goals and concepts for patient care.
Riverview
a)

Mission

Riverview, formerly called Home for the Indigent
for many ycars served the Philadelphia community

as an old folk's home for the needy. However
the advent of federal old age insurance and
other forms of public assistance, combined
with the general affluence of the nation, has
produced a situation where most older persons
even though physically or mentally ill, no longer seek to enter purely residential homes.
Riverview patients tend to be needy and have
serious health problems of various natures.
This has produced a redefinition of the role of
Riverview. In a report prepared by the Health
Department in 1966 entitled, "Proposal for Riverview, The Philadelphia General Hospital and the
City's Medical Services for the Aged and Chronically Ill, " this redefinition is stated clearly:
"Although Riverview should continue to
accept the range of persons the Charter
describes as 'mentally defective, aged,
infirm and destitute %dults', its functional mission should have maximum rolevance to today's community needs.
This
means it must be a principal source of
care for elderly, low-income Philadelphians who are in need of skilled nursing,
intermittent physician care, medical
rehabilitation, counselling, health education, and crucial personal care. 1
Enormous shifts have taken place within
Riverview in the past few yeers in an
attempt to meet the increased health needs
of its population. Persons with acute medical problems are no longer admitted to
Riverview until these are corrected and
both the quantity and quality of personnel
and operations of the in-house medical

division have been improved. In addition, an
informal set of working relationships with local medical specialists who serve as consultants has been developed utilizing Medicare and
Medicaid assistance monies. Night and weekend
coverage has been improved by arrangements
with Jeanes and American Oncologic Hospitals
to supply casual professionals to provide this
coverage.
b)

c)

Coordination

Despite these commendable techniques and efforts to rise to andmeet extreme needs, there
seems to be no evidence in the relationships
between Riverview and other municipal facilities of an integrated provision of health care.
This is partly attributable to its position as
a component of the Department of Public Welfare and its own redefinition of its role in relation to its clients. Representatives of the
institution express increasing disillusionment
about using PGH as the primary source for
medical care backup. There is also apparent
failure of the other city agencies, notably the
Department of Public Health, to implement
plans to develop extensive links with lRiverview
with an eye toward drawing it into its proper
place in the health care chain.

Administration

Riverview is set up in a manner similar to that
of the Philadelphia General Hospital insofar as
the Charter is concerned. The responsibility for
the direction and management of the institution
is vested in a Board of Trustees which, in turn,
selects a Superintendent to administer the institution in all its departments.
But the Commissioner of Public Welfare has tenoral supervision over Riverview and can determine and
designate all aspects of eligibility for those who
receive care at the institution.
The Department
itself is also charged with bringing to the attention of the Board of Trustees of Riverview "standards and methods helpful in the government and
administration of such institutions and for the
betterment of the condition of their inhabitants.
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3.

The Public Purchase of Ambulatory Care

One expression of public responsibility for
medical care in Philadelphia has been through
partial reimbursement to the private sector
for the costs of emergency room cId outpatient
clinic services to the needy.
Generally, public funds were made available
and formulated when the private agencies
complained that they could not continue to absorb the burden of care for the needy alone.
The inevitable result of this approach has
been a succession of crises concerning the
care of the medically indigent. Ad hoc approaches have failed to deal effectively with
the problems.
There are several reasons:
a)

The public sphere in fulfilling its responsibilities to its poorer citizens, has only PGH
as an alternative for dealing with the medical
care needs of the indigent. This has left a
"charity hospital" not coordinated or planned
into the rest of the system on one end of the
care spectrum; an amorphous, uncoordinated
and closed private system--on the other end.

b) At the same time, some hospitals are straining under a deluge of patient visits for which
This will
they are fundamentally unequipped.
always be true in a system which is unplanned.
Tremendous diseconomies of operation result.

The cooperative planning role for the Health
Department recommended in this report can
do much to correct these two problems. The
care of real emergencies and the meeting of
family practice needs must be planned for
Philadelphia- -in parallel. Public contract
funds can then be distributed in a less haphazard fashion.
c) The public sphere, in accepting the role of
subsidizer of privately provided care, has
not heretofore concerned itself sufficiently
with the logic, organization, effectiveness
or quality of the care for which it has been
paying. The report of this committee has
in effect stated that the local health care
system can no longer be supported as a
status quo. It can no longer be assumed
that helping existing institutions, including
those publicly operated, to continue to deliver care in traditional ways, is the best
answer to the health needs of Philadelphia.
Current contracts between the city and the
numerous hospital outpatient departments
and emergency rooms do make this assumption; e.g.
"(The) City recognizes the necessity of
maintaining adequate hospital emergency
and outpatient care ..
'
Further, in the present contracts the only
requirements upon the hospitals on which
performance review might have been basedare the following:

-

"Hospitals shall keep adequate records as
required by the City relating to all collections for services rendered outpatient
cases reported as eligible for City reimbursement and submit such records to the
Philadelphia General hospital at monthly
intervals as a basis for reimbursement.
and
'Records pertaining to outpatient service
shall be subject to examination by authorized personnel of Philadelphia General
Hospital

"to maintain an emergency facility and
keep it open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, to staff tiots facility with cor;petent personnel and to equip it adequately..."
The burden of operating within the contracts
is clearly up to the City. It is charged with
setting standards, and it has not. In the
present contracts, a hospital's eligibility is
based only on JCAH or its osteopathic counterparts accreditation, or the satisfaction of the
Delaware Valley Hospital Council Board that
the hospital is qualified for such accreditation
"except for the passage of time. " (But there
is no limit placed on time to inert standards),

and
"The executive director of Philadelphia
General Hospital shall have the responsibility to see to it that proper standards
are maintained in accordance with the
reimbursement program... for emergency
medical services and outpatient clinic
visits. ..H" or his authorized representatives, shall have the right at all times to
observe the operation of the outpatient
services. "
The same requirements for records, standard
setting and observation of emergency rooms,
are spelled out in toe contract.
In addition,
with regard to emergency rooms, the contracting hospitals to be eligible for reimbursement,
are required -

Emergency rooms are merely required to be
professionally staffed.
OPD's are required
to have a minimum of medical, surgical,
combined or separate obstetric -gynecologic,
and pediatric clinics. But elsewhere it stat-s
that "general clinics are eligible. "
It would seem that the city should undertake,
within the planning process, to set the standards
against which contracts might be negotiated
more specifically, This is especially so for
emergency services,
These standards should
be ratified by the Board of Htealth, if necessary.
Care resources may then be invited to participate in the reimbursement program on the basis
of their standardized competence, or their
specific plan to meet standards within a defined
period of time.

The Department of Health needs budget
and staffing support to set standards,
carry on sophisticated contract
negotiations in cognizance of such
standards, and to redesign the recordkeeping process so that major emphasis
can be on "outcome of care", and distinct
diagnostic criteria, rather than bookkeeping methods,
It is also desirable
to provide the Health Department with
competency to carry on contract surveillance and performance audits in an
organized and professional fashion.
The same expertise, if provided the
Health Department, can cover its other
expensive contracts, notably those with
any auspice providing medical staff
to the Philadelphia General Hospital.
These processes require medical
competence and participation.
The

Health Department therefore, must
review whether surveillance should
remain solely with the lay administration of PGH.
Mechanisms should also be defined within
City government whereby the Health
Department may offer comment, review
and guidance to the other existing powers
of the City that can be used to help encourage the health facilities and programs
that are needed.
These are such powers
as zoning, tax rebates, and disbursement
of developmentt funds.

4.

Alternative Management Syst. us fo:
Publicly Funded health t,,re Programs

a)

A health services authority

Public law permits the designation of authorities, such as in the control of operations of
regional transportation system ms, and in the
public housing and redevelopment fields.
Public accountability is supposed to be maintained, in part, through a specified number of
appointees to the authority board by the governmentts involved,

2.

Access to local public funds is even less
direct than in the present system.
(The
Charter provides that the Director of
Finance shall "make inquiries and investigations as to the financial needs,
expenditures, estimates on revenue of
any officer, department, board, or commission of the City, or other agency requesting appropriations from the City. " Thus
the budgetary process would remain substantially
the same as presently exists).

3.

There is no assurance of less "political
influence" either in the operation of
medical care, or its staffing.

4.

Since the Charter specifies that the
operation of the public Hospital be by the
Board of Trustees, and the operation of
health centers be by the Board of Health,
the Charter would require amendment.

5.

Quality controls will fall outside public
jurisdiction.

6.

Under the laws of Pennsylvania, authorities
do not have separate revenue raising powers;
e. g. , cannot request bonded indebtedness by
referendum.

7.

Income to tax supported institutions is
generally federal or tax fund revenue.
Should such funds, which are virtually all
public, be retained by a semi-private
auspice, or should they be retained for
further disbursement in thue public interest,

Advantages in health services operations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Increased flexibility in staffing outside the
civil service system.
Increased flexibility in purchasing.
Power to contract.
Could receive grants, and keep income.
Would it remove medical care from
"politics?"
Public accountability could be superficially
provided through funding and audits.
Would facilitate regionalization.
Disadvantages

1.

The authority's jurisdiction would have to
be specified and if it were solely over the
operation of a new Philadelphia General
Hospital and/or the Health Centers, the
oublicly supported health care resources
wou- be even further removed from the
rest of the system.

out of the general fund, which is the public's
money?
8.

Is specific state legislation required to
create such an authority?

b) A publicly created non-profit health
services corporation
The city has set precedent for the use of public
bond funds as revolving, monies used by nonprofit corporations for both economic and housBoth are envisioned, however,
ing development.
as profit-making, or at least return on investTherefore the public funds
ment enterprises.
can serve as seed money, but are not necessarily dissipated.

3) If sufficiently funded, a corporation could
also be responsible, under the conditions of
its contract, for its own staffing.
.1) Standard setting authority could be retained
by the Department of Health, and in fact this
may be an implied requirement of the Charter.
5) Other funds, such as those now behind emergency care contracts could be paid into the
corporation and disbursed against these
standards.

6) Since the Health Department would require
funds in order to contract with the new corporation, the budget process would still be
direct.
Disadvantages and Questions

Advantages
1) Under this system, the city can use its
bonding power to direct capital to both public
This is an
and private auspices for building.
undeniable advantage in systems wide planning,
and should be the subject of further study,
even if this were the only role of the corporation.
2) The city could also contract with a corporation to manage its own facilities. Where it
presently contracts for staffing, it might be
contracting instead for management services,
or both.

1) Who would monitor the operations of the
corporation?
2)

Except for the freedom to use capital budget
in different ways, and against the best plan
for a community-wide system, are there any
other advantages to corporate management or
operation of health care resources, that are
not now present in the city's direct freedom
to contract?

3) If the city cannot promptly perfect its own
present*contract system in the health care
field, what advantage is to be found in "total
contract" to a new agency for present
responsibilities?

4. The non-profit corporation would require an
increase in funds to the city agency which would
contract with it, but the city would retain all collected third party payments. This combination is
not necessarily undesirable, as previously stated,
but might inhibit initiative; on the part of the corporation to collect reimbursements for which it
is eligible.
5. If the corporation were actually to operate
the hospital and the health centers, the Charter
might necd to be amended. This requires further
study.

PART V - PUBLIC PRIORITIES
A.

fee for service system of financing plus public
absorption of indigent care, limited the use of
the medical market.

Introduction

Today the practice of medicine is vastly more

In order to establish a series of public priorities, a definition of the goals to be achieved by
a series of actions is necessary.
Before goals
can be established, thorough knowledge of the
existing state of affairs must be obtained as a
means of establishing the base from which
future activities must begin. This process of
defining the nature of an existing system also
identifies the parts which no longer function
efficiently, and provides measures of the
system's output
When these steps have been
taken, a series, of goals to be achieved by
effecting charges in the existing system or by
replacing it .vith a new system, can be established. A plan for action can be designed and
priorities for carrying out the various parts of
the plan established.

complex than in the past due in part to a technological explosion.
The elimination of the fee
barrier for a large part of the population has
overloaded some of the available care resources,
while other parts of the system are misused for
ill-defined care of those for whom the money
barrier has not been removed.
This is beginning
to render the entire system inoperable.
We now
find Philadelphia at the point where critical
shortages of some medical manpower and most
high quality facilities have resulted in dangerously rising costs and the possibility of breakdown of a medical care delivery system.
The source of the problem with respect to the
Philadelphia medical care delivery system can
thus be traced to increased demands for service
resulting from the removal of the cost barrier
and the impact of the nea demand upon the traditional entry point into the system--the doctor
visit. And while some are now enabled to make
these greater demands, there are many who still
have no coherent entry point.

These are the reasons why this committee has
tried to place its emphasis on defining the present nealth care system in Philadelphia, and the
role of public mission, dollars, and organization
v ithin it.
Only in this context could we answer
the Mayor's charge, make recommendations,
and order public priorities for the future.

The people seeking care are not all sick, but
include well and worried people in Increasing
numbers.
To continue to operate a system that
denies entry on one end, and requires, on the
other, that a single physician--or any physician-be the first point of contact for a person, partic-

Our study of the medical care delivery system
in Philadelphia has identified it as antiquated,
disorganized, and expensive.
It was able to
function in the past because the practice of medicine was comparatively simple and the traditional
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ularly a well person, is inefficient and expensive.
It interferes with the care of the sick by utilizing
available doctor time to care for people who in
fact require another form of help. It mixes almost well and gravely injured in emergency
rooms, thus pushing up costs, and inhibiting
good standards.
What is needed is a model of a medical care
delivery system that provides appropriate forms
of care for all without depending upon sick care
resources for the provision of all services.
Such a model requires that a new regulator at
the point of entry be devised to replace the
traditional doctor visit, or to assist the previously unassisted to find their way into the
system.
The new regulator must be more sensitive to medical needs than to the ability to pay.
It must separate the well from the sick at the
point of entry and establish priorities for treating and sick and injured.
If the City of Philadelphia is willing to accept
the responsibility for leading the way, this
could mean the beginning of a new and better
It can do
system of delivering medical care.
this both by setting an example in its own direct
provision of services and by leading, inducing
and supporting other providers of care to work
toward a true medical care system. If it does
all this, in the future the City may no longer
find it necessary to provide medical services
directly. At this point governmental responsibility could shift to the role of monitoring the
system as a means of insuring that standards of

quality were maintained and the system continued
to be accessible to and meet the needs of all
people.
Thus, the City's first priority is to plan--properly. This means accepting responsibilities in
the whole system. It means the political and
budgetary support to do so. It means clarifying
its internal operations in relation to the goals
expressed. Its plans should not evolve a life
of their own. They should be viewed as dynamic
instruments to assist rational systems development and to be modified by feed back available
in the form of measured results of the previous
decisions.
This section will give some order to public priorities, and will enumerate some of the first steps
which must be taken to implement these. It will
also suggest the probable costs, and a time frame
for some of these steps which the City should take
to bring its own operations into concert with this
committee's recommendations.
B.

The Health Department's Role in Planning

The report of the special committee of Philadelphia City Council appointed on July 31, 1969
"to conduct an inquiry and investigation concerning a threatened suspension of hospital services
in the City of Philadelphia, included the following
among its recommendations:
" ....in light of the inaction of private organizations in developing any overall health plan

for the City of Philadelphia, this responsibility should be assumed by the Health De, artment of the City ....
It is reasonable to
assume that the City will continue to make
financial contributions to private institutions
in the health field in Philadelphia.
Public
policy requires that such contributions be
made not in a haphazard manner based on
an outmoded system, but in accordance
with a well delineated and well balanced
overall health services plan."
Recommendation #2 of this committee says
essentially the same thing both with regard to
the community's personal health care system
as a whole, and with regard to a "strategy for
the City's own operations" as contributory to
this system.
In order to establish the steps the City must
take to ready its planning function for such a
far ranging role, forecastin8 on a national level
was desirable. What directions is it most
advantageous for a local government to take
in preparation for predictable national policy?
This committee was fortunate to have as one
of its staff consultants, an individual who is
also consultant to both official and unofficial
task forces operating to design the national
dimensions and policy. The insights she could
furnish are some of the substantiation for
Recommendation #1 of this report. Therefore,
the political activity of this City to help bring
about the most desirable national system is a

first priority activity along with the operating
priority to ready the planning functions.
The
political leadership is as necessary as ensuring the planning capacity in order to create
the national framework without which one can
do little logical plawiing.
1) Alternative Roles for Local Government
under National Health Insurance
Until national health insurance is actually enacted into law, the probable system can only be
described in very general terms; the actual
legislation may contain a variety of detailed provisions spelling out exactly who is covered, what
the benefits are, how the program is to be financed
and how it is to be administered. Most students
of the subject, nevertheless, expect that, when
enacted in the United States. national health insurance will have the following characteristics:
Universal coverage; e. g.,

all US.

residents.

Identical benefits including prevention, diagnosis and treatment in and out of the hospital for
every one, regardless of the state of residence
or locality.
Three-way financing by employers,
and general revenues.

employees

Federal administration with circumscribed
roles for states and localities.
The important things tor a local government to

know in order to place itself in a situation of
early advantage are both the positives of
special programs incentives that may be in the
plan, and the negatives of what necessary services or groups may have to be left out initially.
a) Federal Incentives to Redirect Health
Care Systems
A system of national health insurance applicable to all residents would bring with it the
end of determining who could personally pay
for medical care and who must be a ward of
government in this respect. With the end
of means tests as a prerequisite to receiving
medical care when unable to afford it, individuals would be free to obtain care where
The burden of proand when they chose.
viding convenient, acceptable, high grade
care in pleasant surroundings would shift
to the providers of care including public
The poor would be able to comproviders.
pete for attention on an equal footing with
the more affluent. There would no longer
be parts of the country without medical care
programs for low-income people.
The program would probably initially provide for care in a general hospital and for
the attending physicians' services while there;
ambulatory care, including prevention, diagnosis, treatment; and after-care including
rehabilitation and home health services. It
is anticipated that the program will initially
emphasize ambulatory care and be so designed

as to foster improvement in its delivery
through incentives and similar devices promoting orderly organization and delivery of
services and rewarding continuity of care.
Under such a national system of health insurance, providers of care may be private or public facilities; non-profit or for profit enterprises
The City of Philadelphia
would be embraced.
Health Department is already filling a provider
role in relation to Medicare and Medicaid, and
for presently uncovered persons and problems.
Under a program of national insurance which
stabilized health care resources, the City could
continue to be a provider, or it could reduce
its operations or expand or alter them.
If a City has used its own resources and leadership to alter a system so as to place the emphasis on ambulatory and preventive care, and if it
were assisting in using tax-payers' dollars for
hospital bed care in the most economical and
effective way, it would be ready to stay in the
business of demonstrating good delivery systems.
But it would now receive the same
income, or incentive rewards from the national system as any other outstanding provider.
Staffing Problems
In
of
of
to
on

looking ahead to the time when a program
universal medical insurance will be part
the fabric of American life, one has only
think about the current impact of insurance
hospitals.
Hardly anyone enters the hos-

pital now without a third party standing in
the wings ready to pay the bill. Hospitals
then must, perforce, deal with insurance
as their nearly total income resource. When
all the population is insured for their physician care, physicians will not have any
other sources of patients, and hence of income, and will of necessity accept insured
patients on terms consumers find acceptable.
When this fortunate situation occurs, physicians! incomes need no longer be governed
by location of practice (Park Avenue vs. the
ghetto). It should be far easier to staff
health centers serving depressed areas than
in the past.
Furthermore, the proposed
incentives to be built into the national health
insurance program should add another hope
for the organized pattern of group practice ai.d
its income potential in centers of population
Outlook for Construction of Health Center
Facilities
A major deterrent to the spread of group
practice has been the obstacle presented in
securing capital to provide the physical
facility in which the group can serve its
patients. A program of national health insurance provides the assurance that loans
(or bonds) for construction can be paid off
out of income. This is done by having the
charge made for the service, or the capitation or premium payment include a built-in
facility cost figure for capital similar to
rent or overhead in other businesses. In

the tooling-up period before the program
becomes operative, funds may become
quite freely available for the construction
of facilities in which to provide organized
ambulatory care.
A City government looking ahead might be
well advisd to anticipate this need and step
up its program of establishing health centers
even if the centers operate below capacity
during the tooling-up period.
Help with the Costs of Training
Belatedly, recognition has come that the
health industry has not kept pace with other
industries in having built into its operations
The
funds for research and development.
Social Security Administration has supported
out of its trust fund a modest level of research,
largely operational but sometimes designed to
explore new territories. Congress authorized
some specific experimental funds from Medicare to be spent on cost controlling efforts.
A recommendation that has gone forward
from the McNerney Task Force on Medicaid
and Related Programs calls for devoting at
least 2% of Medicaid expenditures to development, and to training of health personnel.
The rationale now being put forward is that any
program using health manpower and facilities
should contribute to their upgrading and advancement.

b)

The Technical Advisory Committee to the
Committee of 100 considering the myriad
details of a program of national health
insurance, very early came to the conclusion
that a percentage of the funds that would be
available from the payroll tax and from
general revenues to finance the program
should be earmarked to be used specifically
by the program to promote the availability
and supply of health personnel. It was also
agreed that these activities were not to replace existing manpower, construction, or
demonstration programs, but were to give
the program flexibility in meeting difficult
situations. Such funds could be a resource
to a local government faced with a special
problem of providing care in the inner city.

:.ystem. Since most, if not all types of services, are currently reaching at least some of
the population, many will necessarily be continued in tandem with the new national program
for an indefinite period. They will be financed
by other resources, some public, and some
private.

Continuing Public Responsibilities Under
National Health Insurance

Financial considerations or utilization control
efforts may dictate placing limits on the benefits that would be provided (e. g. , limits on
days of care, visits by the doctor, etc. ) so
that part of these services could fall outside
the program for some insured persons. So
the public agency on the local level will necessarily have to be active in the provision of
these items of service outside the national
system,

A national system of health insurance applicable to all age and income groups could be
launched in several ways: all at once ior everyone, or its benefits can be phased in.
Alternatively, the population groups to be covered
might be phased in.
Both techniques might be
used. Any of these alternatives except the
rather unlikely one of providing all kinds of
services and goods to the entire population from
the start of the program will obviously leave
some medical services outside the system and
possibly some people temporarily outside the

Services which may be phased in, or remain
outside the system indefinitely are likely to
include prescribed drugs, dental care, mental
hospital care, ambulatory psychiatric care,
care of the drug addict and the alcoholic. Longterm chronic care other than mental illness,
nursing home care, and care of the mental
retardate is likely to be among the last to be
covered.

Without elaborate documentation, we can also
agree that there are desirable goals in a Health
Department's providing certain aids to good health
that individual providers cannot necessarily do as

broadly or as well.
Children and others should
continue to be immunized against a variety of
diseases.
From the citizens' standpoint it is both
cost-effective and worthwhile in greater enjoyment
of life not to have smallpox, diptheria, poliomyelitis, measles, influenza. Similarly, it has been
demonstrated that adequate pre-natal care and
post partum follow-up as well as well-baby care
produce a healthier citizenry.
Population control is a related activity which meshes public and
private objectives. Furthermore, these preventive measures are types of medical care not very
challenging to the private provider; yet their universal application via a public program will continue to be essential to forestall serious and costly
sequellae.
Mass screening (sometimes called multi-phasic
screening or automated multiple testing) is another activity that cannot be undertaken by a
physician practicing alone and requires access
to sizeable populations to be effective, economical and worthwhile. Such programs use skills
whose employment the average physician finds
less challenging than diagnosing and treating an
acutely ill person. A high degree of organization is required for the necessary follow-up whenever any abnormal findings show up. Mass screening programs therefore appear to be an activity
peculiarly fitted to a public medical care program
since it can reach large groups and can provide
for early detection of diseases that have long
been the province of public health. It can also
identify the major killers--heart disease and

cancer, and pinpoint such problems as hearing
and eye defects which are reasons for public
concern. (Car operators must be able to see;
school children need to hear).
However, the basic tenet of the proposed system
of national health insurance is that it shall serve
as a primary tool for restructuring the health
care delivery system, and not merely add new
administrative layers to an uncoordinated series
of subsystems.
Such coordination will be possible only through integration of the major components of health care into a unitary delivery system. For the City, therefore, to decide that it
will furnish only certain pieces of the full array
of health services without undertaking the whole
package appears to abrogate a responsibility or
to make it a party to the continued fractionation
of services.
This furnishes an additional argument for the
City to continue to furnish as broad a package of
services as at present, or perhaps an even broader
one. If the City is to supplement the benefits of
national health insurance, these should be received
as part of one package, not splintered off. There
is also the moral responsibility for the continuity
of care for many of those now served by PGH and
the health centers.
But it is not for the City to
attempt to induce the restructuring of the rest of
the health care services within its boundaries,
without having the same goals for itself.

2) Steps in Developing Planning Capacity
a) There must be Administration support
and budgetary commitment.
b) There must be community support. Therefore the mechanisms for launching public input
into planning and policy making as envisioned
in our Recommendation #7, must be designed
and followed up. There should be some community discourse on the design of these mechanisms.
c) The Planning Office should be staffed so that
it can develop the kind of continuing infurination
system that is necessary for logical planning and
standard setting as well as feedback and evaluation. This committee believes that it has used
information about the existing system in sophisticated ways, but it was for an isolated project.
These kinds of data must become available and
retrievable with predictable periodicity. Data
gaps must be filled. Data analysis capacity
must be present so that the data can be used
for what they point out.
d) The information system, and planning staff
of the Depirtment of Health should also be such
that realistic health manpower planning can take
place in Philadelphia. For example the following must Fe known:
All health occupations in Philadelphia
Current distribution figures (both geographic and organizational)

* Vacancies in all health job categories
* Projected needs and the bases of projection
All career motivation programs
* All training programs for health careers
* All loans, scholarships and other funds,
public and private, available for training
in health occupation categories
. All public and private programs which
provide funds applicable to health manpower.
e)

There must be staff to carry out on a continuing basis the kind of economic analysis,
and facilities modelling, and some of the
management analysis, that was available to
this committee.

f)

Specific administrative mechanisms must be
developed so that the planning staff of the
Health Commissioner's office is brought into a clear relationship with program planning and relevant operating staff in the various components. One need not dominate the
other; neither can ignore the other. But the
department must develop the same internal
logic with relationship to its parts, it expects of the rest of the system.

g)

When these steps are underway, the Department's Planning Office should also develop
a mutually useful relatidnship with other
health planning operations in the area.

h) The priorities for planning activities within the recommendations of this report are:
Community-wide ambulatory care
planning (including the ambulatory
management of certain special disorders).

C.

Ambulatory Care and Emergency Medical
Services

I.

Introduction

In the process of conducting this study the
committee examined the role the City of
Philadelphia District Health Centers presently
perform in the spectrum of available ambulatory care services. Our findings are presented
in Part IV of this report. We also examined
the function of the outpatient and emergency
services being provided at the Philadelphia
General Hospital as integral parts of the total
ambulatory and emergency care system in the
City. In all three instances, it was not possible
to identify a situation in which the City was
using its influence or money to work toward
or encourage others toward the development
of a rationalized system of delivering services.

Community-wide emergency care
planning.
(Neither of these pieces of planning can
occur logically without the other).
Planning for alternative uses of
public capital budget.
The new public hospital planning.
Long-term and chronic care planning.
Health manpower planning.

The scope of this study did not allow more than
a generalized description of a future system
for delivering health care in the City. However,
we were able to conclude that a better system
would require more extensive use of comprehensive ambulatory care services than at
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present, We also determined that most emergancy room use was inappropriate at this time,
and that perhaps as a consequence, few emergency rooms could adequately handle the truly
serious problems.
A plan for providing emergency services is now
being developed by an Emergency Medical Services Task Force of the Philadelphia Department of Public Health, More efficient and
appropriate use of emergency services will
depend a good deal upon the availability of other
forms of ambulatory care including the development of a more efficient regulator df the disposition of system input.
There are existing problems in the distribution
and accessibility of medical services for sizeable portions of the population that cannot be
easily solved, These necessitate the continued
and expanded provision of personal medical
services by the City.
Programs for providing first line comprehensive medical care have helped to alleviate some
immediate problems with respect to the availability of care but have not, for the most part,
attempted to deal directly with deficiencies in
the medical care delivery system itself. With
this in mind the committee postulated that in
addition to providing certain personal medical
services, the %mbulatory care center of the
future will include arrangements for a patient's
entry into any appropriate aspect of the health
care system as well as educational and preventive

maintenance services not generally available
today.
The existing and planned district health centers
operated by the City present a unique opportunity
to begin the process of changing the nature of
the medical care delivery system in Philadelphia.
The specifics of such a program must be left
to the next phase of planning. However, models
were prepared for the committee to illustrate the
feasibility of converting two existing health centers
for use as comprehensive ambulatory care
centers.
2.

Conversion of Health Centers

Drawing 8 shows a possible conversion of
Health Center #2.
Drawing 9 shows a possible conversion of
Health Center #5.
These examples should not be looked upon as
recommendations for program development or
as architectural designs as insufficient data
is available to permit an accurate estimate of
the demand for service that exists in the health
districts served by these facilities.
Building
requirements must finally be determined by
program requirements, However, these models
do estimate the capacity of the buildings to house
new programs and what volume of service might
be expected.
They are also useful for establishing
the probable costs for remodeling and equipping
the buildings for new functions.

In both instances we were able to .project large
increases in the volume of service that these
buildings could house using annual visits as the
unit of measurement.
In making these projections we have assumed that specialty clinics
would be centralized, probably at a back-up
hospital, that on-site laboratory work would be
confined to those procedures that could be
handled by an on-line automated chemical
analyzer, and that data handling and storage
would be accomplished through a link to a
centralized computer center thus permitting
immediate access for information regarding
a particular patient from all parts of the
health care system.
The projections for these two health centers
are as follows:
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8

Health Center #2
Assume 2 sessions per day, 5 hours per
session, 5 days per week, 50 weeks per
year= 500 sessions per year.
General Clinics staffed by 10 physicians
and health workers.
10 physicians and health workers @ 5 visits
per hour= 150 visits per session.
Assume 100 visits per session to allow for
scheduling 50, 000 visits per year.
Dental Clinics
4 chairs @ 45 minutes per visit= 16 visits
per session.
Assume 10 visits per session to allow for
scheduling 5,000 visits per year.
Health Education and Preventive Maintenance
8 staff at 3 visits per hour each =72 visits
per session.
Assume 50 visits per session to allow for
scheduling 25, 000 visits per year.
Multiphasic Health Testing
Assume 7 1/2 hour operating day with a
5 hour intake period and 2-1/2 minute intake
intervals " 120 patients per day.
Assume 100 patients per day to allow for
scheduling, breakdowns, equipment maintenance,

etc.

Total visits per year

25,000 visits
per year

1050000

This volume could be increased to 160, 000
visits per year if operating hours were extended to three sessions per day and two
Saturday sessions were added to the schedule.
In 1967-68 this health center provided for
about 22,000 annual visits.
The cost of converting and equipping this
building from its present function to an
operation of the type described above would
be approximately $225, 000 estimated as
follows:
Remodel 5000 sq. ft. of existing space:
5000 sq. ft. @ $20 sq. ft.
Add 2 5% for fees, furnishings and equipment
Add for special equipment autochemist, x-ray equipment,
data processing terminal

$100,000
25,000

100,000

Total 1970 cost for conversion $225, 000
Building Utilization Factors
Gross building area =20,000 sq. ft.
At 500 sessions per year: approximately 5
visits per sq. ft. per year, at 850 sessions
per year: approximately 8 visits per sq. ft.
per year.
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Health Center #5
Assume 2 sessions per day, 5 hours per
session, 5 days per week, 50 weeks per
year - 500 sessions per year.
General Care - staffed by 14 physicians
and health workers.
14 physicians and health workers @ 5 visits
per hour 2 210 visits per session.
Assume 150 visits per session to allow for
scheduling - 75, 000 visits per year.
Dental Clinics
3 chairs @ 45 minutes per visits 12 visits per
session. Assume 8 visits per session to allow for scheduling.
4,000 visits
per year
Health Education and Preventive Maintenance
7 staff at 3 visits per hour each - 63 visits per
session.
Assume 40 visits per session to allow for
scheduling.
20Z 000 visits
per year
Multiphasic Health Testing
Assume 7-1/2 hour operating day with a 5 hour
intake period and 2-1/2 minute intake intervals
120 patients per day. Assume 100 patients per day to allow for scheduling, breakdowns, equipment maintenance, etc.
25,000 visits
per year
Total visits per year
124,000

This volume could be increased to 193,000 annual visits if operating hours were extended to
3 sessions per day and two Saturday sessions
were added to the schedule. Again the volume
of health testing would not increase because time
must be reserved for equipment maintenance. In
1967-68 this health center provided for about
40, 000 annual visits.
The cost of converting this building from its
present configuration to an operation of the type
described above would be approximately
$250, 000 estimated as follows:
Remodel 7000 sq. ft. of existing space:
7000 sq. ft. @ $20 per sq. ft.
$140,000
Add 25% for fees, furnishing
35,000
and equipment
75,000
Add for special equipment
Total 1970 cost for conversion
$250,000
Building Utilization Factors
Gross building areas 23, 000 sq. ft.
At 500 sessions per year: approximately 5
visits per sq. ft. per year.
At 850 sessions per year: approximately 8
visits per sq. ft. per year
The preceeding discussion shows that a wide range
of possibilities exists for varying both the type and
amount of service that can be provided in a public
health center. Preliminary analysis of existing
operational data has indicated that different parts

and carefully coordinated with these other aspects of planning and providing for centers for
non-emergency hearth care.

of the city will rbquire a different mix of services. Skillful planning can identify these different requirements if all those involved in
planning the future of Philadelphia's medical
care delivery system will cooperate in exchanging information. If this can be achieved, a major
step toward rationalizing the delivery of care will
have been made.
3.

d) The City's Preventi-Test multiphasic screening program should also be carefully integrated
with total ambulatory care planning, Automated
profiles resulting from physiologic and historytaking screening processes, should be available
through all centers. In some centers the information which will enable the care team to develop the
best health maintenance plan for the patient, will
be used in that same center since it will be the
primary source of the patient's care.

First Steps

After developing the planning capacity necessary
to undertake all other activities projected by this
Committee, the first priority for the City is "to
place its primary emphasis on the provision of
ambulatory health services. " To implement this
important recommendation the City should -

In other areas of the city where more definitive
data collection will prove that adequate ambulatory services already exist either in other neighborhood health centers, or in the supply of private physicians, the screening and educational
activities should be the predominant activity of
the center with careful plans for distributing the
results to the patient's primary caretaker.

a) Develop a master planning process for ambulatory care centers to include the conversion
of its own district health centers, but also to
encompass operating neighborhood health centers
under other auspices which meet standards for
quality of program which the City may wish to
adopt.

e) Master planning for the new PGH must also
be closely integrated with the ambulatory care
planning,
This is said both for physical planning and for experimenting with new uses of
contract and other funds for staffing patient
care. •

b) City budgets for purchase of ambulatory care,
as well as capital funds should. be studied in order
that they can be allocated in an orderly and useful
fashion to bring about the recommended city-wide
program of a more effective system for delivering health care.

The provision of ambulatory personal health
services in neighborhoods which are not convenient to PGH, but from which PGH clinic
users still come, should result in more

c) The planning activities of the Emergency Medical Services Task Force should be accelerated,
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The success of
effective and continuous care.
this conversion will predict the size and staffing
needs of ambulatory services in any future PGH
and help provide the knowledge for redistributing
the City's funds for this form of care.

follow their patients into the hospital. These
groups might be formed by medical school faculties or practicing physicians or both.
g) Master planning for both the ambulatory care
centers and their related new PGH should also
include liaison with the Department's mental
health planning. As this report has stated,
it is most important to prepare and implement models for the ambulatory care of such
special problems as the addictive diseases.

Future clinics are programmed to provide
specialized diagnostic and therepeutic ambulatory services that cannot be economically or
efficiently done in health centers. Therefore
service experience in the health centers will
help determine these back-up needs.

1.
The predicted reduction in the need for hospital
beds can be verified after about two years of
utilization rf comprehensive ambulatory proThis will
grams in certain neighborhoods.
assist in predicting the necessary size for
the new public hospital.

1.

The Philadelphia General Hospital and
Long-Term Care
Introduction

The future of PGH as part of the Philadelphia
health care system must be considered in
terms of its present function as an individual
institution and as part of the total city hospital
universe.
The possibilities considered during
the course of this study ranged from discontinuing operation of the hospital, to rebuilding
it at approximately its present size.

The recommendation of this committee is that
the future public hospital be placed in this backup relationship to ambulatory care programs.
Conversion of arrangements for staffing the
hospital could begin experimentally with the
present PGH. Contract funds should be studied
for the purchasing power they represent for
placing medical and dental staffs in ambulatory
centers, and with clear cut privileges and responsibilities also at the hospital.

Closing the hospital was considered to be impossible even though there appears to be sufficient bed capacity in the rest of the City's
system to provide care for the present P0H
patient load. However, questions of quality
and accessibility combined with the new role
postulated for the City in the ambulatory care
area led the committee to' conclude that continued operation of a public hospital was necessary.

f) First steps in the Health Department should also
include providing staff direction to the stimulation
of medical groups which will engage in full-time
care of patients in the health centers, and will
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On the other hand, rebuilding the hospital at
its present size is not necessary. A modern
facility of smaller bed capacity can, if efficiently organized and appropriately used, handle
the expected patient volume.
2.

Models for a New PGH

Specifically, four models or schemes for rebuilding PGH were investigated. Three of these
models presumed that the hospital would remain
on its present site and the fourth is a more
generalized concept that could either be located
on the existing site or could readily be built
elsewhere in the City. As was the case with
respect to possible alternative uses for the
health centers, these models are not to be
considered as recommendations for either
master plan development or for programs.
They were developed as a means of describing
a range of programmatic possibilities and
estimating good facilities for these programs.
A tremendous amount of planning work must
still be done before any definitive description of
the future Philadelphia General Hospital can be
developed.
The four models studied were defined as follows:
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Scheme A

Phase I

600 bed Special Services Hospital

300 beds and related services in
new construction (300 beds and
related services in Mills Building)*

Psychiatry:
200 bed inpatient service.
Transitional, ambulatory and
emergency care.
Estimated gross area including
shared services.
Extended Care:
P. M. & R. and extended care
200 beds.
Day care and outpatient services.
Estimated area including shared
services,

1970 estimated cost:

300,000 sq. ft. @ $610
Demolition and site work
Replacement of warehouse
functions in existing buildings

ZZO,000 sq. ft.

Fees equipment and
contingency @ 2 5%

$ 18,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
$ Z0, 000,000
5,000,000
$ 2 5,000,000

200,000 sq.ft.
Phase 11

Addictive Disease Program:
200 bed inpatient service
Transitional, ambulatory and
emergency care.
Estimated area including shared
services

165,000 sq.ft.

Total area:

585,000 sq.ft.

300 beds and services in new
construction 285, 000 sq. ft. @$60
Demolition and site work
Fees, equipment and
contingency @Z5%

Total: Phases I and II
(These are 1970 costs; if
escalated at 10% per year,
completion of both phases by
about 1978, would cost approximately $88, 000, 000)
*Cost not included; total renovation would be approximately
$750,000
Z2

$ 17,000,000
1,000,000
$ 18,000,000
4,500,000
$ 22, 500,000
$ 47,500,000

Scheme H

Phase II

600 bed Special Services Hlospital
(same as Scheme A)
300 bed General Hospital

300 beds Special Services
150 beds General Hospital

Estimated Areas:
Special Care Hospital
General Hospital
Total

585, 000 sq.ft.
360,000 sq.ft.
945,000 sq.ft.

Phase I

Fees, equipment and
contingency @ 30%

300 beds Special Services in
new construction
300 beds Speial Services in
Mills Building150 bed General Hospital
1970 estimated cost:
300,000 sq. ft. Special Services components and shared
services @ $60
200,000 sq. ft. General lospital components and shared
services @ $70
Temporary relocation of
Radiology and Clinics
Demolition and Site work
Fees, equipment and
contingency @ 30%0

",'Cost not included

1970 estimated cost
285.000 sq. ft. Special Services components and shared
services @ $60
160,000 sq. ft. General Iospital components and shared
services @ $70
Demolition and site work

Total Phases I and II
(These are 1970 costs; if
escalated by 10 0 per year
and both phases were completed by 1978, approximate
costs would be $155,000,000)
$ 18,000,000

14,000.000
3,000, 000
1,000,000
$ 36,000. 000
10,800, 000
$46, 8o,000

$ 17,000,000

11,00,000
1,000,000
$ 29,200,000
8,800,000
$ 38,000,000
$ 84,800,000

Scheme C

Phase II

600 bed special Services Hospital
(same as Scheme A)
600 bed General Hospital

300 beds Special Services
300 beds General Hospital
1970 estimated cost:
285,000 sq. ft. Special Services
components and shared services
$
@ $60
320,000 sq. ft. General Hospital
components and shared services
@ $70
Demolition and site work
$
Fees, equipment and
contingency @ 30%
$

Estimated areas:
Special Care Hospital
General Hospital
Total

585,000 sq. ft.
720,000 sq. ft.
1,305,000 sq.ft.

Phase I
300 beds Special Services in
pew construction
300 beds Special Services in
Mills Building*
300 beds General Hospital
1970 estimated cost:
300,000 sq.ft. Special Services components and shared
services @ $60
400,000 sq.ft. General Hospital components and shared
services @ $70
Temporary relocation of
Radiology and Clinics
Replacement of warehouse
functions in existing buildings
Demolition and site work
Fees, equipment and
-ontingency@ 30%

Total Phase I and II
(With escalation at 10%6a year
and completion by about 1978,
approximate cost would be
$2 19,000,000)

ZZ,400,000
1,000,000
40,400,000
12,400,000
52,800,000

$119,100, 000

$ 18,000,000
Drawings #10 and #11 are included as a demonstration of how Scheme B would relate to the
existing k'GH site.

28,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
$ 51,000,000
15,300,000

$ bb,300 000T
* Cost not included

17,000,000
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After review of these schemes and submission
of additional data, a model of closer fit with
requirements emerging from the study was
postulated. It presumes that the future PGH
will function primarily as a back-up hospital
for health centers where the emphasis is on
keeping patients out of the hospital.

Final Note:
In all cases the escalation rate has been determined by recent experience.
However, there
is reason to believe that economic policy has
resulted in a slowing of the inflation of the
past few years.
Therefore, a 10% escalation
rate may be excessive.

Scheme D

3.

A hospital of this description would require a
gross square footage as follows:
400 short-term acute beds at
900 sq. ft. per bed
ZOO extended and chronic care
beds at 500 sq. ft. per bed
outpatient, physical medicine and
rehabilitation facilities
(assumes Z 50, 000 visits per year)
Total

Steps for the City

a) The master planning of the new Philadelphia
General Hospital is dependent on and closely
related to the master planning of ambulatory
care centers. This has already been explained,
but the process for raking this a fact is a
priority.

360,000 sq.ft.
100,000 sq.ft.

b) Analyses for staffing, facilities relintenance
and such, might occur related to the actual
needs of present patients of PGH, so that the
hospital can be supported to function at a high
level during transition.

50, 000 sq. ft.
510. 000 sq. ft.

acute care beds at 360,000 sq. ft.
$ 36,000,000
@ $100 per sq. ft.
extended and chronic care beds,
at 100,000 sq.ft. at $70 per
7,000,000
sq. ft.
outpatient, PM & R, chronic
disease evaluation and referral,
etc. - 50,000 sq.ft. at $60 per
sq. ft.
3,000,000
fees, equipment and contingency
11,500,000
at 25%
0
$ 57 0 0
Total all Phases
(1970 costs; if 10% per year allowed for
escalation, and completion by about 1978,
approximate cost would be $103, 500, 000)

c) Joint planning should he initiated %&iththe
Department of Welfare toward current and
long-range solutions to the problem of the
use of PGH and other hospital's acute beds
for long-term care patients.
One simple and inexpensive step would be for
the Health Department to design and put into
operation a chronic diseases evaluation and
referral service.
Patients' medical, social
and nursing needs could be defined by the
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team, and organized referral to an appropriate
program could occur.
This presumes the additional function of a continuous roster of available resources for such patients, computerized
if possible.
E.

residents of Philadelphia in acquiring
medical and dental degrees.
development of a demonstration program
at PGH and with its school of nursing so
that qualified persons can move from a
nurse's aide position through that of licensed
practical nurse to the level of registered
nurse, and can earn while learning.
(Two models successfully utilized in
New York City have been studied for
this committee.
The New York City
Health Services Administration--equivalent to the Department of Public Health
in Philadelphia- -has committed its training funds to areas of proven need.
Jointly
with the Hospital Employees Union of
AFSCME (AFL-CIO) it sponsors a program wherein nurse's aides remain employed at city expense and with the retention of all fringe benefits while
training for higher levels in the nursing
profession. Promotional qualifications
are carefully tied to the training.

Supporting Health Professions Education

There are a number of immediate steps which
could be taken by the City of Philadelphia to
benefit its citizens through training for the
health professions. The need to add manpower
planning to its other planning functions has
already been described. In addition--the City
could
I.
Carry out the analyses of its current expenditures on health manpower education to a finer
point. If this is done in concert with more detailed planning for the staffing of the old PGH in
transition, and the new PGH, it should become
evident what funds could be shifted from the
intern and resident education costs, and what
additional funds might be needed for such uses
asloans, administered jointly with professional schools, to medical and dental students
which might not need to be repaid if the
recipients agree to and actually practice,
for a specified period of time, in the
family care centers and other areas where
they are needed.

Hunter College of the City University of
New York has established a program,
with some federal assistance, which
accepts the city employed LPN's into
an abbreviated educational program.
This training qualifies LPN's to receive
a R. N. license.
The city releases
trainees half time and pays a full-time
salary.)

scholarships to assist promising black
and other low-income college graduate
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expansion of the aide training programs
of Community Health Services with provisions for continuing education in order
to qualify for upper level positions, and
with new civil service classifications
where necessary.
stipends to students or aid directly to
such institutions as the Community
College, including for pre-entry crash
programs to help needy Philadelphia high
school graduates prepare and qualify for
health professions training.
assistance to the Board of Education so
it can expand, implement and consistently
fund programs such as the Simon Gratz
High School bio-medical project which
motivates, educates and supports black
students in the pursuit of health careers.
2. Create within the Health Department a central
position of Deputy Commissioner or Director
for Health Manpower to carry 9ut the operating
responsibilities implied from the manpower
planning, to administer the use of the City's
health training funds, and to assist in bringing
the City's own training programs, including
at PGH, into the context of public policy.
3. Create a systems model in the health manpower field based on specific job analyses.
This model requires consideration of the relationships between occupations at various levels
in terms of knowledge to be mastered, skills

to be acquired and the opportunities for career
The Department of Public Health
mobility.
should lend both planning staff and personnel
technicians to this enterprise, but the project
may be carried out together with the regional
comprehensive health planning agency and all
health careers training institutions.
F.

Management Mechanisms

The recommendations of this study fr the
improvement of the administrative sructures
for personal health services operations supported by public budget, have been made in the
spirit of preserving public accountability and
of adhering to the current constraints of public
law--namely the Home Rule Charter. Therefore, the first steps to be taken to implement
the recommendations are conceived as activities
of Boards, or between Departments, as they
now exist. For example:
1. There is precedent for joint, or special
meetings together, of the Boards of Health and
of the Philadelphia General Hospital. It is
therefore within the structural bounds of the
Charter for these boards to meet together to
work out the implementation of portions of this
If they find
committee's Recommendation #5.
that such a simple mechanism will make the
operation of the spectrum of publicly funded
health care services more rational, there is
nothing to prevent such joint meetings in perpetuity.

2. Some similar device must be found with the
Board of the Community Nursing Service to
work out program and administrative aspects
of the nursing role in the envisioned ambulatory care programs, and the relationships to
the Hospital's nursing program.
3. The Commissioners of the Departments
of Health and of Welfare, or their delegates,
with appropriate consultation from the Departments of Law, and Finance, and the
Managing Director's office, should be enabled
to work out the management of the medical
care functions of Riverview, and related
arrangments for long-term care planning; and
programming.
4.
This committee has carried out its analyses within the present Charter, considers all
recommendations feasible within present
structure, and has reviewed same with the
Law Department. However, it is the intention
of the City to appoint a commission to consider
revision of the Charter.
Therefore, appropriate individuals within City government to whom
the implementation of this committee's recommendations will be assigned, might also be
requested to consider and to recommend whether
Charter amendments might be desirable.

The Costs - and the Benefits

G.

A Summary:

1.

More Cost Projections

Capital costs for revising certain District
Health Centers to encompass ambulatory care
have been given. These figures are relevant
for seven of the nine existing public health
centers. Alternatives for rebuilding PGH
have been analyzed as to probable construction
costs.
In the 1970-'71 and 1972 -'73 capital budgets
of the city, funds are projected for the planning
and construction of a new health center in
District #10.
We estimate that approximately
$3, 000, 000, at present cost levels, would be
required to ,plan and build two more centers
to serve District #8 and #7 in which there are
now only inadequate renovated buildings.
But what of operating costs? Consultants to
this committee have made certain estimates
with regard to operating budget needs both
with regard to carrying out first steps in
implementing our recommendations, and longrange.
a) Coordinated planning for the Philadelphia health care system would require
the addition of about $200, 000 per year
to the operating budget of the Department of Public Health. Master planning
costs and professional consultants' fees
have been included in the capital cost

estimates for the health centers,
the new hospital.
b)

c)

and

Some additional funds - perhaps
$250, 000 should be budgeted for
group practice organization, the
development of a coordinated medical records system, the establishment of the chronic diseases evaluation and referral services, and
eventual monitoring operations with
r* gard to planned emergency services,
Ambulatory Care - Operating Cost
Projections
Data provided this committee has
estimated the operating capacity of
the re-ordered health centers at
30, 000 persons, 5 or more visits
per year. Five visits per year,
under full utilization would mean
150,000 annual visits. At our estimated average cost per visit of
$12, gross estimated annual operating costs per center would be
$1,800,000.

d)

Inpatient care - Operating Cost
P roje-ti-s
We estimate the annual operating
cost of a new Philadelphia General
hospital and the necessary purchase
of inpatient services not available

at the hospital as follows:
Assume 100 acute care beds
and an average daily operating cost of $80
Assume 200 extended care
beds and an average daily
operating cost of $50
Assume 2 50,000 specialty
outpatient visits per year
at an average cost of $15
per visit
Gross annual operating
cost
To allow for contingencies say

$ 11,680,000
$

3,650,000

$

3,750,000

$19,080,000
$20,000,000

Pediatric inpatient care
Some costs to the City should be projected for the purchase of inpatient
pediatric care when required by children of the families receiving medical
care from the health centers. This
may need to cover seasonally, as
many as 100 children per day, but at
relatively short stays.
100 patients per day
365 days per year
36, 500 annual patient days
at $100 per day equals $3,650,000
however, it is known that 75% of present pediatric inpatient care in Phila-

delphia is reimbursable.
therefore
the net annual cost to the City could
be $91Z,500.

Thus, a more effective production of
personal health care services could also
operate at a net cost to the City of less
per patient, and per center than is now
invested in the categorical operations.
All this is predicted without calculating
the possibility of further input from
charges to some patients, or of the transfer of some funds now used to operate
clinics at PGH.
To the support of comprehensive care in these patients' own neighborhoods.

Obstetrical care
The Maternity and Infant Care projects should be re-examined, and the
residence and high risk status of the
mothers who still deliver at the
present Philadelphia General Hospital
related thereto. It is probable that
the majority of the fairly small number of patients still delivering at PGH,
is eligible for this financing of care.
Therefore the City has the mechanisms
at hms-d for covering these costs.
There may still be a public responsibility for motivation, education and
other aids to guiding patients to this
method of receiving and paying for
their prenatal and obstetrical care.
2.

b) If the new hospital becomes truly related
to the ambulatory care centers as a backup resource, the ultimate saving to the
tax-payer has already been explained.
Fewer expensive beds will be needed.
The
beds which do exist will be more effectively
and economically used. It has also been
made clear that extended care beds are
less expensive to build and ope-ate than
acute care beds.
If the City carefully
planned a certain number of such beds
related to the new PGH, this would help
fill a vast need. It would also represent
an economy over the present use of as
many as 300 of P0H's acute beds for
extended and custodial care patients.

Benefits - to the City and its Citizens
.a) If the necessary reorganization of staffing patterns and of billing procedures in
the ambulatory care centers takes place,
an average reimbursement of $8 per
visit could be recognized under existing
legislation. Therefore, the net annual
operating cost to the City per center,
and at full utilization, could figure at
only $600,000.

The operation of a well built hospital such
as that detailed by Scheme D, could net
the City an 80% recovery of operating costs
per patient day. Therefore, the net operating costs to the City would be as low as
$4,000,000 per year.
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It may seem without Yeart, to summarize the
reasons for the pub lc priorities we have set
forth--in monetary terms. However, this
committee is firmly convinced of the benefits
to the health of citizens in stressing out-ofhospital and preventive care, and feels the
philosophy needs no further argument.
There is, however, an additional value to the
taxpayer to explain. That is the value to be
found in allocating his resources in a different
way.
This is why we stress that the operation
of more effective health centers related to a
hospital, or hospitals, placed differently in the
system, could eventually result in programs
servicing more people, and at less expense than
current operations within an obsolete system.

APPENDIX
A.

Processes of the Committee

Members of a steering committee began to
meet with Dr. Dixon and research staff in
October 1969. Several such meetings served
to prepare technical materials for review by
the full committee, to discuss the possible
shape of recommendations these data suggested,
and to point up further areas for staff research.
Meetings were held with the full committee in
November and December, 1969. At one of these,
a motion was carried to submit the information
collected to a wider public, before the Committee determined and voted upon final recommendations to be made to the Mayor.
Therefore, in December, 1969 and January,
1970 two public seminars were held by the
committee with more than 100 individuals in
attendance. These individuals represented a
wide range of provider and consumer interests.
All had been furnished with the same technical
materials provided to members of the committee.

In general, members of the Mayor's Committee took the responsibility for organizing
these small discussion groups. This process
enabled a number of groups most particularly
concerned with the future of the Philadelphia
General Hospital to prepare position statements,
some of which were later formally presented to
the Mayor's Committee.
By unanimous vote of the Committee, such
statements are herewith included as a part of
this report to the Mayor.
On January 23, 1970, with due consideration for
this important public input and review, the Mayor's
Committee on Municipal Hospital Services voted
to adopt the recommendations which appear in
this report. Observers from the medical staff
of the Philadelphia General Hospital, and from
the Citizens' Health Conference, a new coalition
produced by a caucus of over 30 consumer organizations, were present.
B.

I)
In addition, as preparation for the first public
discussion, several small informational sessions were held with various interest groups.
These ranged from representatives of health
care consumer organizations to the medical
staff of the Philadelphia General Hospital,
deans of medical schools, and the like.

Statements of Position on the Recommendations
of the Mayor's Committee on Municipal Hospital
Services
From The Citizens Health Conference A. A. Bey, Chairman

The time has come when the first priority for the
use of local health dollars and health manpower
should be shifted to modest income neighborhood
health centers.
The elderly find it difficult and

often hazardous to travel tong distances required in order to reach the Philadelphia
General Hospital.
We feet that neighborhood
clinics employing neighborhood staff people
combined with the visiting nurses and homemaker services ie a modern answer to public
responsibility for personal health care in
Philadelphia. We will hope you will give this
matter serious study since many of our members are 65 and over and have been faithful
taxpayers for a long time,

dependent upon the implementation of their
Leport.
d) A community review board should be established in consultation with a group of representatives of hospitals to
1) Set fees and determine and explain services.
2) Be responsible for handling complaints.
3) Be responsible for all patients and
receive a complete account of bills
regardless of source of payment.

Recommendations
a) Recognizing the inseparable function of
research in medicine, we, the citizens recommend that the medical profession redirect its
primary emphasis from research to the quality
of care and delivery of services and the most
humane consideration of the patient; do not use
the helpless poor for experimentaton.
b) Person indigenous to the community and
who have been responsible to the needs of the
citizens must be proportionately included on the
board of directors of all hospitals and health
institutions so that they will be able to protect
the voiceless citizens.
c) A city-wide independent review board should
be established to investigate the delivery of care
in the City of Philadelphia with the view to developing a system of total delivery of health
care, All future financial support should be

e) The Health Department of Philadelphia and
the hospitals concerned should give the community an inventory of the existing medical
research activity in Philadelphia hospitals.
f) Clinics should be handled on an appointment
basis with repeated visits being made to the
same doctor to insure continuity of care.
g) Private physicians within each area should
be afforded care and greater rapport and increased hospital privileges in order to insure
adequate care for their patients.
h) All persons should be guaranteed full and
complete medical care from any hospital regardless of ability to pay.
i) No hospital is to curtail in any way its emergency, accident or outpatient services at this
time.

j) There should be effort to bring about an
increase in fully accredited nursing homes,
and a broadening of home care and rehabilitation services to shorten time spent in nursing
homes or hospitals.
2)

For the Citizens Health Conference b, Mr. n. Russell

This statement represents an evaluation of the
technical data submitted before the
December 15, 1969 public seminar.
a) There is no objective evaluation of the
quality of service administered by area hospitals and health facilities in the data. We are
interested in a qualitative change in the level
of service offered and are opposed to a mere.
quantitative change in the number of facilities
offering the same inadequate quality of services.
b) We question the ability of a group, dominated
by hospitals, medical schools, and health professionals to operate in our best interests.
Medicine, the fourth largest business in this
country, is a tremendously lucrative enterHealth consumers fear manipulation
prise.
by the profit motives of special interest groups.
Profit motives manifest themselves to us in thy.
form of large buildings, tremendous research
grants, and supposedly better educated doctors.
c) As we view the perspective of the hospital
of the future, whether teaching or cor ,ittity,
we feel it will have to be designed to care for

a new type of patient, no longer the traditional
ward patient available for teaching material.
We do not want to be viewed as cadavers, as
species, but as patients.
d) We question the logic that those who have
created the problem, can by some miraculous
change of mind and reference points, solve the
problem. Hospitals and doctors are given
'economic incentives" to deliver services to
people, and that there is, therefore, vested
self interest to allow those persons in need of
these services to become ill.
e) We question your preoccupation with buildings. Your data make the erroneous implication that expensive new buildings at Philadelphia General Hotpital (PGH) and new health
center buildings will improve the quality of
services offered. Buildings may be desirous,
but substantial improvements in municipal
health can be made without enormous capital
expenditures. (Particular issue was taken with
a model, later rejected by the committee, for
a new 1200 bed PGH, that would have cost about
$110,000, 000 to construct.)
Conclusions
We object to material consideration superceding humane considerations.
We object to the exclusion, at any and all
levels, of persons who will be the recipients
of any municipal health services offered.

Information on long-range and short-range
plans, data, legislation, and design making mechanisms should be shared with us.
We object to the inference that persons of
technical background know our problems
better than we do.
We object to the negation of the fact that
we are considered only health consumers;
we are also providers through our tax
dollars.
We object to establishing any priorities
that will perpetuate crisis medicine as
opposed to comprehensive medical care.
3)

In behalf of the Medical Staff of PGH.
Edward S. Cooper, M.D., President

We need a new Philadelphia General Hospital
with expanded services to the community.
a) Philadelphia General Hospital offers primary and secondary care for thousands of
Philadelphians who are not reached or admitted
by other Philadelphia hospitals.
This would be
true even if a comprehensive national medical
insurance scheme were adopted.
Witness the
situation in Philadelphia last summer when it
appeared that the receiving ward at PGH might
be the only large hospital emergency room to
remain open. What other institutions would be
able to care for our many special groups of
patients? Those with stroke, tuberculosis,

chronic debilitating neurological and medical
diseases, policemen and firemen, referrals
from social agencies, city compensation patients, alcoholics, drug addicts, - not to
mention the majority of our patients who are
ordinary citizens whose families have depended
upon PGH for generations for health care.
PGH,
with new modern facilities, would be an ideal
back-up general hospital for referrals from the
community health centers which will offer primary care. In other words, a new PGH would
be the hub of a new comprehensive system of
health care for many citizens of Philadelphia.
It is universally accepted that the present PGH
buildings are old and obsolete. A new hospital
could function much more efficiently and at less
cost.
We must have a new modern facility in
order to provide medical care equal to that
found in other hospitals in the community, and
to provide an attraction for the proper socioeconomic mixture of patients to dispel the
image of second class medicine for "poor folk"
and special problem cases only. Second class
medicine is no longer acceptable.
b) As universal health insurance becomes a
reality, Philadelphia will need more and better
health facilities, not less. PGH welcomes,
both philosophically and in fact, all patients,
regardless of socio-economic status, age, race
and type of disease. Our type patients are
frequently "first come, last admitted" at other
hospitals. Many patients consider PGH "their
hospital", and great inconvenience and emotion-

al turmoil will result if an attempt is made to
phase them out of our institution. With proper
financial support, this spirit can continue.

its inclusion of large grants for research in
the ordinary basic and clinical sciences, PGH
has extraordinary strength in research in
special problem areas such as stroke and
other neurological diseases, collagen metabolism
and diseases, hypertension, gastro-intestinat, and
infectious diseases, alcohol anq drug abuse,
and mental illness. The federal government
has recently given highest priority to a special
head trauma unit at PGII to be funded beginning
January 1, 1970, and has under favorable consideration now a stroke intensive care unit and
a massive research program in collagen metabolism. There has also been recent investigative
research in new and better methods of delivery
of health care (stroke, home care services,
mental diseases, etc.) and health personnel
training (e. g. , remedial training for prospective
nursing school applicants).

c) Philadelphia and our nation simply cannot
afford to lose one of its oldest, best-known
and effective facilities for the training of health
personnel.
This is especially true when cries
are heard daily for more doctors, nurses and
other paramedic l personnel, including a greater representation from minority groups.
PGH
serves as a major teaching facility for hundreds
of medical students each year, hundreds of irterns, residents and fellows, nursing stude ,t,
medical technicians, x-ray technicians, practical nurses, and approximately 1000 nursing
students from other smaller affiliated hospitals
in the region.
In addition, programs are in
the formative stage for physician, nurse and
paramedical personnel training in: special
areas such as pulmonary diseases and rehabilitation, stroke care, liver diseases and medical diseases associated with alcoholism, renal
dialysis, drug and alcohol addiction, and
coronary care unit duty. Each large city must
have one complete public hospital for training
personnel,

e) PGH needs an optimal "critical mass" of
acute beds and accompanying diagnostic studies
and treatment sections with appropriate personnel in order to support required special care
units and teaching and research programs.
At
least 600 acute beds and the maintenance of an
obstetrics unit are necessary for PGH to carry
out this mission.

d) PGFI is a major facility for medical research,
with a yearly research budget of approximately
$2,000,000 obtained mainly from federal government sources. It has taken decades to build
these programs.
They probably could never be
replaced during any period of constriction of
sources for research support. In addition to

It is generally recognized that 1000-1200 beds
is the optimal size for any modern hospital.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the other major
teaching hospitals of the City, which offer complete medical services, will be willing to build
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and expand further in order to accommodate
the hundreds of thousands of inpatients and
outpatients seen yearly at PGH.
It is inconceivable that the City and citizens
of Philadelphia would withhold support from
PGIH and thus destroy one of its most famous
and distinguished institutions while using its
energy and funds to build up other institutions
over which it has no accountability.
f) If the mammoth, highly-trained and expert
PGH staff is permitted to disband, it will take
severa' generations to rebuild--a tragedy of
the greatest order.
Such a development will
have a devastating effect upon the reputation of
Philadelphia as a major medical city, and will
mean the loss of a major attraction for our prospective bicentennial celebration.
Remember,
PGH was founded in 1729, almost 50 years before our union was formed!

In summary, a new and revitalized Philadelphia
General Hospital, with a new physical structure,
is essential to serve as the hub of a new comprehensive system of health care for many
citizens of Philadelphia of various socioeconomic backgrounds. A particularly attractive feature of PGH is the easy and reliable
accessibility of entry by any sick person regardless of socio-economic status, race or type of
disease.
In addition, PGH lends itself to greater
public accountability than other institutions,
though it needs an increased flexibility and

autonomy for optimum operation. A strong PGH
is a necessity because of its extensive general
and specialized facilities for patient care.
teaching and training of health personnel, and
research in many areas including new methods
of delivery of health care.
PGH needs at least
600 acute beds and an obstetrical unit. In
addition there must be at least 300 specialized
and extended care inpatient units. Such a plan
for the new physical structure of PGH is essential for it to survive and carry out its mission.
Medical school affiliation is essential.
4)

From the Citizen's Health Conference
Rev. D.

Weeks, Jr.

A statement of consumer interests in health:
a)

Hospital Costs are Too High

Hospitals will not consider a patient unless he
has Blue Cross, Blue Shield and other policies
and these are insufficient to meet the cost of
medical care. It is now time to make the talk
of national health insurance a reality if we
are to assure all citizens equal quality health
care. Philadelphia should support a national
health policy because of its obligation to the
citizens of this City.
The City should revamp
and reshape its policy in health to assure Philadelphians of equal quality health care.
b)

The Need for Emergency Care

The poor at present are directly dependent upon

emergency room services.
Certain hospitals
apparently do not wish to treat the disadvantaged poor. Hospitals that have contracts with
the City should be made to accept all patients
in their geographic areas. No patient should
be refused treatment because of inability to
pay. An emergency ward must be kept open
unless and until other systems that are better
are developed.
c)

Train more disadvantaged poor to be doctors but
require them to spend five years in community
practice. This is a small price for them to
pay for medical education financed by others.
Set up community pharmacy co-ops, or have
groups of pharmacists coordinate hours to provide drugs in a given area.

Mental Health

Programs as set up do not meet the needs of
the community because they are not community
oriented. How can a sick society attempt to
create a mental health program without first
dealing with its own sickness ? It is a known
fact that treatment of the mentally ill has been
lagging for years and there still exists a tremendous gap between the needs of the patients
and concepts of how to treat patients.
d)

school and very little is being done to change
this unbalanced situation.

Doctors Are Not in Areas Where Most Needed

Doctors do not remain in the needy areas.
There is a related problem.
If one is lucky
enough to find a doctor, he will have difficulty
finding a pharmacy to fill the prescription.
If
doctors will only specialize, or go to paying
areas, this is the same as a shortage of doctors.
They can also charge exorbitant prices. This
country is importing thousands of foreign doctors
to make up the shortage within hospitals. The
disadvantaged poor who have the knowledge and
ability cannot afford the high cost of medical

e)

Inadequate Planning for Elderly Persons

This country is obligated to its senior citizens
but in most cases they live out their lives in
some little room caring for themselves.
They
are placed in mental institutions and nursing
homes in the guise of being crazy or permanently ill. At best, programs for the elderly
are similar in nature to those of horse trainers -for race horses that have outlived their potential
and can only graze in the pasture until death.
Programs must be developed whereby the
elderly will know they are useful and appreciated
by society.
f)

La,:k of Walk-In Care Facilities

Some care for which patients lie in hospital beds
running up huge hospital bills, taking up bed
space while waiting for an x-ray, blood test,
pap test, skin test, etc. , can best be provided
Philaby special neighborhood health clinics.
delphia should help create and encourage neighborhood health clinics, and hospitals should

establish relationships with such.
g)

Hospital Beds

Before we can decide if there are too many or
too few, we need to know how many beds are for training purposes?
how many beds are only for wealthy patients
or remain unoccupied until the "right"
patient is admitted?
h)

Childrens'

Protection

A health program should be initiated for youth
under 21 to assure the country of healthy citizens
This program should seek to
for the future.
protect against childhood diseases, environmental defects such as air and water pollution,
poor houses, lead poisoning, malnutrition, etc.
This program should seek ways to protect against
social ills--dope addiction, alcoholism, and
racism.

Federal health planning law concepts should
be implemented. These call for consumer
This law
representation in policy planning.
does not state 51% but actually says: "a
majority of the membership of such a
council shall consist of representatives of
consumers of health services". Seventy
percent of persons most affected by health
plans is a better figure.
The present laws of Pennsylvania decree
that corporate boards dealing with health
insurance be comprised mostly of doctors.
This should be changed.
Hospitals should not be permitted to exist
on tax dollars without public accountability.
They should reveal all their sources of
funds.
A consumer citizen board should be established to set policy and evaluate health
This should include
related programs.
the Health Department which at best is
fragmented like all other agencies.

Positive Policy Directions
The health industry should redirect itself
toward a health policy of preventive mediCrisis care and hospital care
cal care.
only treat an individual after he or she is
si. - -w&,i.h leaves doubt as to whether
those who make their living off of the sick
are really concerned about keeping individuals healthy and wholesome.

This body should evaluate policy, help
form standards, set salaries, hire and
fire, set conditions for promotion, and
hear grievances. It should also supply
grass roots persons with accurate health
information.

Local boards (at least 70% consumers) for
all health related programs such as hospitals,
health centers, community mental health
centers,. rodent control, should also be
established. Each local board would
name a representative to form a regional
health corporation which could receive
grants and funds and in turn contract
with public and private institutions for
health services.
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Senator KENNEDY. Mayor Gibson was unable to be here and join
with the mayors this morning. But Dr. Clark is here with Mayor
Gibson's testimony. Dr. Clark, would you be kind enough to come
up?
Dr. Clark, we want to thank you for coming. I understand that
the mayor wanted to be here, had planned to be here, and at the
last moment had to change his plans. We appreciate your presence
here.
STATEMENT OF HON. KENNETH A. GIBSON, MAYOR OF NEWARK,
N.3., PRESENTED BY DR. ALAN B. CLARK, DIRECTOR OF HEALTH
AND WELFARE FOR THE CITY OF NEWARK
Dr. CLARK. Thank you, Senator Kennedy; and to other members
of this committee I would like to make it clear Mayor Gibson has
asked me to deliver this testimony because he considers it a very
high priority issue within the whole thrust of his administration.
The crisis in health care is nowhere more serious than in Newark.
Physicians leave Newark in increasing numbers, leaving behind a
small number of older physicians; facilities for primary care are
inadequate in numbers, and consist of disease-oriented hospital
clinics, where care is fragmented and impersonal; medicaid, although it covers nearly a third of Newark's citizens, has failed to
improve the quality or distribution of health care; and almost one
quarter of our citizens have no health insurance of any kind. The
results of all this are health indices which rightfully belong in
the history of medicine, yet which are sad realities today in Newark.
Today in Newark we have the highest rate of infant mortality
in the Nation, which has not changed significantly since the 1930's.
Doctors do not fully understand the causes of infant mortality, but
certainly nutrition and prenatal care are important. Only one third
of those eligible receive food stamps. And the rest of those of welfare have a food budget which permits the expenditure of 32 cents
a meal. One-third of all the women who give birth at the Martland
Hospital, where most of the city's indigent receive their health
care, have had no prenatal care of any kind. And it is here where
the rates of prematurity and neonatal death are highest.
Tuberculosis, a disease which is a memory in the minds of people
living in suburbs a scant 10 miles from the heart of Newark, still
is a living reality for our citizens. Our rate of TB is triple our surrounding communities. We have a few TB clinics, but the need far
outstrips their capability, and TB is a disease which requires attention to the patient's family, for followup of contacts and counseling.
Syphilis and gonorrhea are endemic. Yet, the city dispensary is
the only place in Newark where these diseases are treated now. It
is a squalid, undignified place. This group of diseases requires a
sensitive physician to whom young people can turn with trust and
confidence, not an anonymous clinic doctor.
Lead poisoning is perhaps the raost insidious of the urban diseases.
A recent screening by pediatricians at the College of Medicine and
Dentistry in Newark showed that 40 percent of the children in
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Newark are at risk to be poisoned by lead. The results of lead
poisoning, a preventable disease, are mental retardation and death.
The city council, at our urging-passed ordinances to require the
abatement of lead paint in apartments, and to prohibit its further
use. The College of Medicine runs a small lead poisoning screening
clinic with city support, but these are halfway measures at best.
To prevent this disease, we need to rebuild the substandard houses
in Newark. And to treat those affected, we need centers where all
children can be screened, followed and treated in a hospital if that
is required.
And while these problems mount, physicians continue to leave
Newark. Now we have just over 400 physicians living and practicing in Newark, or about 115 per 100,000 population. At the same
time, the number of physicians in our neighboring suburbs has
almost doubled, so that there are 220 physicians per 100,000 population in the suburban area. There is scarcity amidst abundance.
And even in Newark, there are many areas of the city which have
no physicians at all. Of those doctors in Newark, one-third are over
65, while the suburbs attract the younger, better trained men. So
our need for doctors will grow considerably in the next few years,
unless the Congress helps the cities provide real incentives and attractions for doctors to return to the cities, and more importantly,
supports those medical schools which promise to turn out more
physicians.
We have five major voluntary hospitals in Newark, and the Martland hospital, formerly city run, but now operated by the College
of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey.
The college planned to'build a small "referral" hospital of 275
beds while it renovated the existing Martland structure with what
is, in our view, an inadequate amount of money. This would have
perpetuated a dual system of health care, with a small hospital for
those outside the city with private insurance, and a community
hospital for the poo' within the city. We publicly opposed this
plan, and instead, called for the phasing out of Martland, and the
construction of a 600 bed modern facility to function both as a
community and a referral hospital, so that the medical school exemplifies a one class system of health care. The faculty of the College
has supported us in this, and we are hopeful that as the permanent
facilities of the college are built that this new hospital will become
a reality.
The voluntary hospitals recently expended over $15 million for
improvements and renovations, but there is still a shameful lack of
primary care facilities. The outpatient departments of the voluntary
hospitals and of Martland are still disease-oriented, and care is
fragmented and impersonal. These clinics are undergoing the start
of reorganization now, but we still require double or triple the space
to provide comprehensive family oriented care for all those in Newark. And as we do this, I have no doubt that the number of hospital
beds in Newark, now about 2,000, might turn out to be inadequate
as we begin to detect and treat long neglected disease.
And even within the hospitals there are contrasts. One hospital
runs a heart surgery suite and an artificial kidney unit, but the
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surrounding community complains about the lack of service to its
health needs. The hospitals and their medical staffs are beginning
to question the appropriateness of what they are now doing.
Recognizing the enormity of these problems, we have assigned
health a major priority in this administration. We have created in
Newark a partnership for health council, to bring together the
providers and consumers of health service to identify goals and
objectives in health care, and to begin to create access to health care
for those who have not enjoyed it, and to redirect the purposes of
the health institutions in Newark. During the last several months,
in cooperation with community groups and the major providers, we
have been planning a network of neighborhood health centers
throughout Newark. These centers will provide comprehensive, family oriented health care. Some will be located in hospital outpatient
departments; some in the neighborhoods. One of these centers is
operating already, another just opened on a small scale, a third is
about to be built, and two hospitals are developing such centers
within their outpatient departments. We are helping a strong pediatric group practice expand into a comprehensive center; and a
group of 20 specialists is building a referral center on an urban
renewal site in the heart of Newark. We hope to link all of these
components into a unified system.
But these are small efforts, and the Federal grants are limited
and will not last forever. To maintain this system on a sound financial basis, we need a universal system of health insurance, which
guarantees access to this system for all Newark citizens. This system
of health insurance should not passively pour money into the existing framework, but rather it should be used creatively to encourage
and direct the kinds of changes which we in Newark have set as
our goals. This means money to build new facilities for primary
care, and the formation of prepayment, capitation systems.
The present pluralistic system of health insurance has failed to
create the kind of changes in Newark we all seek. Instead of guaranteeing a single, high quality system of health care, w, have two
systems: One for the middle class, financed by Blue Cross, Blue
Shield, and the private insurance companies, and one for the poor,
financed by medicaid, or subsidized directly by State and local
government.
I do not believe that even the middle class in Newark is satisfied
with the quality of care their insurance premiums purchase. And
the cost ofpremiums continues to mount. Recently, the State insurance commissioner approved a 9 percent rate increase in Blue Cross,
but those who must pay can see no improvement in the quality of
care.
And only 155,000 people in Newark are covered by Blue CrossBlue Shield and private insurance.
Of the remainder of the population, 110,000, almost one-third of
the city, are on categorical welfare, and are eligible for medicaid.
Medicare covers another 25,000. But almost 100,000 are not covered
by insurance of any kind.
Medicaid has perpetuated the two class system of health care.
It is, in truth, welfare medicine. Thousands of citizens who are not
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receiving assistance, but who would be eligible for medicaid, do not
apply because they refuse to go through the demeaning process of
igibility at the local welfare board.
The best that medicaid has done has been to afford limited access
to the better voluntary hospitals in Newark. Before that, all welfare
patients went to the 'Martland. But even in the voluntaries, these
patients stay on the oldest, unrenovated wards, while the new recently built wings are reserved for the so-called private patients.
These patients still do not have their own doctors, but are as always
"service cases" to be cared for by interns and residents.
A look at the 1970 experience with medicaid in Newark is instructive. For 115,000 eligibles, a total of about 61/ million medicaid
dollars were spent. Of this, $4.4 million went for hospitalization, and
$1.4 million for ambulatory care.
A disproportionate amount was spent, therefore, for hospitalization. This reveals that medicaid eligibles do not have access to
primary care, and hence their diseases frequently go untreated until
they become sick enough to require hospitalization. Conversely,
many patients are hospitalized unnecessarily because of a lack of
alternative facilities. The medicaid dollars have not encouraged a reorganization of the delivery system. These dollars have not even
controlled costs. Some hospitals are being reimbursed at $35 for a
clinic visit.
And sadly, while State legislators are complaining about soaring
costs, the total spent in Newark, $61/2 million, amounts to about
$56 for each eligible.
This compares poorly with what some prepayment plans, like
the Kaiser group on the west coast or HIP in New York spend per
person, about $200. Clearly, the costs of health insurance cannot
be borne by State government.
And finally, we must provide insurance for those who exist just
above the poverty line, who are not eligible for medicaid, but who
cannot afford other health insurance. I might add that the sharp
cutoff of medicaid benefits as the welfare line is passed is a strong
incentive for those, especially with chronic illness, to remain on
welfare to continue receiving medicaid benefits. At the same time,
to create a sliding scale, with deductibles and coinsurance, is not,
in my view, the way to control utilization. Nor are maximum benefits. We need. rather, to more fully develop more sophisticated
screening techniques, to sort out the well, the incipient ill, and the
frankly ill.
Therefore, we strongly recommend to you that the Congress enact
health insurance legislation with the following features:
1. Universal in scope, with comprehensive benefits, without deductibles or coinsurance.
2. Financing by the most progressive form of taxation which we
have at our disposal. In practical terms, this means employeeemployer contributions according to income, and a generous contribution out of Federal tax revenues. And complete Federal support
for those who cannot afford it. We must emphasize, however, that
a single system of insurance is a prerequisite for a single system
of health care delivery.
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3. Setting aside special resources to improve the delivery system
in facilities, organizations, and manpower. More specifically, where
local government has demonstrated leadership and initiatives along
these lines, that these resources come to us to effect the kinds of
changes we all desire.
With your support we in Newark can create a model health care
delivery system for the Nation.
Thank you, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Dr. Clark. This is
excellent testimony, and the graphs which you brought show visually
what the real problems are in terms of the availability of doctors,
the distribution of physicians, the age of various physicians, what
is happening to growth in many suburbs, as well as the diseases
that are present. The charts reflect very well what the nature of
the health crisis is that we are seeing in many of these areas. I
think this testimony is superb, and we will indicate to the mayor
our great appreciation for it; it reflects a good deal of study and
is really first rate.
So I want to commend you for coming down here and taking
the time to be with us and to express these views for the mayor.
I wish you would wish him well for me. I know the mayor, am an
admirer of his, and think lie is trying to provide dynamic leadership in an area where it is sorely needed. We can understand his
pressing problems there making it impossible for him to be here.
So I want to thank you for coming.
We will include those charts in the record.
Dr. CLARK. The same ones, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you very much. I would like
to feel that our staff could be in touch with you as we develop this
legislation.
(The graphs referred to follow:)
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Senator KENNEDY. At this point, we will enter the prepared statement of Mayor Roman S. Gribbs of Detroit, Mich.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Gribbs follows:)

Statement

by

ROMAN S. GRIBBS

Mayor of

Detroit,

Michigan

on behalf of

Action

Committee

Conference

of Mayors

Legislative

The

U.

S.

Senate Health Subcommittee

on

Health Crisis in America

April 7,

1971
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Mr.

Chairman and Gentlemen:

My name

is Roman

S. Oribbs.

Michigan and am grateful to
you
my

the serious

I am the
have the

Mayor of

the City of

Detroit,

opportunity to discuss with

nature of the health-care

crisis in my City and

State.

Congress and the

press recently

national'discussion of

have (lone much

to stimulate

America's health-care system and

possible

remedies.

Unfortunately, however,

many Americans,

need

the

not

system.
"dollar

be reminded

care"

repeatedly

18th

inequitable health

medicine has

the

been

too real

hearings, this

and

too harrowing.

committee must have been told

that Americans are dying younger and leading less

healthy lives

and

inadequate and

Poor and moderate-income Americans' experiences with

By this point in

nations.

of

including many Detroiters,

than the

citizens of most other industrialized

The United States ranks 14th in

among industrialized

infant mortality rates,

countries, seventh in maternal

in life expectancy of males, and llth

for

females.

deaths,
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Although
bility

I am not

for

for this

providing

reason

situation

a health

in

expert,

health

that

care

I do

in

the City

I am particularly

of

responsi-

Detroit.

appalled by

health-care field.

the

have a major

The "system"

It

is

the chaotic
hardly

deserves

to be called a system.

Let me

discuss with you three particularly

prenatal
sonnel,

and medical

Prenatal
aspect

aid maternal

care,

economics

and maternal

tially

higher

More insidious
Adolescent
children
are

rate

birth or

than the

crisis.

In 1969,

compounded by

City-wide

health care.

with long-range

prior medical care;

educate mothers,

provide

current

in effect

is malnutrition.
infants, and

to poor diets even when
Without

such care,

they

premature

ramifications increase sharply.

financial

adequate prenatal

factorily combat malnutrition.

95

average.

health-care system, caused

the City's

distressing

shortly thereafter, a substan-

are particularly vulnerable

Because of an antiquated

per-

1300 Detroit

girls, pregnant women, nursing mothers,

receiving adequate

medical

single most

and perhaps more extensive

deaths and diseases

and

the

babies without

died at

of trained

insurance.

perhaps

of Detroit's health-care

those babies

shortage

and

care is

women were delivered of
of

the

troublesome areas:

to some extent

crisis, we cannot

education, or satis-

Infant and maternal death rates

- 2 -
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are increasing

in

the

The

of

defense

first

which

.ine
moart

pregnant,
prenatal

often

hospit

encounter

The

if

The,

visit

to

ment

alld

h;ve

t. e

the

born

care

new

children

Contributing

Is

to

sit tuition

Michigan,

lnti

I- iiiie(

for

I am

are

women

go--if

they

The majority

of

of

hiarrIid

lons.

Ignored.

oft

en

the

the

run

poor,

It

Is

liar,

first

fore ign

environ-

who

do

not

process

of

their

new-

maternal-heal th-

tiedical

10,907 physicians

There are,

her

Th(.e Important

trained

and

down

personnel

disastrous

lack of

currently

by

manpower.
of whom

in addition,

only

1,876

chiropodists.

these are in private practice;

in

to

women
to

heal th and welfare

compounding

the severe

10 per cent

any other state

and

medical

explanat

physician in twelve engages
a rate

,

overwhelmed

tota].)y

266

cs

all--for

hostile

the

on

at

these

often

on the

told,

are

Cs

if

others

is

cli ni

go

inotiher--particularly

'Id

and

at
who

impersonalI

8,759 are in active practice.
osteopaths and

Yet

cl ].ni

our

ae so hi ;ick.

I£0

pocor

I

battle

personnel

clinic--is

t lit,

of educating

al

crowded d,

young,

this

care,

tIII p;,'

clinic c': are

dirty.

in

ghetto

obstetrical. and

erpeci ail y

inner-city.

in any form of prepaid

lower than
the east

only one Michigan
group practice,

the national average and lower

north central area.

than
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The number
seven
5

of doctors

southeastern

million.

792

and

determines
inner

of personal

There
who

one

have

has

average,

it

10

only

4.14

have even

veterinarians

but

doctor

cent of

than 200
one

simply not
combined
Is

only

134.

to medical

nearly

has

more

do not

one

4.3 per

there

for every

access

only

Is

have a

area

nurse

income

yet

are

this

who has

city

Michigan

counties

Within

people

available

Is

Some

people.

per

cent higher

I ,000

town

look after

level

physicians.

or more people

(I)eckerville)
the

a

the national

the Nation's

One

to

than

and

of

doctor.

every

of Detroit's

areas

Nation's population

of

nearly

money which

t.hc

towns

no doctor

it

10,000

M-ichigan

of

one doctor for

care.

per cent

Michigan's

population

And

for every

enough.

health

has

four

needs of

its

people.

Right

now Michigan
By

nurses.

On

top of

we used
a year.
$70,000

1980

needs 2,000 more doctors

there will

this physicians'

to pay a doctor

a year.

It

a need

$12.80 an hour,

appears

registered

7,600

additional

doctors.

$30

an hour,

that doctors

affluent, the

afford their services.

-4-

In Detroit

the equivalent of $25,000
the equivalent of

nearly

have priced themselves

and inner-city markets and

suburbs to care for the

59-681 0 - 71 - pt. 6 - 20

for

4,000 more

incomes have skyrocketed.

Today we pay almost

out of the small-town
the

be

and

have flocked

only people who

can

to
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Given our straightened

financial circumstances,

and Michigan

cannot possibly pay

and dentists

that we need.

|leiilth
and
like

professional s currently

paramedical personnel
to see

an Immediate

to

train

avaIlable

implementation

Manrofvm.i

Act,

which would send

doctors

into

communities desperately

expanded

health personnel

But

the

vices.

Public

in nuvd.

costs is

Since 1965,

the consumer

been rising at

3.9

per cent,

an annual

rate of increase

In Michigan we

while

the

limited

v ffectively

We would

Emergency

lica 1Ith Service

And

this should

service

service.

to physicians'

price index

be

for all

to military

ser-

has been rising

medical-care price index has

rate of 6 per cent--paced

$2.26 billion

by an even steeper

for poor health care in 1969.

have spent a larger share of their incomes on

health insurance, yet the private insurance

incapable of

nurses,

for doctors.

spent

Michigan workers

not

.

health

as an alternative or complement

an annual rate of

private

and utillzed

of the

commssioned

sharp increase in

Detroit

mus t be used more

a program of required community

into

In

the new doctors,

be trained

must

we

industry

is

controlling costs, assuring quality care, or protecting

the forgotten health-care consumer.

Last year
provide

the City

of Detroit, as

its employees

an employer, paid $8,475,000 to

basic-ward-coverage hospital

- 5 -

Insurance.

This
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is

a signif

I have

been

to

fying on the
we have

factor

icant

Washington

City

of its

cent

of

of

employees'

that

gap

of

hospi tl

the Federal
health

already

financial

this

next

$43 million.

The

equals

In;urance

crisis.

year,

testi-

Although

plight.

service,

effect

Governmen t

care

the necessary
to

ability

times

financial

year we will
cost

nearly

to

the

20 per

gap.

the Nation's

has both

current

City

essential

a revenue-expenditure

I believe

City's

several

face

that

the

the ctLtes'

gravity of
back every

cut

in

must

because only

resources

the

and--more

a reorganization

of

assume

the

the

financing

Federal Government

importantly--the
health-care

delivery

system.

The health-care

situation

and Michigan

duplicated,

is

I have

cities

and

states

people

are

not receiving

But what

If

to be

is

the Congress

to develop

good

the
to

is

fellow mayors

the Country.

the adequate

tell

the

health

care

in Detroit
in

other

the American
that

they need.

done?

to

the health-care

alleviate

limited supply

delivery of health

finance

me,

Clearly

a financing procedure which provides

reorganizing
efficient

throughout

my

described as existing

of health
care.

a private health-care

- 6 -

It

crisis,

incentives

services
may

it

and

do more

system without

will

have

for

making more
harm than

simultaneously
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increas, ng the
prevent

avaj. labili.

ve halt

I bellevp

h-care

that we

the health

Ly

we expect

field

without

every means

cannot

financial

system

in

this Country.

other

of

s

both

and

supply

and

in

improving

endangers

A government

the

health-care
We must use

system to

health insurance

some

type

of national health

not

surprising

thiaL

I

and

of every

act now

program must

use of health

delivery

Nor

health-care delivery

a private

improved

health

reorganize

demand.

incentives.

in the health

those

tit the

a program to

from those
and

for vi ficiency,

Improvements

that passage

stance

to irge

increit; I ng cr.i

and

of services,

develop

terms of

;,

all

incentives

to

p ,rformance

before

contain

watt
In

improved

pos; I bl e

quality

cdicat ion.

care systems

can

and

system.

manpower,

It

insurance

is my

can

hope

elicit

further action.

It

is

field

of national

health

increased

support

one.

I do not

But

a health
zation

insurance

of the

I believe that
the

am one

political

Undoubtedly

a health

delivery

should

that does

of health

any national

the major

insurance scheme

believe we
scheme

from every

persuasion who now endorse

Insirance.
of

of many persons

settle,
not direct

in

is

the

factor

idea
in

this

the economic
desperation,

itself

to

for

reorgani-

services.

health insurance program should have

following elements:

-

7 -
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F r!. t ,

the

in

Kennedy-rif

the

fund

f it

tit r acLd

must

be

of health

pt

of

;,,-vi ce .

health

wo u I d be

ir.;oone

t ha t

inu;t ra c e

p ait .

sInce

p;:,

the

be dcmaildei
will

just

of

'. d

a

t he

d

and

liItes

fac

its;

at cata

lien th

any
tile

Nation's

outlined
insurance
resources

system of delivery
much

s

1y s t

to

as

$800

cr e a L

mill ion

in ee

d ed

in

any

; tein.

Mad ical
ge

e

ng

) 1 11

Kennedy
ii I

I,,t n

of

port Ion

1:;trengthen

in c IUn it I-;w i', r

of

co:;t

i,,

-

feve

coIltrol

have

*;

d I,:,
.V
c

th (- iiv,lt

itas

hi

and

the

tione

A

toward:;

Under

c a rmii r

t;o

changes wit lin

Second,

I

hi11.

is

as

Account

developmentt

Resou rco s

a

of

concept

contiJnued

I, rt fatainna

Is or

check

i lanl

ctI I d .

eil

ad

be

ind

Inc Iuded
to

ri so

in Detroit

Accountability must

Government

tItc Federal

supporting continUed

ine f f I c Ii c y.

Third,
IL

that

Is

pr vatc

my liAi ief

ftuiict ion in

I have

attempted

City.

Clearly

of the

cannot

pay

a

taLtoail

to outline

the health

it.

I urge

you tile

the

Nation
yoa

in the msanner

I have

harmonious,

ond

II ic

ng

is

industry

health situation

a priority

pOl1 tcy.
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all

serve

a

in

my

of the City of Detroit

suggested

for

can

scheme.

item.

direct yourself

to

care crisis

rv,,'.rld

people

be retained.

individuals

Insurance

health

for

of

for

tnscance

pC iv .t

people (if tihis
for

coverage

uranni

that, the

useful

and

i,

and

to

The City
the health-

to make

Americans

a goal

a healthful,
of national
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Seiator KE.wNNEDY. At this point I order printed all statements of
those who could not attend and other pertinent material submitted

for the record.

(The material referred to follows:)
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February ].9, 1.971

Honorable Ted Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy
The Executive Board, in session on February 9, 1971,
discussed your very intensive efforts, in conjunction with
Representative Martha Griffiths and others, to secure the
enactment of a comprehensive, compulsory national Health
Security Program.
The Executive Board members were highly laudatory of
your efforts in introducing legislation in the U. S. Congress
and your diligence in pursuing the enactment of this vital
program. As you know, this type of legislation has long been
a cherished goal of our Union. We have long sought a national
health program to cover all American citizens, regardless of
ability to pay, station in life, or employment status. We feel
that all citizens are entitled to this as a matter of right.
Local 600 General Council, in session on February 14,
also adopted a resolution endorsing the "Health Security
Program" introduced in the 92nd Congress as Senate Bill No. 3
and House Bills Nos. 22 and 23.
(Resolution is herewith enclosed).
Again, in behalf of our entire membership, comprising
approximately 33,000 in-plant workers and 15,000 active retired
members, I want to express our utmost gratitude for your work
in this field. We are most confident that, with your continued
efforts, that of Representative Martha Griffiths, and other
dedic
,d members of Congress, the Year 1971 will finally see
the eniactment of a national Health Security Program.

~/

Vey truly youpo.,,

JLO'R:moc/opeiu42afl-cio
enc.

ames LO'Rourke, ist/ Vice-President
,FORD
LOCAL #600, UAW [
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r,

L1 i'IO

ON IHEAI.TH SECJUllT" I?."flHi.1

WHEREAS:

The continuing csca!:tion in the cnst r:id dmcf:iratn i;n the quality of health
care in the United States is of c :ntinuinj concern to all Americans, and

W!,!!flEAS:

UAVI mcmb(rs ind thcir faniirs hwe --,n
ci'c: and ;'dverse effects on their
collective balr piing efforts recultinq from t':e unco:troltu cost inflation, and

WHEREAS:

Some thirty
;llien disadvmtaz'd Ani,'ri:ins ('o"iPuo to.I.e
confined to the
tfrindinfI c.v(,I,, (f poverty a:ad ilIrlh
, F,) thai c
e:l'effect are increasingly
irldistinvlitIwl',
.n1d

WHEREAS:

Almost all prrpn'ral to chan.i 1 pi.l)r-',it unfor tu,
'airstie of affairs fail to deal
with the a.)dc problem of reor(! ni7ati(,n of th'r I;'ih lb
iverVy system, and

WHEREAS:

The Committee for National 1lb'lth In cirance, with substantial support from the
UAW, has developed the most comprehetoive, practical awvl pronisi uiq proerarn for
health security for rll Americans, and

WHEREAS:

This pro.rarn has heen initriluceI ill the 9211d CoMryeCS VI Serrate Bill No. 3 and
House Bills flors 22 and 23, with broad Crrirc, ioiil sip 'ort, and

WHEREAS:

All major scr:rnints of the
these legislhtiv3 proposals,

THEREFORE

BE IT
l, OIA1.VDr ),,at the UAW Internitionol Executive Boird reaffirms its
support of the I ellh S,,curity Program. and of lon.lilative Bills S.3 and HI. 22 and
23, and

labor movement are now united in their support of

BE

IT FURTHER BESOLVFr): . Thrit t0 P 1kW. call- upon all Fo-Iror'ts of the .Uninn to join
in (living hi-lh trioity to the lavelcpmei t of "uTpoit for this comprchn sive
Health Security Pronr i:, anJ

ME

IT rUrfTHER nEML.V -):
That UAW CAP Councils Lo r( lucsted to or(gnize edtlc3tionl3
programs to enabo wnrkorl' fmnilics end all o'l:er co,'surners to differcn:'ate
between .horo [;ropcsefr* which ,,quld make ef
ive ch:,nCs in the health care
system and those wlch woulO rot, and

BE IT FINALLY RE-SOLV'ED:
"lat UAW CAP Council he rcquicted to undertake activities at
the city and statie levels to :'ring e.!:ut passc. ,a I.,/ t!,3 appropriate legislative
bodies of rocolutions memorializing the Congre.ts to vct ecr;ly and favorable on the
Illlth Security. ljislhtive propoccls.
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recently
The enc losed resolution on national health insurance was
r
d by the Board of Directors of the Federation of American
provisions
of
number
a
Hospt Ils. This policy statement includes
which re contained in several health insurance proposals now
I before the U. S. Congress.
sent to all

A copy of the Federation resolution is also being
members of the Senate Subcommittee on Health for their consider-

aton and comments.

1 woul( d appreciate your making the Federation resolution a part
of the Record of hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on
Heal th on the Health crisis in the United States.
Endi0,1
Sincerely,
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FEDERATION
OF AMERICAN
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FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HOSPITALS

Please Reply To:

Suite 810
1101 17th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
20036
RESOLUTION ON NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
Adopted by Board of Directors
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HOSPITALS
February 18, 1971
We believe that all Americans should have access to quality health care and
that incentives should be built into the program to reward efficiency and
encourage the development of new delivery systems.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that FAH support a program of National Health
Insurance which recognizes the desirability of a pluralistic health care
delivery system providing both patient and provider with freedom in selecting the method of delivering or receiving health care.
The National Health Insurance program should include the following elements:
1. Federal payment from general revenues for health insurance for the
poor and in part of the near poor.
2. Federal payment from social security taxes for catastrophic insurance
for all Americans.
3. Employer-employee payment for basic qualified health insurance plans
approved by the Federal Government for all working Americans with a
bonus provision (such as lower deductible or lower coinsurance) for
those employer-employee plans which utilize the services of less
costly health maintenance organizations. Minimum benefits would be
set forth in Federal Legislation and Federal Regulations would be
issued to define criteria for "qualified plans". Employers would
absorb the major cost of purchasing a qualified plan and employees
would select the qualified plan. Employers may purchase health
insurance; provide health benefits directly; enter into prospective
contracts with providers; enter into contracts for comprehensive
pre-paid care plans; or a combination of the above or by other
Federally-approved methods.
4. Continue Medicare, as now financed, for persons over 65, with an
option for retired persons under age 65 to purchase Medicare benefits.
5. Incentives for the development of Health Maintenance Organizations,
including experimentation with Federally-chartered health care corporations.
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May 13, 1971

My dear

4

4r

You vill please find enclosed copy of a statement entitled
"Health Care -- A System in Crisis," prepared by Mrs. Jeanne Levey,
Chairman of the Board, National Parkinson Foundation, Inc., of
Miami, Florida.
You will favor me by including this statement in the record
of your committee's current hearings on the Health Care Crisis in
America. Mrs. Levy expresses great admiration for your leadership
on the Senate-side in our endeavor to provide for adequate health
services and insurance for all Americans.
Warmest personal regards, and
Believe me,
Always slimerely,

C4
Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman, Health Subcozmittee
Labor and Public Welfare
Suite 426 Senate Office Building
cc:

Mrs. Jeanne Levey
Chairman of the Board
National Parkinson Foundation, Inc.
1501 N.W. Ninth Avenue
Miami, Florida 33136

fg

ress
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by Mrs. Jeanne Levey, Chairman of the Board,
National Parkinson Foundation, Inc; of Miami, Fla.

HEALTHI CARE
-- A SYSTRI IN CRISIS

Fo'ktThe O/ea~t majo'ritu oA Ame~icanz, the ob~tacte, to obtaining

adequate heatth ca~'e cvte enocrno" .
begin with.

Ifeatth ca~'e iL6.6cace and expen,6iAe to

It i.6 dangeAow46ty Kiaigrented and U~uatty oK ejed in an atm'oz-

pheAe o6 mqte~u and unaccuntabi~itq,

Except at a diminiahinq nwnbe4 o6

cham'ttabte Aacititez, heaf-th ca/te i6 a commodity pwtchazed at unitequtated,
zteaditaI i4eazing rvticu -in which peorpe too Aich Ko4 Aledicaid, too p004
6o't tue C~to,6.6 and too young O MfedicaAe, have no health i.6umance p'totecVion at att, white thoze with coveAage 6ind it paktiat and inadequate with
&tite olt no p~9ovizion 4 Vi~it6 to the docto't, a~sopposed to hog'pitat Atay46.
14 tabot'tato'ty tat.6 oht 4eciaeU&At ae needed and the co~t ia mo.'e than they
can a64o4d, they wait Ko

an ittnezi6 to become zetiou.6 enough to want hoh6-

pitatization, p/e~eA/vinq the 'tik oj c~iticat ittne6. with in6uwiance cove/tage
to 46ubmitt-ing to the humiliation oK weXt~ave azzi~tance 04 going into debt.
with the wide.6p'ead pubticitu oj the TV zsekiez on hozrspitat.6 and
erieAged, 'rivattinq that oK the otd
tueatmnent, a new Koeke q~ medicine ha,6
witch doctou~. Aledi cat technology zeema az complex and myztZ~inq a,6 pace
technology.

Phy6ican.6 a~'e p~e6ented az .6teety-neiwed, omniscient, medical

a~ttonauth

The patient a u,6uaty zick-6jeeting, o~ten und'Leed, a namete64

*

ob.6e'weA' in a puocezz~ he can neveA hope to ande4utand. fiehat been eed to
expect

46oie 6matt mitacte in h"~ own ca.6eD a magicate new p~euc'iption d~ug 04

an opmation which witt cu~e everything.
Even when con4'tonted with what 6eeru to be i4Aationat therapy, mo.6t
patientz6 eet hetrte,66 to queh6tion 04 complain.

Eve~twthing about the medical
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system seems ca-Ccuta-ted to maintain the chi.t-te, dependen-t and de-pemonatized condition o4t( he patien-t.

fie is given no means o, judging wha-t ea~te he

.6houtd ge-t o4' evoauating what ca-'e he has 'teceiued.

He canno-t pa tcipa-te in

any way in tteatmen~t o&' cake which may be a matteA od tige and dea-th -to him.
The r'ubtic has aCways' assumed tha-t -the 6unc-tion o6 the Ameican
health industry i~s -to rtovide adequate health cake -to the Ameican people.
But the Amet'ican med-icaC induztuI has6mane,' items on i&ts agenda o-theA -than
4eAvice to the conaume'tu.
induast't

Anatyzed in

-te~'un ot

att its functions, the medicat

emreAga. as a coheAen-t, highty o'uian-Zzed system.

One patitc

aL 6unc-

tion, patient cate, may be ge-tting 4Zigh-ted, and the-'e may, be some p'tobemA
in otjteA ateas as wet, but it A'eniain.6 a sytem and must be ana-eized as such.
Its most obvious 6wic4Zon, o-the-' than patient ca/Aeo iL pto~i-t making.
When it coma -to making money, the health indwztwy is an extAaokcdina~ity wet
o-'ganize4 and e46icet machine,
The most pi~o~itabte zmaUt business altound is the p'ziva-te rvtaetice oK
medicine.
d'tugz.

The mot p'oitabte big buzineAA is the manaate and Wa-e o6~

Pival~ng the d'wg indwsttq is -the expanding hosritat 4upptty and equip-

men~t indwst'tu with the gtedqting nwiuing homes moving in do-'kt hei' piece o6 -the
ac-tion.

Even the 4totid ihzutance companies~ g/tozz ovet -ten bittion dot"au

yeoA in health inzwrance p'temiwn6.
even the "non-p-'o~i"

ho-spitaLs make

pan~ion oA medical empi-'te.

a

In 6ac-t, -the health business is .o p-'o~-Ltabte,
pkto 1 it6,

which a-'e used to 6inance -the ex-

These non-p'roditz buy kteat esta-te, stocks, ptuA new

buitdings and exrenzivety za-ra/~ied p-'o~ezionat ernptouez.

Next is the medical. -5qten1's £Z.t

Afthouah

oj p-tio'ities in -'tea'toch.

-the vas-t 4~ede,'vo arpk'op-'ia-tionz 6oA' biomedical Aemach olte p/4ma't

motivated

by the hore o4 inirovingq health ca/e, ontu a smatt 4'tac-tion oS -the teo-'k
out to the gene-'t rubtic as inip-'oved health cmve.
function whoclu inderendent o4 the de~ve't

teaks.

'u-t medical ke~ea~ch has a

o4 health. se'tvices, as~ an indi4 pen-
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Aahte poAt o4, the nation's gian-t -'re'auch and develormen-t entejzp-'i~e.

The

va6-t machlnehve gou 4m-eeatch and devefomen~t in a&l auzeaz5
-- rht~ic.u, etecetto-

nic4, ae-rosrace, au weti aA biot'edicat zr&encez, ),a

f

inanced tletteC byi the

oovetiment and cavz~a'd out in univeuitie4 and rk'ivate induzt'u#.
The medi cat vmter, "~ imrm~tan-t -to -thl.6 no-ing iwe~aitch and devetop-

meat P4o'tt, because it iz .the peace whek'e Aaeea'ch and de~ve'ormen-t in genewt
come into con-tac-t with human material.

H1edicat kte6eaurch -Z,5the tink.

natiohs rnajo4' bioriedicaf iueeatch in,6tiuwte
cauhe thew, 'equiAe
inveatigations.

The

ate. aKitiated -to hospi-tol.

be-

human matemiat to caAtq ou-t -the-iA own, u,6ua~q ab~tutact,
Fout instance:

Inve,6tna-tionit oK the putmona-'u d-Lzo-'deu'i og

patients in Iiax'tem Ha6pitof mav p-'ovide inzight5 4o,% deziqning Apace 6"t

o0%

i-t may~ conVtut-~te -to the techno-Coqi o4 aeAoA a-Cdi46,emination o4 neitve g"6.
Human bodie.6 a/ta not att that the med-tcat cate -suetern o4e.-'r.
'tezea'tch and devt'errient.

Who F-now.6 whoi ends6 a.'t

up -to

met hy the routinee nemt-

oqicat and d-'ug ktczea'tch catutied cut on the Patior'. i'vC.ions oK men-tat ho.6pi-

-tat inmates?
Finale?!, an imro-'tant KunctLon oA the. medical
'Aep'toduction

o1( i-ti
heli re'titornel, rhimiicia ni.

wa'e zy,6ttem -A -the

The medical zchootA gotaduate,

each ueaut ]u-3t a Kew" mo.'edoctom than a/re needed to 'rertace -the. on"e who utetL'ze, and 6ar too Oew to keep up with the qutow-th o,( ropitation. A qutowing
r-'opo-'tion oK qitaduateit go st.Lcght into academic govektmnent 04 indwitta

biomedical utezeautch, and neve'

ztee a ratient.

The ktezt have been educated

chtie~ty in academic medicine (a mixtWe oK baitic itcience and "inteute.-tinq"
pa-thotogy) and aren't tutained to take cakte 06 ratientt. But thieA 46 not a.6
iltrationat a,6 it

6teemzt.

The. iynited 6tize o4 medical 6tchoot catze

maintained th~'ough the dit ient and zy.6tematic e44o'zti
Association.

Too many outeven enough doctout'

thoite atuteady in p-tactice.

haA6been

od the Amexican Mledical

would mean towme

p/to itt 604

And the kre.6eoAich orientation o6 medical education
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sfirf

're~(ect6 the ricdicae. ichooae'

con.6uming Pk'eoccupation wi-th 'teowmn

.,earh
P'tot~iZt6, ite-Aea'tch and teaching ate. Wnereildent 6unctionh oK thc
medical zqAztem.
patient care..

B~ut the,

do not no on afong

vrnte. t'tack6 removedd 61tom

Pcttientz a't the ind-L6renzabte .inp'tedien-t oj medicaZ Lywjit

making, ,tezeevch and educa-tion.
Vi66e't

cpoupz oK patients ze.'we in diAetent wav.6.

The

can a4 otd tuxuwhy, zo 1(o't hem the medical zue~tem pkoducu a fuxu

the mo.zt rantaig AureAt-technoL'oqicat t'eatmen-t pozibte.
chiej~e

tidz
conmodLtil,

The poot 4ewve

to suh6idi.ze medicat kteswach and educa-tion with theiA bodiea.

and coun-ty houpitat

Cityi

and the u~ak'dz and ctinics o6 r-'iva-te hospLtatz p'tovide

64ee cate, Ko't the poo't, c'~hoin -ttn p'tovide -theZ'A bodieA 6ot young doctor
to pzac~tce on and 4o't umeea'chw.

to exrehient wi-th.

The midd-Ce cta-6 ratient haz enough money -to buy h-L5 wayi out oK
beingi u~ed 4ot 'tueatch, bu-t no-t enough 6oAr tuxuue ccae.
atin? Itooru?,

fie wait6 in c-'owded

kteceives, b'twaue, -ire/t-onat attention ,10oma doc-to't who i,6

qtuckeA to ,(a'tr
him out to a 6reciaUJ-.At than take the timne. to -t'ea~t him himzet4, and is chanted att the maAke-t witt be0A'.P-'even-tive ca'te iz ou~t o6 the.
quez.tion.

I-t"L neithe't veAlf roita-(e. noA in-tehezting -to the mode'tn -6cience,

o'tien-ted M.D.
The Mk6ii

in health caie. can be. Itaced di'tectfu -to the 6ac-t -that the

pa-tien-t cate. iz no-t the onety o-t even the pt'imaqtu aim o6t~ he medical cate. zimtem.
But what ha6 tu'xned the individual p'viva-te niqh-triaAe, in-to a qktea~t public health

ca'te c-'i4Z66 4tha~t -the othe,4 4unctionA o4 the 6qz-teM
making, 'tezem'ch and education

a'te in tjtoubte.

ke. aUt inc.waz-ingtu 4uieting

K'tor

Kinanciat

zho'tae on the one hand and in5tituationat inadequacies on the otheA'.
6otation& oAe~ed hu the g'tov'-inq cho-'ue, otAmedicat ke~jomeksL

meazu-'e, zuAvivat r'ea~ute.,

aimed a-t r-'e.6eAvinq and

P'to Zt

The

me, in a taae

W~engthening -the medical
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zustem az it now ore'qatez az much a6 theil a-'e atim'ed a-t imrovina patient
caAe,
Wrhat the heat-th eare conweA -LAuq- apetbtt notw, wha-t he wtj.
he up aoain6t even a ,tek the. he.t-ibtentoned t4oAm inea6tez, iLA a -6t18ter

in which health ca'te LAtz~

ontif a bif-r-'oduct, AeccndnAi -to the p~t-o~ti-

tiezs oK pto~itz, 'uewch and

'tai n-i n.

The dangvA LA tha-t when alt -the

cuten-t 4'e~o'rtm a.'e, zaid and done, the Ayu&tej

a.Aa tehote witU be tighteAt,

matte eK(~Zc.en-t and haAdez -to &Eacb, white health zeAvLce,& tQalt be no -te
chaotic and inadequate.
TheAe witt~ be gitea~t changA in methods and ca-tegoktie. etig-ibe
,4o4 Kinancing once the NetianaZ featth Inzowance btz ras6ae.

Pepata.e

o6 arnendmen-t6, which m'os-t Uiketti wit tibetatlize bene,'Lt6, L3&Le C404o6 Witt
peayt, he

majot ttole in adminiztAtating and i4undingi the rtog'am and must have

contingency prtopozatz

razttkeceive

6e-t up.

I-t is ve4'tt tikety p'teventive medical

a~t tea,6t patttiat bene~Lt

cu-tod-iat wa'e centet..

--

meawu.

ou-tpa-tien-t t'eatnent, nu~zing,

and eonized horne ca~te unaueztionahfta vwLlt come -in-to

thizA
ca-teqotty.
The pke-peA' .6tudy ad the Ameki.can health h6mtem -Lz no eonneA' medccine
but medical inztiitutionz.

Bazed in tocate ne~oo'ths o6 ho6pitat,6 and med-caL

ichootz, backed up bi a hihty technotoqgicaZ health commoditieA6 -ndust'w,
zenvted nationatt

ktepite-

bit the Ame-'ican Ifo,6ritat Azocia-tion, Beue. Cko.ai6 and the Ameiez-

can A64ociation og Ofedicat Schootls, -the heat a6 the nein &tIsten i.6 no tongee-tThe
p.'t vate p'tactitionett, bu-t the tocat, medicat-.6choot-cen-tetted, medical en-tetpA~Le.
fled-icat catte ha.6
become va,6t&
technology.

Wi'th the expanding technotopy o patien-t ca'te, doctor 6ind -that

mak~e and mo-te a6 the-iA' p-'ivate ratent
ttezomtcez a4 a hospta.

~the g'towth

ma-'e speciatized and dependent on

'teoui-'e the reutonneL and equipment

flhie technotogy made ho,6ritat! i&npo~ttan~t -to doctottz,

otKhealth instance rtana made hospita& independenvttu viable in-ti-
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tutonzs with docto&6 rno'e. derenden-t on them titan ev'e' be~o'e,
The ont' p4ace uiou can do ieaeaAch "4 in a fa-'uie LniveJT4-ty-b(Led
rnedicatC .choot cen-te.

That's wheltze the G/~ant6

cotteaquez who make Aezea'tch Kun and ptoductive.
-tout,

o)e,

the eqimet and -the.

A e'hote new b'eed o14 doc-

craned ht' the hozritaLa and medical schootz, 14 p-'wwtinq ur ui-th no

than the Za'tqe teachi-np hopzrtat and i-tz tahb.
other homne
Bu-t, jus-t aA (ioctoL

had become dependent on hozpitatA, individuat

ho.6p-tatf4 we-'e becoming dependent on -the madicat 6choo"6 and majot teaching
Community hozpi-tz

ho,6iaC4.

Kound Theil coutdn'-t at-tanc-t the bu~t yuwq

inen6 and 'Aeziden-t4, oqt otde-'t r,iiva-te doctoz, untus they had some wi~t
oK( an ctf,*1Wdjon tv-ith a medi cat .6choot oAtmajeik teaching ho6pi-tat.
aIttAac-t tor rto~esouL,

tor rhimicianz and tor Atei6p,-'tcheu

someth-ing to o44e.t -then

--

ptent

To

tewi-VesA having

sraciouz Aacitit-ie, the. fatp.6t eQuipren-t and

oK raient6 -to uze a.6

a-'tech and teaching mate'iae,,

in eve'u majo't

ci-ty, these medicat entek'p-'t1es oa-e 9'totvinp, £n'eering, ur hosrittA, health
cen-te&m,

doctozz and ra-tent6, gaining cont'ot oveit. tocat health

and Ieadinq

ineuitat-fi

nationat, heattih ro~cq.

-to a conttjtdl

o ice in the roa-ticz~ oK £ocae and

Whev.eA tocat dec1iain6 about hosriaC rtanningi

and financing a-'e
made, a.6 on the boaAAd
ho,6pitat tanning apenc-ie,

o~4ditec-tout o4 lBtue C-'oz and

-thei' ktepktezentattivez can be Kound, in Cii Hatt

o'tWazhington, seAv.ing "~ conutants, "-rmemb-'r
even a rubtic oKicia6 -them"e-tv-',
zentativie

-eiowtces

og o6KiciaC commizionz, o~t

ouatnumbeting and outv-ighinn' .the /eprte-

o,4 zmatt, inderenden-t hozpita-4 and coun-ti medicat soietiez.
St-ue Ctoz and otheA Iiospitat 6inancingq apenclez& 6ind theze en-te-

p-'t1ez atttac-tive on economic altounds.

Btue CrtoPs, acting atone o,%tTh~'ough

tocat quazi-o Kiciat ho6ritaf rtan-?ing agenciau

ha6 encowtaged the cen-t'ti-

zatlon oK rnedicat tech notogi'cat Ple.Aouce6 in a Kew' mna
(oA inzAittions, teaving
zmatte/ institution to oj~i-&ate. ith the fa't eA, omt6e tei-t out6id. the
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mainztAeam oK medi.cat technoto.nit.
The heezvo eouirment manuKactuAeAs, the comran,'ez which make and
buitd hosr tat comrateu, 1111reAMA&

chambw, deKib, iftatou and the We,

Aemuent a new outAide Kmce which tahes a. k nd view oK the, guwth 04
medical emNiez.

Soen (16*ctou and Amatt community hozritat,6 do not buy

4eventv tho"and dottak cobatt units, oA even thirty theuAand dottm zcintittation counteAz.

flajo4 medical centeAz a, e the onty maAhet

m many o6

the rAoduetz o6 the ,azt-pA.owivp hospital eouirment indUZtAy.
When the goveAnment, vith tfed&aid and MedicaAe, undeAwkote the
health co,6ts oK miftions o
uet

Ammelt. chakitil ratient4, Moviding the Ainanciat

m the exronding madicat enteiLr,4izez, rum nent deans o6 medical 4choots,

di&ectou oK majok teaching hoAritatz, et cetma, began to rtay a taAqeA Aote
at conokusionat hearings, on rite.zidentiat commi,6.6ion.6 and in the po"U
oK Ileatth, Education ar(I WetAaAe.

A new naVonat health estabU.Ahment vu.6

emeApinn AepAuentinp inAV tutionatized medicine,; the Ammican HoAritat A4aociaVon, flationat r5tup Ckou and the Ammican AAzociaVon o
they weAe beginning to exeAt theiA weight.

Pfedicat Cottep", and

The Ame,,Ucan IfecUcat A.6sociation

t;w no tonpeA the dominant oA.panizatton in health routics.
The Arnehican Hed cat Azzociation, conceding the q4ovl ng dependence. o6
it6 member on hotpitats, iz tMowing ita cneAgiu into a battle with the Ame'lican tlo,6pitat Aa,6ociation -- demanding qkeatell roweA Am phill6icians within the
ho,6pitaZ6,

but the re.keentape oK rhysiciana who ate A.P.A.

member i,6 dropping,

and the Ammican Medicat U&ociation's rustic medibitity ha,6 topped even
KasteA.

TheAe i4 no po np bac

ojt the AmpAican health zt/stem.

The age o6

the ouitd-dorninated, individual medical c4a taman iz ove.it.
Btue. rko.6,& 1.6 the centAat mechani,6m 4m Ainancing ho,6pitat eme in
Arnetica.

The entiq.e 6tAuctu4e oA the hoAritat simtem -- its Kinanca, man-

powe.k poticiez and o tcn even it4 medical roticiez -- Auts uron Btue CAo4A
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Hue CAo,64 inzu, es the hes

a bizz e.
ncome

.

It

ri taes

theii wM have a keazonabtti .6talite.

inzuAes tile hozi-itat zurrtf, comramiez and d4u.0 comranie.6 OK a

,6ta0fe raAket.

It

inzu, eA the uAban medical

AcftootA and the. A aKAitiated

hosritaU thot theiot AeAeakch and tAaiilino rAioAiVe.A t4U not be chattenged
by theiA Sou, Cez 0,

6i)larcill.q.

Thc.,,c, a4e 75 Hue C, r&5 r au in

tile (Ini-ted Statez.

indererdent, rm)jd ,,n fwritax zaticil irsmance in

Fach rf an is

a ceAtain qeoq4aphicat

o.,:ea, touaM a ztclte wt c t,,i. The [Ques aAe non-rlo4it, tax exempt okganizatjonz.
Thet/ aAe wsuafitt &et up undeA zrec at state te, 5
hi It e
gi, fati.on tv c
xemrt6 them A,%ornceAtain r4ovizicnA oK -the ztate inzukance taw.6 but which Aubjectz them to kegaZation (-to a ztate agencti, v4teh tile Atate in6mance deraktrent.

;'he, reaoA oAe tin

Aer tuckitz them. in

ed bti tile Natioi:at.Rfue. CAo,&.6 Azzociation, which

matiorat a A.aikz,

rioKe,64ionae and rustic Aef-atior,5,
videz coverage, ,oA

nod crekatu an intmrfan, banh which rAo-

Stue, Cite.6,6 .60,zc4ibeu uzina hosritaz bene itA Out.6ide-the

aAea vA theiA cwn rf.all.
inAuiance

rkovidez zeAviccz in maiheting keseaAch,

Topethm, tile Otue cozosz rtanz provide ho4pitatization

oit 6ixty-eJ.pht rti.Won AmeAiceznA,

to Hedicoe

a,6 wetf "

insuAnnce. zurptementaott,

kk another .6i.x mittion Peorte ctim age 5ixtti-4ivc.

biWon doUau a Yeah raA46 thAOU.011 BtUe CAOAA.
hoAritat bittz; doctok,6'

bittz,

even in

AEmo.6t Aeven

(Stue cfto,6,6 raw onty

the hozritat, a4e covered Aermatety

bt, it.6 companion oAganization, Me Shietd).
Stue Cko.6.6 T4uAtee,6 zit
It6 oA4iceu 4it
Ckoss h"

on buzinez.%,

univeuita and hospital boa4d,6.

on tocat, Atate and 6edettat councitz on health iZ,61LU.

the ro4ition and rowek to rtatf a majak toee in cooAdinatinp the

health inteAestz oA theze vaAioub 6ectoAz.

In this Aotep it

act,6 aA the

co"ective Aer)tezentative, o . the tong-teAm inteAest6 oA the hosritatz.
The rtans atzo rAovide rlo.6t o4 the, machinery Ott opmatinp the
'fedicoAe and Nedicaid vitog4amA.

The goveAnment pata the bitt

Acit medical

Stue
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o6e6ed cinde.

,e-icez

diAectilu.

both, hut it

doez not o'uiina'tiu ray the hosp.Ltatz

It Aund6 the intmr'ediLaJW, w~uatty

patz the ho,6pi-tat.

C'to,

Pltoop'am cte kt un.

Mokc than ninety pe~'cen-t o6 the
In eiqh-teen zatezo

-L6 allo the iu-te'u'uediwtu thk'oucih which Aledicctid bitt

Fede-'at p-hoqfams account 6o't atrucut
The S3eue C'uoz,

a'te paid.

WK1
1 oK the M3ee Ckou opemutiona.

bene~it s-tuctwte haz he-Cped pitomo-te oveAty high

rnediceu2 ccu'e. cozts AoA' con~w'eu.
pa-tien-t ca~'e.

tkn

Thiz ruts Geue. C'ro4. in a key ro~ztion to de-teL-

ho~oi-tatzO Medicote biteza cue raid thh'ough ltue. Ck~o,,6
Blue C~to.z

which in

The exact 'utte oK pau iz negotiated between the ho~pi-

-taZ.6 and the ibvteAmediaml.
mi.ne how the Fede~An

leue.

Bene~i-t6 arplal ezen-tattu onti

to in-

Theo don'-t coveA' uw6e oA( out-ratien-t depo.Abtrent6 om doctoktz'

oKicez, nLLt~inp horwA, chronic ccvte horez, owianized home cate, et cete/ta,
,6o patien-tz have a "dis-incen-tive" to "~e, theze tyre
cen-t o4 the patient.6 now in geneit

howit-l

o4 cate.

Twenty peA-

coned be t'ea-ted jttzt a,6 we-LC

in theue otheA wayz, a-t q)teat Kinanciat -5avinq -to the patien-t.
&&Le Cko.6s 4aLz -to contot ho.6ptat costz Kol'rits zubwc'ibeu zimrtt,
because

MIe C-toz4 i,

cpaeeted it
ttadenaAk,

contAotted by -the hearitat e, tabtisliment.

duking the dep-teuion to enuwe theht bit&a
M8Ce Cltosal i-6

The typical rean pl'ovidez

do-tou~ hotd one-thijtd o

woued be razid.

The

tsetK owned by the. Arneiican Hopdat Aociation.

The in~tuence oA the hoispitat-A in Rtue C~to~
cite contAuoffed.

The hospitaxt.6

the 6eat6, ho,6ria.

can be .6een in the way -the planm
4oi a S3oak'd oK Tk'uutee.

on which

adriniitha-toA6 and -t'Luttee4

another thik'd, and tail k'ertc4en-ta-tvez the Kinat. thitd.

In some rtan'6, the

tocaf riedicaC 6ocietit and the hosri-toi aAociatior choose -thei'

t~w-teez,

and thoze t~u.teez, in twtn, choose the rubUic ftermAezentativez.

Ptlbeic kter'ue-

.6en-ta-tivez on tue C-'oi-z 8(ea-'dA me' no-t onto' w6uattit a minolUi,

but theil'ue

chosen by the hosrpitaf predict

Wati timtb!4re
nt. The ue-6utt "L that when ho0'pLtaC.u

nego-tia-te thei't Aimbuuzement contrlctt with 1Stue Cuso,5, theyt cie esentiatty
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theetvez.

neqotiating ati

AnotheA sow~ce oj the hosritaaW

cont'ac-tz with

at.

oveL 13eue C'tos

cont~to

i6 theiA

A B&Le Ctos cont'ac-t with a hosritat spe&i~eA that it

ray~ the ho~ritat a eettiut aeeowabee co~t 04' each daet og hozrae 6eA-

wiUt

The aetocA'abtp. cost £6 ta

v-ice used bit a M3Ce CtozS6 zubsc'ubeA'.

~totat cost

o6~ the ho

'-itat

o' ptov~d~np ze~'v-~ce.

Such iems a6 kesea.'ch,

oveQkhead, educaticnat costs KO)La ,teuedencii Okt ntAn r.'w,.?'qam',
hop~ae

than the

o't Ko/t a

choot oA nuAzinq, and the cost o4 p~ovdLno Ae~'vice j~'4 pa.tents

ae-

who 6ait to rat, theiv bitz~ mte not included in the bitU to Btie C'to,

~though

pA-tt o( these cos-ts woutd be included in -the bitt oK a re'tzon rain

hiz hosribat bUa

himzef4 (,,t with the, aid oK a comme'ciaf inzu~ance ro~zicif.

In qi~np Mee C'toe,

this

zirecit 'ta-te,

hosriaZA massme~ ed oK a 6tabte

-Znccme 64ctm the rwanti ratientz who might othemai'e Kait to ray4 theL't biLLC..
I-t atzo qZve.6 the Iho~ritzt

a

(ective

J~uh ove't Etue CAVto),
--

they can

withd'tax the r'Le e)Lentat i~ate and demand 1.eue. c'to&, rail them' .theiPt tL

cha~kqe6.

T6 anti sub.6antit nwrdbek' o6 hosritafz in a giv'en am'ea did -t/UzA,

13-ue, Cto,6.6 £voutd eithei
bene~6,t

6o

have -to ray' 4utt- cha'u

oA de~autt on ra!yZna Ott

riheA

ra~te;tt6 iZn those hosritaUC.

coau-e woutd des-t'Lo

Bt-ue

Ctz comre-titive pozitioh to-ah au..pec~t -to the corjm'tcia2 heaP-h in6u~ance
companies.
The a2Uiancg oK ELtue Cussi

and the hosria-C

wasith
ZPuAa-ted at

the hem-t-ngs heed bit the New Vork State Inswkancp supe'vin-tenden-t on Au.~jast 4,
1969.

Cttoezh rloroha4'
In opp~osition to the 1341ur

i(o'

a, iZneoe in liatez wash

eve-'w p-toup that cowud be conht'ued as~ k'eptezentinp consume'eh, votun-ta'et'
cortirunitv ze'vicC pwwurz ond the New Vo't Clt
and Verwtinent o( 1colth.

M3ee CA,

Conhueee'

A44azuL

Sreakll in h6uroht o R-CueCAPAA- wek'e onti -the

hohVitt o dmini t'ato'r, ond Rfiue. C'tosA
14

Dproqtyent o

aif,

hteIV.

to kepteseen-t

the rubCtic With A'ehpec-t to the
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hosptatz, the ruhutc aqenci~'h which teputagte Beue Cto~s don't hep much
eithe't

CtoseneLz between !Leue C~,6

4tegulate it,

and tile rubtic o Aicatz who 4uppozedee,

encomaned bit the pozzibiUtI o a p-~etiiouA Stue, C'ros position

a.a 4ejnatd tateA on, Ls Aaid to be common.
Thom"a

Thachem',

Fomexar'pte, cA-Wcs allege that

New' Vo'tk S-ta-te SupeAin-teiiden-t og In.6(LAence 44om 1959 to 1963

waz. exttao~tcinojUl~61mriathetic to some oA Stue C'o'
demands~ and pacticez.
PeAiodlic qut
p4owth o4 B3te C'to.

teaiaW mo'ke. que~bionahe

ThacheA now sitz on thle, Boa~'d o,( New Yo'tk

M~e Coz.

og pubLic dih.sati.~action have no-t 6towed .the imp.e66ive
Like otheit non-pvto~i~t inzttutionz zuch a6 univ&itieh

and medical .6chootz,

Btue C~o

iz

4om'evA zeekhbi .to expand -itz ope'ttonz.

I~t

behavP4 li~ke a hungq'w co'tpokaton, the di Keence beinq thatt Lt-A rto~it6 a.'tt

i

recwed back into the b.3zinez.
Btu e C'k

ha~
lza
itAzihtz 6e~t on contioltinq any~ Kwtute exran6ion oA

lqedica.'te oft a national healtbh irzwtanze rfan.

PAPiden~t INixon'z arroinbn~ent oA

W'atteA Afct~e~neit, P'teziden~t o4 the Ctue C'iozz Az~ociation a,4 Head oK the "Ta,6k
Foute on Medicaid and Petated P'tooyam,6" wa,6 k'ead hit man,' a,6 augowring a P'trozat
4eatwU~ng M3e C'toz
The tak

management og Medicaid.
o'ce wa.z atCzo cheated wi-th making rk'opo5atz

heotth insu'kance zqy5Ler.

~the

Acco'tdng to !ieaath,

go, a nationol

Education and Wet~ak'e o6(iciata,

ptan that "a tketti to emeuige woutLd u.6e Fede~t money atong with payutU

taxe6 on emrtoye.'t

and ezntoyeA -to buyt in~wtonce 49tom p'zvate companies.

13Le.

Cussh, with itz Kavo'ted pozitionl in the hosri-taLz, woutl have the inz~ide, ttach
and a good p-'o~rect o monorocizing -the btaine-646.

Senator ICFNNEDFry. The subcommittee willI stands in recess.
(Whereupon, tit 12, o'clock noon, the subcommittee recessed subject
to call of the Chair.)
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